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ANNUAL REPORT.

The Board of Education has the honor of respectfully sub-

mitting to the Legislature its fifty-ninth annual report.

The Board of Education has the varied functions of entire

control of the normal schools of the State, of authority to

collect and arrange needed statistics and information con-

cerning all the schools of the State, to assign State scholar-

ships, to hold teachers' institutes, to apportion town aid to

schools in accordance with the Public Statutes, to prepare

registration blanks and courses for teaching, to examine and
certify teachers when desired, to recommend wise school leg-

islation, and, in general, to act as adviser, friend and helper

in whatever affects the educational progress of Massachusetts.

Surely the wide scope of such authority compensates for its

partial indefiniteness. The history of legislation in this State

is a series of steps taken in the direction of a kind of State

control, the progress being slow, since each town and city

rightfully guards its own prerogatives and naturally relucts at

any loss of personal power. Yet the gradual willingness of

the towns to accept the system of district superintendence,

for which the late secretary, Hon. J. W. Dickinson, labored

so effectively, shows that such slight State direction in educa-

tion has decreased neither the financial nor the social interest

of the towns in their schools. Rather has it led them to realize

that skilled supervision is inevitable wherever the need of pro-

fessional training is recognized, and that a noble spirit of citi-

zenship is advanced by whatever tends to the best interests of

our schools.

Supervision.

As the town system is larger than the old district system, so

is supervision through superintendents larger than the town
system. The element now most lacking in this matter is that
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of universal compulsory supervision as part of the public

school system. We would not withdraw from the towns or

districts their right to the selection and appointment of superin-

tendents, but we do recommend that such measures be adopted

as shall secure entire supervision of the State by superintend-

ents. There are still one hundred towns without supervision.

Of these, thirty-six have voted in favor of it, but have not yet

been able to secure it, through failures in concert of action.

Supervision should be extended on geographical lines. In

some cases the joining of small towns .with large might be

efiected, the latter still paying their own expenses, while the

smaller towns should be entitled to their proportional share of

State aid in relation to the superintendent's salary and the

salaries of teachers. Districts now are formed by the action

of town meetings. They can be more speedily and wisely

arranged by the school committees of the towns, which are

much better fitted to have a clearer comprehension of the

peculiar needs of their several towns and schools. Such a

change in relation to supervision and its method of expression

can only be effected by the authority of the Legislature, which

might, however, give to the State Board of Education dis-

cretionary power to form districts in the occasional circum-

stances which might arise when they could not be formed in

accordance with the usual provisions of the law.

Wherever supervision is the rule, the State has (1) better

school economy in regard to text-books, supplies, care of build-

ings, etc., thus saving part, if not all, of the extra expense of

a superintendent's salary ; (2) better teaching, greater progress

on the part of the good pupils and less truancy among the in-

different scholars ; (3) larger unity of action ; and (4) increased

interest on the part of the town's people ; for the necessity of

providing partially or wholly for the support of the superin-

tendent would create public interest, which in turn would mani-

fest itself in public meetings, institutes and lectures on behalf

of education.

Power of the Board in Relation to District Superin-

tendents.

As a logical sequence from the establishment of the sys-

tem of district superintendence, it is worthy of consideration
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whether the Board of Education should not have power to ex-

amine, approve and certificate all superintendents whose sala-

ries the State aids in paying. No move should be made in this

direction, however, without adequate provision for the proper

execution of such power as might be conferred. To add

steadily to the duties of the Board of Education without cor-

responding additions to its working force would be likely to

defeat any progressive movement that might be attempted.

Arbitration.

The services of the Board as voluntary arbiter in school

questions are often sought. These questions are frequently

brought before the secretary or the agents of the Board, both

parties in an educational dispute gladly availing themselves of

the advice or decision which they thus receive. In connection

with such matters the Board is sometimes able wisely to rec-

ommend to the Legislature plans of aid and expenditure for

the schools on general lines.

Should all Teachers be Normal School Graduates?

To establish a requirement which would limit the teaching

force of the State to graduates of normal schools would be an

injustice to graduates of colleges and academies and to those

rare individuals, wherever they have studied, who have a

genius for teaching. The normal schools have no right to

insist that they only give adequate training for the profession

of teacher. But the State, which has placed public school

education as the corner stone of its structure, and then pro-

vided normal schools as the means by which such education

can be extended to all, has a right to insist that all teachers

in the Commonwealth, wherever educated, shall attain at

least a minimum standard of proficiency. Therefore, again,

as a logical sequence, the Legislature should require not

only the proper examination and certification of all teachers

but that each teacher should be equipped with some study—
at least a year's— in professional training and practice.

As a fact, college graduates often object to going to any

of our present normal schools to acquire the theory and

practice of teaching, and thus it may be well for the Board
at no distant time to consider further the expediency of a
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year's course, directed from some central station, by which

college graduates can be admitted to grammar and high

schools for practice work, just as pupils are now admitted to

model and practice schools in connection with each normal

school. Such a course need not involve the erection of

another building nor the establishment of a large corps of

teachers. In this way, teachers, so far as professional train-

inff is concerned, would stand related to the State rather

than to the city or town, while from such well-equipped

instructors each city or town could make its own selection.

In other words, this Board should at least maintain the prin-

ciple of professional training for college graduates.

State Aid in Relation to Salaries.

Because teachers might hold this direct relation to the State,

it does not follow that the State should support all schools,

which, as far as possible, should be left to local and individual

initiative, energy and control. Still it should be remembered

that expert, skilled work always commands higher pay than

unskilled work ; therefore the better trained a teacher is the

more salary will he demand. Already the average salary of a

normal teacher in the towns ranges from $8 to $10 a week,

while others not so trained receive but $6. Consequently small

towns desiring normal teachers may require State aid, which

could be granted, over and above the present apportioned quota

of aid, on condition that such extra aid should be applied to

salaries only,— the towns contributing as much as before.

Vacations.

It is often asked if the time has not come when our normal

schools can take the position of our colleges in granting to each

teacher, once in seven years, for instance, twelve months' leave

of absence, with full salary, from which pay shall be allowed his

substitute at a fixed rate of compensation. If such a measure

could be adopted, the various faculties of our schools would

gain in refreshment of body and mind, which in turn would

tend to the advantage of the pupils. Though it is a mistake

to claim that the teaching profession is harder than any other,

yet there is no reason why an honorable release from arduous
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duties should not be granted, especially when a teacher pays

his substitute.

Salaries and Titles of Agents.

The salary of an agent of the Board does not bear a fair re-

lation to the incomes of other professional men and to the cost

of living. A superintendent's salary to-day in some of our

towns and smaller cities is $2,500. In the large cities it ranges

from $3,000 to $4,000, while the principals of our normal schools

receive $3,000. As the agents give all their time to the work

of the State Board, and as the positions demand men of large

experience, with power of command and ability to suggest,

organize and harmonize methods, it seems but a matter of tardy

justice that their salaries should now be placed at $3,000 a year.

The responsibility of their positions, partly because of its very

indefiuiteness, is great. They accomplish a vast amount of

good, and have done more to raise the standard of education

and increase its unity than can be quickly stated. Mr. Bailey,

for instance, as the only State agent of drawing, has awak-

ened an enthusiasm in his department, has corrected ineffective

methods, especially in town schools, and has done much to

heighten the standard of industrial art education.

While the Board has not deemed it expedient the present

year to ask for the increase here suggested, it hopes that in the

near future it may be possible to do so.

The word agent is significant of lesser dignities than attach

to the important duties performed by the six gentlemen serving

the Board and the State. The terms State supervisor of public

instruction and State supervisor of art instruction, which might

be adopted, convey a truer estimate of their work.

If such a change should be made, it might be well also to con-

sider the propriety of substituting for the present term " secre-

tary of the Board " that of State superintendent of public

instruction.

The Secretary of the Board.

Hon. Frank A. Hill has fulfilled the varied duties of his

exacting position with unwearied fidelity, the skill of a profes-

sional expert and the largeheartedness and wise enthusiasms

of a man who loves his chosen career and honors the educational

opportunities of his State. Within the last year, in addition
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to his increasing office work, his public addresses, his confer-

ences, his private interviews with superintendents, supervisors,

teachers, pupils, and his direction of the worli of the agents,

he has visited eacli normal school and has tried to see each

teacher at work, and has addressed each school one or more

times.

His "open letter," published as a circular, "To one who
wishes to become a teacher," should be read by every aspirant

to that position, as its kind cautions would aid in restraining

the zeal of those excellent persons who yet make inefficient

teachers.

In this connection it is gratifying to state that one of the

seven gold prizes or medals which were awarded at the liberal

arts exhibit at the Atlanta Exposition was given to our State

Board of Education for its educational display there. The

work shown was selected material from the State's contribution

to the Columbian Exposition at Chicago.

The educational exhibit also shares in the award of a gold

medal, with diploma, to the Commonwealth for its collective

exhibit, as appears from the following terms of the award :
—

State .of Massachusetts, for a comprehensive display of the edu-

cational system of the State and the work of the State Board of

Health, and for the erection of a building upon the grounds, which

constitutes in itself a most interesting exhibit.

The thanks of the Board are also due to Mr. C. B. Tilling-

hast, clerk and treasurer of the Board, who, serving now, as

always through many years, without compensation, gives of his

time, large ability and thorough knowledge of past legislative

educational acts to the interests of the Board. His advice and

information, important in regard to State scholarships, are es-

pecially valuable in relation to the placing of defective children

in the various State institutions, to which he has freely devoted

his wise judgments and sympathies.

The Normal Schools.

The condition of our schools is in the main satisfactory.

Though in theory they are conducted on the same system,

with the same courses of study, each one presents distinctive

features and merits of its own. Such differences increase the
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responsibility of the Board. In a rigid system which did not

recognize the individuality of each principal, these variations

could not exist, and the schools would lack that enthusiasm and

concentration of purpose which now characterize them. With

the exception of Framingham and Salem, which are for girls

only, they are co-educational.

Althouo;h recoojnizino: these differences as vital to the integ-

rity of the various schools, the Board yet emphasizes the need

for increased unity of action in certain respects, and to this end

has issued two important orders: (1) that, beginning with

1896, entrance requirements, based on elementary and high

school subjects, shall be uniform throughout the State ; and

(2) that the dates for the entrance examinations in June and

September shall also be uniform.

At North Adams, Lowell, Hyannis and Fitchburg, the new

buildings required by the Legislature are in process of con-

struction.

When our ten normal schools are fully equipped with teachers

and appliances, the 12,027 instructors of our State can be

largely reinforced from their pupils. Then it is to be hoped

that it will no longer be true that less than one third of our

teachers are normal graduates.

In each school there are teachers of unique ability, men and

women, young and middle aged, who are working with a sim-

plicity of purpose and with a wise devotion which are worthy of

better salaries.

The management of the boarding houses at Westfield, Bridge-

water and Framingham, and of the dormitory at Worcester, is

doing much to develop those graces of manliness and woman-
liness without which the teacher becomes a mere pedagogue.

The emphasis which is being laid upon high school educa-

tion will do much to bring those parents, who otherwise would

send their children to private schools, into unison with the pub-

lic school system. When the wealthy as well as the middle

and poorer classes seek the public high school as the best

training place for their boys and girls, society can proceed

upon a more democratic footing, for in the common basis of

education will be found the best means to understand each

other's conditions and needs.
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School Furniture.

With increasiDg scientific investigation in the department

of hygiene it has been found that many of the bodily ills of

students— myopia, curvature of the spine, etc. — result from

the use of unsatisfactory school furniture. It is somewhat in-

congruous to pay much attention to gymnastics and to neglect

desk and seating appliances. Though the normal and large

city schools are improving their furniture fairly well, many of

the schools in our towns still adhere to a traditional height of

desks and seats, without reference to those who are to occupy

them.

It may be expedient for the Board to appoint a voluntary

expert commission, composed ofs medical men and mechanical

engineers, who shall establish standards for graded sizes of the

modern school desk, and chairs which shall distort neither the

spine nor the shoulders.

Under this section of the report it may be questioned whether

or not our normal school gymnasiums, so well supplied with

physical apparatus, should not also have larger bathing facilities

than any of them now possess. It is unhygienic and unsanitary

to hasten from the gymnasium to the dressing room and then

to the class room, as is so generally the custom.

The Normal Art School.

The standard for admission to the Normal Art School was

raised in October, 1895, each pupil now being required to pre-

sent a high school diploma or its equivalent.

Those fitting to be teachers have hitherto necessarily lacked

the benefits accruing from observation of the work in drawing

in the public schools of Boston and from practice teaching in

them. A few weeks ago, however, permission to observe and

teach in them was granted, under certain wise regulations, by

the committee on drawing of the Boston school board ; this will

be of great benefit to the pupils of the school. The Board of

Education gladly takes this opportunity of publicly thanking

the city committee on drawing and the superintendent for the

admirable opportunity for further progress which has thus been

afibrded to the pupils of the Normal Art School.

In any State art school designated as normal the idea involved
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in the word normal properly dominates the practical and artistic

progress of the school, though thorough work in the training

of teachers can be accomplished only by developing the best

results of industrial and decorative art from the study of the

human figure.

While a State art school must give an all round training in

industrial and constructive art, yet only the very best of its

pupils should be allowed to enter the normal class for teachers,

on the basis of a high school diploma. Therefore it may be

well to consider the wisdom of admitting, on the basis of a

grammar school diploma, those bright young boys and girls

who desire to take only the courses in industrial decorative or

pictorial art, as they would restore to the State, through their

future work after graduation, a full monetary return for the

education they have received. These two classes of requisites

for admission to the school are necessary in order that the

Normal Art School should maintain equal rank with other State

art schools, while its first duty to the State in the training of

teachers should in no wise be overlooked.

Schools for Defectives.

These phases of the school and institutional life of Massachu-

setts are of extreme interest. Whenever a grant of money from

the State treasury is made to a special school, or the State pays

for beneficiaries therein, the school reports annually to the

Board, which has a special committee to visit it. As each of

these institutions is under the immediate direction of trustees,

the care of the Board is practically limited to those pupils whose

education belongs to the State, and who, on request from their

parents or guardians and on the recommendation of the Board

to the governor, are sent to these schools.

The progress that has been achieved in the care of the blind,

the deaf and dumb and the feeble-minded, is one of the miracles

of education, and has caused Massachusetts to be ranked fore

most in philanthropic and educational initiative. The reports

of these schools are of great value.

The school at Waltham presents the custodial as well as the

school aspect of education. When it was first opened, it was

hoped that the "improvable" defectives could become self-

supporting, and return to the community whence they came.
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But gradually the belief strengthened that some of them must

not go back to their homes, even if improved. So one indi-

vidual after another has been retained, until now the school

holds all grades from custodial idiotic cases to the brighter

feeble-minded children whose education has shown physical,

mental and moral development. This policy, while, in impor-

tant respects, it is for the welfare both of the feeble-minded

and the State, crowds the school and unduly prevents the

admission of new cases.

The qiiestion of how far State control shall extend over the

feeble-minded has thus become a serious one. Shall the State

keep in perpetual kind custody the lowest class of defectives ?

How far shall the education of the higher grades extend ? Shall

the State permit these to be returned to their homes when

brighter and stronger? Who shall decide, when doctors and

philanthropists disagree? Questions like these have to be met

and decided, notwithstanding the perplexities attending them.

Two lessons have already been learned : (1) the impossibil-

ity of drawing a sharp line between the highest grades of the

feeble-minded and the lowest grades of normal boys and girls ;

and (2) the civilizing power of love and cleanliness, — an old

lesson, but never receiving more pathetic illustration than when

the institution bell rings for meals and the inmates form in a

so-called line.

The economic bearing of this matter is most complicated in

the school department, where the mode of education is so fasci-

nating and its results so enticing that one is tempted to forego

the question of their cost in admiration of their value. The

kindergarten takes many at the age of eight or ten. Fully fifty

per cent, of the higher feeble-minded are capable of receiving

a great deal of book instruction. While object lessons are often

the beginning and end of their education, others progress to

spelling, writing, intelligent reading of elementary history, an

understanding of simple nature studies, and at sixteen are often

the equals of children often. Manual training and gymnastics

also have greatly aided the pupils in their capacity for usefulness.

The first and last point aimed at in this school, in both of

its departments, is that of making both the weakest and the

brightest feel a desire to do something they have not done

before. " Progressive desire," to use psychological terms, is
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the result of months of patient teaching, minute training and

endless ingenuity.

In connection with the management of the feeble-minded

there is a responsibility for the consequences of heredity, as

well as for possible pauperism and crime, which the State

must share with individuals, and which, therefore, merits the

consideration of the State as well as of this Board.

KATE GANNETT WELLS,
for the Board.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, BRIDGEWATEE.

ALBERT G. BOYDEN, Principal.

Instructors.

Albert Gardner Boyden, A.M., Educational Study of Man, including

the Study of the Body, the Mind, Science and Art of Teaching, School

Organization, School Government, School Laws of Massachusetts and

History of Education; Arthur Clarke Boyden, A.M., Vice-princi-

pal, Natural Science, History and Civil Polity ; Franz Heinrich Kir-

MAYER, Ph.D., Latin, Greek, French, German ; William Dunham
Jackson, Physical Science, Mathematics, English Literature ; Frank
Fuller Murdock, Geography, Physiology and Hygiene, Physical

Training ; Harlan Page Shaw, Chemistry, Mineralogy, Industrial

Laboratory ; Frank Ellis Gurney, Classics, Astronomy ; Isabella

Sara Horne, Vocal Culture and Reading ; Clara Coffin Prince,

Vocal Music, Algebra, Geometry ; Fannie Amanda Comstock, Arith-

metic, Rhetoric, Botany ; Emily Curtis Fisher, Elementary English,

Grammar, Geometry ; Elizabeth Helen Perry, Drawing ; Lillie

Eveline Merritt, Assistant in Drawing; Bessie Louise Barnes,

Assistant Instructor in Physical Training ; Model School, Lillian

Anderson Hicks, Principal, Martha May Burnell, Mary Fair-

banks Bosworth, Martha Williams Alden, Mary Lucinda Wal-
lace, Abbie Stevens Beals, Alice Victoria Winsloav, Flora Mat
Stuart ; Kindergarten, Anne Morgan Wells, Frances Plympton
Keyes.

The school began its fifty-fifth year in September, 1894,

with the largest entering class in its history and with a larger

enrolment of students than in any previous time. It has

been a year of earnest work, with gratifying results. One
half the members of the graduating class at the close of the

year were engaged to teach before they graduated. There

has been a steadily increasing interest among the students

in the study of children and in observation and practice in

the model school. This interest has strengthened their deter-

mination to better effort along all the lines of work in the

school. It has always been the aim of the school to train

its students to such command of themselves, of the subjects

they will use in teaching and of the principles of all true
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teaching, that they will be able as far as possible to train

the children committed to their care to right living. The

school has never more nearly approximated the accomplish-

ment of this aim than during the past year.

The instructors in the normal department have continued,

and the added years of experience and growth have enabled

them to do their work with increasing power.

At the close of the year Miss Emily C. Fisher was granted

a leave of absence for foreign travel and study, and Miss

Mildred L. Hunter was appointed to take her classes during

her absence.

The calls upon the teachers of the school to address teachers

in different cities and towns and to lay out and supervise

work in different studies are more than can be met, especially

in nature study and geography. There is an increasing de-

mand for the outlines of study used in the school.

The assembly hall was designed to accommodate two hun-

dred and fifty students. The number in attendance at the

beginning of the year somewhat exceeded this limit. It will

be noticed in the statistics that thirteen of the fourteen

counties of the State and one hundred towns have been rep-

resented in the school during the year.

The number of graduates is much less than the number

of applications for teachers received. District superintendents

are eager to secure trained teachers for the schools under

their supervision. Six of these superintendents came to the

school in one day last June to get the most promising

candidates from the graduating class. The members of

the graduating class who have had experience in teaching

before coming to the normal school are quickly taken.

The model school now numbers three hundred and thirty-

five pupils, including two classes in the kindergarten, four

primary grades and five grammar grades. The increase of

pupils during the year made it necessary to appoint two new

teachers. This school is an invaluable aid in the work of

the normal school.

The Legislature of 1894 appropriated $75,000 for the en-

largement of the school building. This appropriation has

been expended in the addition of a third section to the

school building, seventy-five by seventy-eight feet, three
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stories above the basement, thereby increasing its capacity

fifty per cent., and in providing coal pockets for the storage

of the annual supply of coal. The extension was ready for

use as proposed, at the opening of the school year in Sep-

tember, 1895. It is occupied by eight grades of the model
school, the industrial laboratory and four class rooms for the

normal department. The school has now one of the most
convenient and best equipped normal school buildings in

the United States.

The appropriation made by the Legislature of 1895 for

the erection of a new dormitory, a laundry building, the

purchase of land, and improvements in the present boarding

hall is being expended. The laundry building is nearly com-
pleted, and will be ready for use in February, 189() ; and

the new dormitory, including thirty-seven rooms, will be

ready soon after. With these buildings completed the

boarding accommodations will be sufficient to meet the wants

of a school of two hundred and fifty students. South field,

containing two acres, adjoining the school lot, has been pur-

chased as a site for the laundry building and for athletic

sports. The institution now has sixteen acres of land, — three

acres in the square upon which the buildings stand, six and

one half acres in the park, two acres in south field and
four and one half acres in the sewage farm.

The special wants of the school at the present time are

an assistant teacher in English and additions to the general

library of the school.

The statistics for the fifty-fifth school year, ending Aug. 31,

1895, are as follows :
—

Number of students for the year, 256, — 52 men, 204 women ; num-
ber in the entering class, 118, — 22 men, 96 women ; number of grad-

uates for the year, 80, — 10 men, 70 women; number receiving

certificates for special courses, 11,— 2 men, 9 women. The whole

number of students who have been members of the school is 4,113, —
1,195 men, 2,918 women.

The number who have received certificates or diplomas is 2,580,

—

763 men, 1,817 women ; of whom 207 have graduated from the four

years' course, — 109 men, 98 women.
Of the 256 members of the school for this year, Plymouth County

sent 65; Norfolk, 34 ; Bristol, 26 ; Middlesex, 25; Barnstable, 17;
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Essex, 15 ; "Worcester, 15 ; Franklin, 7 ; Suffolk, 7 ; Berkshire, 5
;

Nantucket, 5 ; Hampshire, 3 ; Hampden, 2 ; the State of Maine,

14 ; New Hampshire, 9 ; New York, 2 ; California, 1 ; Michigan, 1
;

North Carolina, 1 ; Vermont, 1 ; Nova Scotia, 1. Total from Mas-

sachusetts, 13 counties and 100 towns, 226; other States and

countries, 30.

The distribution of the students for the year was as follows : post-

graduate course, 7 ; special courses, 9 ; four years' course, 70,— 31

men, 39 women; intermediate course, 23 ; two years' course, 147, —
13 men, 134 women.

The average age of those admitted during the year was 20 years,

3.1 months: of the men, 20 years, 1.8 months; of the women, 20

years, 3.4 months.

Of the 118 admitted, 8 came from colleges, 7 from normal schools,

85 from high schools (78 graduates, 7 undergraduates), 18 from

academies and private schools ; of these, 34 had taught.

The occupations of the fathers of those admitted were given as

follows : farmers, 30 ; mechanics, 27 ; merchants, 12 ; bookkeepers

and salesmen, 7
;
professional men, 6 ; manufacturers, 4 ; railroad

service, 4 ; superintendents and foremen, 3 ; engineers and firemen,

3
;
jewellers, 3 ; brokers, 2 ; civil engineer, 1 ; contractor, 1 ; miscel-

laneous, 10 ; not given, 5.

Of the 118 students admitted during the year, Brockton sent 9
;

Bridgewater, 8 ; Fall River, 5 ; Abington, Braintree and Taunton, 4

each; Quincy, 3; Brimfield, Danvers, Dartmouth, Dedhajn, F'al-

mouth, Fitchburg, Franklin, Montague, Newton, Orange, Pittsfield,

Waltham, Weymouth, Whitman, Worcester and Yarmouth, 2 each;

Ashfield, Attleborough, Bedford, Boston, Bourne, Brookline, Cam-

bridge, Canton, Chelsea, Cheshire, Deerfield, Eastham, Hingham,

Hubbardston, Maiden, Manchester, Mansfield, Marion, Melrose,

Middleborough, Milford, Natick, North" Adams, Plymouth, Prince-

ton, Provincetown, Reading, Spencer, Upton and Watertown, 1

each ; Maine, 9 ; New Hampshire, 5 ; New York, 2 ; California, 1
;

North Carolina, 1 ; Vermont, 1.

ALICE FREEMAN PALMER,
GEO. I. ALDRICH,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, PEAMINGHAM.

MISS IILLEN HYDE, Principal.

Instructoes.

Miss Ellen Hyde, Psychology, Principles and Methods of Teaching;

Miss Amelia Davis, JNIathematics and Astronomy; Miss Sarah E.

Pratt, Physics, Geography, History of Education, Latin and Book-

keeping; JMiss Susan J. Hart, Natural Sciences; Miss M. Elizabeth
HoLBKdOK, History and Civil Polity; Miss Mary E. Moore, English

Language and Literature ; Miss Lillian Ordway, English Language
and Latin ; Miss Henrietta L. Graves, Drawing and Geology ; Miss

Jane E Ireson, Elocution; Miss Mary H. Stevens, French; Mr.

W S. TiLDEN, Singing; Miss Mary E. Trask, Critic of Teaching;

Mrs. Adelia M. Parker, Critic of Teaching ; Miss Augusta Barber,
Practice School, Primary Department; Miss J. Angeline Smith,

Practice School, Grammar Department ; Miss Nellie A. Dale, Practice

School, Intermediate Department ; Miss Anna J. Bradley, Sloyd.

The past year of the school has been marked by steady

progress in all departments. The gain from setting a higher

standard of attainments in the requirements for entrance has

enabled the teachers to obtain better results from their pupil»

in scholarship and in power of self-control.

The relations of the normal to the practice school have

been improved through the giving of more time, by mem^
bers of the normal faculty, especially of Miss Holbrook,

teacher of history, to the conduct of the practice classes.

Nature studies have been pursued with increased zeal,

as the children have been led to make their own collections

of minerals, woods, plants, etc. A visit from Mr. Bartlett,

principal of the Normal Art School, was of benefit also

to the practice school in regard to the best methods of

teaching color.

The chief difficulty with which any principal meets in

the administration of a large school lies in the adjustment

of the claims or rather of the special enthusiasms of each

teacher. For each instructor so vividly realizes the scope
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of her own department and is so eager for more hours, more

books, better tools and appliances for work, that the har-

monious arrangement of a yearly programme becomes a sure

te?t of a principal's ability. Certainly the one at Framing-

ham gives full evidence of a consistent and fair adjustment

of rival studies and of hours.

Programmes also develop the needs of a school, and Fra-

mingham's need is now that of a gymiasium and a kinder-

garten. The original appropriation in 1888 for May Hall

was too small to include the construction of a gymnasium
;

and, moreover, its needs in relation to study were not

so well understood as now. We have extra rooms neither

for a kindergarten nor for increased instruction in sloyd.

Fortunately, the land on the northeast side of May Hall offers

an excellent site for a building to answer these purposes,

while that on the east side is suitable for the erection of a

boiler house, if it is deemed best to conduct the heat

from a central station rather than to have three separate

heating plants, as at present.

The internal changes of the school have been few within

the last twelve months. The principal has removed to a

house of her own, within easy access of the school, to which

she gives as liberally as ever of her time and strength,

returning each morning refreshed by the change in her

surroundings. Her place at Normal Hall has been taken for

the current year by Miss Moore, each teacher being expected

to take her turn annually as lady overseer of the board-

ing hall.

At Crocker Hall Miss Sarah Pratt is not only overseer

but lady superintendent of the two boarding halls, assisted

by Miss Snow. For sixteen years Miss Pratt has been at

the head of the department of physics, history of education,

etc., and lately has felt the necessity for a difference in

occupation at least, though not for entire rest. Therefore

she consented to lessen her duties as teacher and to take

upon herself those of lady superintendent, a change which

is fortunate for the entire school, as such a position includes,

besides the knowledge of domestic science and wise expendi-

ture, the moral and intellectual equipments of a cultured

womanhood.
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Miss Davis, assistant principal, has returned from her year's

vacation abroad with renewed enthusiasm in her work. Miss

Hart, teacher of natural sciences, is now on leave of absence

for a year.

The school has had the privilege of listening to lectures

which have been generously given by Miss Sarah E. Pratt,

on "Prehistoric Man;" by Mrs. E. C. Johnson, on
" Prison Discipline ;

" by Mrs. Florence Howe Hall, on " The
Art of Conversation ;

" by Mrs. William W. Goodwin, on

"Teachers' Work;" by Mr. B. T. Washington, on "The
Tuskegee Normal School ; " by Rev. J. C. Stockbridge,

on " Horace Mann ;
" by Mr. J. T. Prince, on " Comenius ;"

by Mr. G. H. Bartlett, on "Principles of Design;" by
Mr. H. D. Eastman, on "Birds of Framingham ; " by Mr.

G. H. Browne, on "English Composition;" by Mr. M.
Anagnos, on "Greece;" by Mr. J. C. Clark, on "The
Telephone;" and by Dr. D. A. Lincoln, on the "Physiology
of Fatigue." Short informal addresses have also been made
by Miss Rose Cleveland, Mrs. Steel of Chattanooga, Miss

Blakely of Aintab, Turkey, Hon. F. A. Hill, secretary of

the Board of Education, and by the official visitors of the

school. Two musical entertainments have been given by
Father Locke and by the Tuskegee Quartette. Mr. William

Tiffany of Cambridge took several of the pupils through the

Boston Art Museum, giving them the benefit of his explana-

tions and comments upon the paintings, statuary, etc.

The graduating class of 1892 presented the school with

a large, heavy white silk flag of the State, and the class of

1893 gave it a fine etching of Eaton College.

The statistics of the school are as follows:—

Number admitted : September, 1894, 60 ; February, 1895, ; to-

tal, 60. Number graduated: January, 1895, 7; June, 1895, 36;
total, 43. Whole number of pupils for the year 1894-95, 138.

Average age of those admitted in September, 19 years, 5 months.

Occupation of parents: merchants, 21; mechanics, 44; farmers,

34; professions, 19; manufacturers, 7; railroad men, 6; U. S. ser-

vice, 5 ; laborers, 2 ; total, 138.

Residences of pupils: Massachusetts, — Middlesex County, 57;
Worcester County, 33; Norfolk County, 11; Franklin County, 2;

Suffolk County, 2; Dukes County, 2; Essex County, 1 ; total, 108.
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-Other States,— New York, 7; New Hampshire, 7; Maine, G; New
Jersey, 2 ; Wisconsin, 1 ; Missouri, 1 ; Illinois, 1 ; Connecticut, 1

;

Ohio, 1 ; Pennsylvania, 1 ; South Carolina, 1 ; District of Columbia,

1 ; total, 30. Number from Massachusetts and other States, 138.

KATE GANNETT WELLS,
GEORGE H. CONLEY,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, SALEM.

DANIEL B. HAGAR, Principal.

Instructors.

Daniel B. Hagar, A.M., Ph.D., Psychology Applied to Principles and

Methods of Teaching, School Management, History of Education,

School Laws of Massachusetts, Civil Government and General Exer-

cises; Ellen M. Dodge, Mental Philosophy, English Literature and

Composition, and German ; Caroline J. Cole, English Litei'ature,

General History, Geography and English Composition ; Sophia O.

Driver, Latin, English Grammar, Advanced Geometry and English

Composition; Harriet L. Martin, Algebra, Geometry, Advanced

Arithmetic and English Composition ; E. Adelaide Towle, Physi-

ology, Object Lessons and English Composition ; Mary E. Godden,
United States Histor3% English Grammar and English Composition;

Harriet D. Allen, Reading, Elocution, Physical Cultui'e, English

Composition and School Records ; Jessie P. Learoyd, Botany, French

and English Composition ; Mary A. Comey, Arithmetic, Geography,

Penmanship and English Composition; Charles E. Adams, Physics,

Chemistry and Manual Training; Charles F. Whitney, Drawing;
William C. Moore, S.B., Astronomy, Mineralogy, Geology, Zoology,

Bookkeeping and Arithmetic ; Gisii Garwood, Vocal Music ; Susan
L. WoNSON, Gymnastics.

This school holds its own fairly well in point of numbers.

The raising of the requirements for admission has not seri-

ously diminished the number of candidates for entrance. The
larger part of the patronage of the school comes from sections

of the State in which there are good high schools, and there

ought to be little difficulty in meeting the new demands

of the Board. The long and honorable history of the school

has served to entrench it strongly in the confidence of the

people of northeastern Massachusetts, and it is not likely

to be affected in any marked degree by the imposition of

a higher demand or by the creation of new schools of the

same class in different parts of the Commonwealth.
The year has been marked by faithful and effective work

on the part of both teachers and pupils. The high order

of the public exercises at the close of both the winter and
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summer terms o^ave evidence of unusual strenojth of character

and fitness for the work of teaching amono^ the graduates.

The body of teachers remains the same this year as last

year. It is altogether probable, ho>vever, that the removal

of the school to the new building will render imperative

t le employment of additional teachers. The visitors feel that

in the event of such increase it will be desirable to make
the proportion of male teachers larger than it is at present.

Although the new building is not so far advanced towards

completion as it was hoped it might be by this time, yet

the work has gone steadily forward, and will undoubtedly

he completed before the next school year. So far the work-

manship is excellent, and the building promises to be one

of the most commodious, convenient and substantial structures

of its class in the country. It ought to be possible to predict

a future for the Salem Normal School in its new quarters

not less illustrious and useful than its past.

Statistics for the Year ending June, 1895.

1. The whole number of pupils belonging to the school during the

year was 221. Of this number Essex County sent 109 ; Middlesex,

71 ; Suffolk, 9 ; Barnstable, Berkshu'e, Bristol and Norfolk, 1 each.

The State of Maine sent 7 ; New Hampshire, 12 ; Vermont, 3 ; Con-

necticut, 3 ; the District of Columbia, 2 ; and California, 1.

2. Tlie number present during the term which closed Jan. 22, 1895,

was 197 ; the number during the term which closed June 25, 1895,

was 175. The whole number of pupils who have been members of

the school since its opening in September, 1854, is 4,085.

3. The number graduated from the regular course, Jan. 22, 1895,

was 23 ; the number graduated from the same course, June 25, 1895,

was 29 ; and from the advanced course, 4. ' The whole number of

graduates of the seventy-nine classes is 2,064.

4. The number that entered the school Sept. 4, 1894, was 69 (in-

cluding 3 special students) ; the number that entered Feb. 5, 1895,

was 23 (including 1 special student).

5. The average age of those admitted Sept. 4, 1894, was 18 years,

9 months ; of those admitted Feb. 5, 1895, 20 years, 8 months.

6. The fathers of the 92 pupils admitted during the year are by

occupation as follows: mechanics, 32; merchants and traders, 11;

farmers, 8 ; clerks, 6 ; agents, 5
;
professional men, 4 ; seamen, 3

;

laborers, 3 ; teamsters, 2 ; miscellaneous, 15. The occupation of 1
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was uuknowa and 1 had no occupation. Two of the pupils admitted

were sisters.

7. Of the class admitted in September, 1894, 11 (inchiding 2

special students) had taught ; of the class admitted in February, 1895,

8 had taught.

8. The number of "pupils connected with each of the classes during

the first term of the year was as follows : special students, 4 ; ad-

vanced class, 6 ; class A (senior), 31 ; class B, 52 ; class C, 36 ; class

D, 68. The number during the second term was : special students,

5 ; advanced class, 6 ; class A (senior) , 39 ; class B, 37 ; class C, 58
;

class D, 30.

9. Of the 92 pupils admitted during the year, Somerville sent 13
;

Salem, 12 ; Cambridge, 8 ; Lawrence and Methuen, 5 each ; Andover
and Maiden, 4 each ; Melrose and Townsend, 3 each ; Everett, Grove-

land, Lynn and Peabody, 2 each; Belchertown, Boxford, Bradford,

Chelsea, Clarksburg, Danvers, Georgetown, Manchester, New Bed-

ford, Reading, Revere, Rowley, Saugus, Swampseott, Winchester

and Woburn, 1 each. Maine sent 2 ; New Hampshire, 5 ; Vermont,

1 ; Connecticut, 2 ; and the District of Columbia, 1.

10. During the year 15 books were added by purchase to the gen-

eral library, and 246 to the text-book library.

E. H. CAPEN,
GEO. I. ALDRICH,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, WESTFIELD.

JAMES C. GREENOUGH, Principal.

Instructors.

Normal School: James C. Greenough, A.M., Psychology, Didactics, Rhet-

oric; Frederick W. Staebner, Physiology, Zoology, Geology, Min-

eralogy, Botany, German ; Frank W. Smith, A.M., Latin, General

Histor}'^ ; A" C. Longden, A.M., Physics, Chemistry, Arithmetic, Trigo-

nometi'y and Surveying ; Elvira Carver, Geography, English Lit-

erature, Algebra; Laura C. Harding, Geometry, Astronomy, Book-

keej)ing, Reading, Vocal Music, French ; Frances C. Gaylord, Geom-
etry, Grammar, History, Civil Polity, Composition ; Edith S. Cope-
land, Drawing, Penmanship ; Edith L. Cummings, Sloyd, Gymnastics.

Training School : Eunice M. Beebe, Primary Department; Isabelle W.
Gladwin, Grammar Department; E. Abbe Clark, Intermediate

Department; Jennie L. Hale, Grammar DejDartment; Emma L. Ham-
mond, Kindergarten.

The health and good cheer of the students, their faith-

fulness in their work, and the earnest endeavors of the teachers

to make the work of the school more efficient as a means

of professional training, have rendered the past year of the

school very successful. The large class graduated in June

had gained a preparation second to that of no preceding class,

not only in the principles and practice of teaching but in

their ideals of teaching.

In the report of last year we said, " The number of students

in attendance has been larger than during any of the sixteen

years immediately preceding, with one exception." At the

opening of the school year, in September, 1894, the regulation

of the Board of Education admitting only graduates of high

schools and those having an equivalent education went into

eifect. As a result, we admitted about two thirds of the

usual number. In September, 1895, we admitted about the

same number as in 1894. That the additional requirement for

admission would diminish the number of students in attendance

at the Westfield school was expected. In view of all the
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conditions, the number of students is larger than we reason-

ably hoped to have. The attendance from Berkshire County

is diminished, because a new normal school is soon to be

opened in that county. The cities in western Massachusetts

maintain training schools. These schools make it possible

for those living in these cities, who wish to teach, to board at

home, and by a year's professional training to secure an

appointment as teacher in a city school. Some of these

training schools also attract those beyond the limits of the

city, because the course is shorter than the full course in

the normal school, and because it is deemed especially desir-

able to secure an appointment in the city, on account of

permanence of employment, the salaries paid, and the means

more readily available for personal improvement.

Secretary Hill, in his report of last year, alluding to the

"short-circuiting" now going on in our training schools,

shows that the attendance at the Salem Normal School from

several cities has been diminished some fifty per cent, since

trainino; schools were established in those cities. In the same

connection the secretary adds: "If high standards are not

required for admission to these training schools, if they serve

as short cuts to teachers' positions,— cuts that dispense largely

with that kind of training which the normal schools are

specially fitted to give, — then the towns that support these

training schools and the State are working at cross-purposes,

and not in the mutually helpful spirit that best advances

the interests of our schools. It cannot be too strenuously

urged that we want teachers for the schools, and not schools

for the teachers. . . . All this leads up to the conclusion

that the normal school diploma, or some satisfiictory equiv-

alent, if there is any, should be insisted on as a prerequisite

for admission to a local training school. This is the clear,

ringing utterance of the New England superintendents ; this is

the practice, for instance, in the city of Cambridge ; and this

policy would raise the tone of every training school in the

State, and, therefore, in time, of the teaching in the com-

munity that supports it."

When every training school in the State shall admit to

training classes only graduates of normal schools or of colleges,

then the normal schools will directly aid in securing for our
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city schools a higher order of teachers, and the training school

will wisely supplement the work of the normal school.

The history of the Westfield school shows that a good

proportion of the successful teachers it has helped to fit for

their work have been the sons and daughters of farmers.

Coming to the school with a limited education, so far as

education is gained by a prescribed course of study, but with

good health, an unbending purpose to do good work, and

a large training in practical affairs, these have possessed the

first essential of a teacher,— a strong and excellent personality.

It is not difiicult for such young men and women to find em-

ployment as teachers in the small communities where they are

known and where their personal qualities are appreciated,

though they have little or no training as teachers. A large

proportion of the schools of western Massachusetts are to-day

taught by such teachers. Many of these are young ladies

who, having proved their aptness to teach and having a heart

for the work, desire to avail themselves of the advantages of

the normal school ; but they have passed the age when it

is customary to enter a high school, and, if this hindrance did

not exist, the expense of four years at a high school and of a

subsequent course at a normal school is a great barrier, con-

sidering the fact that the wages of teachers in the rural com-

munities average less than eight doUars per week, from which

board and other necessary expenses must be paid. What can

the Westfield Normal School do for the large number of small

schools in western Massachusetts, has been, and is now, a

question pressing for answer.

The teachers of the Westfield school are for the most part

the same as last year. Miss Laura C. Harding, after a year's

absence for study and rest in Europe, returns to her classes in

many ways re-enforced for her work. Miss L. M. Steinweg,

teacher of the kindergarten, resigned at the close of the year to

accept a position in Pittsburg, Penn. Her work in the West-

field school has been highly appreciated. Miss E. L. Ham-
mond beo;an her duties as teacher of the kindergarten at the

opening of the school, in September, and has proved herself

fully competent for the position. The resignation of our

very efficient teacher of gymnastics and sloyd, Miss Flora

W^hite, was accepted August 1, and her successor, Miss
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Edith L. Cummings, is now doing excellent work in each de-

})iU'tment.

During the year the following gentlemen have addressed the

school : Secretary Frank A. Hill, Mr. Henry T. Bailey, Mr.

W. W. Colburn, Prof. Fred W. Atkinson, Prof. Wm. Orr,

Jr., and Capt. E. L. Peck.

The visitors of the Board of Education and the agents

of the Board, as they have visited the school from time to

time, have made very helpful suggestions. We mention w^ith

especial pleasure the visit of Mrs. Kate Gannett Wells,

member of the Board, who spent an entire day in the

school, observing critically every department, as far as she

could, and crowning all with an admirable address to the

students.

The kindergarten has proved a valuable aid in the work

of the normal school. Its methods are observed by the normal

students, some take a thorough course of training in it, and it

prepares the children to enter very successfully upon the work

of the primary grade. The several grades in the children's

department are rendering valuable service in the training

of the normal students and in constant influence upon all

the work of the normal school. JNIethods are now put on trial

in every grade of the training department, and are more and

more ada})ted to the needs of the pupil. The several grades of

the training department also furnish constant opportunities

for that child study which is the essential of all successful

teaching.

The interest in the work of the normal school is shown by

the large number of teachers and others who visit the several

departments, and in the fact that the teachers of the school are

frequently invited to address gatherings of teachers.

The success of many of our recent graduates is very

gratifying.

We need additional rooms for additional grades in our

training department, and for our classes in manual training.

If these rooms are not provided, the work of the Westfield

school will be seriously hindered.

The statistics of the school are as follows, for the year ending

June 25, ISl'S: —
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Number admitted, 40 ; average age, 20 years ; number graduated,

40. Whole number of pupils for the year 1894-95 : men, 9 ; women,

115; total, 124.

Occupation of parents : farmers, 41 ; mechanics, 34 ; merchants,

12; engineers, 3; clergymen, 2; market-men, 2; school superin-

tendent, 1 ; miscellaneous, 29.

Residences of pupils: Massachusetts, — Hampden County, 38;

Berkshire County, 26 ; Franklin County, 16 ; Hampshire County, 17
;

Worcester County, 5 ; Middlesex County, 3; total, 105. Other

States,— Maine, 1 ; New Hampshire, 2 ; Vermont, 4 ; Rhode Island,

2 ; Connecticut, 3 ; New York, 1 ; Virginia, 2 ; District of Columbia,

2 ; Ohio, 1 ; Minnesota, 1 ; total, 19. Number from Massachusetts

and other States, 124.

M. B. WHITNEY,
J. D. MILLER,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, WOECESTEE.

E. HARLOW RUSSELL, Principal.

Instructors.

E. Harlow Russell, Principles of Education, Theory and Art of Teaching,

Hygiene, Reading, Physical Exercises ; Henry W. Brown, Psychology,

English Grammar and Literature, German ; Charles F. Adams, Arith-

metic, Geography, Geology, Physics; Miss Rebecca Jones, Element-

ary Methods, Supervision of Apprentices, Sewing, Cooking; Miss

Ellen M. Haskell, History, Civil Government, English, History of

Education ; Miss Juliet Porter (absent on leave) ; Miss Anna P.

Smith (substitute), (Librarian), Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Eng-

lish Grammar; Miss Helen F. Marsh, Music, Drawing; Miss Ara-
bella H. Tucker, Botany, Penmanshij), Gymnastics ; Mrs. Marion J.

Sumner, Choral Singing ; Miss E. Louise Richards, Kindergartner

;

Miss Olive Russell, Assistant Kindergartner ; Thaddeus L. Bolton,

Physiology, Psychology, History.

In General.

The statistics Iiereto appended indicate the general prosperity

and progress of this schooL The visitors need only add that,

in point of management and instruction as well as of numbers

and character, the institution was never in a stronger or better

condition. The entering and graduating classes have been

above the average of past years, both in size and quality ; while

the daily work of students and teachers has been marked by

the breadth, originality and thoroughness which we long ago

learned to expect of this school. Graduates whose judgment

has been ripened by years of experience in teaching continue

to testify with practical unanimity to the soundness and service-

ableness of the training they received at this school,— a fact

which the visitors cannot but regard as of the greatest weight.

Repairs.

The main building, which had been used continuously by in-

creasing numbers for upwards of twenty years, had naturally

fallen into a condition of general and serious disrepair, to which
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attention had been repeatedly called in former reports. Tlie

roof was leaky and without effective gutters, the woodwork

outside and in was almost bare of paint, the plastering was

dingy and badly cracked in every room, the floors were splin-

tered and worn out, the plumbing seivice had become inade-

quate, and there was no apparatus whatever for ventilation.

The legislative committee on education, after visiting the

school last winter, were so much impressed with the urgent

need of thoroughgoing repairs that they recommended without

hesitation that a liberal appropriation be forthwith asked for.

Accordingly the visitors, upon such estimates as couhl be made,

fixed upon $25,000 as the needed sum, and submitted a peti-

tion to that efi'ect. The amount seemed large to the committee,

though not to the visitors, and was cut down to $20,000, which

sum was finally appropriated for the purpose in view.

Work was promptly commenced at the very beginning of the

midsummer vacation, and, although it proved a larger and more

laborious undertaking than was or could be foreseen, it was

prosecuted with such vigor and with so large a force of men

that the building was made fit for occupancy at the opening of

the school, in September. From its nature, little or none of

the work could be done by contract, and the narrow limitations

of time made it necessary to employ several sets of workmen

simultaneously. This of course required much personal atten-

tion and supervision, so that we have had a busy and some-

what anxious summer. The building has now been put in

complete repair from roof to basement, and brought up to

modern standards in all essential particulars. It is in fact to-

day in much better condition for service than when it was first

built. It is provided, moreover, with what it never had before,

namely, a ventilating apparatus that has been examined and

pronounced satisfactory by the inspectors of the district police.

But, with the strictest economy and without doing a thing

that any man of judgment and experience would not approve,

it has been found impossible to keep within the limits of the

appropriation. Once begun, work of this character could not

be left in an unfinished state ; and the visitors considered that

they had no alternative but to carry it to proper completion,

and then appeal to the Board and the Legislature to approve

what they have done in the exercise of their best judgment.
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The building has never been lighted, either by gas or elec-

tricity, a lack which has long been sorely felt and should be

immediately supplied.

The New Gymnasium.

The appropriation of $15,000 for a gymnasium has proved

sufficient, with the exception of two or three items of construc-

tion and drainage that could not be anticipated (amounting to

about $1,000), to erect by contract a building ample and suit-

able in every way to accomplish the purpose for which it was

designed, and of such substantial structure and architectural

dignity and beauty as to be a credit to the school and to the

State. Messrs. Earle & Fisher, architects, of Worcester,

made the plans, and Mr. Thomas Barrett, contractor, also of

Worcester, did the work ; and we are happy to report that the

result is in every respect satisfactory.

The sum voted was for construction, and was not expected

to cover the cost of plumbing, heating, lighting, finishing and

furnishing and grading the surrounding grounds ; and an

additional appropriation will of course be required to meet

these needs, and put the building in a proper condition for

use. When thus finished and equipped, this gymnasium,

thouo;h not of laro;e size or ambitious desiojn, will be secondO ^

to none in the State for convenience and utility, and it will

supply a want long felt in the administration of this school.

Acknowledgments.

The visitors take pleasure in acknowledging their indebted-

ness to President Mendenhall of the Worcester Polytechnic

Institute for his able and interesting address at our public

anniversary in June, and to other friends for various gifts and

favors more fully specified in the last annual catalogue.

Statistics.

1. Number of normal students, first (fall) term, 201 ; second

(spring) term, 184 ; whole number for the year, 215.

2. Numbers in entering classes : in September, 1894, 63 ; in

February, 1895, 9 ; total, 72.

3. Average age of pupils admitted: in September, 1894, 18

years, 9 months ; in February, 1895, 20 years, 4 months.
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4. Residences of pupils admitted : Worcester County, 70

;

Middlesex County, 1 ; Connecticut, 1 ; total, 72.

5. Occupations of pupils' parents : mechanics, 32 ; merchants, 9
;

farmers, 7; salesmen, 4; foremen, 3; policemen, 2; contractors, 2;

painter, printer, dyer, postmaster, tailor, broker, peddler, lawyer, in-

surance agent, hackman, driver, engineer, laborer, 1 each ; total, 72.

6. Numbers in graduating classes : in January, 1895, 19 ; in

June, 1895, 23 ; total, 42.

7. Average age of graduates: in January, 1895, 21 years, 5

months ; in June, 1895, 22 years, 9 months.

8. Library : reference books reported last year, 3,678 ; volumes

added this year, 321 ; total, 3,999. Text-books reported last year,

5,090 ; volumes added this year, 224 ; total, 5,314. Whole number

of volumes in the library, 9,313.

E. B. STODDARD,
J. D. MILLER,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, PITCHBURG.

JOHN G. THOMPSON, Principal.

Instructors.

John G. Thompson, A.M., Psychology, Principles and Methods of Teach-

ing; Preston Smith, Nature Study andNatural Science; Harriet A.

LuDDiNGTON, History and Geography ; Lillian M. Munger, English

Language and Literature.

The Legislature of 1895 granted to the Board authority to

establish a normal school in Fitchburg, in anticipation of the

new building now in process of erection in that city, and made

a specific appropriation therefor. The Board elected John G.

Thompson, A.M., principal, and charged him with the duty of

taking the preliminary steps towards the organization of the

school. A lease was taken of the old his^h school buildino-,

three subordinate teachers were secured, and the school was

opened Sept. 11, 1895. Forty-five pupils were admitted,— a

number considerably greater than was anticipated. As these

are all two years' pupils, it will be seen that the school is likely

to have a membership of at least one hundred when it enters

on its second year of work.

Although the school is lacking in much that is needful in the

way of equipment and teaching force, still the building, with

the alterations and repairs made in it by the city, is fairly well

adapted to the work, and the teachers have already exhibited

such a knowledge of their duties and such enthusiasm for their

work that we have every assurance of a successful undertaking.

Certainly enough data have already been obtained to make it

plain that there was a field for a normal school in this important

and growing centre of population.

Ground was broken for the new building in the latter part of

the summer. The work has been pressed as rapidly as was

consistent with stability and good mechanical results. The

foundations are in, and the superstructure is nearly half way
to the roof. Should the weather continue moderate for some
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weeks, the contractors will have no difficulty in getting the

building under 'roof by midwinter or a little later. In that

case it will be possible to have it ready for occupancy by next

September. The committee in charge, however, do not mean

to hasten it unduly. They feel that ample time should be taken

in the construction of so important an edifice.

No class will be graduated from the school until June, 1897.

Arrangements are now making for a transfer from the city

of Fitchburg to the Commonwealth of two schools, with a total

of fourteen class rooms, to serve as training schools for the

normal school. The aim is to place in these schools a few

teachers of high grade, competent not only to teach and man-

age classes themselves in the best ways, as illustrations of what

ought to be done, but also to guide young teachers in such

approved teaching and management. Pupils of the normal

schools, after a reasonable time spent in studying the princi-

ples that should guide their work, will be placed in these

schools. They will be thrown pretty seriously upon their own

resources in the care of rooms, and yet they will be under

supervision, criticism and guidance. The two conditions of

reasonable freedom on the one hand and of able direction on

the other will be sought.

The teaching force of the school will need, of course, to be

enlarged with the progress of the school.

The greatest need in the way of equipment just now is a

good reference library.

The calendar of the school is as follows :
—

Fall term : Sept. 11, 1895, to Dec. 20, 1895, 14 weeks, 3 days.

Vacation : Dec. 20, 1895, to Jan. 7, 1896.

Winter term: Jan. 7, 1896, to March 27, 1896, 11 weeks, 4 days.

Vacation : March 27, 1896, to April 7, 1896.

Spring term: April 7, 1896, to June 24, 1896, 11 weeks, 3 days.

Vacation: June 24, 1896, to Sept. 10, 1896.

Total number of weeks in session, 38.

The examinations of candidates for admission will be held

just after the close of school in June, on Thursday and

Friday, June 25 and 26 ; and just before the opening of

school in September, on Tuesday and Wednesday, September

8 and 9.
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The statistics of the school from Sept. 11, 1895, the date of

its opening, to Jan. 1, 1896, are as follows :
—

Number of pupils in the school, 45 ; number admitted thus far,

46. Number who have had experience as teachers, 14. Number

of States represented in the membership of the school, 3 ; number

of counties in Massachusetts represented, 3 ; number of towns in

Massachusetts represented, 15.

Average age of the pupils, 19 years, 3.6 months.

Occupations of the parents : skilled laborers, 15 ; farmers, 9

merchants, 3 ; salesmen, 3 ; manufacturers, 3 ;
public officials, 2

factory officials, 2 ; contractors and builders, 2 ; railroad men, 1

professional, 1 ; unclassified, 4 ; total, 45.

E. H. CAPEN,
J. D. MILLER,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL AET SCHOOL, BOSTON.

GEORGE H. BARTLETT, Principal.

Instructors.

George H. Bartlett, Modelling from Antique Figure and Life, Historic

Ornament and Design ; Albert H. Munsell, Drawing and Painting

from the Antique Figure and Life Model, Composition, Artistic Anat-

omy ; Mercy A. Bailey, Oil and Water Color Painting from Still Life,

Light and Shade Drawing from Animal Form ; Edward W. D. Ham-
ilton, Drawing and Painting from the Antique Figure and Life, Model
Composition; Anson K. Cross, Freehand Drawing, Perspective; M.

Louise Field, Drawing in the Public Schools ; George Jepson, De-

scrijstive Geometi'ical Mechanical Drawing and Shop Work ; Henry
H. Kendall, Building Construction, Architectural Drawing and De-

sign ; Annie E. Blake, Modelling and Casting, Design in the Round;

John L. Frisbee, Ship Draughting ; Wilheimina N. Dranga, Assist-

ant in the Public School Class ; Mary T. Jones, Curator.

" The purpose of this school is the training of teachers and

supervisors of industrial art." Better to achieve this end, the

standard for admission has been raised, each candidate now
being required to present a high school diploma or its equiva-

lent,- for this is a normal school. Consequently those who
entered this fall were older and more accustomed to persever-

ance and self-control. The effect upon the school has already

been manifest in a quieter and steadier enthusiasm.

The change in normal methods begun last year has proved to

be of advantage to those who have become teachers. Much
attention is now paid to the personal bearing of the pupil, and

to his manner of presenting any given subject, as he gives the

lesson of the hour to his co-students, while it is assumed that

no one can give such a lesson who has not the requisite techni-

cal knowledge. Twice a week in the second term have classes

for such lessons been held by Mr. Bartlett in historic ornament

and design ; by Mr. Cross in perspective ; by Mr. Kendall in

building construction, and by Mr. Jepson in mechanical draw-

ing and descriptive geometry.
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The constantly changing exhibit of the work of the pupils,

which is hung on the walls of the various rooms and in the

corridors, is stimulating to the scholars, begetting a healthful

spirit of competition among them. The exhibits range from

card and paper designs for elementary work in drawing in the

primary schools to parts of the human body, modelled in clay

and cast in plaster; to original designs in water and oil colors,

in charcoal and crayon ; and to examples of geometrical and

outline work in mechanical drawing.

It is not alone in the equipment of teachers that this school

stands related to the Commonwealth. Its graduates are de-

signers and skilled draughtsmen, who stand in the foremost

rank of their professions, while such sculptors and painters as

Herbert Adams, George F. Brewster, Herman A. MacNeil,

Robert W. Vonnoh and Will O. Taylor have won renown at

home and abroad.

At the annual social gatherings of the school its distinctive

work is most apparent, when superintendents, supervisors and

instructors come together to compare methods and results in

teaching; while the annual winter reception, at Mrs. Wells's,

when some slight gift is offered for the best picture and honora-

ble mention is made of other sketches, has aided in promoting

a spirit of friendly emulation.

On the closing day of the school, in June, after the presenta-

tion of diplomas, two addresses were made which presented in

striking contrast the twofold elements for success in art. Mr.

Ernest F. FenoUosa of the Boston Art Museum spoke at length

on the development of the maximum of individuality in each

one striving for art, and Mr. Frederic P. Vinton emphasized

the need of correct technical instruction as the foundation of

any permanent success.

Mention of the most important event of the year has been

reserved for the close of this report. For a long time our

pupils have felt the lack of opportunity for observation and

practice in our Boston city schools. While all our other nor-

mal schools either have or are soon to have model and practice

schools as a part of their organization, such a feature has thus

far been impossible in connection with the Normal Art School.

Recently, however, the board of visitors of this school formally

asked permission for the pupils of its public school class to be
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admitted to the public schools of Boston for the privileges of

observation and practice. The committee on drawing of the

Boston school board most courteously granted this request, and

a circular, embodying rules for the plan, has been prepared by

Mr. Seaver, superintendent of schools, in accordance with in-

structions from the committee on drawing:.

The statistics for the school from Oct. 1, 1894, to June 27,

1895, are as follows :
—

Total number of students, 268 : males, 58 ; females, 210. Num-
ber in attendance at the present time (Nov. 19, 1895), 207.

Average age of the students, 21 years.

Graduates in June, 1895 : public school class, 9 ; class in mechan-

ical drawing, 6 ; class in industrial drawing, 13 ; total, 28.

Appointments since Oct. 1, 1894, of past pupils to be teachers and

supervisors of drawing, 42.

Number of students from the several counties in the State 1894-

95: Suffolk, 100; Middlesex, 84; Essex, 23; Worcester, 17; Nor-

folk, 14 ; Bristol, 7 ; Plymouth, 6 ; Hampden, 3 ; Berkshire, 2

;

Franklin, 2 ; total, 258. Students from other States are distributed

as follows : New York, 1 ; Maine, 1 ; New Hampshire, 3 ; Texas,

1 ; Kansas, 1 ; Japan, 1 ; Connecticut, 1 ; Michigan, 1 ; total, 10.

Total from other States and Massachusetts for the year, 268.

Occupations of fathers of students, 1894-95 : merchants and

traders, 48; professions, 28; artisans, 38; mechanics, 11; manu-

facturers, 11; bookkeepers, 10; farmers, 12; real estate, 4; other

callings, 45; total, 207. Deceased, 49 ; retired, 12. Total, 268.

KATE GANNETT WELLS,
GEORGE H. CONLEY,
E. B. STODDARD,

Board of Visitors.
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KEPORT OF THE SECEETARY.

To the Board of Education.

The fifty- ninth report of the secretary of your honorable

Board is herewith respectfully submitted. For the statistics

in detail on which the following summary is based, reference

should be made to the Appendix.

Summary of Statistics for 1894-95.

/. Number of Public Day Schools.

1. Number of towns, 322 ; cities, 31. Total, 353.

All have made the annual returns required by law.

2. Number of public schools, counting that as a single school

which has one head or principal, whether the school has

one teacher or several, ....... 4,590

8. Number of public schools based on the single class room
as the unit of comparison for the year 1894-95, . . 8,874

4. Number of public schools based on the single class room

as the unit of comparison reported in 1893-94, . . 7,833

Increase for the year (this increase is more apparent

than real. See page 56), 1,041

II. Enrolment, Membership and Attendance.

1. Number of persons in the State between the ages of five

and fifteen years May 1, 1894, 408,898

Increase for the year, 8,573

2. Number of persons of all ages in the public schools during

the year 1894-95, 412,593

Increase for the year, 11,984

3. Average membership of pupils in all the public schools

during the year 1894-95, 341,671

Increase for the year, 13,216

4. Average attendance in all the public schools during the

year 1894-95, 313,693

Increase for the year, 14,624

5. Percentage of attendance based on the average member-
ship, 92
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III. Teachers and Wages.

1. Number of men employed as teachers in the public schools

during the year, 1,046

Increase for the year, ...... 37

2. Number of women employed as teachers in the public

schools during the year, 10,981

Increase for the year, 276

3. Number of different teachei's employed in the public

schools during the year, 12,027

Increase for the year, 313

4. Number of teachers required by the public schools, . . 10,409

Inci-ease for the year, 336

5. Number of teachers who have attended normal schools, . 4,368

Increase for the year, ...... 146

6. Number of teachers who have graduated from normal

schools, 3,734

Increase for the year, 159

7. Average wages of male teachers per month in the public

schools, fl28 55

Decrease for the year, $0 86

8. Average wages of female teachers per month in the public

schools, $48 38

Increase for the year, $0 47

IV. Length of Schooling.

1. Aggregate of months (twenty school days each) all the

public schools have been kept during the year, . . 82,817^^

2. Average number of months the public schools have been

kept during the year, 92^^

V. High Schools.

Number of high schools.

Decrease for the year, .

Number of teachers in high schools, .

Increase for the year, 54

Number of pupils in the high schools,

Increase for the year, 2,212

Amount of salaries paid to principals of high schools,

Increase for the year, .... $12,502 89

252

1,094

32,752

,547 12

VI. Evening Schools.

1

.

Number of cities and towns having evening schools,

2. Number of evening schools,

3. Number of teachers,

64

747

1,166
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4. Number of pupils : male, 22,277 ; female, 6,991 ; total, . 29,268

5. Average attendance, 15,371

6. Expense, $176,188 14

7. Decrease in the number of pupils for the year, . . . 3,651

8. Increase in the exi^ense for the year, $4,643 57

VII. Cost of ScJwoIs (Taxation)

.

1. Amount raised by taxation and expended for the support

of public schools, including only wages and board of

teachers, fuel for the schools and care of fires and school-

rooms, $6,949,942 96

Increase for the year, .... $297,637 37

2. Expense of supervision for the year, $309,653 99

Increase for the year, $9,758 58

3. Salaries of superintendents included in the foregoing

amount for supervision, $196,952 48

Increase for the year, .... $9,795 84

4. Exj)ense of preparing and printing school reports, . . f 11,479 12

Decrease for the yeai", .... $1,689 47

5. Expense of sundries, books, stationery, maps, charts, etc., $620,779 10

Increase for the year, .... |39,094 53

6. Expense of ti'ansportation of pupils, $76,608 29

Increase for the yeai% . . . . $12,990 61

7. Amount expended in 1894-95 for new schoolhouses, . $1,670,081 60

Increase for the year, .... $237,538 75

8. Amount expended for alterations and permanent improve-

ment in schoolhouses, $547,121 64

Increase for the year, .... $272,437 51

9. Amount expended for ordinary repairs, .... $283,700 61

Decrease for the year, .... $177,045 38

VIII. Cost of Schools (Voluntary Contributions, etc.).

1. Amount of voluntary contributions for the public schools, $16,044 50
Increase for the year, .... $10,194 73

2. Amount of local school funds the income of which can be
appropriated to schools and academies, . . . $2,678,199 45

Decrease for the year, .... $207,298 22

3. Income of local funds appropi-iated to schools and acade-

mies, $125,298 90

Decrease for the year, .... $8,753 75

4. Income of funds appropriated for public schools at the

option of the town, as surplus revenue, tax on dogs, etc., $96,534 31

Decrease for the year, .... $9,419 96

5. Income of State school fund paid to towns in aid of public

schools in 1895, $79,410 10

Increase for the year, .... $1,631 67
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IX. Academies and Private Schools.

1. Number of incorporated academies, ....
2. Whole number of puj^ils in academies for the year, .

3. Amount of tuition paid in the academies during the year

4. Number of private schools,

5. Whole number of pupils in private schools during the year

6. Amount of tuition (largely estimated)

,

69
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Board of Education ; and (3) of the Board of Education in the

use which it makes of the reports furnished it by school com-

mittees. In other words, from ten to fifteen thousand people

gather and collate the material that ultimately appears in a

summary of returns for the State. Much of this material is

of such a kind that ordinary care in the original collection of it

insures a highly accurate final report of it ; some of it, how-

ever, frequently baffles ordinary endeavor to get at a satisfac-

tory statement of facts about it. Returns of public schools, for

instance, are more trustworthy than returns of private schools.

The former are required by law to keep registers, and are

necessarily known to the school committees that supervise them ;

the latter are not required by law to keep registers, and are

frequently unknown to the school committees that are required

by law to report about them.

At the beginning of the year a new form of blank inquiries

was prepared for the towns and cities. It proved in many

cases a stimulus to greater care in the gathering and reporting

of statistics. In certain fields of investigation the conditions

in our three hundred and fifty-three towns and cities are so

diverse that it still continues difficult to frame inquiries that

shall cover all these conditions, have the same meaning for all

committees and receive answers from all in the same sense.

Even in so seemingly simple a matter as ascertaining the

number of public schools the way is not free from difficulties.

If the system of counting is such that a school of ten pupils

counts as one and a school of a thousand pupils as one also, it

may be an easy and natural system ; but it is obviously treach-

erous to trust such a count in itself as showing either advance

or retrogression. It is of little value, when unexplained by

other facts, either in comparing the present with the past or in

comparing one community with another. In growing cities such

counting usually but not necessarily reveals an increase each

year in the number of schools ; in many country towns it shows

a decrease. Wherever the reduction in the number of schools

is due to consolidation, such reduction is usually a measure of

growth in the value of the schools, and is often accompanied by

an increase in the number of pupils.

On the other hand, if a count is sought in which there is

some unit of comparison, the definition of that unit, while easy
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enough for most cases, becomes exceedingly perplexing if it is

to be strained to cover all cases. Moreover, there is a reluc-

tance in many quarters to report a school which is popularly

known as a single school, carrying, it may be, a special name,

as twenty schools rather than one.

This year for the first time the towns and cities were asked

to count their schools by both methods suggested above. This

has resulted in a more accurate count by the second method,

which has been the method of preceding reports. The num-
ber of schools by this count (8,874) ftiUs short of the number

of teachers required by the public schools (10,409) by 1,535 ;

but this difierence is largely accounted for when we think of

those teachers who are not assigned to specific class rooms, as

teachers of drawing, music, calisthenics, cooking, sloyd and

the like. Many high schools with two or more teachers each

are reported, under the second count, as single schools, be-

cause each has a single class room, where the pupils have

their school home and from which they go for certain recita-

tions.

The general trustworthiness of the returns, whatever failures

there may be in details here and there, and however trying it

may be to secure satisfactory returns about certain classes of

facts, is something that may be tested in many ways. Returns

must hold together ; there must be consistency and corre-

spondence in them, if they are substantially correct. The
returns of one year are made frequently by different parties

from those that made them the year before. Do such reports

sufficiently agree? Gains in certain directions involve gains

in other directions. Do the returns show such harmony of

gains? The growth in population is noted, for instance. Is

there a parallel increase in enrolment, in entire membership, in

average membership ? The amount of local funds reported the

income of which may be appropriated to schools sufi'ers a serious

reduction. Does the income fall off correspondingly ? Apply-

ing these and other.tests to the returns, it is gratifying to find,

in the main, that consistency and harmony of reported facts

which can be true only of facts that are correctly reported.

Sometimes returns are subjected to tests of unexpected and

subtle character ; if they stand such tests, it is a favorable

indication of their worth.
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One set of returns, for instance, will show that certain

towns are spending much more than other towns for each child

between the ages of five and fifteen ; and this difference in

cost is used as an argument, on the one side, in favor of reduc-

ing the school expenses, and, on the other side, in favor of in-

creasing them. Another set of returns, however, will show,

for example, that in the supposed economical towns a quarter

or a third of the children between .five and fifteen are in private

schools, so that the effect of dividing the money expended

upon the remaining pupils who are in the public schools by the

number of all the pupils who are between five and fifteen, includ-

ing, therefore, those in private schools, is to show a seeming

cheapness in the cost of instruction far below the real expense.

An anomaly in the returns, a serious break or departure

from the returns of previous years, while it sometimes arises

from carelessness, not infrequently reveals an exceptional con-

dition of things, that, when known, fully explains the anomaly.

School Attendance.

Enumeration and Enrolment of Children.

I. Table showing the Ntimber of Children between Five and Fifteen

Years of Age m the State, also the Annual Increase for Ten

Successive Tears, from May 1, 1885, to May 1, 1894.
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The followino- are the cities showino- the o-reatest increase

and the o-reatest ratio of increase :
—
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Add to the number of children in the public schools the

number returned as attending private schools (64,688), and

the grand total is 477,281. This number is 17 per cent,

greater than the number enrolled between five and fifteen.

The number of children returned as coming within the com-

pulsory age limits, eight and fourteen years,— eight and fifteen

years in towns having industrial training as a part of their

course of studies,— is 265,182. The number of children in

public and private schools is 80 per cent, larger, and the

number of children in public schools alone is 56 per cent,

larger, than the number within the compulsory age limits.

While the truancy investigation which has been carried on by

the Board of Education during the year by legislative author-

ity will undoubtedly show weak spots in enforcing the com-

pulsory attendance laws, it is nevertheless safe to assume that

nearly all the children who are required by law to attend

school respect the requirement.

III. Table showing the Attendance upon the Public Schools of Children

ivhose Ages are between Five and Fifteen Years, also of Those

under Five and over Fifteen, with Their Annual Increase and

Decrease, from May 1, 1886, to May 1, 1895.
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The chief factors in accounting for an increase of pupils

under five years of age and over fifteen are probably to be

found in the kindergarten and the high school. The usual age

at which pupils enter the high school is about fifteen. This age

runs down to twelve and even eleven years on the one side and

up to seventeen, eighteen or more on the other side. The
number of pupils over fifteen is 6,685 in excess of the number
in the high schools, while the increase of the number above

fifteen over last year's report (2,332) is very nearly the same

as the increase in the number of high school pupils over last

year's report (2,212). This excess of 6,685 giv^es a glimpse

of the slow progress made by certain pupils in going through

the elementary schools, and raises serious questions as to ways

and means of accelerating such progress, in the interests not

only of the pupils but of the schools and the public.

Regularity of Attendance.

IV. Table showing the Average Membership and Yearly Increase of

Membership of the Public Schools; also the Average Attend-

ance^ the Yearly Increase aiid the Ratio of Attendance for

Ten Years, from May 1, 1886, to May 1, 1895, inclusive.
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The interesting feature of this table is the conspicuous in-

crease in the average membership of the schools and the still

greater increase in the average attendance. The increase in

average membership has gained on the increase in total mem-
bership by 1,232, while the increase in average attendance has

gained on the increase in average membership by 1,408. Both

these gains are in the right direction, and mean an increasing

attention to school duties.

The percentage of 92 (more exactly 91^^^), as compared

with that of 91 for last year, records this gain and stands as

the high water mark thus far of Massachusetts attainment in

regularity of attendance. Such regularity has a close connec-

tion with efficiency in school management on the one hand and

interest in study on the other. Habits of punctuality are thus

established in the pupils, and these again are linked with

other habits which it is the aim of the schools to form and to

strengthen.

V. Table showing by Counties the Number of Towns whose School

Attendance, based on the Average Membership, exceeds Ninety

Per Cent, for the year 1894-95.

COUNTIES.
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ping a pupil from membership after five days' absence observed

in Boston as well as in the rest of the State, the percentage

for Boston, and, therefore, for Suffolk County, would be con-

siderably higher. The greater stringency of the Boston rule

explains the exception for Suffolk County. Eighty-nine per

cent, for Suffolk is really a better showing than the higher per-

centages of some of the other counties. It is a question whether

the State rule, which is not a matter of law but a direction that

has appeared for many years in the registers annually sent out

to the schools, does not err on the side of leniency.

The number of towns having a school attendance above 90

per cent, for last year was 234. For the present year it is 267,

showing an increase of 33. The number of towns havins: this

high per cent, has increased in eleven counties, remained the

same in two, and fallen off in one.

The more conspicuous gains continue to be in those towns that

employ superintendents of schools, and must be attributed very

largely to the increased interest in the schools incidentto improve-

ments that have been brought about by adequate supervision.

VI. Table shoiving the Number of Towns in the Several Counties

the Ratio of whose School Attendance falls below Ninety, also

the Percentage of This Number to the Number of Towns in the

County.

COUNTIES.
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The number of towns whose attendance falls below 90 is 86,

against 118 last year ; and the ratio of the number of such

towns to the entire number of towns in the State is 24 per

cent., against 33 per cent, last year. It must not be over-

looked that this is a ratio based on toAvns considered with

reference to their number and not with reference to their

population.

VII. Table of the Several Counties, arranged according to the Per-

centages of Their Number of Towns having less than Ninety

Per Cent, of Attendance.

COUNTIES.
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By reference to the statistics of Waltham, in the Appendix,

it will be seen that the average attendance of the Waltham
schools is reported as 1,725. This, in connection with the

average membership reported of 2,241, yields a percentage of

77, which would place Waltham in the above list. Upon
writing to Waltham, as to the other places mentioned, to find

the causes of the low attendance, it was discovered that an

error had occurred in the returns from that city, which in

justice to Waltham is here corrected. The true average mem-
bership of the Waltham schools is 2,241; the true average

attendance, 2,124, instead of 1,725, as reported; and the true

percentage, 95.

The low attendance in the towns mentioned is due to local

conditions of sickness, inaccessibility of the schools in stormy

weather, changes in teachers that reduce interest, and so on.

A member of the committee in one of these towns gives a

vivid and even pathetic picture of the struggles of parents to

do what they can for their children in the face of great obsta-

cles. " We have tried to arouse an interest," he writes, " and

have done what we could ; but most of the children are small,

and live far from the schoolhouse. One girl comes all alone

three miles from a charcoal bush in the mountain. Of course

she could not come so far every day. We wonder that she

came at all. Two Italian children come two miles or more."

Speaking of the small children and the great distances, he

writes: "We cannot compel children to walk them at all

times. On the whole, we think they do the best they can. As
it is, there is no child who belongs in town who will not be

better educated than his parents were." When it is known
that the entire enrolment of children in the schools of this

town is only 22, it will be readily seen that, under the condi-

tions, a low percentage is natural and not inexcusable.

A letter from another town, not in the foregoing list, says :

"We are situated on the mountain top, and when the snows

that blow and drift begin to come, we might as well say good-

bye to school until warmer days."
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High Schools.

IX. Table Sliowing the Number of High Schools in the State for

Ten Tears, from 1886 to 1895, with the Number of Pupils

attending; also Their Ratio to the Whole Number of Children

in All the Schools.

Year.
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important in the public school system. The right interpreta-

tion of this percentage of 8 (it was 7.6 last year) is fully

discussed in last year's report, pages 66 and 67, and it was

there shown that about 25 per cent, of the children of the

State enter the high school, while in many towns the percent-

age rises from 40 to 50 per cent. Indeed, cases have been

brought to the knowledge of the office where the percentage

is as high as 60 or more. Thus the town of Concord reports

150 pupils as enrolled in the high school and 888 pupils as

enrolled in all her schools. Here the ratio of the smaller enrol-

ment to the larger is 17 per cent. Now, in that ideally per-

fect system where we may suppose that every pupil enters the

lowest grade and graduates from the highest, there being

thirteen grades in all, four in the high school and nine

below, it is obvious that the highest possible enrolment at one

time for the high school is only four thirteenths of the whole, or

31 per cent. Now, if 31 per cent, of enrolment means 100 per

cent, of enjoyment, as it certainly does in this ideal case, 17 per

cent, of enrolment cannot mean far from 66 per cent, of enjoy-

ment. That is, allowing for some tuition pupils, not far from

60 per cent, of all the children of Concord enter the high

school there.

Persons who fail to appreciate the foregoing reasoning may
at least understand, when a procession is passing the grand

stand, how the number of paraders opposite the stand at any

one time may bear a small proportion to the whole number in

line, and how rash it would be to assume that the number

opposite the stand represents the number likely to pass it

!

No falling out of the ranks before reaching the stand would

justify so glaring an assumption. The same reasoning holds

of the great army of school children moving through the

grades, pupils falling out from the kindergarten up, but the

march always going on.

The State superintendent of schools for Pennsylvania quot-

ing the comments made upon the misuse of this percentage in

last year's report, says a similar misuse is prevalent there.

" The time has come," he says, " when teachers of our Penn-

sylvania high schools should correct a similar error in the

public mind." Not a little harm is done the cause of second-

ary education by such misuse, because it makes "it appear,"
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he adds, " as if the maintenance of the high school involved

* the education of the classes at the expense of the masses.'

"

The policy of maintaining small and inadequately equipped

high schools merits serious consideration, in vievs^ of the fact

that free high school tuition has been made the legal right

of every properly qualified child in the Commonwealth. It

would be a singular miscarriage of intention if the well-mean-

ing but ill-advised attempt of a town to provide high school

instruction should practically defeat far superior high school

instruction that might otherwise be attainable. The impor-

tance of the subject justifies calling special attention to facts

not only about discontinued high schools, but also about the

newly established ones. Nine high schools have been discon-

tinued during the year and six have been established, making

a net loss of three. This loss in number does not mean retro-

gression as may be readily shown.

High Schools discontinued in 1894-95.

TOWNS.
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are reported the present, while the loss of teachers in the same

towns is only 3 and the loss of pupils only 85, it follows that

the discontinuance of these high schools did not involve the dis-

missal of all their teachers or the withdrawal of all their pupils

from the public schools or the saving of all the high school

salaries. Some of this discontinuance was simply a change of

classification and nomenclature, the school continuing, while

the name high school was dropped. Those pupils that desired

full high school instruction went to the high schools of other

towns. As for the rest, most of them kept on as grammar
school pupils, or as unclassified pupils taking in an irregular

and special way one or two high school subjects to supplement

their grammar school course.

It will be noticed, further, that these high schools were kept

less time than the law requires, half of them falling conspicu-

ously short of the statutory ten months. The salaries paid

were generally inadequate to command the order of service

needed. Moreover, in the case of a full high school course

with but a single teacher there is always the insuperable diflS-

culty of that teacher's doing justice to the subjects, to the

pupils or to himself. While, therefore, the spirit shown and

the sacrifices made in endeavors to maintain high schools where

neither the law requires them nor the conditions favor them

are often admirable, such questions as the following should be

seriously considered : Are such schools in the interests of true

scholarship ? Do they connect properly with the normal school,

the scientific school, the college? Can pupils go from such

schools to high schools of good standing elsewhere without loss

in time? Is it not better to pay tuition for good instruction

outside than a salary and the other expenses of a school for

inferior instruction at home? Is it not cheaper as well as

better to do so? Especially, is it not cheaper and better, in

those cases in which the State cheerfully ofiers to bear the

tuition expense?
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New High Schools for 1894-95.

Towns.
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X. Table showing the Distribution of the High Schools among the

Several Counties of the State; also what Ratio of the Whole

Population has Access to High ScJwols at Home.
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pupils, or, in case they have been qualified to do so, they have

entered outside and better hisjh schools.

Evening Schools.

XI. Table giving for a Period of Ten Years, from 1886 to 1895,

the number of Toions that have maintained Evening Schools;

also the Number of Such Schools, with the Attendance and the

Expense of supj^orting them.
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vance for such schools, and not unfrequently an increased out-

lay for teachers and departments is made for a reduced number
of pupils. The returns this year show a less number of pupils

than last year by 3,931, but an increase over the expenditures

for last year of $4,643.57. Basing the cost per pupil on

the total membership, we find it to be $6.08, as against $5.21

for last year,— an increase of 87 cents. If the cost were

based on the average number in attendance, it would be nearly

double for each year. It is a number approaching the total

membership that determines the organization and cost of the

evening school ; it is a "number not far from the average at-

tendance that measures the utilization of its facilities. While

it is unfortunate that a scale of expenditure believed to be

adequate for a given number of pupils should, in practice, be

limited to half that number, there is some compensation to be

found in the high spirit and sturdy persistence of those who, in

spite of weariness from the day's task, push regularly through

to the end. Such self-denial and pluck mean good material,

of the kind that it pays to educate.

Length of Time the Schools have been kept.

XII. Table showing the Length of Time the Schools have been

kept during Each Tear from 1886 to 1895, a Period of

Ten Tears.
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each of the past ten years have been increased somewhat. Up
to and including the year 1885, the averages had been com-

puted correctly. In 1886 an inadvertence crept into the treat-

ment of the county averages, so that, as a result, the State has

not given itself during the past ten years full credit for the

length of its schools, the error against itself ranging from five

days in 1886 to eleven days in 1894. The present table

corrects these errors. The true average length of the public

schools in 1894 was nine months and six days ; the reported

length, eight months and fifteen days. The true length for

1895 is nine months and six days, the same as for 1894. Since

ten months is the greatest length the State requires of the

most favored of its schools, it will be seen that the margin

for increase in the length of the schools, if we keep in mind

our most advanced standard, is only fourteen days. The mini-

mum schooling permitted by law is six months. In all towns

whose population is 4,000 and upwards the minimum length

of schools permitted by law is eight months. The schools of

the cities and larger towns are generally kept ten months. As
most of the school population is found in such cities and towns,

the average length of the schools of the State is in this way
kept very high.

XIII. Table shoioing the Towns that have not kept All their Schools

Six Months during the Year, the Number of Schools not

kept Six Months, and the Average Time of keeping the

Schools as a WJiole in These Several Towns.

COUNTIES.
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XIII. — Concluded.

COUNTIES.
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the law requires. The spirit of the law has been more than

observed. Instead of censure for delinquency, there should be

praise for progressiveness. Now, a report that this town has

had three schools, two of them kept for two months each and

one of them for seven months, all of them, therefore, less than

the law requires, is obviously unjust to the town. There has

been no delinquency whatever, and the town has no business

to report facts in such a way as to convey an impression of

delinquency.

Directions were accordingly given last year to report only

those cases of shortened schools that deprived children of their

legal right to full time. The result, as was expected, is the

more favorable showing of the table. It is possible, however,

that it may still contain cases of schools whose length has been

reduced by consolidation, without prejudice to the rights of

the children.
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This table shows an increase in every item. The amount

raised the past year by taxation and expended for wages and

board of teachers, care of buildings and fuel, embracing, there-

fore, only those expenditures essential to maintaining a school,

was $6,949,942.^6, an increase of $297,637.37 over that for

the previous year, as against an average increase of $227,406.52

for the past ten years.

The amount received from all sources, exclusive of appropri-

ations for buildings and repairs, was $8,160,452.37, which is

an increase of $360,198.06 over the previous year, as against

an average increase for ten years of $252,886.78. This

means $19.98 for each child in the State between the ages of

five and fifteen years.

If to the large amount just given there is added what was

expended last year for school buildings, alterations and repairs,

we reach the grand total of $10,661,356.22, which is an in-

crease over the amount of the previous year of $693,128.94, as

against an average increase for the past ten years of $364,092.62.

This means $26.07 for each child between five and fifteen.

In comparing the cost per pupil of supporting the schools in

one town with the cost in another, it frequently proves mislead-

ing to base this cost on the entire number of pupils between

five and fifteen. To illustrate this point, compare any two

communities one of which has a large number of children in

private schools and the other few or none, as, for example,

Holyoke and Leominster.

Leominster had in 1894-95 1,155 children between five and

fifteen, and expended on her schools for instruction, fuel and

care of rooms, $20,387.61 This made the cost for each pupil

between five and fifteen $17.65. Holyoke had in 1894-95 8,041

children between five and fifteen, and expended on her schools

$101,916.33. This made the cost for each pupil between five

and fifteen $12.87. Why should not Leominster get along as

cheaply as Holyoke ? says the economical taxpayer of Leomin-

ster. Why should not Holyoke do as well by her schools as

Leominster? says the liberal taxpayer of Holyoke. But let us

look a little further. The average membership of the public

schools of Leominster for 1894-95 was 1,251, or 96 in excess

of the enrolment between five and fifteen. The average mem-
bership of the public schools of Holyoke was 3,932, or 4,109
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less than the enrolment between five and fifteen. Consequently

Leominster expended her money on 1,251 pupils; Holyoke,

upon 3,932 pupils. This makes the true cost per pupil for

Leominster $16.30 instead of $17.65, and for Holyoke $25.92

instead of $12.87. Thus the situation is reversed. Leomin-

ster does not expend more per pupil than Holyoke, but Holyoke

more than Leominster. What is the explanation ? Simply this,

that the Holyoke returns show the presence of 3,503 pupils

in private schools, while the Leominster returns show none.

These 3,503 children cost Holyoke nothing. If such children

are counted in determining the average cost, this average is, of

course, reduced ; and the larger the proportion of such children,

the greater the reduction in the average. Thus the real cost

per pupil for public instruction is buried from sight. A method

that permits such burial needs the corrective influence of some

method that shall at least point out the burial place. Hence a

new series of graduated tables designed to show the cost of the

public schools per pupil as based on their average membership

appears for the first time in this report (see pages cxxxv-cxlvv)

.

Even with both tables of average cost,— the one based on

the whole number of children between five and fifteen, whether

they are in the public schools or not, and the other based on

the number of children that actually attend the public schools

and upon whom the public money is spent, — it is still necessary

to exercise good judgment in making comparisons. One com-

munity may expend less per pupil and yet do more for him

than another. Moreover, a community that draws on all its

taxable property to maintain schools for half its children can

expend more per pupil and feel it less than a community that

draws on all its taxable property for all its children. In this

way, $16.30 per pupil for an entire school population, as in

Leominster, might prove a heavier burden than $25.92 per

pupil for half of a school population, as in Holyoke. As a

matter of fact, the percentage of valuation expended by each

is substantially the same, Holyoke leading Leominster by only

two hundredths of a mill on the dollar. The table, therefore,

which gives the cost per pupil based on the number of children

between five and fifteen, is still needed to show what the school

appropriations would do for each child if all were in school.
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When it is seen that private schools, chiefly parochial, reduce

the cost per pupil as based on the number of children between

five and fifteen from the State average of $19.98 to half that

sum and even less in many places, a glimpse is obtained of the

heavy pecuniary burden such schools must impose upon the

people who maintain them, and who, in addition thereto, help

also to maintain the public schools The sentiment of the

Commonwealth, as expressed in its constitution, gives no hope

of relief, through the division of the school money, from this

self-assumed burden. It is a burden that must be a serious

bar not only to the growth of such schools, but to the progress

of the pupils in them. The self-sacrifice that prompts people

to bear it is impressive. Their right to bear it no one ques-

tions. The wisdom of private schools under certain exceptional

conditions is admitted. Nevertheless, it remains a regrettable

fact that people of all political and religious views and of all

stations in life cannot more generally stand on a common public

school platform, unitedly pledged to do their utmost, in the

ioterests of the noblest citizenship, for the physical, mental

and moral welfare of all the children.

The ratio of the State's valuation appropriated for school

purposes, exclusive of buildings and repairs, was 2.89 mills on

the dollar, an increase of eight hundredths of a mill only over

the ratio of last year. The ratio, including buildings and

repairs, was 4.31 mills, an increase of twenty-one hundredths

of a mill. This increase is largely explained by the increased

expenditures for new buildings, alterations and repairs, which

amounted to $2,500,903.85 for 1894-95, as against $2,167,-

972.97 for 1893-94, an increase of $332,930.88.
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There has been a gratifying gain of 146 in the number of

teachers who have attended normal schools and of 159 in the

number of teachers who are graduates of normal schools. If

a record were kept of those teachers who are graduates of

local training schools, as well as of those who are graduates

of colleges and have given some study there to the principles

of teaching, the showing would be somewhat better.

The following table shows the number of pupils and gradu-

ates for the several normal schools durins; 1894-95 :
—

Normal Schools.

1894-9.?.
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less than in 1886, the number of women is 2,371 greater than

in 1886.

The men earn $128.55 a month and the women $48.38. The

wages of men have decreased SQ cents a month, while the

wages of women have increased 47 cents a month. For

the past ten years there has been a gain of $7.83 per month

for men and $4.53 for women.

The disparity between the average wages of women and those

of men is sfreat. Doubtless it is greater than it ought to be.

It should not be forgotten, however, when we comment un-

favorably upon this disparity, that the men almost invariably

hold positions of directorship or of superior responsibility, and

that when women are put in any of these higher positions, as

they sometimes are, their pay is not much, if at all, inferior to

that of men. It is certainly far above the average paid to

women. This is conspicuously true in those cases in which

women serve as superintendents of schools, their pay being the

same usually as that of men holding corresponding positions.

On the other hand, if there is a class of positions that are com-

monly filled by women and that grade alike in pay, the salary

of the man who is occasionally appointed to serve in this class is

likely to follow that of the women in it. Here we have, as it

were, exchanges of position, women taking their place among

men and men taking their place among women, in which ex-

changes it appears that compensation rests more upon the

popular estimate of the magnitude of the position filled than

upon considerations of sex.

There was a period in our school history during which

women were not employed at all as teachers ; another period

during which there was a gradually reducing preponderance

of men ; and a third period characterized by the growing pre-

ponderance of women, until to-day they outnumber the men
ten to one. Economical considerations have had something to

do with this change. Towns and cities find it cheaper to em-

ploy women than men. The same money may thus be made

to go further. Whatever the justice or injustice involved in

paying women less than men, the practice is nearly universal.

Indeed, it looks as if there were something like a critical line

in connection with the higher school positions, such that when

salaries rise above it the trend is to employ men, and when
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salaries fall below it the trend is to employ women. In other

words, there seems to be a tendency in falling salaries to dis-

place men by women and in rising salaries to displace women
by men. Another reason for the change is to be found in the

eminent fitness of employing women almost exclusively for

teaching little children, and, to a certain extent, for teaching

older pupils. And in these later years the natural fitness of

women has received reinforcement from the better education of

girls.

The salaries paid women are nevertheless too low, — that

is, they are too low for the sort of service that ought to be

rendered. They are kept down by the general conviction that

it ought to cost less to train forty children in a primary school

than forty in a high school. To be sure, this conviction runs

against the philosophical view that the first years of one's

schooling are the most critical years and merit the ablest

teaching. It is quite possible, however, that the public re-

luctance to pay the highest salaries in the lowest grades is

grounded in a deeper philosophy. Love for children, kind,

motherly ways with them, a happy intuitive trend in handling

them, — qualifications like these are indispensable in these

grades. Such traits are not the creations of schools but the

gifts of nature, and are in fair abundance. They have cost the

fortunate possessor little or nothing, and may be commanded
for a pittance. In the thought of some, if such traits can be

secured, it is needless to go much further. The younger the

child, the greater the relative value of such traits in the teacher.

In the thought of others, some measure of scholarship in addi-

tion, of professional training, of proved skill in a high order

of teaching, is, indeed, desirable ; but such a fourfold union of

nature, learning, special training and proved teaching power is

hard to find and harder to pay for. When the children are

older and fewer, and engaged in deeper themes, then, perhaps,

the union aforesaid can be sought and paid for without taxing

unduly the public purse.

It appears, therefore, that the low salary may come from an

inferior conception of what the teacher should be, or the inferior

conception may be the product of an inability to pay other than

a low salary. In either case the standard and the salary are

close companions. In one case, the remedy is to tone up the
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standard ; in the other, to increase somehow the ability to pay

properly, as by State aid to the poorer towns. The nearest

approach to paying high salaries for service that bears upon

the lowest grades is to be found in the employment of superin-

tendents competent to direct primary work.

Changes in Teachers.

Since the number of different teachers employed during the

year was 12,027, while the number of teachers required to fill

the different school positions was 10,409, or 1,618 less, it fol-

lows that many vacancies must have occurred during the year,

and that many new teachers must have been appointed to fill

them. The summer vacation is the favorite time for dismissals,

for resignations and for an exodus to new fields. Of the changes

that occur while the schools are in session, some are inevitable

because of the vicissitudes of life. As for the rest, interesting

questions arise as to how far it is right, on the one hand, for

the school authorities of the better-salaried communities to take

teachers during term time from the lower-salaried communities,

and, on the other hand, for teachers of the latter class of com-

munities to respond during term time to calls from the former.

It is strenuously held by those who suffer from such changes

that the teacher, even if he is not formally tied by contract to

finish out the usual year's service, is in honor bound to do so.

He has entered, it is claimed, upon an undertaking that does

not naturally end until the year is up. It takes precious time

at the beginning of that undertaking to lay necessary founda-

tions in plans of work, in methods of execution and in desirable

relations with the pupils. Such foundations are closely related to

the training and personality of the teacher. The work of the

year holds an equally intimate relation to these foundations.

To abandon that work while it is in progress means a serious

loss to the school ; it has in it, moreover, a suggestion of dis-

loyalty. However earnest and able the successor, the school

must be broken in to the new conditions, suffering meanwhile

from loss in time, in attainments and even in temper. The

more successful the authorities in filling the vacancy, the greater

the temptation for another " raid " upon the school from outside.

And the loss is particularly hurtful to the school and vexa-

tious to the authorities in the case of a teacher selected with
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special reference to his ability to carry into execution some

improved method or system of school work. The work is well

started, other schools of the place are catching its spirit, the

promise is good, the authorities are hopeful and pleased. Then

comes a call from elsewhere ; the teacher accepts it, the new

plan breaks down and the old ruts are resumed. It is all very

dishearteninor to school authorities who are strugglino; to im-

prove their schools, — this competition with their wealthier

neighbors ; and not unfrequently refuge is despairingly taken

in a class of teachers less tempting to outsiders.

Bitter protests have come to the office about this so-called

" piracy" on the part of school authorities and this alleged in-

diflference of teachers to assumed obligations. " We must be

reconciled," say the protesters, "to changes at the end of the

year, however much we regret them ; but when they come in

the thick of school work, often at critical times in the school

welfare, they need a more serious justification than can be found

in any ordinary advantage of service to a wealthy neighbor or

of salary, convenience or taste to an ambitious teacher."

In reply to the foregoing, it is said in part by those who are

seeking better teachers and in part by the teachers sought,

that, while the teachers may be appointed with a tacit general

understanding that they are to serve until their year is ended,

they are not usually bound by formal contract to do so. Their

spirit to stay is subject to conditions that may change it. If

school authorities have the legal right, under section 30, chap-

ter 44, of the Public Statutes, to dismiss teachers at any time

without a disclosure of reasons, teachers may fairly claim the

privilege of resigning at any time, especially if they disclose

reasons for doing so. If much is due to the schools, some-

thing is due to the teachers as well. If teachers are to show

the spirit of self-sacrifice in standing by their schools in the

face of better offers elsewhere, the towns whose children's

interests are thought to be at stake should show a similar spirit

of self-sacrifice in efforts to keep such teachers at their posts.

It should not be forgotten that when salaries are small, seem-

ingly small additions to them become as serious a matter to the

teacher as to the town. Chances for advancement must be

seized when they present themselves, or they may be lost for

good.
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Moreover, the pressure for better service anywhere tends to

improve it everywhere. Teachers at the foot of the ladder

work better if there are prizes of not too difficult access higher

up. Every advancement of a teacher or superintendent of

schools that is based on merit, whether that advancement lies

in the lifting of his present position or in his transfer to a

better, sends its thrill throughout the teaching force. This

persistent seeking by communities for the best available teach-

ing power ; this increasing recognition of the fact that good

teaching, like other good things, costs something ; this increas-

ing willingness to pay properly for such teaching, and the

ambition of teachers to come within range of such seeking,

recognition and willingness,— all this tends to bring teaching

nearer the professional ideal in our more favored localities.

Now, it is precisely this sort of stimulus, involving, as it

does, the nature of the service rendered as well as the reward,

that the teaching profession needs if it is to win to its ranks

any larger proportion of the promising young men and women

of the State,— if, in short, it is to be made a profession of

rival attractiveness with other professions, rather than an em-

ployment, as it too often proves to be, of menial pay and last

resort. Now it is the duty of the able community in fixing its

regular salaries for the rank and file and its special salaries for

leadership, it is the duty of the State as well in employing

teachers to teach the teachers of the future, to set high

standards of service and of reward both for the sake of the

taught and for the sake of the stimulus to the profession. And
it is the high privilege of the progressive teacher to take

advantage of such standards whenever opportunity oflTers,

unless there is a clearly defined agreement to prevent such

action. The gain to self and to the profession that comes from

seizing such advantages outweighs the loss to a particular

school ; and some of the gain in the long run may accrue in

ways unforeseen to the town that suffers.

The arguments pro and con, in this charge of " piracy," it

will be seen, are pretty strong. There is merit in each of

them. They are given somewhat fully, in the hope that greater

consideration may be shown on both sides.

Improvement in pay where possible would relieve the situa-

tion somewhat.
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The teacher, on his part, in case the town should seek to

bind him to stay the year out, might formally agree to do

so in the resolve to pay no heed to ordinary inducements to

change. In the case of extraordinary inducements, he might

safely throw himself upon the consideration of the committee.

There is a value in resisting temptations to change for small

advantages that the teacher must not lose sight of. There is,

for instance, an enhanced reputation for sturdiness, for devo-

tion, for standing by a cause against self-interest, that goes to

ofl'set inferior compensation.

School authorities who are trying to get the best wherever

they can find it, can, on their part, help the situation a little.

They might adopt more freely the plan of engaging the

teachers whom they want and waiting for them until they can

be properly released. Meanwhile, home vacancies can be filled

with temporary teachers from the eligible lists or the bureaus.

Let forbearance be what it may, the general movement of

transfer and promotion is likely to go on. This means losers

as well as gainers. Nevertheless, it is the life and the hope of

the teaching profession that the demand for superior skill shall

be urgent, aggressive and persuasive in its inducements The
more there is of high service, emolument and honor in the

great body of teachers, the greater the compensation for

the losses experienced through the untimely changes com-

plained of.

Expenses of Text-books and Supplies.

XVI. Table showing the S^tm appropriated and the Rate per

Scholar, for the Past Ten Years, for Books, Stationery,

Maps, Charts, etc.
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This table has been kept to show the annual cost of enforcing

the free text-book law. The blank forms of inquiry sent out

to the towns and cities call for the amount expended for " sun-

dries (books, stationery, schoolroom supplies, etc.)." By far

the larger part of the amount reported is necessarily for text-

books and school supplies, but there is a growing number of

items relating to such matters as the rental of schoolrooms,

the paying of truant officers, the taking of the school census,

the hiring and moving of furniture, the use of the telephone,

the hire of carriages, and so on,— expenditures which find their

way into " sundries" as their only abiding place, and so help

to swell that item. The so-called average annual cost of text-

books and supplies per pupil for the past ten years is $1.62,

but that is really the average cost of text-books plus a certain

unknown quantity of " sundries." The average cost of text-

books for the past ten years cannot possibly have exceeded

$1.62; it is probably a handsome sum inside of that amount.

The city of Cambridge, which provides with careful liberality

for text-books and supplies and keeps an accurate account of

the annual cost per pupil of doing so, makes the following

report of that cost for a series of years : 1885, $1.88; 1886,

$1.17 ; 1887, $1.05 ; 1888, $1.07 ; 1889, 96 cents ; 1890, $1.33 ;

1891, $1.25; 1892, $1.15; 1893, $1.11; and 1894, $1.24.

The average for ten years is $1.22. This average is 40 cents

a year less than the average of $1.62 reported for the State.

An attempt will be made next year to have the towns in

their annual returns keep the expense of enforcing the free

text-book law wholly separate from the expense of those

miscellaneous items that belong under "sundries" but have

nothing to do with text-books and supplies.

Expense of conveying Childeen.

XVII. Table shoiving the Amount expended for transporting Chil-

dren to School for the Past Seven Years.

YEAR.
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The law authorizing towns to pay for the transportation of

pupils was enacted in 1869. The object of the law was to

favor the establishment of better equipped, better supported

and better taught schools, without, however, increasing neces-

sarily their cost. This could be done by the consolidation of

scattered and feeble schools, the maintenance of fewer but

better buildings, and the hiring of a smaller number of higher

grade teachers. But the diflSculty to be overcome was the

disposition of children remote from the central schools. This

was met by the transportation law. The growth of the trans-

portation expenditure is largely the measure of the extent to

which consolidation is carried. To a slight extent it is due to

a possible increasing indulgence to pupils who can walk the

required distance to school, but whose parents are averse to

their doing so.

The expenditure for 1894-95 was $76,608.29, an advance of

$12,990.61 from the expenditure of the preceding year. Two
hundred and thirteen towns, as against 199 last year, make
returns for transportation expenditures, ranging from $1.55,

$3.00 and $5.00 for Carver, Goshen and Swansea respectively,

to $2,195, $2,523.75 and $2,699.85 for Concord, Lexington

and Weston respectively.

While vexatious questions not unfrequently arise about the

necessity, the kind, the extent, the distance and the cost of

transportation, the general policy of transportation as a factor

in the solution of the question as to what can be done for small

ungraded schools in sparsely settled regions of the State is

proving to be very helpful.

While the school committee has no right to expend money
for transportation unless the town has specifically authorized

such expenditure (chapter 27, section 10, Public Statutes),

it has exclusive and absolute charge of the settlement of all

details about transportation after it has once been authorized

by vote of the town. Whatever the committee does, it is

alwaj^s under statutory obligation to provide convenient school-

ing for every eligible child. Schooling is made convenient by
locating the schoolhouse near the child or transporting the child

to the schoolhouse. What is a reasonable walking distance the

committee must decide for itself. The secretary, when asked

his opinion about reasonable distances, inclines to the view of
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his predecessor, that little children should not be made to walk

much over a mile, although older children of grammar school

age may walk a mile and a half or even more. But numerous

conditions may serve to modify this opinion. If for little

children the mile lies through lonely, unfrequented, wooded

or difficult roads, it would be too great or too dangerous a dis-

tance for them to walk. If, on the other hand, the way lies

over a well-travelled thoroughfare, with good sidewalks, and

houses all along the road, it would not be a hardship for the

children to walk a considerably greater distance than one mile.

Transportation should not be used to reduce sturdjness, self-

reliance and reasonable self-denial in boys and girls. It cannot

be made equally convenient for all families. It often has to be

partial for some while complete for others. In cases of genuine

doubt, the leaning should be towards the convenience of the

child.

Expense of Supervision.

XVIII. Table showing the Expense of Supervision^ both by School

Committees and by Superintendents, for Ten Years from

1885.
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The expenditure for supervision in 1894-95 was $309,653.99,

an increase of $9,758.58 over that of the year before. This

gain is due in a measure to increased salaries, but principally

to the establishment of new superintendencies. The steady,

unbroken growth of supervision and of the willingness of the

people to pay for it is an overwhelming proof of the value

placed upon it in popular thought. This growth, moreover,

has been a voluntary one, in strict accord with the Massachu-

setts idea of letting a policy fight its way on its merits into

public favor when it is not clear about the wisdom of making it

compulsory. With 93 per cent, of the children now under

supervision by a kind of natural growth, can the State further

doubt the wisdom of making supervision universal and com-

pulsory, especially in view of the fact that the limits of volun-

teering to adopt supervision, but not the limits of desiring

it, have nearly been reached?
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A year ago the number of towns reported as not having

superintendents of schools was 120 ; this year the number is

100. That is, 20 additional towns have come under supervision

during the year, or, more strictly speaking, 22 have come under

it while 2 have dropped it.

There are 384,188 children under superintendents, out of a

total of 412,953* of all ages reported as attending the public

schools; this means that 93.1 per cent, of all the children are

under supervision. A year ago the percentage was 91.2, and

two years ago it was 88.7. The people appreciate supervision,

and it is making itself felt as a powerful factor in improving

the schools.

While there are 100 towns not under supervision, the school

population of these towns is only 28,765. Some thirty of

these towns have at different times voted in favor of uniting

with other towns for purposes of supervision, but, through lack

of concert of action or for other reasons, have not succeeded

in doing so.

Of the remaining towns, some are apathetic, some are

possibly hostile to the plan, and a few are so isolated, or,

as it were, stranded among supervised towns all about them,

that they despair of finding towns to unite with.

The time is ripe for the State to complete a policy that has

been steadily winning its way, until now it embraces all but 7

per cent, of the school population. It cannot proceed much

further in the voluntary way, not because people, in the main,

are unwilling to try it, but because the obstacles to unions are

getting to be of such a character that only legislative action

can remove them.

For a full discussion of the theme in all its bearings, the

reader is referred to the report of Mr. A. W. Edson, in

another part of this volume.

* On pages 51 and 58, a transposition of figures, unnoticed until too late for correc-

tion, makes this number 412,593 instead of 412,953 as it should be. The increase over

the preceding year, page 51, should therefore be 12,344 instead of 11,984 as given, and

the average increase, page 58, should be 7,324 instead of 7,288 as given.
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Toivns and Cities employing School Superintendents^ arranged by

Counties.

Bt Counties. Superintendent.

Barnstable.
Barnstable,

Bourne,
Brewster, .

Dennis,
Eastham, .

Falmouth,
Harwich, .

Mashpee, .

Orleans, .

Provincetown,
Sandwich,

.

Wellfleet, .

Yarmouth,

Berkshire.
Adams,
Backet,
Cheshire, .

Dalton,
Egremont,
Florida, .

New Marlborough,
Noi'th Adams, .

Pittsfield, .

Richmond,
Shefaeld, .

Stockbridge,
Washington,
West Stockbridge,

Bristol.
Attleborough, .

Dartmouth,
Dighton, .

Easton,
Fairhaven,
Fall River,
Mansfield,
New Bedford, .

North Attleborough
Norton,
Raynham,

.

Swansea, .

Taunton, .

Westport, .

Dukes.
Cottage City, .

Edgartown,
Tisbury, .

West Tisbury, .

Samuel W Hallett,

E. Jasper Edmands,
W. O. Cartwright,
W. E. Chaffin,

W. O. Cartwright,
Asa O. Stanger,
W. O. Cart^vright,

E. Jasper Edmands,
W. O. Cartwright,
Clarence W. Fearing,
E Jasper Edmands,
Clarence W. Fearing,
W. E. Chafan,

Walter P. Beckwith,
Louis A. Pratt,

Earl Ingalls,

.

Earl Ingalls,

.

William W. Abbott,
Justus Dartt,

William W. Abbott,
I. Freeman Hall, .

Eugene Bouton, .

William W. Abbott,
William W. Abbott,
A. W. Rogers,
Louis A Pratt,

William W. Abbott,

J. O. Tiffany,

Clarence E. Brockway,
J. E. Sears, .

Edward B. Maglathlin,
Howard S. Freeman,
William C. Bates,

Edward P. Fitts,

!
William E. Hatch,
W. C. Hobbs,
Burt J. Tice,

.

George C. Howard,
E. M. Thurston,
C. F. Boyden,
Clarence E. Brockway,

C. A. Snell, .

C. A. Snell, .

C. A. Snell, .

C. A. Snell, .

Hyannis.
Sandwich.
Harwich.
Dennis.
Harwich,
Falmouth.
Harwich.
Sandwich.
Harwich.
Provincetown.
Sandwich.
Provincetown.
Dennis.

Adams.
Chester.

Dalton.
Dalton.
Sheffield.

Charlemont.
Sheffield.

North Adams.
Pittsfield.

Sheffield.

Sheffield.

Stockbridge.
Chester.

Sheffield.

Attleborough,.

North Dartmouth.
Dighton.
North Easton.
Fairhaven.
Fall River.
Mansfield. .

New Bedford.
North Attleborough.
Plainville.

Cochesett.

Swansea.
Taunton.
North Dartmouth.

Edgartown.
Edgartown.
Edgartown.
Edofartown.

i
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Toions and Cities employing School Superintendents, etc. — Continued.

Bt Counties.
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Towns and Cities employing School Superintendents ^ etc. — Continued,

By Counties.
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Towns and Cities employing School Superintendents, etc. — Continued.

By Counties. Superintendent.

Middlesex— Con.
Maynard, .

Medford, .

Melrose, .

Natick,
Newton, .

North Reading,
Pepperell,
Reading, .

Shirley, .

Somerville,
Stoneham,
Stow,
Sudbury, .

Tewksbui-y,
Townsend,
Tyngsborough,
Wakefield,
Waltham,

.

Watertown,
Wayland, .

Westford,

.

Winchester,
Woburn, .

Norfolk
Bellingham,
Bi'aintree,

Brookline,
Canton,
Cohasset, .

Dedham, .

Dover,
Foxborough,
Fi'anklin, .

Medway, .

Millis,

Milton,
Needham,
Norfolk, .

Norwood, .

Quincy,
Sharon,
Stoughton,
Walpole, .

Wellesley,
Weymouth,
Wrentham,

Plymouth
Abington,
Bridgewater,
Brockton, .

Elmer E. Sawyer,

.

C. H. Morss,

.

B. F. Robinson,
Frank E. Parlin, .

George I. Aldrich,

Junius C. Knowlton,
George L. Lamphier,
Charles E. Hussey,
Charles L. Clay, .

Gordon A. Southworth
C. E. Stevens,

Junius S. Moulton,
J. G. Miller, .

Junius C. Knowlton,
George L. Lamphier,
Junius C. Knowlton,
Charles E. Hussey,
Henry Whittemore,
George R. Dwelley,
J. A. Pitman,
Edmund P. Barker,
Ephraim Hunt,
Thomas Emerson,

Elmer E. Sherman,
Ii'ving W. Home,
Samuel T. Button
J. S. Perkins,
Elmer L. Curtiss,

Roderick W. Hine
Frank Smith,
J. R. Potter, .

E. D. Daniels,

Fred C. Tenney,
Fred C. Tenney,
M. W. Richardson
Frank E. Parlin,

J. R Potter, .

H. Allen Halstead
H. W. Lull, .

Edward P. Fitts,

Edward P. Fitts,

J. R. Potter, .

Marshall L. Perrin
I. M. Norcross,
Burt J. Tice,

W. H. Sanderson,
W. H. Sanderson,
B. B. Russell,

Maynard.
Medford.
Melrose.
Natick.
Newtonville.
Wamesit.
Pepperell.
Wakefield.
Harvard.
Somerville.
Stoneham.
Stow.
Sudbuiy.
Wamesit.
Pepperell.
Wamesit.
Wakefield.
Waltham.
Arlington Heights.
Oakdale.
Ayer.
Winchester.
Woburn.

Hopedale.
Braintree.

Brookline.
Canton.
Hingham.
Dedham.
Dover.
Walpole.
Franklin.
Holliston.

Holliston.

Milton.
Natick.

Walpole.
Norwood.
Quincy.
Mansfield.

Mansfield.
Walpole.
Wellesley.
Weymouth Centre.
Plainville. .

Bridgewater.
Bridgewater.
Brockton.
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Towns and Cities employing School Superintendents, etc.— Continued.

By Counties.
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Toicns and Cities employing School Superintendents^ etc.— Concluded.

Bt Counties.
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Alphabetical List of Superintendents, etc. — Continued.

Superintendent. Superintendency.

Bates, William C,
Beckwith, Walter P., .

Blodgett, S. F., .

Bouton, Eugene, .

Bowman, Mortimer H.,

Boyden, C. F.,

Brockway, Clarence E.,

Bi'odeur, C. A.,

Brown, W. W.,«
Bruce, O. B.,

Buck, J I.,' .

Burke, John E.,

Carroll, C. F.,

Cartwright, W. O

Chapman, Miss Etta L.

Chaffin, W. E., .

Chickering, Geo. E.,

Clarke, J. T.,

Clay, Charles L., .

Cogswell, Francis,

Collins, O. W.,2 .

Condon, Randall J.,

Conley, George H.,

Curtis, A. J.,

Curtiss, Elmer L.,

Danforth, G. H., .

Daniels, Charles A.,

Daniels, E. D.,' .

Dame, D. P.,

Dartt, Justus,

Davis, Eben H., .

Davis, Josiah B., .

Day, B.C., .

Dixon, Edward, .

Dutton, Samuel T.,

Dwelley, George R ,'

Eaton, William L ,'

Edgerly, Joseph G.,

Edmands, E. Jasper,

Emerson, Thomas,
Fearing, Clarence W.,
Fickett, W. C, .

Fall River,
Adams, .

Milford, .

Pittsfleld,

Barre,

Taunton,

.

North Dartmouth, .

Warren, .

Douglas,

.

Lynn,
Webster,

.

Lawrence,
Worcester,
Harwich,

Leicester,

Dennis, .

Methuen,
Southbridge, .

Harvard,

.

Cambridge,
So. Framingham, .

Everett, . .

Boston, .

Hanover,
Hingham,
Westfield,

Maiden, .

Franklin,
Greenfield,

Charlemont, .

Chelsea, . . .

Millville,

Easthampton, .

West Brookfield,

Brookline,
Arlington Heights,

,

Concord,

.

Fitchburg,
Sandwich,

Woburn,

.

Provincetown,
Spencer, .

Fall River.
Adams.
Milford.

Pittsfleld.

Barre, Hardwick, Peters-
ham.

Taunton.
Dartmouth, Westport.
Wales, Warren.
Douglas.
Lynn.
Webster.
Lawrence.
Worcester.
Brewster, Eastham, Har-

wich, Orleans.
Holden, Leicester.

Dennis, Yarmouth.
Methuen, North Andover.
Southbridge.
Bolton, Boylston, Haiward,

Shirley.

Cambridge.
Framingham.
Everett.

Boston.
Hanover, Hanson, Noi'well.

Cohasset, Hingham, Hull.

Westfield.

Maiden.
Franklin.
Greenfield.

Charlemont, Florida, Haw-
ley, Monroe.

Chelsea.
Blackstone.
Easthampton,Southampton,
Westhampton.

Acton, Sturbridge, West
Brookfield.

Brookline.
Watertown.
Concoi'd.

Fitchburg.
Bourne, Mashpee, Sand-

wich.
Woburn.
Provincetown, Wellfleet.

Spencer.

1 Unites teaching with supervising.

- Belongs to the school committee, or unites with supervising some other business or profes-

sion than teaching.
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Alphabetical List of Superintendents^ etc. — Continued.

Superintendent.
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Alpliahetical List q/ Superintendents, etc. — Continued.

Superintendent. Superintendency.

Maglathlin, Edward B.,

Martin, George H.,

Mason, Miss Lizzie A.,

McKeen, Roscoe D., .

McKenney, L. T.,

McLachlin, E. H.,

Melcher, S. A.,i .

Metcalf, Robert C,
Miller, J. G ,'

Mirick, George A.,

Morss, C. H.,

Moulton, Rev. Junius

s.,-^ . . . .

Nash, Louis P., . . .

Nickerson, F. H.,'

Noreross, I. M., .

Parkinson, William D.,

Pai'lin, Frank E., .

Parker, Walter S.,

Pease, Alvin F., .

Perkins, J. S.,

Perkins, John W ,

Perrin, Marshall L.,> .

Peterson, Ellis, .

Pitman, J. A.,

Poland, Miss Mary L.,

Potter, J. R.,

Pratt, Louis A., .

Putney, Freeman,
Putney, Milton K.,

Richardson, M. W.,
Robinson, B. F., .

Rogers, A. W.,' .

Russell, B. B., .

Saflford, A. L.,

Sanderson, W. H.,

Sawyer, Elmer E.,'

Sears, J. E.,*

Seavei", Edwin P

,

Sherman, Elmer E.,

Small, W. H.,

North Easton,
Boston, .

Orange, .

Bradford,
Bedford, .

South Hadley Falls,

Whitinsville, .

Boston, .

Sudbury,
Northborough,

Medford,

Stow,
Gardner,
Whitman,
Weymouth Centre
Amherst,
Natick, .

Boston, .

Northampton,
Canton, .

Salem,
Wellesley,
Boston, .

Oakdale,
Wilbraham, .

Walpole,

Chester, .

Gloucester,

Revex'e, .

Milton, .

Melrose, .

Stockbridge,
Brockton,
Beverly,
Bridgewater,
Maynard,
Dighton, .

Boston, .

Hopedale,

Palmer, .

Easton.
Boston.
Erving, Orange, Wendell.
Bradford, Merrimac.
Bedford, Billerica, Burling-

ton, Lincoln.

South Hadley, Granby.
Northbridge.
Boston.
Sudbury.
Berlin, Northborough,
Shrewsbury, Southbor-
ough.

Medford.

Stow.
Gardner.
Whitman.
Weymouth.
Amherst.
Natick, Needham.
Boston.
Northampton.
Canton.
Salem.
Wellesley.
Boston.
Wayland, West Boylston.

East Longmeadow, Hamp-
den, Longmeadow, Lud-
low, Wilbraham

Foxborough, Norfolk, Wal-
pole.

Becket, Chester, Middle-
field, Washington.

Gloucester.

Revere, Winthrop.
Milton.

Melrose.
Stockbridge.
Brockton.
Beverly.
Abington, Bridgewater.
Maynard.
Dighton.
Boston.
Bellingham, Hopedale,
M endon.

Palmer.

Bee footnote on page 100,
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Alphabetical List of Superintendents^ etc. — Concluded.

SUPBEINTENDENT. Superintendency.

Smith, Frank," .

Snell, C. A.,

.

Southworth, Gordon A
Spaulding, F. E., .

Stanger, Asa O., .

Stevens, C. E.,

Stuart, G. A.,

Tenney, Fred C, .

Thompson, Thomas E
Thurston, E. M.,«

.

Tice, Burt J.,

Tiffany, Miss Belle,

Tiffany, J. O.,

Tinker, B. W., .

Waldron, H. C.,' .

Walradt, Henry M.,

Ward, VV. S.,

Warren, J. E.,

Willard, E. L., .

Wheeler, Ulysses G.,

Whitcomb, Arthur K.,

White, True VV., .

Whittemore, Henry,
Whitney, Fairfield,

Wood, Miss Clara A.,

Wood, Miss M. A.,

Dover,
Edgartown,

Somerville,
Ware,
Falmouth,
Stoneham,
Chicopee,
Holliston,

Leominster,
Swansea,
Plainville,

Blandford,
Attleborough,
Marlborough,
Westborough,
Marblehead,
Baldwinville,

Northfield,

Marshfield Hills,

West Springfield,

Lowell, .

Arlington,
Waltham,
Feeding Hills,

Monson, .

Rockport,

Dover.
Cottage City, Edgartown,
Tisbmy, West Tisbury.

Somerville.
Ware.
Falmouth.
Saugus, Stoneham.
Chicopee.
Holliston, Medway, Millis.

Leominster.
Swansea.
Norton, Wrentham.
Blandford.
Attleborough.
Marlborough.
Westboi'ough.
Manchester, Marblehead.
Hubbardston, Fhillipston,

Royalston, Templeton.
Bernardston, Gill, North-

field, Warwick.
Marshfield, Duxbury, Scit-

uate
West Springfield.

Lowell
Arlington.
Waltham.
Agawam, Granville, South-

wick.
Brimfield, Monson.
Rockport.

See footnote on page 100.

Teachers' Institutes.

Seventeen teachers' institutes were held during the year.

The year before the number was twenty-five. In 1894 Mr.

Walton conducted six institutes, with an attendance of 1,134

teachers. In 1895 he conducted but one, with an attendance

of 202 teachers. He was unable to do more on account of the

heavy and responsible work assigned to him in connection with

the truancy investigation ordered by the Legislature.
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XX. Table showing the Location of Institutes for 1893, the Date of

holding, the Number of Towns represented and Persons at-

tending, with the Number of Exercises conducted.

WHERE HELD.
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Connecticut valley. There can be no question about the

great service rendered by these institutes, not simply in inspi-

ration to the teachers, but in actual and immediate help to them

in the details of school management and instruction. For each

institute a programme is carefully prepared, the best available

helpers are emploj^ed, and the spirit of the day's work is that

of genuine attention to business. While no two programmes

are precisely alike in subjects or in s[)eakers, a fair idea of

them may be gained from the following, which was prepared

for the last institute of the year at Orange :
—

A Teachers' Institute under the Direction of the State Board

OF Education will be held in the High School Building,

Orange, Tuesday, Dec 10, 1895.

programme.

9.00
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XXI. Table giving the Names of the Toivns represented in the In-

stitutes held during the Year 1895, with the Number of

Persons attending from Each Town.
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XXI. — Concluded.
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Aims a?KZ Methods. — John T. Prince.

Algebra.— J. W. MacDonald, James Jenkins. •

Arithmetic. — George I. Aldrich, G. T. Fletcher, Isaac F. Hall, E.

C. Hewett, J. W. MacDonald, George A. Walton.

Astronomy.— J. W. MacDonald.

Chemistry. — A. C. Longden.

Correlationfrom a Kindergartner's Standpoint.— Miss Lucy Whee-
lock.

Desk WorJc. — Miss Sarah L. Arnold.

Drawing.— Henry T. Bailey, L. Walter Sargent.

Elementary Science.— J. B. Gifford.

English Language and Literature. — A. L. Bartlett, A. W. Edson,

G. T. Fetcher, Andrew J. George, Miss Isabelle W. Gladwin, Miss

Besse E, Howes, J. W. MacDonald, Miss Lizzie A. Mason, Emory
L. Mead, Miss Mary E. Moore, J. T. Prince, J. G. Thompson.

French. — Miss Mary Stone Bruce.

Geography. — George I. Aldrich, Elmer L. Curtiss, Alex. E. Frye,

Isaac F. Hall, Will S. Monroe, Frank F. Murdock, Louis P. Nash,

W. F. Nichols.

Geometry. — James Jenkins, J. W. MacDonald.

History. — Miss Mary A. Averill, Miss Caroline Close, A. W. Ed-

son, Chauning Folsom, George H. Martin, Miss Mary Ella Whipple.

Language and Congelation of Studies. — Miss Sarah L. Arnold.

Latin.— E. R. Goodwin, J. W. MacDonald, Miss Alice M. AViug.

Music. — George F. Wilson.

Nature Study.— Henr}^ T. Bailey, Arthur C. Boyden, Miss Etta

L. Chapman, Will S. Monroe, Louis P. Nash.

Number Worh (with a class). — Miss Amy L. Boyden.

Physical Training (with a class). — Miss A. J. Gannett.

Physics. — William D. Jackson, A. C. Longden, J. C. Packard.

Physiology and Temperance. — Mrs. Ella B. Hallock.

Principles of Teaching. — J. T. Prince.

Reading. — George 1. Aldrich, Miss Augusta Barber (with a class)

,

Miss Eunice M. Beebe, A. W. Edson, Miss Flora E. Kendall, Miss

Nellie P. Nichols, Fletcher Osgood, Frank E. Parlin, J. T. Prince.

Belations of Pupils and Teacher. — George A. Walton.

School Management. — A. W. Edson, G. T. Fletcher.

Training for Citizenship. — Frank A. Hill.

Training for Vocational Service. — J. T. Prince.

Vertical Writing. — Prof. Marshall L. Perrin.

Writing. — C. W. Haley.

"Evening addresses were given by Miss Sarah L. Arnold, of

the Boston supervisors, on the "Public schools of to-day;"
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Dr. Merrill E. Gates, president of Amherst College, on

" Patriotism in times of peace;" Messrs. J. W. MacDonakl,

J. T. Prince, Henry T. Bailey, A. C. Longden and A. W.
Edson, in a " symposium" on " Some phases of modern edu-

cation ;
" Rev. Dr. A. D. Mayo, on "What is education?"

Rev. Dr. W. J. Tucker, president of Dartmouth College, on

"Modern types of greatness;" Miss Lucy M. Wheelock, on

" Bejiinninos of education" and "Need and uses of the

kindergarten;" Mrs. Ella B. Hallock, on "Physiology and

hygiene, with reference to instruction in temperance ;" Frank

A. Hill, on " New England primer days," " Manual training"

and " The true aims of the normal school;" Messrs. G. A.

Walton, G. T. Fletcher, J. T. Prince, A. W. Edson, J. W.
MacDonald, H. T. Bailey and Louis P. Nash.

The Work of the Agents.

The duty of the agents of the Board, as defined by law, is to

"visit the several cities and towns for the purpose of inquiring

into the condition of the schools, of conferring with teachers

and committees, of lecturing upon subjects connected with

education, and, in general, of giving and receiving information

upon such subjects in the same manner as the secretary might

do if he were present." Consequently, the agents have a range

of duties not limited to districts, and are constantly responding

to calls from all parts of the State. In addition to this, each

agent has a special assignment of counties within which he is

expected to know more fully the school conditions and to do

the principal part of his work. This assignment is as follows :
—

Agents.
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Mr. Sargent resigned his position as assistant for the pro-

motion of industrial drawing Sept. 1, 1895, for reasons of

health. His service in the western counties was excellent, and

his loss there will be keenly felt.

The agents have been busy men during the year. Their

work is spread over so much territory, it has so many phases,

it comes into touch with so many people, it is frequently so

brief with any one person, that it is difficult to sura it up or to

measure its full value in a single statement. A rough idea

may be given of certain parts of their work that admit of

numerical presentation, from the following table:—

For the Year 1895.
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Once the agents largely took the initiative in visiting schools,

calling the teachers together for conferences, arranging for

addresses, and so on. It was the work of men who felt it

was their duty to arouse the teachers and the public to a

keener sense of what they should do for the schools. To-day

they are constantly besought to do what once they were sel-

dom asked to do. The growth of supervision has had much

to do with this change. The earnestness of superintendents

to do well for their schools has led to increasing demands

upon the agents for their co-operation and advice. The

field for initiative work of a missionary kind is still an open

one, for there are many towns not yet under supervision,

but it keeps narrowing as new districts for superintendence

are formed. This gradual change in public educational

sentiment, from a self-satisfaction or apathy that courted

attack to an interested and inquiring mood that invites aid,

is gratifying to note ; and whatever modifications the change

involves in the character of the agents' work should be wel-

comed. The agents find it impossible, however, to respond

to all the demands made upon them. They need time, more-

over, for the special investigations to which they are not unfre-

quently assigned, as well as for that study of educational

problems without which they cannot keep abreast of the times

and properly serve the State.

Monthly meetings of the agents have been held throughout

the year. In addition to the usual work laid out for them,

the following assignments of themes for special reports were

made :
—

The truancy conditions of the State,

The professional training of teachers,

Compulsory supervision,

The problem of the rural schools, .

The approval of high schools,

Manual training in the schools,

Mr. Walton.

Ml'. Prince.

Mr. Edson.

Mr. Fletcher.

Mr. MacDonald.

Mr. Bailey.

Mr. Walton's theme was subsequently enlarged, under a

legislative order directing the Board of Education to investi-

gate the truancy conditions of the State, and by the action of

the Board assigning him to special service under that order.

These special reports appear with the other reports of the
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agents in this volume, and students of our school system are

requested to read them.

In this connection it may be said that the Board of Educa-

tion has a well-defined general policy with reference to the

schools. The historical development of this policy is a matter

of record. It has taken shape through innumerable investiga-

tions, discussions and votes. It has found expression in legis-

lative action. It is a policy, however, whose ideals are yet

far from attainment. It has paid much respect to local condi-

tions. It has noted the intense individualism of our towns.

It has not sought to force measures against public opinion,

—

not even against respectable minority views. It has relied

largely on the growth of appreciation of tentative measures

before seeking to make them permanent. Through fifty-eight

reports of the Board the lines of this policy run. So far as

the secretary and agents work in sympathy with this policy,

they may be said to represent the Board. It is certainly their

duty to work loyally for the execution of settled plans and

purposes. So far, however, as policies are in their formative

stage and the field is open for their frank discussion, they

assume it is not only their privilege but their duty to hold

themselves individually free for such consideration of them as

their study and judgment warrant, — in brief, to represent

themselves.

School Buildings and Appointments.

The schoolhouses of fifty and sixty years ago were, in large

numbers, unfit for their purpose. They were subjects for

vigorous animadversions in the earlier reports of the Board.

Improvement since that time has been great. Many of our

school buildings to-day are in admirable condition, while the

majority of them compare favorably with the best we had a

half century ago. A few, however, remain that are discredit-

able to the towns that have them. Sanitary conditions that

pay little respect to privacy, decency and cleanliness, shiftless

conditions that invite scribbling, whittling and the endless

forms of vandalism, any conditions that destroy respect for the

schoolhouse and possibly for the authorities that have it in

charge, — all these work directly against the kind of spirit

that should be fostered in the pupils. The community that
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tolerates such conditions is harming its children in ways posi-

tive and negative ; it sufters the refined to be wounded and

estranged, while to the unrefined it offers nothing uplifting.

Now, it is not enough to refrain from doing harm to children

through the mfluence of untoward school conditions
;
good

should be done them through the influence of excellent school

conditions. It is true that when school boards secure fair

accommodations for their schools, there is usually little energy

and less money left for the artistic decoration of rooms and for

brino-ing; to bear on children the subtler refining influences

that come from beautiful surroundings. Nevertheless, there is

scarcely a sounder principle in pedagogy than that care begets

care; order, order; cleanliness, cleanliness; and beauty,

beauty. Things conspicuously good command the respect of

children, invite their imitation, and in ways real, though

obscure, sink into their souls and mould their being. The

power of good example in men and women no one disputes,

but there is a power akin to it in things, provided they embody

the better thoughts of men and women, — a power of which

more should be made in school management than is made at

present. There is such a thing as good form in most kinds

of school work, — in a written geometry demonstration, for

instance ; but no abstract entreaty by the teacher in behalf of

good form begins tO have the weight of a concrete example of

it. The entreaty is a verbal plea in behalf of a standard not

properly presented to the pupils and so not apprehended by

them ; the example is plea and standard combined, silent, but

readily seen and strongly felt. The one is a fruitless impelling

influence from the outside and along an unseen way ; the other

a fruitful drawing influence from the inside and along an illu-

mined way. Standards, to be of any value to pupils, must

somehow be lodged in their minds, and advantage must be

taken of concrete ways to eff'ect such lodgment. Further,

they should be standards of things to be prized and striven for

rather than of things to be decried and shunned. Better ser-

vice has been done the world by the winning power of the

good than by the repelling power of the bad. No protests

against the ugly will ever reveal the beautiful ; no verbal

urgings against bad taste will ever yield a refined taste. It s

imitation of the good— usins: imitation in its larijest sense and
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in its unconscious as well as conscious aspects— that yields the

finest results of culture and character. This principle of imita-

tion is one that may be indefinitely extended ; it has a place in

all successful training ; it is the great uplifting thing in Chris-

tianity itself. We bear witness to our faith in this principle

when we seek for teachers whose dress, carriage, courtesy,

speech and nobility of spirit shall themselves be unconscious

teachers. Such aids to formal methods of instruction are

invaluable. They make sound methods doubly efi'ective, and

to the unsound give something of saving grace.

The same principle should lead us to take pains with the

plans, construction, equipment and adornment of school build-

ings so that these material things shall join forces with the

teacher in strengthening the good influence of the school. The

building should not handicap but help the teacher. To this

end, it should be well built, light, airy and clean ; it should

pay scrupulous regard to the health, comfort and sensibilities

of those who attend it ; its walls should be agreeably tinted ;

its furniture should be planned to meet primarily the needs of

the body but not in forgetfulness of {esthetic needs ; and when,

in general, a modest artistic touch can be given to necessary

appointments, it should be done. The rooms should be attrac-

tive and homelike, of the kind people ought to be willing to

furnish with pictures and casts and otherwise to adorn. The

grounds should be as neat and orderly as those of respectable

private houses. A well-kept lawn, a respected flower bed, a

few undibturbed shrubs or trees, — such things in front of the

schoolhouse, or in some portion of the yard separated from the

playground proper, would bear witness to a desirable state of

self-control and refinement in the school.

It has been wisely said that what we want to appear in the

nation's life must be introduced into the public schools. Well,

we want civic pride in our communities. This pride has many

aspects. Highest of all is pride in that administration of pub-

lic afllurs which is highly intelligent and incorruptibly honest.

Then comes pride in successful systems of lighting, drainage

and water supply ; in well-kept public streets and parks ; in

the noble town or city hall ; in the public library,— the beau-

tiful building and the admirable service ; and in all those things

that make a community worth living in and enjoyable. Now
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there is not an element of value in civic life some counterpart

of which may not be found in and about the school. Children

never get into closer touch with the State than when in school.

For them the school is the State. If, then, civic pride is wanted

in the larger State, let it be fostered in the smaller. If it is

wanted in things material as well as in things moral in munici-

pal, State or national life, let it be trained in both these classes

in school life. The arsjument for o-ood surroundings is the

same in kind as the arg-ument for good teachers. One differ-

ence only may be noted : the good teacher is more likely to

triumph over bad conditions than good conditions over the

bad teacher.

In some of our towns and cities school committees are giv-

ing the subject of school appointments and surroundings much
attention. It is a hopeful sign, too, that private citizens are

beginning to take up some phases of the matter.

Three years ago a room in the Phillips school in Salem was

arranged and decorated by citizens of that city, working with

the consent and approval of the proper authorities. The idea

was conceived by Mr. Ross Turner, the artist, a resident of

Salem, and the plan was executed under his directorship. His

work received universal approval. Solar prints, enlarged from

photographs so as to show details from the distant parts of a

room, are freely used. Their frames are made of plain strips

of wood, painted a dark brown. The pictures are hung on

walls tinted in a quiet grayish tone. A placard accompanies

each, giving its title and important facts about it.

If there are several rooms to treat, Mr. Turner's idea is to

have pictures of kindred association in the same room. Thus,

in one room there should be pictures of Rome, in another of

Greece, and so on. Selections should be made always by

competent judges and should connect closely with the work
of the school.

In addition, Prof. Edward S. Morse of Salem suggests that

in each schoolhouse there should be a small and handsome case

of heavy plate glass, to assure security from accident, in which

might be placed small objects of artistic value loaned by friends

and replaced from time to time, such as carvings in wood and

stone, finely wrought metal work, rare and beautiful coins,

fine specimens of pottery, glass, etc. Such a miniature art
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museum has some advantages over the great museums that

distract and dissipate attention ; it would be peculiarly valu-

able in a manual training school, where the aesthetic sense

needs all the stimulus that can be given it.

Ideas like those of Messrs. Turner and Morse are, of course,

neither original with them nor wholly new to our schools.

They are the natural expressions of refined people who give

thought to modes of culture popularly overlooked or ignored.

The Faulkner grammar school of Maiden has recently re-

ceived some two hundred photographs and engravings from

public-spirited citizens of that city. These were publicly pre-

sented to the school Dec. 19, 1895. In connection with this

occasion, opinions were expressed which may be of service in

similar enterprises elsewhere ; and so they are quoted here.

C. A. Daniels, superintendent of schools for Maiden :
—

To gaze upon a good picture is to open the soul to a silent influence

tliat will aid to ripen thought into noble action. The Faulkner school

is indeed fortunate in its friends, who have so thoughtfully and so

generously provided these works of art which, though silent, yet

speak of the good and the beautiful.

The secretary of the State Board of Education :
—

I believe in the beautifying of schoolrooms, and in the educative

influence of works of art that may be placed therein. The casual

glance at a beautiful object is not enough ; it is the constant presence

that is needed,— that presence that grows imperceptibly but surely

into the soul of the observer.

We are ready, as never before, for the refining influences of aesthetic

elements among our children.

Horace R. Burdick, artist. Maiden :
—

I think the introduction of well selected works of art into our pub-

lic schools is a step in the right direction, and cannot fail to help the

pupils to acquire a refined and correct taste.

I should be glad to see every place of public meeting, for old or

young, made an object lesson in this direction.

Walter Oilman Page, artist, Boston :
—

The silent influence of works of art in the schoolroom, and the

atmosphere which art creates, must have its due effect upon the
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impressionable mind of youth, awakening and developing a feeling

for refinement and a love for the beautiful.

Ross Turner, artist, Salem :
—

I believe that the influence of good representative art upon our

schoolhouse walls will exert much the same effect in national art

education that representative books do in our literature.

S. T. Dutton, superintendent of schools, Brookline :
—

They make their silent and constant appeal, refining and elevating

the thoughts and feelings of all who come into their presence. Works
of art help powerfully in creating an atmosphere that is favorable to

growth in pure and noble character.

Henry T. Bailey, State supervisor of drawing, Scituate :
—

The introduction of works of art into the schoolroom will familiarize

the pupils with the best in art, will gradually form their taste for the

best, will inspire them to make their own expression of thought the

best possible, will lead to a broader culture, to deeper thinking, to

more complete living, if in that same room is a teacher who knows

when to let the works speak for themselves, and when to interpret

them truly to the children.

Edwin D. Mead, editor of the "New England Magazine,"

Boston :
—

The public school is the place to which we should turn chief at-

tention in our effort to promote a more beautiful public life in America.

The schoolhouse and the school grounds should be beautiful, and the

child shduld be surrounded by beauty in the schoolroom from first to

last. Trained in the habit of seeing beauty and knowing it, he will

come instinctively to hate ugliness in the home and in the street, as

he goes out into life.

These opinions— they might be multiplied indefinitely—
focus at a common point, — that of the need and the value

of those elements in education that shall work for good in

school outside of the conscious formalism of school. Whatever
methods are consciously and intelligently applied in teaching,

they are not enough to cover the educable field. Without in
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the least undervaluing direct efforts to train the mind in specific

directions, but with the purpose of reinforcing them rather,

thoughtful people are placing increasing stress on the indirect

influence of examples, patterns, models and the varied mute

exhibits of what is creditable in human expression. One tell-

ino; advantage of such indirect means is that, however numerous

they become in the schoolroura, they do not and cannot crowd

out the staple subjects of the curriculum. Here, at least, is

that rare thing,— a field in which one may press for more and

always find room for it. It is for service in this field that the

Public School Art League of Boston was organized. It is just

the field in which private munificence can work to admirable

advantage.

This principle of silently working on children's minds through

concrete things of value, or through pictures of them, which,

in a sense, are concrete also, has numerous applications, some

of which are feasible in ordinary class instruction. Modern

processes of reproducing paintings, engravings and photo-

graphs in accurate, beautiful but inexpensive cuts have brought

rich resources within the reach of every school enterprising

enough to utilize them. At the exhibition of geographical ap-

pliances, given at the English high school building in Boston

last December by the New England Conference of Educational

Workers, there was an elaborate collection of newspaper, maga-

zine and other pictures, to illustrate the study of geography.

It was made by the pupils and teachers of the Phillips grammar

school of Boston. Kivers, mountains, seas, forests, plants, ani-

mals, peoples, manners and customs, houses, temples, churches,

public buildings, cities and what not— thousands of these views

had been gathered, classified according to countries or to kind,

arranged and mounted on stiff paper or cardboard, and ingen-

iously made available for instant class or individual use. The

next thing to having the Phillips school visit the world is to

have the world visit the Phillips school. Compare the acqui-

sition of the child who learns memoriter some colorless sentence

about Gibraltar — all that the geography can afford— with

that of the child who studies and interprets for himself trust-

worthy views of that mighty fortress,— views which he may

himself have discovered in his foraging and secured for the

school. It all gives piquancy to map studies and extended
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readiDOfs about what is seen and abounds as well in aesthetic

elements that quietly do their refining work. A still better

way is class study of views thrown on a screen with the solar

camera or the stereopticon.

As has been already intimated, the various pleas here sug-

gested for good buildings, well-kept grounds, attractive class-

rooms, artistic decorations and displays, miniature museums

and pictorial means of study, all run down, like pleas for the

employment of teachers of impressive personality, into one and

the same principle, — that of the elevating influence of such

inspiring examples as can be lodged through the senses in the

responsive minds of children, and made standards there for

them to respect. They are really pleas for closer attention to

a largely neglected side of our education, for a wider recogni-

tion of the potency of stimulating examples, for the transcen-

dent importance of crowding out of the mind by means of good

standards such low or evil ones as contend for its possession.

Compulsory Supervision.

Business men regard it as a sound principle, when numerous

forces are employed for the same end, to put them under

competent supervision and directorship. This brings greater

unity, wisdom and effectiveness. If supervision fails, they

never dream of abandoning the principle, but cast about for a

better director.

The policy of supervision has been tried thoroughly in Massa-

chusetts. It has won its way on its merits. It includes more

than ninety per cent, of the entire population. District super-

intendence, in particular, is needed for the sake of the small

towns. It is the most effective measure yet devised for carry-

ing State aid to such towns in a way to make their schools

better. The county supervision of other States cannot possibly

get so close to the schools and the teachers as this. But the

limits to its voluntary extension in Massachusetts have been

nearly reached. This extension requires such delicate concert

of action that again and again a single town or a single man
even may defeat it for several towns that want it. Moreover,

when established, the failure of a superintendent or the dis-

aff'ection of a member of a committee may lead to its break-up.

The existence of a school is never permitted to depend on such
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contingencies. Supervision should become a universal and per-

manent policy; and the energies now absorbed in building it

up or tearing it down should be directed into the more promis-

ing channels of improving superintendence and through it the

schools.

Tiie following is a list of the towns not yet under super-

vision :
—

Towns not under Supervision.
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Towns not under Supervision— Continued.
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Towns not under Siqiervision — Concluded.
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upon our smaller towns if we place the aggregates for these

fifteen towns in comparison with the aggregates for the remain-

ing eighty-five towns of the list :
—

Towns.
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Educational Museum.

Little progress has thus far been made with the museum.

Four connecting rooms in the State House extension have been

assigned for its use ; but, so great is the pressure for legislative

committee rooms in the present incomplete condition of the

State House, that three of these four rooms are used for com-

mittee purposes. Two of them will be so used until the State

House is done. If they had all been available for the museum,

however, they could not have been fitted up, for lack of money.

The State House commissioners have seen their way to pro-

vide the smallest of the four rooms with shelving for the library

of the museum, and a beginning has been made in obtaining

educational matter for it.

The question has been raised whether a library should be

developed in connection with the museum. There can be no

question about the value of such a library, if properly built

up, or about the intent of the projectors of the museum to

include a library in it, or about the precedents in favor of a

library, set by the educational museums that have already been

established. It is not enough that valuable educational serials,

documents and books are to be found in the State and other

libraries. There should be a place where such matter may be

brought together, properly grouped, and so displayed as to

invite examination. The library should not only serve the

specialist who knows beforehand what he wants to consult, but

it should make its treasures known to appreciative persons not

previously aware of their existence. To this end its shelves

should be open and free to direct access. What the various

historical, medical, legal and theological libraries are to their

several classes of patrons, the museum library should be to

teachers, superintendents and school authorities. Under pres-

ent limitations, such a library could not be other than a small

one, at the best. Extensive patronage of it could not be ex-

pected. The value of it would be found largely in the use

made of it by the interested few, but it would be a value des-

tined to reach the public in time. Suppose that in one depart-

ment of the proposed library there are books, pamphlets,

magazine and newspaper descriptions, photographs and other

printed and pictorial matter relating to modern school build-
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ings, — their architecture, elevations, floor plans, laboratories,

equipment, heating, ventilating and sanitary arrangements

;

in another department, a rich collection of published and

pictorial matter relating to the numerous aspects of manual

training ; in a third department, such seldom collected mate-

rial as school curricula, school programmes, school examination

schemes and questions, special plans for nature, geography,

history and other studies ; and so on through many depart-

ments that mio-ht be mentioned. Would not such material,

if sufficiently comprehensive, abundant and modern, be of

great worth to many interests? Its value to the Board of

Education, to its secretary and agents, and to legislative com-

mittees on education, would alone justify its collection.

The educational museum, while novel in idea to us, is a well-

established and thoroughly tried institution in England, France,

Germany, Spain, Portugal, Holland, Belgium, Austria, Italy,

Switzerland, Sweden and Russia. There are some thirty-five

museums all told in these countries. Everywhere the library

is an inseparable feature.

Here and there a museum serves also as a centre for the

preparation of special exhibits of teaching appliances to be

sent out as loans wherever a good educational purpose can be

served by them. A well-selected set of geographical appa-

ratus and aids, such, for example, as was shown by the New
England Conference of Educational Workers, Dec. 7, 1895, at

the English high school building of Boston, if it could be sent

out to the cities and towns of the State and examined by the

teachers and school authorities, would be an admirable stimulus

to improvement in equipment and methods.

Such helps are concrete things ; they are visible and tangi-

ble ; they suggest not only what should be done, but ways and

means of doing it ; they mould sentiment and lead to action

;

in short, they make themselves felt where mere words about

their importance fail.

Here and there, too, an educational museum serves as a cen-

tre for the sort of work that the State of New York, at an

annual expense of $25,000, is now doing, — that of preparing

lectures, with stereopticons and slides, for promoting the illus-

trative teaching of geography in various parts of the State.

There are two types of museums, — the dead or stagnant
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type and the living or wide-awake type. The appropriation by
Massachusetts of $1,500 a year for the care and maintenance

of an educational museum answers well enough for its initial

stages ; indeed it may be regarded as ample for a mere display

of existing material. But a live museum, that is based not

simply on the Columbian exhibit, but on that exhibit continu-

ally revised to date ; that changes as the best schools change

;

that keeps before the schools the highest ideals, and receives

from them their most creditable work ; that keeps up with the

educational literature of the times ; that reflects, in short, the

high-water mark of latest school attainment, and is an influ-

ence for good in all school lines, — a museum of this type

involves able directorship ; it asks the full time of an expert

and enthusiast, with competent help. It is idle for such a

museum to depend on such odds and ends of time as the sec-

retary and agents might conceivably give to it, and equally

idle for it to depend on an ordinary clerk, unskilled in the

special and varied service required. No museum has yet

attained consequence and value without a specialist or a corps

of specialists to develop it. As soon as the conditions per-

mit, the Massachusetts educational museum should be granted

more money each year, placed under competent directorship,

and made not only a creditable epitome of the Massachusetts

school system but a power to help it.

Not much can be done for the museum so long as the rooms

assigned it are not available. Meanwhile, the Columbian edu-

cational exhibit, on its return from the Atlanta Exposition, will

need to be stored, as it has been since its return from Chicago.

The subject of the museum would not be entitled to this

somewhat extended comment, were it not that great possibili-

ties of usefulness are believed to lie in its skilful development

under expert management.

State Examination and Certification of Teachers.

A plan for the State examination and certification of teachers,

in accordance with a recent act of the Legislature, has been

formulated and adopted, but not yet carried into execution.

The reason is easily given. As in the case of the educational

museum, little can be done for it by the secretary in such shreds
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of time as he can save from the discharge of duties already

defined by law, by the rules of the Board of Education and by

tradition. The same is true of the agents of the Board, whose

duties are substantially the same as those of the secretary.

Any reasonable conception of a plan for State examination

involves such elements as these :
—

1. Carefully prepared directions to candidates, covering not

only academic study but appropriate professional reading.

2. The preparation of examination papers for the different

grades of certificates.

3. The conduct of oral examinations.

4. The inspection of candidates at their work in the school-

room. Study of the plan already formulated will show how
important this part of the work is believed to be.

5. Keeping school committees and eligible candidates in

touch with each other for their mutual benefit.

6. And, in general, bringing to bear upon all persons who

wish to teach, or who, without professional training, are already

engaged in teaching, such influences in the conduct of the State

examinations as will lead them to a careful study of the princi-

ples they should respect in their teaching.

Now, it were better that this work should be left undone than

that it should be attempted with inadequate provision for its

execution. Since the plan involves no compulsion to take

examinations, it is all the more important to make it an invit-

ing one. To do so requires deep thought, great wisdom and

undivided attention. In brief, the plan needs the full time of a

competent director, with such help as he may need. No matter

how ample the provision for the execution of the plan, there

would still be an ample field for all the co-operation the secre-

tary and agents can possibly give. The annual appropriation

of $500 for the State examination was probably made in the

absence of a well-defined idea at the time of the labor involved,

and on the theory that, like the educational museum, it could

be properly conducted by the secretary and agents, if provision

were made for certain incidental expenses.

Of course there is no fairness in comparing the requirements

of this plan, which must necessarily, so far as the numbers it

may reach are concerned, be very humble in its beginnings,

with the requirements of our civil service examination plan ; or
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the still more elaborate requirements of the double-headed ex-

amination plans of the State of New York, which exclusively

employ, in behalf of the regents, between thirty and forty

experts, and, in behalf of the State superintendent of schools,

a board of five examiners, with clerks in addition. Perhaps,

however, these examples will contribute to the support of the

point, that any Massachusetts plan for examining and certify-

ing teachers should be sufficiently serious to command the full

time of at least one expert, to work under the general direction

of the Board of Education.

To do creditably the work that a State plan ought to contem-

plate would either transcend the physical endurance of the

secretary and agents, or take them from prescribed duties

which they already find it difficult to meet. When added expert

service is needed for added work, it is not enough to provide

for the incidental expenses of the addition ; the appropriation

should enable the Board of Education to command the service

itself. When the appropriations were made for the museum
and the State examination plan, the spirit seemed to be to meet

requirements properly ; but there were no obtainable data on

which to base appropriations ; or, if there were, it was prema-

ture to recognize them in their fulness.

If the immediate employment of a competent person could

be provided for, to give all his time to the State examination

plan and the museum, under the direction of this office, that

would answer present purposes, so long as the museum is

restricted in its development by the non-availability of all its

rooms. Separate directorships might then be left to such

future action as the growth of these departments requires. The
united appropriations for these departments amount at present

to $2,000,— $1,500 for the museum and $500 for the examina-

tion plan. An increase of the museum appropriation to $2,500

and of the examination appropriation to $2,000 would furnish

means for the expert service immediately needed, and cover

incidental expenses very nearly as originally planned.

State Reimbursement of High School Tuition.

In 1891 the Legislature ordered that any town in which a

high school or school of corresponding grade is not maintained
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should pay for the tuition of any child who with the parent or

Sfuardian resides in said town and who attends the hio;h school

of another city or town. In 1894 the law was amended to

make it more stringent. Previous to 1891, certain commu-

nities had always been exempted from providing high school

instruction. During the present century the population limit

below which towns were exempted has ranged from 200 families

as a minimum to 5,000 inhabitants as a maximum. Conse-

quently, that legislation which made free high school tuition

the legal right of every properly qualified child in the Com-

monwealth was in conspicuous advance of the most stringent

measure ever before adopted about secondary education. The

high requirements of the colonists were for the first time out-

done. The Commonwealth, having imposed a new and burden-

some school obligation on towns that had never before been

subjected to it, was placed under a corresponding obligation,

so it was reasoned, to aid such towns in .discharging their new

duty. Hence the action of the State in deciding to reimburse

towns whose valuation is less than $500,000 for their high

school tuition expenditures in other towns.

Before the passage of the bill, a computation of the possible

expense involved in it to the State was made. It was found

that in Middlesex County, where the high school population

was relatively the largest, there was one high school pupil for

every 57 persons ; in Bristol County, where the high school

population was relatively the smallest, there was one high

school pupil for every 103 persons ; and in the State, one for

every 73 persons. Now the number of towns aided by the

tuition law is 77, with a population of 46,401. These towns,

on the Middlesex basis, would furnish 814 high school pupils

;

on the Bristol basis, 450 ; on the State basis, 630. The cost

of tuition for 814 pupils at $25 per year would be $20,350 ; of

450 pupils, at the same rate, $11,250; and of 630 pupils,

$15,750. It was obvious, however, that going out of town to

attend a high school would naturally reduce the number of

pupils from any of the foregoing estimates, and therefore re-

duce correspondingly the probable cost to the State.

The law went into operation April 4, 1895, and the following

table covers the expense to the State between that time and the

end of the term preceding the summer vacation :
—
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High Scliool Tuition Reimbursements under Chapter 212, Acts oj 1895.
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At this rate, the expense for a year would be about $2,500.

If the remainino- 49 towns should avail themselves of the law

to the same extent, the total expense for the 77 towns would

be not far from $7,000. It is not likely, however, to reach

that amount for some time.

The new tuition requirement rests upon a larger number of

towns than 77. No good reason can be assigned for limiting

State aid to towns whose valuation is under $500,000 except

that some limit is necessary, and, in a tentative measure, that

limit had better be placed rather low down in the list of valua-

tions.

The annual tuition rates vary, it will be noticed, from $8 to

$50. The average for the 29 schools of the table is $23.42.

Some of these rates seem to hold no definite relation either

to the cost of educating a pupil or to the standing of the

school.

Eighteen of the 29 high schools have received the approval

of the Board of Education. The remaining 11 schools, namely,

those of Acton, Barre, Great Barrington, Hardwick, Kingston,

Lee, Montague (Centre), Northborough, North Brookfield,

Wellfleet and West Brookfield, have not j^et received sufficient

consideration to justify either approval or disapproval. They

have thus far been approved for the purposes of State reim-

bursement only.

Bills for the tuition of pupils in Cushing Academy, Ashburn-

ham, and in Powers Institute, Bernardston, have been pre-

sented but not yet allowed. While both these schools have

been approved by the Board of Education for the purposes of

the academy tuition law, which makes it legal for Ashburnham

to pay tuition in the one school and Bernardston in the other,

it does not yet appear that they are the high schools of Ash-

burnham and Bernardston, conducted under the order and

superintendence of the school committee. It is only in the

public high schools of other towns that high school tuition is

authorized to be paid by towns that have no high schools of

their own.

Whenever arrangements are made with an academy or other

private school of high school grade so that it comes under that

" order and superintendence of the authorities of the town or

city " of which the eighteenth amendment of the constitution
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of Massachusetts speaks, then money raised by taxation in the

town or city, or appropriated by the State, for the support of

public schools can be expended upon this school ; and it be-

comes, within the meaning of the law, a public high school, so

that other towns that send pupils there may properly pay for

their tuition in it. This is the case, for instance, with the San-

derson Academy of Ashfield, which is practically the high

school of that town. Plainfield's bill for the tuition of five

pupils there has accordingly been allowed.

It will be noted that most of the schools to which these tui-

tion pupils are sent are of the first grade. Among these pupils

are some fitting for the normal school, some for the high tech-

nical school, and some for college. There is nothing in the

law to forbid such pupils taking a course in a high manual

training school even, should it become feasible to do so. In

other words, these little towns, with the sanction and the help

of the State, are making use to a considerable extent of the

best high school facilities, and enjoying, moreover, a generous

option in connection with them. The disadvantage of distance

exists, but often that is less and more easily surmounted than

some distances that confront pupils who get their schooling at

home. It is a curious result of the State's method of feeling

her way in her high school legislation that better provision for

high school pupils is now practically required of towns that

have no high schools than of many towns that have them.

Thus, towns with more than 500 families but less than 4,000

inhabitants are required to maintain second grade high schools,

that is, high schools in which there is no college preparatory

course. Many of these towns voluntarily do better than

this, but in the rest the existence of free second grade in-

struction works to defeat free instruction of the first grade.

Pupils seeking free first grade instruction would be better off

if they lived in towns with no high schools at all, for then

they might hope to take their choice of the best in other

towns.

It is possible that this difficulty may disappear through

the voluntary action of towns in going beyond the letter of

the legal requirements, as many have already done. Should

the difficulty continue to any serious extent, then the distinc-

tion between the first grade and the second grade high school
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should be abolished, and a single statutory high school should

be defined, of a grade high enough and a breadth generous

enough to cover the purposes both of those children who are

not going to higher institutions and of those who are ; and it

should be made the duty of every community to meet the

requirements thus defined, either in a school of its own or by

tuition in outside schools, or partly in a school of its own and

partly by tuition in outside schools. The right of the child

would then be the same throughout the Commonwealth, and

inferior, nominal, partial or second grade schools could not be

used, as they are sometimes used at present, to defeat that

superior instruction which is the present legal right of children

in towns of more than 4,000 inhabitants and in towns that have

no high schools at all, but not in towns that come between.

A further discussion of this theme will be found under the title

of " High schools and colleges," in another part of the secre-

tary's report.

Approval or High Schools.

There is no legal obligation resting on the Board of Educa-

tion to approve high schools, nor are high schools under legal

requirement to seek approval from the Board. To this state-

ment a single exception must be made. The State is not per-

mitted by law to reimburse towns for the payment of high

school tuition in the high schools of other towns, unless such

high schools are approved by the Board.

In certain instances also it falls to the Board to approve

academies, for under the academy tuition law of the last Legis-

lature a town having no high school of its own may pay for the

tuition of its children in an academy located within its borders,

provided such academy is approved by the Board.

But, whether the Board is bound to approve high schools or

not, it is in the interests of sound secondary education to deter-

mine whether the plan and scope of the work these schools

have undertaken to do, as well as their means for doing it, are

satisfactory. To this end data have been gathered, and on the

strength of some of these data certain high schools have been

approved. The list of approved schools is necessarily incom-

plete. Some high schools have made no returns whatever.

Some give data too meagre to base action upon. In a few
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cases the returns involve contradictions, indicating a hiatus

between the school on paper and the school in practice, as

when the aggregate number of recitations reported as given to

the subjects of a curriculum is far in excess of the number of

recitations the teaching force, with the reported length of

recitations, sessions and schooling, can possibly conduct. In

some instances, while the schools seem to merit approval, it

has been thought wiser to inspect them first.

No attempt has been made to pass judgment upon the quality

of the teaching and management. That would be a task impos-

sible to perform ; or, if possible, impolitic to attempt. The

sole question has been this : Is the plan or scheme of the school

such that, if the teachers do good work, it may hold respecta-

ble rank as a high school? That is, is the curriculum suffi-

ciently true to the statutes, comprehensive in its subjects,

orderly in its arrangement and full in its time allotments, to

merit approval ? Is the teaching force large enough to do the

work called for by the curriculum ? Is the school plant reason-

ably complete in rooms, laboratories and conveniences? Is

it, in short, a school in which pupils of good capacity may
reasonably expect, under fair teaching, to prepare themselves

creditably either for higher institutions or for the activities of

business, social and civil life? Questions like these might all

be answered in the affirmative, and yet the school yield inferior

results because of poor teaching ; or in the negative, and yet

the school yield superior results because of good teaching.

This is another way of asserting the supreme importance of

the teacher in any system. While the highest of all approval

covers both the system and the teacher, the approval of the

Board is limited to the former only.

Moreover, it does not follow that approved schools are

equally good in plan, or that because of approval they need

not concern themselves about self-amendment. The approval

intended is not absolute, but relative ; not final, but tentative.

It deals with high schools as they are ; its standards come not

from schools ideally the best, but from schools ordinarily good.

And it needs to be noted in particular that schools not in the

list are not disapproved schools, but schools whose considera-

tion has not been reached or upon which action has not been

taken.
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The following is the list of high schools thus far approved

(Jan. 2, 1896) :
—

Barnstable

:
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Norfolk

:

— Concluded.

Milton.

Needhani.

Norwood.

Quincy.

Randolph.

Walpole,

Wellesley.

Weymouth.

Plymouth

:

Abington.

Bridgewater.

Brockton.

Hingham.

Middleborough.

Plymouth.

Rockland.

West Bi'idgewater.

Whitman.

Suffolk

:

Boston Latin.

Boston English High.

Boston Girls' High.

Boston Girls' Latin.

Boston Mechanic Arts.

Suffolk :— Concluded.

East Boston High.

Charlestown High.

Brighton High.

Roxbury High.

West Roxbuiy High.

Dorchester High.

Chelsea High

Worcester

:

Athol.

Clinton.

Fitchburg.

Gardner.

Grafton.

Lancaster.

Leominster.

Milford.

Millbury.

Southbridge.

Spencer.

Warren.

Webster.

Westborough.

Winchendon.

Worcester English High.

Worcester Classical.

Ten additional high schools, not yet approved for the pur-

poses of the foregoing list, have been temporarily approved for

the purposes of State reimbursement of tuition under the pro-

visions of chapter 212, Acts of 1895 (see page 131).

The following academies have been approved, either to meet

the provisions of the academy tuition law, chapter 94, Acts of

J.895, or because, though private, they practically serve as high

schools without expense to the towns :
—

Arms Academy of Shelburne.

Cushing Academy of Ashburnham.

Hopkins Academy of Hadley.

Leicester Academy.

Monson Academy,

Nichols Academy of Dudley.

Powers Institute of Bernardston.

Westford Academy.

Other academies that might be approved as well have not

yet received consideration.

For a detailed account of our high school conditions, refer-

ence should be made to the report, elsewhere, of Mr. J. W.
MacDonald.
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High Schools and Normal Schools.

When the Board of Education decided that only graduates

of high schools or persons having the equivalent of a high

school education should be admitted to the entrance examina-

tions of the normal schools, it felt it necessary to restrict the

operation of the rule to such high schools as it approved. An
effort was made to get satisfactory data on which to base

approval, but the data obtained were not sufficiently complete

and helpful to justify discrimination. Accordingly, it voted to

approve temporarily all high schools whose courses of study

were three or more years long. This was technically a sweep-

ing approval of them all ; it practically amounted to an

abandonment of the attempt to make admission to the entrance

examinations contingent upon the approval of the schools from

which the candidates came. Consequently, in 1896 the gradu-

ate of any high school is eligible to take the entrance examina-

tion of the noruial schools. This examination, as it extends to

high school and elementary subjects as well as to evidences of

past acquisition and success, will settle such questions as may
arise about the adequacy of previous schooling. This is as it

should be. Neither the approval nor the disapproval of a high

school is conclusive as to the fitness of a graduate from it to

enter a normal school. The good material that sometimes

emerges from the inferior school is really entitled to special

consideration because of the hindrances it has encountered.

The approval of high schools is a proper thing to grant when it

is merited, but admission to normal school entrance examina-

tions should not be conditioned on such approval, however

much the presumption of sound academic training is increased

thereby.

The new requirements for admission to the normal schools,

which go into effect in 1896 for the first time, as well as a cir-

cular of advice to high school pupils and others who wish to

become teachers, are to be found among the appendices of this

volume.

High Schools and the Colleges.

The great importance of a satisfactory connection between

the colleges and the high schools all along the upper high

school line cannot be too strongly emphasized. This articula-
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tion of all secondary education with collegiate is needed, not

simply for those who are going higher, but particularly for

those who are not. Such articulation exists with the tradi-

tional classical courses that run like slender rills through many
of our high schools (through 146 of our 255 high schools in'

1894), but not with their parallel popular courses.

The people have always struggled to prepare youth for col-

lege in ways agreeable to the college authorities. Now that

our great and rapidly growing high school system, which re-

flects the public more than it does the college, has developed

so largely away from the college, it becomes the college to

recognize this significant fact, partly for its own sake, that it

may keep in touch with the people in general, and partly for

the sake of the public schools, that with the aid of its powerful

stimulus it may help them to better work along their chosen

lines. Some of the colleges have already begun to do so, —
notably Harvard (though in an unduly exacting way), Tufts

and Williams. The two latter colleges offer a course in Greek

for beginners,— an offer that, if made by the colleges in general,

would make it possible for our smaller high schools to do away

with their expensive Greek courses, and tone up their hitherto

non-preparatory courses. One hundred of the representative

educators of the country— the Committee of Ten and its nine

conferences of ten each— are on record in favor of this closer

articulation, as may be seen from the following extract from

the report of the committee :
—

The preparation of a few pupils for college or scientific school

should in the ordinary secondary school be the incidental and not

the principal object. At the same time, it is obviously desirable

that the colleges and scientific schools should be accessible to all boys

or girls who have completed creditably the secondary school course.

Their parents often do not decide for them, four years before college

age, that they shall go to college, and they themselves may not, per-

haps, feel the desire to continue their education until near the end of

their school course. In order that any successful gi-aduate of a good

secondary school should be free to present himself at the gates of the

college or scientific school of his choice, it is necessary that the col-

leges and scientific schools of the country should accept for admission

to appropriate courses of their instruction the attainments of any youth

who has passed creditably through a good secondary school course,
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no matter to what group of subjects he may have mainly devoted

himself in the secondary school. As secondary school courses are

now too often arranged, this is not a reasonable request to prefer to

the colleges and scientific schools ; because tlie pupil may now go

through a secondary school course of a very feeble and scrappy nature,

— studying a little of many subjects and not much of any one, get-

ting, perhaps, a little information in a variety of fields, but nothing

which can be called a thorough training. Now, the recommendations

of the nine conferences, if well carried out, might fairly be held to

make all the main subjects taught in the secondary schools of equal

rank for the purposes of admission to college or scientific school.

They would all be taught consecutively and thoroughly, and would

all be carried on in the same spirit ; they would all be used for train-

ing the powers of observation, memory, expression and reasoning
;

and they would all be good to that end, although differing among

themselves in quality and substance.

The New England Association of Colleges and Preparatory

Schools, a representative and powerful organization that has

done more than any other agency to improve the relations

between colleges and secondary schools, stands for the same

idea. The conservatism of some of the colleges on the one

hand and the needlessly low standards of work in the general

courses of many high schools on the other stand in the way of

the desired consummation. This conservatism should yield to

the necessary college readjustments which connection with the

popular courses implies, and the popular courses should be

toned up in all possible ways. All this should be done, not

primarily for the sake of those high school pupils who wish to

enter college by modern routes, but for the sake of those who
have no plans or hopes for a collegiate education. The latter

pupils, even more than the former, need to work in courses

that feel the thrill of a stimulus from above, for their schooling

is to be brief, and they should make the most of it. There

is a widespread feeling that the popular courses make lighter

demands upon the pupils than the traditional preparatory ones,

that they are less earnestly and effectively taught, and that,

therefore, they are of an inferior educational caste. Unfortu-

nately, there are facts to justify this feeling ; and these facts

work a great injustice to thousands of pupils.

A favorite ideal is that of a public school system beginning
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with the kindergarten and ending with the university, the

avenues from the bottom to the top open and free to all, and

equally inviting and honorable. Massachusetts has no State

university resting squarely and evenly upon the secondary

schools, as these in turn rest on the schools below them, and

inspiring them all alike. She has some admirable colleges,

however, that can serve the public schools far more effectively

than they now do, if they will consent to hold towards them

the sort of relation that belongs to a State university. As

we have seen, large numbers of our foremost educators from

the colleges and the secondary schools desire to establish pre-

cisely this general and close relation. The most feasible way

to do so is for the colleges to accept any one of the four high

school courses recommended by the Committee of Ten as a

satisfactory preparatory course. Three of these four courses,

known as the "Latin-scientific," the "modern languages"

and the "English," respectively, are very close to existing

popular courses in the subjects pursued and in the order in

which they are taken, although they are more exacting in

quantity requirements. It will be necessary for high schools

to come into line with one or more of these courses, if they

are not there already ; to give them more time, if they possi-

bly can ; and, above all, to improve the instruction in them.

The essential immediate thing is for the colleges to connect

with these three popular courses, just as they now do with the

" classical" course. Let the bridge be a temporary or provi-

sional one, as it were. The chasm once bridged, the bridge

may then be strengthened and improved. Then it would be

in order for the small high school to limit itself to one of these

three popular courses, and concentrate its energies upon it

rather than divide them, as is now too often done, between

two courses, the one popular and the other classical, each

suffering from the presence of the other, but the popular suf-

fering the more. Should there be an occasional pupil intent

on taking a classical preparatory course rather than the popu-

lar preparatory course adopted, it would be better and cheaper

to pay for his tuition in some neighboring high school that can

. meet his wishes than to cripple the home school with more

than it ought to carry. Larger high schools may, as at pres-

ent, carry two or more of the four courses, including the
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time-honored classical one. These suggestions, taken in con-

nection with others which may be found elsewhere in this

report about the duty of those particularly feeble high schools

that cannot operate a full single course successfully, will be

found, if they are studied, to cohere in the interests of unity

and efficiency. The name high school, so easily given but so

toilsomely earned, ought not to entrap the people into believ-

ing that they have what they have not.

It should be noted that whatever improves the relations be-

tween high schools and colleges along the lines indicated im-

proves those also that exist between high schools and all normal,

technical and other professional institutions. But it cannot be

too earnestly and often said that these improved relations are

needed chiefly for the multitudes who never reach the college.

The New Normal Schools.

Building committees for the new normal schools were ap-

pointed by the Board of Education as follows : —
Fitchburg, .... Elmer H. Capen, Joel D. Miller.

North Adams, .... Elijah B. Stoddard, Milton B. Whitney.

Lowell, George H. Conley, Kate Gannett Wells.

Barnstable (Hyannjs), . . Geoi-ge I. Aldrich, Alice Freeman Palmer.

Elmer H. Capen and George I. Aldrich, the board of visitors

for the Salem Normal School, have charge of the new building

now approaching completion for that school.

The appropriations made and the architects appointed for the

new buildings are as follows :
—

'ts^

Salem,

North Adams, .

Fitchburg,

.

Lowell,

Barnstable (Hyannis),

$200,000, J. Philip Rinn, Boston.

100,000, H. Neill Wilson, Pittsfield.

100,000, J. Philip Rinn, Boston.

125,000, Stickney & Austin, Lowell.

100,000, Hartwell & Richardson, Boston.

The contracts for building all come within these appropria-

tions. The furnishing of the buildings remains to be provided

for. A principal's house is to be erected out of the North

Adams appropriation, and a dormitory out of the Hyannis
appropriation. North Adams, Fitchburg and Lowell each
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appropriated $25,000 for the purchase of the sites selected by

the Board, unused balances to be expended on the buildings.

The Hyannis site was given by Barnstable. The Salem

building will be ready for the fiill term of 1896, and possibly

the Fitchburg building also. The foundations of the other

buildings are all in, and the walls have been begun, the

building at North Adams being furthest advanced of the

three.

Perspective views, made from the architects' drawings, are

here shown of all the buildings except the dormitory at Hyan-

nis and the principal's house at North Adams.

Manual Training.

The law requiring the introduction of manual training into

the high school system of cities of more than twenty thousand

inhabitants went into operation in September, 1895. Previous

to that time, in response to an invitation from this office, meet-

ings of the superintendents of schools and the manual training

committees of the cities interested were held at the State Hou.»e,

to consider policies and to secure some concert of action in

carrying them out. The results of their deliberations, the prog-

ress made by the manual training cities and the present status

of industrial education in Massachusetts are fully set forth by

Mr. Henry T. Bailey, State supervisor of drawing, in his

annual report, to which reference should be made. This report

gives also a full account, with illustrations, of the Cambridge

Manual Training School for Boys and the Boston Mechanic

Arts High School, the two most advanced manual training

schools of the State ; the former founded and supported by Mr.

Frederick H. Rindge, and, with rare liberality, offered with all

its wealth of opportunities, free of charge, to the boys of the

Cambridge English high school ; the latter established by the

city of Boston as a separate school, of the same rank as

the Latin, the English high and the other high schools of

that city.

Elsewhere in this report will be found an opportune paper

on manual training, by Thomas M. Balliet, superintendent of

the Springfield schools. This paper was read before the Massa-

chusetts Teachers' Association last November at Worcester.
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It should be studied by all teachers, for it presents principles

that underlie not only manual training in its narrower sense but

the endless possibilities of "learning by doing,"— principles

whose significance is only beginning to become known through

the developments of modern science.

Physical Culture.

The old saying, mens sana in corpore sano, embodies the

general belief in the close connection of mind and body. Mod-
ern science expresses the same idea in a variety of detailed

ways. The mental output, it asserts, is directly related to the

bodily conditions ; there are physical standards such that pu-

pils above them can do more and pupils below them less than

than those who barely attain them ; sound anthropometrical sys-

tems show with almost unerring certainty what children sur-

pass, what equal and what fall below the standard of their

age ; prolonged strain may harm growing children for life

;

the more rapid the growth, the greater the danger from physical

excesses, abuses or negligence. In propositions like these we
find abundant reasons for attending to physical culture in the

schools, — in short, to everything that, like pure air, evenness

of temperature, sufficiency of light, properly adjusted seats

and desks, corrective and developing exercises, tends to pro-

mote the health, comfort and mental vigor of the children.

To cite a single class of facts that call for correction, the

faulty positions taken in standing and sitting are more numer-

ous than commonly thought. Some carefully made observa-

tions showing the prevalence of these faults in school have re-

cently come to the office. They were conducted in three places,

two of them in Massachusetts. Those of the first set were

made by the regular teachers of the children under rules from

their director of physical training, an expert in such matters,

and repeated by the latter in the way of verification. Those
of the other two sets were also made by the regular teachers

under the same rules that governed the first set. The expert

mentioned is a college graduate, also a graduate of the Boston

Normal School of Gymnastics, and, by way of special prepara-

tion for this peculiar investigation, has had some years of hos-

pital experience in treating crippled and deformed children.
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The percentages given in these three sets show the propor-

tions of the entire number examined that revealed well-defined

faults of carriage or posture in the parts mentioned.

Set No. 2.

Children observed,

Head,

Shoulders, . . . .

Hips,

Knees,

Body seated,

581

Per Cent.

69

58

67

73

637

Per Cent.

63

32

89

39

55

1,498

Per Cent.

62

61

66

44

55

It is not claimed that all these departures from normal stand-

ards, or the majority of them, are to be viewed with alarm.

They indicate a wrong trend, however, and some of them are

unquestionably serious. Most of them are easily remedied and

the worst of them helped, provided teachers are competent to

recognize them and to conduct the simple exercises that are

fitted to counteract them. One of the many reasons for em-

ploying professionally trained teachers is the increasing likeli-

hood of securing just this sort of competency.

But the object of physical training is something more than

the mere correction of bodily faults and deformities ; it is the

promotion of health, strength and grace. Nay, it aims for

something more than joy in physical well-being, for there is the

mind whose vision it clears, whose power it enhances and whose

endurance it prolongs. Moreover, vitally linked with physical

soundness and mental vigor are those remoter blessings which

such conditions insure in the lives of others.

Of our thirty-one cities, eighteen have introduced the Ling

system of gymnastics. In the remaining cities the systems are

mixed or partial ; or perhaps it is nearer the truth to say that,

while physical exercises are practised in them, and have thefr

value, they reflect the varying ideas of the teachers, without

rising to the comprehensiveness and consonance of a system.
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Nine cities employ directors of physical training ; the rest rely

wholly on their regular teachers.

Of our normal schools, all have physical training in their

courses of study, while four of them thus far have established

normal courses in such training. The gymnasium of a normal

school, therefore, is not simply a place for the recreation and

training of normal school pupils, however essential it may be

that they shall have a sound physical basis for their exacting

future ; it is a part of the general equipment for enhancing

their teaching power.

The solution of the physical culture problem in our schools

is to be found, like the solution of so many other problems, in

well-trained teachers under competent supervision. The duty

that appalls the teacher who has never studied the prin-

ciples and methods of physical training sits lightly on the

teacher who knows what to do and how to do it, from the

start.

Temperance Instruction.

During the latter part of 1895 a special agent, Mrs. Ella B.

Hallock of New York, was employed to help the teachers of

the State in physiology and hygiene, with particular reference

to methods of temperance instruction. During the latter part

of 1894 she had been employed by the Board in similar ser-

vice, giving fifty-nine addresses in all, and reaching some three

thousand teachers. In 1895 she gave forty addresses in thirty-

six towns and cities to about twenty-five hundred teachers, and

visited between fifty and sixty schools. Her work was profit-

able to the teachers and greatly appreciated by them. The ex-

pense was met in 1885, as in 1894, out of an unexpended

balance for agents' salaries.

Mrs. Hallock reports that with scarcely an exception she

was cordially received by the teachers and school authorities.

They were not only willing but anxious to listen to her. She

found the reluctance of teachers to deal with the subject due,

not to any prejudice or spirit of antagonism, but to a con-

sciousness of inability to teach it properly.

In primary schools the matter presented to children was too

advanced for them. In the majority of the schools visited, the

children were found to be repeating accurate statements about
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the human body, its structure and vital processes, the meaning

of which was utterly beyond their grasp. Leading children to

repeat words, however important the truth expressed, is not

true teaching.

In grammar grades a conspicuous difficulty is found in the

quantity of matter assigned to be conquered each year, which

is frequently nothing less than the entire physiology as pre-

sented in some text-book. Moreover, through lack of knowl-

edge, lack of time, or lack of suitable helps and facilities,

there is undue reliance on old text-book methods. The trend

in teaching other subjects is to apportion parts of them to suc-

cessive years to be taught progressively, to increase the means

for studying them objectively, and to make text-books sub-

sidiary to the main instruction.

In primary grades it is enough for the children to study the

external parts of the body and their uses, to learn how to care

for them, and to compare them with the corresponding parts

of lower animals. Such study will include in a simple way the

senses. A conspicuous feature in primary instruction is the

forming of habits that lead to cleanliness, temperance, health,

strength and grace. This may be done through songs, games,

physical exercises, daily attention to simple health rules, and

other devices.

In grammar grades habit-forming should continue to be a

prominent end, while pains should be taken to give the chil-

dren a clear general idea of the internal structure of the body

and of the adaptation of each organ to its function, as an in-

telligent basis for the habits already formed or in process of

forming.

In both grades the methods of study should favor mental

training as well as the acquisition of knowledge. That is, there

should be observation, investigation, inference, thought, oral

and written expression, pictorial representation, and the like

;

hence the need of suitable teaching appliances.

To cap all, the children should be led by methods academic

and moral to frame a high ideal of a strong, wholesome, un-

abused body as best fitting one for successful and happy liv-

ing.

An important principle in temperance instruction, as in all

other, was set forth in last year's report, as follows :
—
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There is great danger that the wrong thing a child is cautioned

against may make the deeper impression upon him, and sway him

more than the right thing. Of course, since the child goes frequently

astray, it becomes the duty of the teacher to look sharply after his

blunders, and in this way attention is necessarily focused for a time

on departures from good standards. But this does not affect the

main principle that, in the initiative of all instruction, the sound

thing, the wholesome thing, the right thing, should be presented

first ; that the minds of children should be directed upward, and not

downward ; that love of higher things is a stronger motive than fear

of baser things, — or if, unfortunately, not a stronger motive, a bet-

ter motive for first presentation ; that, in short, the true way to keep

bad things out of the mind is to put good things into the mind.

Applying this principle to instruction in temperance, it seems to

be psychologically a bad method to make the woes of intemperance

the main reliance in an endeavor to save people from them. The sad

fact, indeed, remains that innocent children are frequently exposed

to the repulsive pictures of intemperance, and that, in certain cases,

effective lessons for good can be drawn from such experiences ; but,

as a general principle, there is more virtue in setting before children

the joy of right living, with the scientific basis therefor, than the

sorrow of wrong living. It is difficult to draw a satisfactory line

between the two policies, but the principle is sufficiently conveyed if

we say that, whatever attention it may be necessary to give the dis-

eased, the criminal and the awful in intemperance, these are pictures

upon which the curtain, if raised at all, should be quickly let fall.

The main policy should still be the higher one of filling the soul with

good ideas, and of inspiring the pupil, through the exercise of his

will, to strive for their attainment.

It must not be overlooked that lessons have a deeper meaning and

weight for children if they are given and enforced by teachers whom
the children respect and love ; so that we finally get back in temper-

ance instruction, as in every other kind of instruction, to the living

teacher as the most potent influence for good.

, It is not enough that we have laws requiring scientitic as

well as moral instruction in temperance. It is not enough that

school committees say "yes" in answer to the official query

whether these laws are observed. The efficiency of the instruc-

tion is the important thing, and this is dependent on the knowl-

edge, the wisdom, the teaching skill and the moral power of

the teacher. So long as this dependence exists, the field is

clear for considering what sort of facts should be presented to
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children, in what order they should be taken up and by what

methods they should be brought out. Moreover, an always

pertinent question will be that of the relative values of scientific

or dogmatic statement and of personal influence in determining

the attitude of children towards right uses of the body. Exist-

ing text-books must be relied on until better are furnished. It

is folly, on the one hand, to abandon the best we have because

we believe there ought to be better ; it is charlatanry, on the

other, to assume that the last word has been spoken either

about the substance and order of their matter or the method

of teaching it.

Special Schools.

["Every institution for the instruction of the deaf, dumb and blind, when aided by a

grant of money from the State treasury, shall annually make to the Board such a report

as is required, by sections sixteen and seventeen of chapter seventy-nine, of other private

institutions so aided." (Public Statutes, chapter 41, section 15.)]

The following is a list of the special institutions to which

persons may be sent upon recommendation from the Board of

Education to the Governor :
—

1. The American School, at Hartford (Conn.) , for the Deaf.

2. Clarke Institution, Northampton.

3. Horace Mann School for the Deaf, Boston.

4. Sarah Fuller Home for Little Children who cannot hear,-

Medford.

5. Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the

Blind, Boston.

6. The Massachusetts School for the Feeble-minded, Wal-

tham.

Blank forms that need to be filled out by applicants for

admission to any of the foregoing schools can be obtained from

the secretary of the Board.

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL, AT HARTFORD, FOR THE DEAF.

Job Williams, L.H.D., Principal.

Number of Massachusetts pupils during the school year 1894-95, . . . .65
Number of Massachusetts pupils admitted during the school year 11

Number of Massachusetts pupils in school at the present time 66

For several years past there has been a growing sentiment

among the friends and former pupils of this school against the

use of the word asylum in its title, as calculated to convey a
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false impression concerning the character of the work done

therein. In deference to this sentiment, the directors applied

last winter to the Legislature of Connecticut to change the

name from The American Asylum^ at Hartford, for The Edu-

cation and Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb, to The Ameri-

can School, at Hartford, for the Deaf Accordingly the latter,

by legislative enactment, was made the legal title of the. school.

The attendance for the year 1894-95 was slightly in excess

of that for the preceding year. The whole number was 162,

and the greatest number present at one time was 158. Of
these, 64— 43 boys and 21 girls— were from Massachusetts.

Two Massachusetts pupils were removed by death during the

year,— one by quick consumption, the other by pneumonia.

The latter, always physically weak and unable to walk until he

was six years of age, fell an easy prey to the disease.

Instruction has been along the same general lines as in the

preceding year, with such variations and improvements as

experience and experiments have suggested.

Recitations and other exercises are conducted largely through

writing and finger-spelling, for the sake of practice in the Eng-

lish language. To acquire a free and easy use of idiomatic

English is the most difficult task that the congenitally deaf can

undertake ; how difficult it is, is seldom realized except by

those in daily contact with them. It is the alpha and the

omega of their instruction, and, whatever else they may study,

they must study it through the medium of English, and largely

for the sake of the English to be so learned. Any and all

means may be used to present ideas clearly, but the expression

of them by the pupil should be almost wholly through spelled,

spoken or written language.

Three graduates of the school— one each from Vermont,

Massachusetts and Connecticut— entered Gallaudet Colleafe at

Washington in September, 1895.

Nothing in connection with the school interests visitors more
than Albert A. Nolen, the deaf-mute and blind pupil from

Salem, Mass. Born deaf, he entered school at the age of

twelve years, handicapped not only by the ordinary disabilities

of the congenitally deaf, but by the additional disadvantage of

blindness, which occurred at the age of five years. Rude and

unprepossessing he was when he entered school, and his mind,
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which had remained dormant so long, was slow at first in ap-

prehending an idea. Six weeks had passed before the patient

and untiring efforts of his teacher were rewarded by a clear

understanding of the fact that a printed or written word repre-

sented an object, though in the mean time he had learned to

spell manually several names and to associate them with certain

objects. It was a pleasure to see his delight as he grasped the

idea that a word could represent an object, and could be applied

to any of its class. From that point his progress was rapid,

and the more he learned the more his desire for knowledge in-

creased. His curiosity is unbounded, and we find him investi-

gating all sorts of places and things. He has made good prog-

ress in the common school branches, has acquired a large store

of general information, and uses the English language with

fewer errors and more idiomatically than the majority of con-

genitally deaf pupils who have been under instruction the same

length of time. The quickness of his apprehension through

the sense of touch is a marvel to every visitor. He reads

manual spelling with rapidity, easily taking in ideas conveyed

to him in that way at the rate of eighty words a minute.

The following composition, original, unaided and uncor-

rected, will show his command of language:—

Last Wednesday afternoon the men began to build a new chimney

upon the top of the roof of the school-house. Many things were

brought to the place by the team. They were taken out upon the

ground. The men built up a staging on the roof for them to stand

on while they worked. There are three ladders, one against the wall,

the others are upon the roof. The men tore off the old and worn out

chimney from the roof, and threw the old bricks down on the ground.

Then they began to build a new chimney. They finished it yesterday.

It was large and high. This noon I went with Mr Webster to the

place. I climbed up the ladder first and went over the roof and

climbed up another ladder and went over on the other roof, and

walked to the scaffold, and climbed up the other ladder at the scaf-

fold. I went upon the scaffold and could feel of the top of it. Mr.

Webster did too. We stayed upon the scaffold for a short time.

We stood by the chimney. I felt of the gas coal blowing up out of

the above of the chimney. I smelled it. Then we went down to the

ground safely. I had a good time. Then Mr. Williams called me

to ride with him. He went to several stores to buy things in the city.

Then we came home before two o'clock.
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Speaking of the methods of instruction that characterize the

school, Mr. Williams says :
—

Differences of opinion as to the best methods of instructing tlie

deaf still continue, and probably will as long as there are deaf chil-

dren to be taught ; and, though some may suffer loss while the different

theories are being tested, in the end the truth will triumph, the fittest

will survive and the general good will be subserved. Generous

rivalry, and fair, broad and calm discussion of differences always

tend to eliminate errors of opinion and judgment and to establish

that which is best. It is a pity that a good cause should be weak-

ened by its friends, whose partisan zeal sometimes leads them to

allow their arguments to degenerate into bitterness and harsh person-

alities. Nothing is gained, but much is lost, by such a course. The
intelligent reading public at once infer that a cause needing such

advocacy is weak, and its cool-headed adherents are constrained to

pray that it may be delivered from its friends. The instruction of

the deaf is in the hands of earnest, conscientious, Christian men and

women, thoroughly devoted to the cause in which they are engaged,

and zealously seeking to fit their pupils for lives of independence and

usefulness, each in the way which he honestly believes best adapted

to accomplish that end. If time and experiment can convince him

that there is a better way, he will most gladly adopt it. That which

cannot hold its own by the test of time in comparison with the best

must go.

This school's method and practice are thoroughly eclectic. "VVe

exclude no means by which the minds of our pupils can be reached

and cultivated, but always, everywhere and in everything our chief

aim is to give our pupils a ready command of the English language
;

in all cases a command of written language, and, where possible, of

speech and lip reading also. We never hesitate to use the sign

language when necessary, but it is used only incidentally in our

schoolrooms, as pictures are used to illustrate school text-books,

ending in spelled, written or spoken English.

Not all pupils will make brilliant scholars under any one method

of instruction, nor under all methods combined, because all are not

equally endowed mentally. Some will find one means better suited

to their case, and some another. The method should be fitted to the

pupil, and not the pupil to the method. There should be no attempt

to fasiiion all sorts of material with the same tool.

Wise were the words of Mr. Rae, and forty years have not dimmed
their lustre nor diminished their value. He says :

" There is no

greater obstacle to progress, in any branch of art or science, than

a bigoted and unreasoning attachment to system. Eclecticism is the
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only sound philosophy. No man has a right to draw a circle around

the spot whereon he stands, and insist that all within the sweep

of his compasses is truth, and all without is error. If one were a

god in wisdom and knowledge, he might indeed do this ; for with-

out doubt there is a perfect system or body of truth, having all its

parts and members harmonious with each other. The difficulty is

that man is not infinite, and whenever he attempts to construct a form

of faultless symmetry, he is sure to find at last that the image he has

built, although not without the glitter of pure gold upon it, is never-

theless part iron and part clay."

There are schools and schools, methods and methods, practices

and practices ; but no school, no system, no method, no practice

should be judged either by its brilliant exceptions or by its miser-

able failures. Judgment should be founded on the general average

results, the gi-eatest good to the greatest number ; and there is

where the intelligence of the American people will settle in due time

the question of the instruction of the deaf.

One of the most important events of the year under review

in the education of the deaf was the organization at Flint,

Mich., in July last, of the " National Convention of American

Instructors of the Deaf," on the following broad basis, which

forms a part of one of the articles of its constitution :
—

The object of this association shall be :
—

First.— To secure the harmonious union in one organization of all

persons actually engaged in educating the deaf in America.

Fourth. — As an association to stand committed to no particular

theory, method or system, adopting as its guide the following motto

:

" Any method for good results ; all methods, and wedded to none."

Out of the discussions of this body, composed of all shades

of opinion, great good to the cause of the education of the deaf

should come.

CLARKE INSTITUTION (NORTHAMPTON).

Miss Caroline A. Yale, Principal.

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries during the school year 1894-95, . . . 115

Number admitted during the present year (Massachusetts), 118

Number in school at the present time (Massachusetts), 115

Mr. Lewis J. Dudley, president of the corporation, makes

the following report, under date of Oct. 9, 1895, to the Massa-

chusetts Board of Education :
—
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Continued success and increased patronage characterize the

year which ended Aug. 31, • 1895. The number of pupils

enrolled was 149, and the number actually instructed was 147 ;

boys, 84; girls, 63; in the primary department, 46; in the

intermediate department, 50 ; and in the grammar department,

51 ; boarding pupils, 145 ; day pupils, 2. The number present

at the close of the school year was 141. Besides the regular

studies pursued by all, 35 were instructed in wood carving, 28

in drawing and 21 in cabinet work; the older girls received

some training in household duties.

Of the whole number of pupils, 114 were from Massachu-

setts ; 8 from Vermont ; 12 from New Hampshire ; 2 each from

Pennsylvania and Alabama ; and 1 each from Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Ohio, Virginia, Delaware, Washington,

D. C, Georgia and Missouri. The average current outlay for

each pupil was $277, while the receipts averaged for each pupil

but $200, $77 less than cost. Only 13 of the 147 fully re-

munerated the institution.

With slight exceptions, good health prevailed in the gram-

mar and intermediate departments, but in the primary depart-

ment there were four cases of scarlet fever and three of

pneumonia, none of them fatal. The fact that each of our

departments is an independent establishment, separate from the

others in the matter of dormitories, dining rooms, schoolrooms

and playgrounds, prevents contagious diseases in any one

department from pervading the whole institution. But a sad

casualty occurred early in the school year. On the 2d of

October a pupil from Boston, aged fifteen, wdiile walking on

the railroad track just east of Ware village, was overtaken by

a train and instantly killed.

At the close of the school year, seven pupils were graduated.

Exercises were held as public as the limited capacity of our

largest hall would permit. On this occasion an address was

delivered by Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard of Washington, D. C,
the first president of the institution.

In the class denominated teachers-in-training, there were ten

members. Of these, three have been retained as regular in-

structors in our own school, five have been employed in as

many States of the Union, one in Montreal and one in New
Brunswick.
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The capacity of the primary department has been more than

doubled by a new, handsome and commodious building, for

which a debt of $11,202.09 has been incurred. It was occu-

pied during the last half of the school year. Another building

is greatly needed, which shall contain a spacious hall for public

occasions, a library room, a gymnasium and class rooms. But

the institution has no means of erecting such a building with-

out unwarrantably increasing its indebtedness, as only the in-

come of its fund can be used for any purpose whatever, and

the whole of this incouie soon will be, if it is not now, required

for current expenses.

This fund remains unimpaired, and the proceeds thereof for

the year were $15,912.55, less by $620.87 than last year.

There is an annual lessening of the income of the fund, as the

new investments which replace old ones must needs be at

lower rates of interest than were those which have expired.

The school expenses proper were for the year $40,728.03.

In addition to ordinary repairs, external and internal, which

have been extensive and have been reckoned as current ex-

penses, no small sum has been expended in grading and beau-

tifying the grounds and in other permanent improvements.

The corporate name under which the Clarke School was

chartered, though an improvement upon the then universal

nomenclature of such schools, fails to designate with precision

its true character. It involves the implication that this school

is something more, or other, than a school. The word institu-

tion has such a multitude of applications as to- be devoid of

specific meaning in itself, and, for all that the language im-

plies, an institution for deaf-mutes may be an asylum for the

speechless of any age, and not a school at all. More than

this, our school is not limited to mutes. It is intended for

juveniles who had acquired speech before loss of hearing, but

who are disqualified for attendance at our public schools ; and

none of our pupils continue to be mutes long after admission.

For these reasons, a petition by this corporation was presented

to the last Legislature for a change of corporate name to that

of Clarke School for the Deaf. This petition, from the late-

ness of its presentation, was referred to the next General

Court, before which it will be pressed. No good reason can

be given why the deaf should be humiliated by an unnecessary
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parade of their infirmities in the very names of the schools to

which they are sent, or by anything peculiar in the designation

of their schools.

The number enrolled for the current year (1895-96) is 150,

of whom 145 are present. Of the enrolled there are boys,

81 ;
girls, 69 ; in the primary department, 56 ; in the inter-

mediate, 52 ; and in the grammar department, 42.

Since the foregoing report was adopted at the annual meet-

ing of the corporators, October 9, the institution has met a sad

loss in the death of one of its best friends and most devoted

ofEcials, Ex-Lieut.-Gov. Horatio G. Knight of Easthampton.

He was made a member of the corporation by the act of incor-

poration in 1867, has contributed largely to the financial pros-

perity of the institution by acting as chairman of the finance

committee for some twenty-five years, and has been one of the

two vice-presidents for the last five years. He could always

be relied upon to hold his private interests in abeyance in order

to attend the meetings of the corporation, and to promote the

interests of the Clarke Institution. He will long be remem-

bered by his fellow corporators, and the vacancy caused by his

death will not be easily filled.

From the report of Miss Yale, the principal, to the Board

of Corporators, the following extracts are made :
—

The number of pupils under instruction in our school for the year

ending June 21, 1895, was larger than at any previous time in its

history, 149 being enrolled. The annual growth in numbers of the

school has been, from its organization, very nearly uniform. There

have been years when a much more rapid increase would have been

possible, but it has been deemed unwise to admit a larger number of

little children any year than could be well taught in one or two

beginning classes. During the past year each of the three depart-

ments of the school has numbered about fifty, the primary being sub-

divided into two sections of twenty-five each. The completion of

Dudley Hall in February gave us ample accommodation for our primary

department. The new building is three stories above a well-lighted

basement. In the basement are the dining rooms and kitchen ; on

the ground floor, schoolrooms and public rooms ; on the second and

third floors, sleeping rooms for teachers, attendants and pupils. A
large playroom occupies nearly the entire attic floor. The basement

room in the old part of Dudley Hall, which was once used as a

dining room, now serves as a playroom for the pupils occupying that
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part of the building. The arrangement of the building has thus far

proved very satisfactory.

June 17 was our public day. At ten o'clock on that morning all

the class rooms of the three departments were open to guests. For

an hour all the classes were engaged in recitation. At eleven o'clock

the school and its guests gathered in the assembly room in Clarke

Hall for the special graduation exercises. An address was delivered

by Hon. Gardiner Green Hubbard of Washington, D. C. Following

this address came the presentation of diplomas to the graduating

class, which numbered seven ; Mary Elizabeth Atzback, Fred Phil-

brick Curtice, Bertrand Parker Macomber, Charlotte Leah Pollak,

Robert Raphael Pollak, Homer Charles Wheeler, Melvin Hoyt

Wheeler. No class graduated from our school ever carried away

with it so wide a knowledge of general history and literature as this

class ; while in elementary science work, arithmetic and algebra their

attainments were very satisfactory. The recitations and essays of

this class on their graduation day showed an unusual familiarity with

the leading facts of ancient and modern history, a knowledge of books

and authors and a general intellectual development, the more gratify-

ing when it is taken into account that five of the members of this class

had acquired all their understanding and use of language after enter-

ing upon school life.

The five pupils just mentioned are all attending schools with hear-

ing boys and girls, pursuing a further course of study. Of the seven-

teen latest graduates of our school, eleven have studied in ordinary

schools with hearing young men and women ; one of these has just

entered upon his third year in a high school, one has just graduated

from a dental college, and one, after having graduated from a techni-

cal school, has entered Columbia College. That all deaf children can

do as these have done, we do not claim ; that the number who can do

it will increase from year to year, as methods of instruction in our

schools for the deaf improve, we may confidently expect.

Although the policy of our school has been from the first to place

the greatest emphasis upon the work of the schoolroom, we have not

been unmindful of the tendency of educators to emphasize manual

training. The kindergarten occupations of the primary school, the

knifework* of the intermediate, as well as the cabinet work, w;ood

carving and sewing of the grammar, are all evidences of this. The

amount and quality of the work accomplished during the last year in

the wood-carving class and in the cabinet shop were in advance of

those of any previous year.

* Tbe method employed is that adopted in the public schools of Northampton, and

known as " Woodwork in the Common School," by Rev. F. A. Hinckley.
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Each department of our school has this year suffered the loss of a

teacher of experience and ability. Miss June Yale, teacher in charge

of the primary department, left in April, her marriage taking place a

month later. Miss Rebecca E. Sparrow and Miss Ella Scott left at

the close of the year, Miss Sparrow to enter the Rhode Island School

for the Deaf at Providence and Miss Scott the Whipple Home School

at Mystic, Conn. Such losses as these are the greatest any school can

sustain. Such years of skilful, loyal service constitute the wealth of

any school. Miss Bessie N. Leonard was appointed teacher in charge

of Dudley Hall, and assumed the duties of that position immediately

on Miss Yale's going. Miss Leonard came to us from the Wright-

Humason School in New York. She was familiar with our methods

of work, and, in addition, she was so familiar by training and expe-

rience with kindergarten principles and methods that she is prepared

to give us intelligent aid in the application of these methods to our

own work.

The amount of time which can wisely be devoted to kindergarten

occupations with pupils as old as those entering the majority of our

schools for the deaf is a subject deserving most careful consideration.

Exercises for the cultivation of sight and touch may no doubt wisely

form a part of the training preparatory to the acquisition of the forms

of written and spoken language ; but, beyond exercises selected with

this specific purpose in view, we gravely question the advisability of

lessening the time which might otherwise be devoted to the direct

acquisition of language by the introduction of further kindergarten

occupations or exercises. These may, however, prove of great value

as a means of wise occupation in hours unoccupied by regular school

work.

The class of teachers-in-training of the past year was the largest

yet admitted, numbering ten. Of these, three remained in our own
school,— Miss Alice W. Ely, Miss Cora L. Blair, Miss Alice H.

Damon. The remaining seven— Miss Frances Hancock, Miss

Martha C. Kincaide, Miss Margaret P. Hinkley, Miss Sibelle King,

Mr. Carlton W. Taylor, Miss Mary D. Tilson, Miss Irene Wood-
bridge— are now engaged in teaching in schools for the deaf in this

country and Canada. The large number of applicants each year for

admission to this class, and the increasing demand for teachers

under the oral method, make it seem advisable to continue, at

least for the present, our work in this direction. For special reasons

we have thought it wise not to enter so large a class for the coming

year.

A general convention of instructors of the deaf was held in

July last, in Flint, Mich. No representative of this school was

present.
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Any success which may have been attained during the past year

has been, as always, the direct result of the ability and earnest

devotion of the instructors and of the spirit of harmony and fidelity

which has pervaded every department of the institution.

HORACE MANN SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF, BOSTON.

Miss Sarah Fuller, Principal.

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries during the scliool-year 1894-95, . . . 115

Number admitted during the year, 19

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries in the school Nov. 25, 189o, . . . .113

From a report made to the school committee of Boston the

following facts about this school are noted :
—

The school opened with 94 pupils,— 44 boys and 50 girls.

During the year 19 pupils were admitted and 7 were dis-

charged. The number of pupils at the close of the year in

June, 1895, was lOG. Of this number, 70 were residents of

Boston, 34 from surrounding towns and 2 from other States.

The departmental plan of work, which was introduced into

the Horace Mann School early in 1891, continues to give much
satisfaction. Faithful, conscientious care on the part of pupils

to meet the requirements of each and every teacher to whom
they are responsible is noticeable in all the classes.

Instruction in sewing and sloyd is given for two hours every

afternoon, at the close of the regular sessions of the school.

Forty-three girls have had these lessons, and have shown, by

their constant attendance and their diligence, an appreciation of

the work. In addition to drafting of- underclothing from their

own measures, some of the older pupils have learned dressmaking

drafting, and have become skilful in using a sewing machine,

the gift of some young friends to our sewing department.

Twenty-four boys and eleven girls have received instruction

in sloyd. The work, as in previous years, consisted of bench

work, carving and mechanical drawing. A habit of self-

dependence and a consciousness of power, which the use of

wood-working tools helps to develop, are not the least of the

good results of sloyd.

The cost of instruction in typesetting and printing has been

met, as in previous years, by contributions from generous

friends. It is hoped that this valuable aid to schoolroom work

may soon be made, like sewing and sloyd, the care of the city.
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The twenty-fifth anniversary of the opening of the Horace

Mann School was celebrated with appropriate exercises at the

schoolhouse, on Saturday, Nov. 10, 1894.

An introduction to the commemorative exercises was fur-

nished by the pupils. At nine o'clock they assembled in their

respective class rooms, and, under the direction of their teach-

ers, showed their ability to speak and their proficiency in

speech-reading, as well as their power to express their thoughts

by writing. At the close of these schoolroom exercises the

teachers and pupils were presented to the chairman of the com-

mittee on the Horace Mann School, Mr. Ernest C. Marshall,

who gave to each a badge, made of the school colors.

The addresses on this anniversary occasion were admirable.

The limitations of this report forbid giving them in full, but

an occasional extract from some of them will show their spirit,

and, moreover, give certain glimpses of suggestive details that

might not appear in a formal statement about the work of the

school.

Mr. Marshall, speaking of the colors adopted for the school,

said :
—

To-day we have formally adopted our school colors, blue and

white : blue, the color of the bright sky, and emblem of sincerity and

truth ; and white, emblematical of purity and innocence. May the

spirit of these colors ever pervade the Horace Mann School.

The work of the school he characterized as follows :
—

We have in this school one of those silent, quiet forces of society

that are doing so much to elevate it, to make the world better, and

to bring it nearer that perfection that we all are so desirous of attain-

ing. . . . Twenty-five years old to-day, it stands here, superb in its

equipment, coming from a humble beginning, but now the brightest

jewel of our educational system, flashing its light far out over a sea

of vast and nearly utter darkness, making the dark ways bright, and

giving its light not only to the deaf but to the hearing ; for I do not

believe that a man ever came here with love for humanity in his

heart, and observed this work, but went away . . . the better for his

being here. There exists here only that divine and ennobling

thought of doing for others, of helping the unfortunate, of making

life sweet, — an unselfish, devoted and self-sacrificing spirit, a yearn-

ing of the heart to help, a sincere desire to be of service to one's
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fellows, ... a feeling that reduces to ashes that maxim of political

economy that all men are actuated solely by selfishness, and that one

day, please God, will drive away that abominable pseudo-science,

and make it give place to a nobler civilization, a better world.

Prayer was then offered by Rev. George A. Gordon, D.D.,

pastor of the New Old South Church of Boston.

The principal address of the occasion was made by Alex-

ander Graham Bell. He expressed a deep personal interest in

the school, as it was the means of bringing him to America.

The school board of Boston, at the solicitation of Miss Fuller,

invited him to visit the United States to help her instructors in

their efforts to teach the deaf to speak. He entered upon his

work in April, 1871. As a student of the mechanism of speech,

familiar with it from his childhood, the subject having been the

professional study of his family for three generations, he real-

ized that deaf children whose vocal organs were perfect could

be taught to speak. He was sceptical, however, in regard to

the possibility of their understanding speech by watching the

movements of the mouth. In this connection he said :
—

It is more difficult for one who is familiar with the mechanism of

speech to realize the possibility of this than for one who is ignorant

of it; and, to be candid, I did not believe it. Of course I was too

polite to say so to my friend Miss Fuller, but still there was that lurk-

ing feeling in my mind that the claim that deaf children could under-

stand the speech of their friends to any great or useful extent was too

broad. Observation, however, assured me that the children really

did seem to understand, to a very useful extent, the utterances of

their friends and teachers ; they were not deaf at home ; they were

not deaf with their teachers ; and my curiosity was so much aroused

to ascertain the cause of what seemed from my point of view impos-

sible as to lead me to make the instruction of the deaf my life work.

Mr. Bell then gave a remarkably interesting account of how
the telephone came to be invented :

—

My original scepticism concerning the possibility of speech-reading

had one good result : it led me to devise apparatus that might help

the children. Why should we not make a machine to hear for them,

a machine that should render visible to the eyes of the deaf the vibra-

tions of the air that affect our ears as sound? I made many such
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machines. I varied my form of apparatus all the way from the pho-

nautograph of Leon Scott up to an apparatus constructed of a human

ear taken from a dead subject. A pencil actuated by the membrana

tympani recorded on a sheet of smoked glass the utterances that were

spoken into the dead man's ear. These experiments were what the

world calls failures ; that is, they did not accomplish the result in-

tended. I did not succeed in making an apparatus into which a deaf

child could look and see the vibrations of speech so recorded as to

enable him to understand what was said, or to recognize the elements

of speech. It was a failure ; but that apparatus, in process of time,

became the telephone of to-day. It did not enable the deaf to see

speech as others hear it, but it gave ears to the telegraph, and to-day

we hear in Boston what is spoken in New York or Chicago. I trust

you will pardon personal allusions to my own work ; for it is only

right that it should be known that the telephone is one of the products

of the work of the Horace Mann School for the Deaf, and resulted

from my attempts to benefit the children of this school. I am proud

indeed to think that twenty-three years ago I was myself a teacher

in this school ; I am proud to think that I have been a teacher of the

deaf ever since.

Mr. Bell then compared the progress of the oral system with

that of the sign system in this country. The French or sign

system was introduced in 1817, and for fifty years had the field

to itself. The German or oral system was established in 1867.

Of 304 deaf pupils under instruction in New England in 1868,

only 38, or 12.5 per cent., were taught wholly by the oral

method. Of 524 pupils in 1893, 351, or 67 per cent., were

taught wholly by the oral method, although 461 were taught

articulation. The percentage of pupils taught articulation

gained from 66 in 1884 to 87.6 in 1893.

Of 8,304 deaf pupils under instruction in the United States

in 1893, 2,056 were taught wholly by the oral method, while

4,485 were taught articulation. The percentage taught articu-

lation gained from 27.2 in 1884 to 54 in 1893. The percent-

age taught wholly by the oral method gained from 10.4 in

1891, the first year of full statistics relating to this method, to

24.7 in 1893.

The oral method, says Mr. Bell, in spite of the earnest oppo-

sition which it has met and still encounters, has been mak-
ing steady progress in the United States. The oral schools

are increasing in number and in the number of their pupils

;
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the sign schools are introducing oral methods and adopting

what is known as the " combined system."

If the experience of the United States has not been long

enough to settle for good the question of the superiority of the

oral system, that of Europe may help to do it, since sign and

oral methods have both existed there for more than a century.

In continental Europe there were for 1881-82 205 schools and

11,994 pupils using the oral method exclusively, 10 schools

and 629 pupils the sign method, and 38 schools with 2,332

pupils the "combined" method. The percentages of pupils

taught by the three methods were 80, 4 and 16 respectively.

In this report for continental Europe 27 schools with 614

pupils are omitted because their methods were not reported.

The statistics of the world (1882) cover 362 schools with

25,454 pupils whose methods of instruction are known, and

37 schools with 1,019 pupils whose methods were not reported.

Two hundred and thirty-nine schools, with 13,246 pupils, or

52 per cent, of the whole number, adopt the pure oral sys-

tem ; 32 schools, with 1,642 pupils, or 6 per cent., the sign

system; and 91 schools, with 10,566 pupils, or 42 per cent.,

the combined system.

The adoption of the oral method by France is especially sig-

nificant. For a hundred years the sign and oral methods had

been known as the French and German systems respectively.

For the French to abandon their national system and adopt a

system of German origin is a striking acknowledgment of the

superiority of the latter.

The Royal Commission appointed by the British Crown to

investigate the education of the deaf reported to Parliament in

1889 " that every child who is deaf should have full opportu-

nity of being educated on the pure oral system."

After alluding to the progress made by the " auricular" and

"manual alphabet" methods, particularly by the latter, Mr.

Bell concluded his admirable address with a defense of the day

school idea as exemplified by the Horace Mann School. Con-

troversies over sign and oral methods were things of the past

in Germany. Moreover, their institutions and boarding schools

have been gradually changing to day schools, until now the

latter are in the majority. The trend has been to recognize

more and more the wisdom of training the deaf to live in the
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world of hearing people and to communicate directly with

them. The course of events in Germany, said Mr. Bell, is

destined to be repeated in the United States.

From the address of Miss Sarah Fuller the following pas-

sages are selected :
—

In reviewing the past of the Horace Mann School, from the day of

its " small beginnings " to the present time, it is interesting to note

the fulfilment of the hopes of its enthusiastic originator, the Rev.

Dexter S. King, as expressed in a circular letter, in August, 1869.

He said, "It is evident, from imperfect i-ecords in my possession,

that there are many deaf children in the vicinity of Boston who

ought to attend this school. With the care of friends coming daily

to the city, they can attend the school, boarding at home. Some of

them would be capable of taking care of themselves. In some in-

stances there are large children who would take care of the smaller

ones. We wish all deaf children in Boston and a large vicinity to

have the opportunity of attending this school."

Three hundred and eighty-five pupils have been enrolled as mem-
bers of the Horace Mann School. From its opening, parents or

friends have gladly accompanied children to and from the school,

until such care became, by the child's self-dependence, quite need-

less. The self-poise acquired by the pupils through reliance upon

their own ability to care for themselves in going about the streets,

and in taking street and steam cars to their suburban homes, is an

important factor in their lives, and one result of their connection

with this school. There have not been wanting "instances" by

which to show the readiness of the older pupils to care for the little

ones. Boys and girls who have valued their opportunities for study,

and who have wished others to share them, have kindly attended

little brothers, sisters, friends and neighbors. The radius of the

"large vicinity," from which Mr. King wished pupils to come, is

now a distance of nineteen miles. At times it has been even

greater.

In the first report presented to the School Board, in January, 1870,

Hon. Henry S. Washburn concludes his remarks upon the advan-

tages of sending children to this scliool by saying, " And, more than

all, the parents can have their little ones at home, in their own care."

This consideration of the parents' wishes has been a marked feature

of the attitude of those holding official relations to the school during

all its history. It has been most fully appreciated by the parents,

and has led to a loyal devotion to the school and its interests. The
parents, realizing that the speech and language which their hearing

children acquire without effort long before they are sent to school is
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to be learned by the deaf child only through careful teaching, and

that the period of school life is no longer for him than for his more

fortunate brother or sister, make many and great personal sacrifices

for the sake of having their children attend punctually and regularly,

and are always ready to co-operate with the committee and the

teachers in carrying out measures for the work of the school. The

sending of pupils from this to ordinary schools, after a sufficient

knowledge of spoken and written language has been obtained to en-

able them to enter classes with hearing pupils, has been a gratifying

evidence of the accomplishment of our wish, which is the education

of deaf children under the same conditions as those provided for

other children. In considering the education of deaf children, one

needs to remember that there are many who are made deaf by disease

or by accident after learning to talk, and not unfrequently after hav-

ing begun school life. To persons unfamiliar with the limitations

which deafness imposes there seems no danger to such children of a

further loss of power ; but parents have learned, by sad experience,

that clear, distinct, fluent utterance often passes away with the hear-

ing, and that, unless persistent effort is made to help the child to

understand the speech of those about him, by watching the move-

ments of the mouth, he will relapse into silence. To these children

the school is a gateway to a new life. Teachers trained to know and

to help overcome the difficulties which the child's changed condition

has brought to him stand ready to guide him, to lead him into old

and familiar ways of communication and study, and to prepare him

to meet life's duties and responsibilities with confidence in his own

powers. It is not an exaggeration to say that the eye may serve as

a substitute for the ear so perfectly that in the experiences of daily

life but little inconvenience from deafness is known. It is hoped

that many if not all children who have speech on entering the school

will be able, through instruction in speech-reading, to become so

skilful in the art that they may return to schools with hearing pupils

and spend the last years of school life with them. This seems an

altogether reasonable hope, for already pupils who have never heard,

after studying under our instruction, have taken creditable rank in

schools for the hearing. The course in the Horace Mann School pro-

vides only for primary and grammar school pupils. Within the last

two years three totally deaf pupils, after leaving us, have been grad-

uated from the high school department of the Berkeley School, and

the others are now taking similar studies in different places.

The history of manual training in this school began when sewing

was introduced, in 1877. Private instruction in cooking was given to

a class of girls in 1880 and 1881, and in 1886, 1887 and 1888 our

pupils joined classes of public school children and shared with them
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the training given in the cooking school established by Mrs. Hem-
enway.

The first systematic teaching in the use of tools was received by a

boy, who was admitted to an afternoon class in the North Bennet

Street Industrial School in 1881. The following year a gift of

money from Alexander Graham Bell enabled us to send boys to the

Mechanic Arts School, where their attention, interest and skill were

so manifest that pupils from the Horace Mann School were received

until instruction in carpentry was provided for the public schools of

Boston, and our boys were allowed to attend with the others. From
1886 to 1890 the privileges of the North Bennet Street Industrial

School were extended to many pupils of this school, and instruction

in clay modelling, sloyd, typesetting and shoemaking was eagerly

sought by them. To the very evident ability of the pupils to learn,

just as other public school children were learning, how to use tools

and to fashion models, we are indebted for the present equipment of

our class room in this building, where daily lessons in sloyd are given.

Instruction in typesetting and printing have been made possible by

generous friends who appreciate its usefulness as an aid in the school

work, and as a preparation for the life work of our pupils. Some
results of this training may be shown by the chosen occupations of

former pupils as enumerated in a recent report. They are those of

the cabinet maker, carpenter, lather, mason, painter, brass worker,

harness maker, tanner, stableman, fisherman, farmer, lumberman,

diamond cutter, engraver, tool maker, compositor and printer,

milliner, dressmaker, and occupations of the various factories,

—

watch, shoe, parasol, tack and rubber.

The anniversary hymn was written by Miss Alice C. Jen-

nings, a former pupil of the school.

Mr. Edwin P. Seaver, superintendent of schools for Boston,

called attention, in particular, to the lessons that teachers in

general might learn from successful methods of instructing the

defective classes. He said :
—

There is not a teacher in the city of Boston, there is not a teacher

in the land, who cannot come here and learn most valuable lessons

for the conduct of his work in any school in which he may serve. I

tliink that this general proposition may be laid down, — and it might

be, with extended illustration, proved, if there were time to do it,

—

that the best instruction we teachers can get in pedagogy comes from

the methods which have been worked out to aid the defective classes,

so called, in improving their relations with normal people. Take the

whole literature of the efforts to instruct the deaf, and what lessons
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there are for all teachers ! Take, too, the literature of efforts to

instruct the feeble-minded, where there is just a trace of mentality,

and where just that trace is to be searched for and taken advantage

of in order to open up the avenues of communication with the sub-

ject's mind, in order that the process of education may begin and go

on. The subject is fascinating. I want to leave with you just this

one thought, that, if teachers in general are to seek the very best

sources of information, the very best incentives to study all the, prin-

ciples that underlie their art, they will resort to the special schools

which have been devised from time to time to help the defective

classes.

The training in observation and concentration that the deaf

receive was strongly presented by Mrs. Kate Gannett Wells

of the State Board of Education. Alluding to the necessity for

such training, as enforced in the report of the Committee of

Ten, she said :
—

I do not believe that any student anywhere, not even a student who
in school life is observing the facts of science, can observe with the

intensity of vision with which the deaf child studies the fleeting

changes of expression and movements of the lips of the person who
is talking to him. Why, even the inventor of the Bell telephone

cannot begin to have had the amount of concentration that the deaf

child has when he is trying to read what is said by the lips. It is

agony so intense that his concentration makes him tingle from head

to foot. . . . And then, more wonderful still, just as the inventor

feels that he must be patient and self-controlled, even in his anxiety

to invent, so does the deaf child feel that his anxiety to see what is

said by the lips must not overcome his power of self-control, lest

he shall not see as well. And so observation and concentration

come in with the education of the deaf in a most extraordinary

manner. . . .

Yet one great reason why it is said that the deaf ought not to try

to read the lips is because this agony is too intense. And here

is just where education has stepped in so wonderfully ; instead of

leaving this effort to be experienced when a child is comparatively

mature, it takes the children into this school at the very earliest age,

when they can begin, through their wonderful power of imitation or

intuition or instinct, whatever you call it, so that they do not really

feel the effort as adults would, but step by step they are led on until

this reading becomes automatic. There is only one disadvantage

under which they labor, and that is, that the boys cannot whittle and

the girls cannot embroider and sew when they are talking.
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Mr. Frank B. Sanborn gave an account of the introduc-

tion of the oral method of instructing the deaf into Massachu-

setts :
—

The teachers of the sign schools themselves, having tried speech,

as the}' said, and some of them having done so honestly, had decided

that the oral method in America was impossible. They even went

so far as to say that it was dying out in Europe, which, of course,

was a mistake. They had possession of all the means of instruction,

they held all the avenues of approach to legislative bodies, but they

had, as all privileged bodies are apt to do, made one mistake,— they

had omitted women from their system. There was scarcely a woman
teaching the deaf in any school in America when my attention was

first called to the subject by having to report officially on the special

school at Hartford. There may have been a few subordinate teachers

here and there, perhaps the wives of other teachers ; but practically

the instruction of deaf children, when I first saw it at Hartford and

elsewhere, in 1863-64, was in the hands of men.

Now, it was perfectly evident to those who reflected upon the edu-

cation of small children, whatever might be said of the instruction of

older persons, that the one heaven-appointed, heaven-commissioned

teacher of young children was a woman. There must be some place

found in the instruction of deaf children, if they were to' be well

taught, for women.

A remarkably interesting and eventful legislative hearing, of

a unique type, was described by Mr. Sanborn. It was in con-

nection with the movement in 1867 to charter a school (the

Clarke Institution) for the instruction of the deaf. After

several hearings conducted in the ordinary way before a com-

mittee of the Massachusetts Legislature, Mrs. Josiah Quincy

opened her drawing-room to members of the Legislature and

to the committee. Miss Harriet Rogers, a successful teacher

by the new method, and her school, then a class of four or five

pupils, were present. So also was Miss Jennie Lippitt, a

deaf girl from Rhode Island, with her mother and her aunt,

who had taught her to read from the lips and to speak. Per-

haps a hundred members of the Legislature were there. What
took place at this reception Mr. Sanborn tells as follows :—

Miss Rogers exhibited the acquirements of her pupils, and there

were certain things that they did at which the gentlemen present mar-
velled. It was miraculous to many of them. But the culmination of
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the evening— and it won us, I suppose, fifty votes in five minutes—
was a conversation between two persons entirely deaf, a pupil of

Miss Rogers, Roscoe Green, also from Rhode Island, and Miss Jennie

Lippitt. ... It was perfectly evident that there had been no pre-

vious communication between them. . . . One of these interlocu-

tors lived in Providence, the other in Newport. They were both

perfectly deaf, they both read the lips, and they carried on a very

interesting little talk, as between children, in respect to Providence

and Newport. Practically that settled the matter, because the Hart-

ford professor had told us that speech could do nothing for the inter-

course of the deaf with the world, that it might be of some service as

an accomplishment to a few pupils, but as to intercourse or conversa-

tion after they got out into the world, it was quite out of the question.

But seeing is believing, and we had much less difficulty with that

Legislature after Mrs. Quincy and Miss Rogers had held their evening

reception.

A graphic account was then given of the part which Mr.

Lewis J. Dudley, a member of the Legislature, now president

of Clarke Institution, hjid in the movement for oral instruction.

His deaf daughter, and only child, had been instructed by the

sign method at Hartford. She was a brilliant pupil, and the

sign method had in her an admirable exponent. Mr. Dudley

was pleased with her attainments. He did not want his

daughter to speak, because he feared her voice would be pain-

ful both to himself and her mother. He was persuaded, how-

ever, to send her to Miss Rogers to be taught by the oral

method, and when later his daughter called him and her

mother by name, talked with them and answered their ques-

tions, Mr. Dudley's views were changed. The story goes on

thus :
—

And in the Legislature, when the final issue came, and when gen-

tlemen who had been carefully instructed by the Hartford people

what to say rose and made their speeches, the same speeches, the

same facts and arguments that had been circulated in reports through

the country for at least thirty years, Mr. Dudley simply rose and told

the story of his daughter. " I sent her to Hartford ; she was care-

fully educated ; I have nothing to say against the method of instruc-

tion. But, whereas once she could not speak, now I hear her voice."

That gave us fifty more votes. So our measure passed in spite of all

opposition.

That was the legislative introduction of the oral system in Massa-
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chusetts. It was followed, of course, by the introduction of the day

school method of instruction here in the city of Boston, which was a

great step. It enabled the instruction of deaf childi'en to be com-

menced earlier and carried further than would otherwise have been

possible. When we said to the teachers of the sign school— admir-

able men, men perfectly skilled in the science of education ; the dittl-

culties they had to encounter, of course, had sharpened their minds,

and the process of exclusion had thrown out from their schools the

incompetent teachers, so that when I visited those schools it seemed

to me I had never met, even in the higher grades of education for

hearing children, persons so acute and so capable— when we said to

them, "Why don't you take children earlier,— why do you fix the

limit of age at eight years?" they said, "Because experience has

shown us that our sign language cannot be profitably and easily

acquired by children under that age. We should be inclined to raise

the limit of age to ten years, rather than to drop it, as you propose,

to five years,"— for then we proposed to have the education of the

deaf begin at the age of five.

So when we had reached that point, and had our oral school at

Northampton chartered by the Legislature, the city of Boston comes

forward with this day school, and enables the instruction of young

children to be carried on from month to month and from year to year,

as it could not very well be carried on in boarding schools like the

Clarke Institution. We do receive children there, not only at the age

of five, but sometimes less than five, and it is very important that

they should begin their education as early as that. But it will very

often happen that the child cannot be sent from home, if the child has

a good home, so soon as to enter the Clarke Institution at the earliest

age when systematic instruction should begin. And, though there are

certain disadvantages in the day schools which I will not dwell upon,

because I am here to commend Miss Fuller and her system, and not

to disparage them, — although there are certain disadvantages in the

day school, so that the institutional school will always exist and will

always be found necessary, yet I hope to see the day school system

extended throughout the country, and find its proper place in the

instruction of this whole class of children.

Hon. Henry S. Washburn told an exquisite story of the

little maiden whom many will recognize as the daughter of one

and the wife of another who have not only acquired eminent

success in the business world, but have also distinguished

themselves for their earnest and ceaseless devotion to the wel-

fare of the deaf:—
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It is a rare privilege to eat fruit from the trees which our own
hands have planted ; but such is the privilege to-day of many who

are present. The little one truly has become a thousand. I con-

trast this intelligent company with the few that used to gather in a

little room where the thirty or so of Boston's deaf children came to-

gether to be instructed in this oral method ; and as I visited the

school from time to time, I felt that it took a great deal of courage,

of application and of assurance to continue in that work. One day

in visiting the school— I can never forget it — Miss Fuller wished

me to hear from the lips of a scholar she brought up to my side some-

thing that she thought would reassure me and give me courage for

the future. It was a pretty little maiden whom she introduced,

remarking, "Mr. Washburn, if you will speak clearly and slowly, I

think she will understand what you say." I turned to the child, and

said, "Do you love flowers?" "Yes, sir," was her answer, suffi-

ciently clear for me to understand it. I turned to Miss Fuller,

and said, "Do you suppose she understands me?" She said to

the child, "Repeat Mr. Washburn's question." And she quickly

answered, " Do you love flowers?" Then the veil was lifted, and I

had no longer any doubts upon the matter. I could see that all

which had been promised was possible. How little then, my friends,

could I have foreseen that Providence would spare my life to this

period, and that to-day I should see a pupil of this school come up to

her beloved teacher, and, in behalf of her associates, in tones suffi-

ciently distinct and clear to be understood by all this audience,

present to her a bouquet of flowers as an expression* of their love

and esteem. And, more than this, when that child to whom I have

referred answered my question, and read others from the blackboard,

what a joy it would have been could I have known that I should see

the time when a class of a dozen or more of the pupils of this school

should repeat in my hearing, and, in the hearing of this audience,

the beautiful Psalm to which we have listened, and which henceforth

will have for me a new charm as I recall it, — for surely the Lord is

our Shepherd, he leadeth us in green pastures and by the side of the

still waters ; he suffereth not the sparrow to fall, nor a lamb to wander

from his presence. And so, as applied to the school and to those

who have been regarded heretofore as unfortunate, we can see now

how that loving kindness embraces them all.

Will it not be to you, my friends, an interesting fact, if I state

that the little girl who on that occasion answered that question to me

became afterwards the dear companion of him who taught her sealed

lips to speak, and who, I am sure, is dearer to him to-day as his com-

panion in life, and of more priceless value, than the fortune which

his genius and enterprise have placed in his hands.
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Professor Bell, in thanking Mr. Washburn for his kind

words, remarked that the power of speech and the ability to

read the lips that had made his home so happy was not due to

himself, but to the efforts of Mrs. Gardner G. Hubbard, his

wife's mother, and of Mrs. Mary H. True, one of the earliest

teachers of the Horace Mann School.

From the address of Dr. Samuel Eliot, formerly head mas-

ter of the girls' high school and later superintendent of schools

for Boston, the following tribute to noble personality in the

teacher is selected :
—

I was delighted to hear the superintendent of schools speak of the

work done here as an example to work on elsewhere, and I was very

glad to hear Mrs. Wells continue after him, speaking of the intense

impression produced by the teachers here upon their pupils. Her

statement is the explanation, if any explanation were needed, of Mr.

Seaver's.

The reason why the work here, and the similar work in the school

for the blind at South Boston and in the kindergarten at Jamaica

Plain, is so superior to the average work done in the public school is

this, — that the teacher has an opportunity of bringing his or her

nature to bear, in all its strength, in all it's beauty, upon the pupil.

And there is nothing on earth, in any text-book that was ever written,

or any chart that was ever hung on a wall, or any blackboard that

was ever crowded with columns of figures from the upper corner to

the lower,— there is nothing to compare with the personal influence

of a pure, noble character upon the unformed characters under its

impression. I rejoice to have witnessed here in this school abundant

evidence of that personal influence which is precious above rubies
;

and I am glad to congratulate Miss Fuller and her teachers upon this

anniversary.

An incident in the life of Miss Fuller, principal of the Horace

Mann School, is thus told by Daniel B. Hagar, principal of the

Salem Normal school :
—

I remember that some years ago— it was more than twenty-five

years ago— a young lady who was teaching in the town of Newton
said to me, "I want to get into a Boston school. How shall I get

in?" Said I, "Come with me." It happened that I was a good

friend of Superintendent Philbrick's, and I thought I could possibly

bring some influence to bear upon him. So I took that young lady,
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who was very attractive, agreeable in person and in manners, to Mr.

Philbrick, and I said to him, " I want you to find a place for her."

He found one, and that young lady is here, and she is at the head

of the Horace Mann School. So that I think I may claim some credit

to myself for having been unconsciously the means of introducing so

good a teacher to the city of Boston.

Another incident came out in the address of Mr. D. B.

Flint :
—

In April, 1890, your principal, with Miss Sullivan and Helen

Keller, then about eleven years old, came to my house. . . . Miss

Fuller had been teaching her how to use her vocal organs, having, I

think, given her but five or six lessons. Helen was very active. . . .

Her teachers advised that she should rest for a time, which she did

by sitting on my knee entirely quiet for some minutes. Miss Fuller

and Miss Sullivan were in conversation with my sister, a lady of

eighty-three years. Suddenly Helen started up, and, turning to me,

said so distinctly that we all understood her question, " What did

you do when you were a little boy?" It attracted the attention of

Miss Fuller and Miss Sullivan, both being greatly interested, and

they at once began taking notes, but made no corrections in Helen's

words or forms. She asked me about my boyhood studies and told

me about her studies, after which she gave a connected, intelligent

and interesting account of a visit to Dr. Holmes on the Sabbath

before. She addressed some pleasant words to the aged lady present.

I think these were said to be her first connected sentences in-

oral speech. She said she did not want her papa and mamma to

know that she could speak, she wanted to surprise them. . . . As
we were in a horse car on our way home, she took Miss Sullivan's

hand and said, " I am not dumb now." It was some two years later

when I met her at a reception given to Dr. E. E. Hale. I said to

Miss Sullivan, " Do not introduce me to Helen." When the crowd

about her permitted, I took her hand, and no sooner did our fingers

touch than she put her hand to my face, her arms about my neck, and

called me by my name.

It will be readily inferred from the foregoing extracts that

the gracious influences of the Horace Mann School are not

limited to the children who attend it and to their immediate

relatives and friends.

i

i
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SARAH FULLER HOME FOR LITTLE CHILDREN WHO CANNOT HEAR.

Miss Eliza L. Clark, Matron and Principal.

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries during the year, 9

Number admitted during the year, 4

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries at the present time, 8

Number of pupils in the school at the present time, 9

This home school was founded and incorporated in June,

1888. It was established for the purpose of giving a home,

with care and instruction, to such little deaf children as are

too young to enter the Horace Mann public school for the deaf,

and also for those whose parents or guardians cannot give at

home the preliminary instruction which the loss of hearing

renders necessary. A small sum is charged for tuition when
the relatives are able to pay.

The home is on Canal Street, West Medford, within ten

minutes' walk of the station on the Boston & Lowell Railroad.

From the seventh annual report of the Executive Committee,

presented by Anna M. Bennett, it appears that thirteen chil-

dren have been inmates during the past year. Through this

time the health of the children and of other members of the

home has been good, as usual. No serious illness has occurred,

with the exception of one case of diphtheria, which appeared

soon after the return of the pupil from his own home ; fortu-

nately, he was so soon isolated that no case of the disease fol-

lowed his. Besides this illness just mentioned, there has been

an epidemic of measles, so prevalent as to interrupt the routine

of the home for a few days, but the disease has shown no

harmful effects.

In their courses of instruction the improvement of the chil-

dren has been marked and very satisfactory, although with

these scholars, as with those who hear, it varies according to

natural aptitude.

It should be added that the large gifts of 1893 have made
the home in some degree independent. Many friends still

give their annual aid, and other generous contributions are

gratefully acknowledged. Among these may be mentioned
the valuable gifts from Mr. Edmund Dwight, and one in par-

ticular,— the gift of a thousand dollars, with which to endow
a scholarship to be named the " Ellen R. Dwight Scholarship,"
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the interest of said thousand dollars to be used for the educa-

tion of some deaf child.

The members of the executive committee feel that the Sarah

Fuller Home is no longer in the course of mere experiment.

Seven years of happy home life for thirty-nine children, always

under the tender care and direction of the skilful, judicious

and painstaking principal, have brought about many results

for which the founder hoped, when, as its secretary, she wrote

the first plea for "this much-needed home school for little

children who cannot hear."

The progress of the pupils in all cases has been steady and

sure ; and those who have been sent from this home to the

Horace Mann School have begun work in advance— sometimes

more than a year in advance— of the entering class in the

primary department.

As a natural outcome of this proficiency of the graduates

of the home, of the marked success of this experiment of

teaching very young children, other schools have been formed

after its kind ; and the children who of late have come to it

are generally younger than those were who entered in the

early days of the home.

But, best of all the results, it is demonstrated that children

thus early taught gain more skill and knowledge, and acquire

them more easily, than those who begin in later childhood.

When this fact is widely known, homes like this will multiply

in the land, and the present disadvantages of the deaf will

lessen to a great degree.

In the report of the principal. Miss Clark, there is an ac-

count of each of the eight deaf children at present in the home.

One of these accounts will answer as a sample of them all :
—

Raymond Bonvie, a bright, wide-awake little fellow of two and

one-half years, who came to us six months ago, is making excellent

progress, and is rapidly acquiring a vocabulary of spoken words.

He says " arm," "thumb," "home," "papa," "up," "ball," very

nicely ; also many words imperfectly, but which are readily under-

stood by those about him. He distinguishes color and form easily,

and draws very good lines from a copy. One of his greatest delights

is to go into the schoolroom with the other children. He insists on

doing everything that they do, even to writing the names of the dif-

ferent objects, considering it an unpardonable slight if anything is

omitted. He recognizes the pictures of "ball," "top," "boot,'
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"boat," "brush," "comb," "horse," "clog," "cat," "cow" and

many others, and associates them with the objects ; the spoken words,

"stand," "bath," "water;" and executes readily the commands
" Go up stairs," " Stand," " Fold your hands."

A visitor to the home, speaking of the education of the

deaf, says :
—

The ideal way to give a deaf child the necessary environment of

English speech is to let him grow up in his own home, talked to by

his mother, father, brothers and sisters, unaware of any difference

between himself and his hearing family, and taught speech by an

articulation teacher. Of course but few deaf children can have this

ideal training. For the children who could not have a private teacher

the Sarah Fuller Home was established. From the day children enter

its doors until they leave it to go to school, one definite end is in

view : communication of thought by means of spoken language ; and,

since our language has many ambiguities in its visible form on the

lips, the spoken language is supplemented and made certain by means

of the free use of written language. The children grow into the

knowledge that civilized man uses his mouth for the purpose of

making known his wants. The Sarah Fuller Home children take

their places in school, prepared to look to their teachers' lips for their

instruction, and this one habit gained in early life is of incalculable

benefit to deaf children ; their thoughts come to them naturally in

words, and the spoken words leap to their lips.

PERKINS INSTITUTION AND MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND

M. Anagnos, Director.

The sixty-fourth annual report of this institution, for the

year ending Sept. 30, 1895, records 244 blind persons con-

nected with the establishment. Of these, 166 belong to the

school proper at South Boston, 64 to the kindergarten at

Jamaica Plain and 14 to the workshop for adults. Those be-

longing to the school proper may be classified as follows :
—

Pupils in the boys' department, 85

Pupils in the girls' department, 68

Children in the kindergarten, 64

Teachers and employ6s, 10

Domestics, 3

Total, 230

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries during the year, 125

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries admitted during the year, .... 18

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries at the present time (Sept. 30, 1895), . . 134
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The several departments of the institution have maintained

the usual standard of excellence during the year, and continued

prosperity has marked the concern in all its undertakings.

The course of study has been rearranged and enlarged, and

the plan which has been adopted is similar to that followed in

the grammar and high schools of the State. It is designed to

afford the pupils every facility to obtain a liberal and sound

education. The methods of instruction we are constantly im-

proving. Additions have been made to the supply of books,

apparatus and appliances, and a marked advance has been

made in the character of the work of the literary department.

The work in the music department has been carried on in an

efficient manner, and the pupils have made excellent progress.

The equipment of this department fully meets the requirements,

and due care is exercised to maintain the standing which has

been already attained.

The sloyd method continues to be the principal system of

manual training pursued in the institution, and experience

shows it to have an educational value for the blind which is

unsurpassed. The practical results of this training are not con-

fined to the sloyd classes, but are seen in the work of the school

in general.

The Howe Memorial Press continues to be the agent for the

dissemination of good literature among the blind throughout

the United States, and its work is prosecuted unremittingly.

The circulation of embossed books from the library of the insti-

tution is rapidly growing to be an important feature of the

work, and the demand for books marks the increase of intelli-

gence among the blind in every part of the country.

At the close of the year 11 children— 8 boys and 3 girls—
were transferred from the kindergarten to the parent school

at South Boston. This is the second class which has entered

the institution proper with the preparation of a full and com-

plete course of kindergarten training. In the case of these

children, as in that of those who were transferred a year

ago, the value and usefulness of the infant school are again

shown. Quick and ready intelligence in grasping new sub-

jects of thought, combined with an eager desire for investiga-

tion, marks the intellectual difference between these children

and those who enter the institution totally untrained. The
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places left vacant by those who were transferred proved to be

insuflScient in number for the accommodation of all the appli-

cants who were waiting for admission, and there is again an

urgent demand for more room.

The progress of the three blind and deaf children who con-

tinue to be under the care of the institution is steady, and alike

remarkable and gratifying.

The attainments of the eldest of the three, Edith M. Thomas,

are the result of diligent eflbrt both on the part of the child

and of her conscientious, devoted and efficient teachers. Edith

is taught to handle and investigate objects, to examine and

think, to seek and discover, to work and persevere. She has

developed an originality which is striking, and she shows a

high degree of mental activity. The thoroughness with which

all her work has been done is very commendable, and seems

to be one of her strongest characteristics. Great pains has

been taken to cultivate band, brain and heart, and the result

is a harmonious development of a sturdy, self-reliant and true

womanly nature.

The course of training which is followed in the case of Willie

Elizabeth Robin has been fully justified both by the constant

improvement and rapid progress which she has made. She has

attained great freedom in the use of spoken language, and it is

now her chosen medium of communication with her friends and

associates. Willie has well-nigh perfect physical health, and

she is a tall, strong and well-developed girl. She has tine

mental ability, and is fond of her lessons. Reading is a great

pleasure to her, and she is always able to give in her own words

a good synopsis of her reading lessons. She is much interested

in the study of animals. Her investigations are carried on

systematically and thoroughly, and the account which she is

required to write is generally well told and complete. A part

of her work in zoology represents in clay the animals which she

has studied. Having a strong nature, Willie needs the most

judicious, firm and steady guidance ; but the training of this

young life seems to give large returns, for she is an appreci-

ative, grateful and loving child, and wins all hearts by the

sweetness of her disposition.

The story of the education of Tommy Stringer enlists the

interest of a large class of intelligent persons, and his progress
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is noted by them with eager delight. There is no longer any

doubt as to his intellectual ability, and it is becoming easier

every day to discern his tastes and aptitudes. In his regular

studies his preference is given to arithmetic, and this subject

serves well to show the clearness of his mind. He has a reten-

tive memory, and his powers of observation are noticeably

good. He is not a ready talker, and on this account his prog-

ress in language is less rapid than in other studies ; for the same

reason, perhaps, he is somewhat backward in the use of oral

speech. He is, however, encouraged to express his wants by

this means, which he is able to do easily, distinctly and in a

natural tone. Extreme care is taken not to force his voice.

He is proving himself to be a boy of excellent abilities, and

under the wise guidance and fostering care of the kindergarten

his emancipation from the bonds of double aifliction is going

on with a satisfactory degree of success.

Homer Wardwell of Cambridge, Mass., a blind and deaf

boy, nearly five years of age, entered the kindergarten at the

beginning of the present school year. A special teacher has

been provided for him, and the same system of education will

be followed in his case as is pursued with those already under

our care who are similarly afflicted.

THE MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL FOR THE FEEBLE-MINDED, WALTHAM.

Walter E. Feknald, M.D., Siqierintendent.

Statistics.
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Legislative History of the School.

In 1850, S. Gr. Howe, Samuel May, Stephen Fairbanks and

others were made a corporation, by the name of the Massa-

chusetts School for Idiotic and Feeble-minded Youth, with

authority to hold real and personal estate up to specified limits.

In 1851 the Legislature ordered $5,000 to be paid annually to

the school, under certain conditions, one of which was that

thirty idiotic persons, to be designated by the governor, should

be received and educated gratuitously. In 1878 the Legislat-

ure reorganized the Board of Trustees. In 1886 the Legis-

lature ordered the establishment of two departments, to be

known as the school and the custodial department, and provided

for the better classification of the inmates. The annual appro-

priation by the State was made $20,000. Provision was also

made for the payment of the board of certain custodial cases by

the Commonwealth. In 1887 the annual appropriation for the

school was increased to $25,000.

Terms of Admission.

Persons applying for admission of children must fill out and

return certain blanks, copies of which will be forwarded to any

address on application to the superintendent.

Candidates for admission must be over six years of age. The
best age for training and instruction is between eight and twelve.

This institution is not intended for epileptic or insane chil-

dren, or for those who are incurably hydrocephalic or paralytic.

None such will be retained, to the exclusion of more improv-

able subjects.

Any suitable person may be admitted, on such terms as the

trustees may determine, according to the responsibilities and

difficulties in each case. Payments are to be made quarterly,

in advance, or sufficient surety therefor given. Private pupils

will be required to observe strictly all the rules and regulations

of the institution.

The children of indigent parents in Massachusetts may secure

gratuitous admission in accordance with the law.

The school is located at Waltham, near the Clematis Brook
stations of the Fitchburg and Massachusetts Central railroads.

The post-office address of the school is Waverley.
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Clematis Brook is the nearest railroad station.

For further particulars, apply in person or by letter to the

superintendent.

Trustees' Report.

Massachusetts School for the Feeble-Minded,
Waltham, Oct. 10, 1895.

To the Corj)oratio7i, His Excellency the Governor, the Legislature, the State

Board of Education and the State Board of Lunacy and Charity.

The trustees have the honor to submit their annual report,

ending Sept. 30, 1895.

There are now in the school 423 inmates, feeble-minded per-

sons of all descriptions. Of these, 166 are supported by the

Commonwealth in the school department and 47 in the cus-

todial department. The towns and cities are charged for the

support of 152 in the custodial department. There are 34 pri-

vate pupils, of whom 4 pay more than the average cost of main-

tenance and instruction, 22 pay the average cost of maintenance

and instruction and 8 pay about one half the average cost.

There are 24 beneficiaries of other States, who pay each about

$300 per year.

The current expenses of the year have amounted to $70,-

012.87, or $3.15 for each inmate.

In our last annual report we stated that it was desirable to

erect another dormitory to be occupied by the older male cases,

and later we went to the Legislature with a petition for an

appropriation for the purpose, not to exceed $30,000. The

money was withheld. Like other similar charitable organiza-

tions, public and private, the school felt the general financial

depression of the winter. It was felt, however, only to the

extent that the usual annual increase in numbers was stopped,

and the general development of the institution checked. Re-

maining within our old numbers, — we have been obliged to

make a slight decrease, — the year has been fully as gratifying

in results attained as any previous year. The health of the

inmates has been excellent. There have been no changes in

the corps of teachers and matrons, and scarcely any among the

attendants ; and what was said last year in commendation of

the superintendent and those under him we may repeat now.

The trustees, however, do not feel that their full duty is per-

formed by merely taking care that the provisions of the statute
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are carried out with respect to the 400 inmates, or any num-
ber of inmates present at any one time. We are constantly

reminded of the many feeble-minded persons in the Common-
wealth who do not have the benefit of systematic training, and

from time to time feel called upon to make recommendations or

suggestions concerning them. The idiots and feeble-minded

who are with us are well enough off. It is for the Legislature

to say what shall be done with the rest of them— some 3,000—
living in Massachusetts. A year ago we stated that there had

been 196 applications for admission during the previous year,

and that but 53 persons had been admitted. Some of these 53

had been applicants still further back. This year the admis-

sions have been 47, some of the cases admitted being of the 196

applying last year. But there have been 164 additional appli-

cations for admission, and of these applicants only 31 have

been admitted. During the last four years more than 500

applicants have been turned away for want of room, or rather

have been kept back, since the names of most of them are still

on our books, beseeching admission ; and it is well known that

many physicians have ceased to recommend that cases be sent

to the school, owing to its crowded condition.

With a new building for the older male cases we not only

could increase our numbers by from 75 to 100 inmates without

other addition to our plant, but a much improved classification

could be made. It is desirable to entirely separate from the

school department grown and nearly grown men, and this is

impossible without an additional building. The whole number
of males in the institution is 247 ; of these, 132 are over fifteen

years old and 54 are over twenty years old. It is true that we
have thus far got along with old and young, school cases and

custodial, all closely associated, and we annually report the

school to be in a flourishing condition. But humanity demands
that there shall be more divisions, or groups, when the num-
ber so increases that proper classification can be had without

additional expense. Many of the parents of children that are

maintained and educated here at public expense should not be

considered as of the pauper class. Their unfortunate off"spring

are sent to us because their presence at home would tend to

pauperize the whole family, requiring, as they do, so much
more ot the attention of the parents than normal children.
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The sensitive feelings of such parents are to be respected. It is

heart-sickening for the mother, when she leaves here her boy,

who may be as fair to look at as his more fortunate brothers, to

feel that he is to grow up among the disgusting men she has seen

about the common dormitory. Nor are her fears foolish fears.

Nearly to the same degree is felt the want of a new building

for the o-rown feeble-minded women. Of these there are 75

over twenty years of age. Some of them have been in penal

institutions, and there are among them many whose imbecility

has become known only after they have become thoroughly

corrupt. Since the reorganization of the school by the act

of 1886, the care of feeble-minded grown women has been a

leading feature of our work, and it gives us satisfaction to say

that the work has been most successful. The control that some

of the attendants have over the women and girls who in the

outer world have passed for bad is marvellous. There is noth-

ing that the strange creatures would not attempt at the word

of their mistress. But it is well to keep them apart from the

younger girls. A new building that would accommodate 75

women would permit the increase of the number of inmates in

the whole school to that extent, and the west building could be

wholly given up to the very young unimprovable cases of both

sexes— a use to which it is admirably adapted, and for which

it was originally intended. Amost the entire community be-

lieves that this school is the best home for women and girls of

feeble intellect.

The current expenses would be less per capita than they

now are if the number of inmates and the territory occupied

admitted of pei-fect classification.

Francis J. Barnes,

Eliot C. Clarke,

Elizabeth E. Coolidge,

John Cummings,

J. S. Damrell,

Samuel Eliot,

Samuel Hoar,

W. W. Swan,

Geo. G. Tarbell,

Erskine Warden,
F. G. Wheatley,

Trustees.
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Superintendent's Report.

Referring to children whose mental condition brings them

near the border land of imbecility, Dr. Fernald reports as fol-

lows :
—

It is only within a few years that closer investigation of large num-

bers of school children, both in Europe and this country, has shown

the existence of a very large class of children who, while not actually

imbecile, present a certain amount of mental deficiency rendering

them incapable of profiting by ordinary school methods. One or

more such " backward" (or " feebly gifted mentally " or " mentally

feeble") children are to be found in every elementary school. In-

deed, in London, after examination of over one hundred thousand

school children, Dr. Francis Warner reports that about ten per cent,

of the whole number were mentally deficient and needed special

instruction.

Professor Monroe of Stanford University, California, says :
" The

degree of mental disorder which unfits a child to attend the public

schools of the State has varied widely in point of time. Fifty years

ago many children with minor psychical abnormalities — now consid-

ered proper subjects for special institutions— were freely admitted

to the privileges of the common schools so long as they did not seri-

ously interfere with its even tenor or jeopardize the lives and morals

of other children ; and in most sections of our country to-day the

child with deranged nervous mechanism, distorted perception, slight

power of attention, uncertain memory and weak will-power is admit-

ted to the same school and subjected to the same methods and course

of study as the normal and healthy children in the community. Kept

in graded schools as they are, with teachers who have little knowl-

edge of their condition and no appreciation of their needs, they leave

these schools and take prominent rank among the paupers, social fail-

ures and criminals."

In Germany, as far back as 1881, a separate class was established

in connection with the municipal schools of Brunswick for this special

class of backward children. It now has over one hundred pupils, and

has obtained the most satisfactory results. At first there was a preju-

dice against it, but a few wealthy people sent their children there,

and when they did so the impression that it was to be a school for

outcasts was effaced. Such classes have been introduced at Cologne,

Dusseldorf, Dresden, Elberfeld, etc. The methods employed in these

schools are practically those used in special institutions for the feeble-

minded all over the world. The teachers have small classes, averag-

ing from ten to twenty pupils. This gives opportunity for individual
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instruction, and much attention to physical, sensorial and manual train-

ing. In fact, these classes are practically day schools for the feeble-

minded.

In Norway, Sweden and Denmark, also, such classes have been

carried on for many years in connection with the public elementary

schools with much success under the direction of superintendents of

neighboring institutions for the feeble-minded.

In London, since 1892, seventeen special classes auxiliary to the

board schools, with more than six hundred pupils, have been estab-

lished in the more densely populated sections of the city. These

classes receive pupils from the ordinar}^ elementary schools of the

surrounding districts. Children are selected after their probation for

some two years in an ordinary school, upon the recommendation of

the teacher observing the deficiency, with the approval of an expert

medical officer. It is hoped that this arrangement will eventually sift

out the entire class of abnormal children, and that a large proportion

of the backward children may be fitted to return to the public schools,

while the less hopeful cases may be transferred to asylums for imbe-

ciles.

A few notes of one of these English classes may be of interest

:

"The most skilful teacher in the department was chosen as the

teacher of the class. Twelve children were selected, and at the out-

set great care was taken to prevent the scheme being misunderstood

by the parents. The class was called the 'special' class, and the

teacher visited the parents of each child, explaining in what way the

class would be of use. The parents were invited also to come to the

lessons, and were pleased at the progress the children had made.

The class room is in a school in one of the poorest parts of the town.

To prevent the weaker children from falling in with the rush of boys

and girls coming and leaving school, they arrive and leave a quarter

of an hour later than the rest. Elder brothers or sisters waited and

took the children home."

It is a question whether it would not be practicable in some of the

larger cities of this State to establish similar classes as a part of the

public school system, where the " mentally exceptional " children

could easily receive the special instruction needed, at the age when

such training is most beneficial, without going away from home.

The teachers in the lower grades of our public schools can testify to

the necessity of such provision.

The table of statistics shows that we had 164 applications for

admission during the year. Of this large number only 31 could be

admitted. Among the applicants whom we have been unable to

admit were many young improvable cases. Many of these children

have attended the public school for one or more years, but have been
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utterly unable to keep up with the regular classes, and are a serious

hindrauce to the other pupils. It is not easy to convince the parents

of these children that it is not possible for us to admit "one more

pupil." If all the applicants now actively seeking admission were

provided for here, the present capacity of the school would have to

be doubled.

There is no question as to the immediate need of further provision

for the care and training of the feeble-minded in this State. To meet

present needs we should have two additional buildings, each about

the size and general plan of the present girls' dormitory. These two

buildings could be built, furnished and equipped for $60,000, and

would furnish complete accommodations for 150 additional inmates.

Persons who wish detailed advice about the care of the

feeble-minded will find some valuable suggestions in a paper

by Dr. Fernald, on " Some of the methods employed in the

care and training of feeble-minded children of the lower

grades." The following passage from the paper has a value

for the teacher of the mentally strong as well as for the

teacher of the mentally w^eak :
—

The axiom of the new education that "play is a child's work"
applies to low-grade feeble-minded children as well as to normal

childhood. In normal infancy and childhood, however, the extraor-

dinary activity of the special senses and an innate spontaneity of

action enable the child to rapidly acquire a wide experience. His

acute powers of attention, observation and perception, impelling him

to closest scrutiny and investigation of each new thing, and his

countless experiments in physics, all of which we call play, are the

means adopted by nature to exercise and develop the faculties. But

with these low-grade cases the feeble power of attention, the weak

will-power and defective judgment, delay and lessen if not actually

prevent this development. This control of the body and its func-

tions, and familiarity with the simple properties of matter and force,

which a normal child seems to acquire almost intuitively, can be

gained by these children only after a long-continued process of train-

ing. The beginnings of this training must be made very simple and

natural and the successive steps very gradual and progressive, going

from that which the child already knows or can do to something a

little more diflflcult.

While special gymnastic exercises are of great value as a means of

mental and physical discipline and development, they are of second-

ary importance compared to the exercises incident to the games and

amusements common to all children. The well-known fact that these
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lower-grade cases, as well as feeble-minded children of the higher

grades, are pleasantly aroused and stimulated by music, and the

further fact that they are quite prone to imitate even habits or

actions which they do not at all understand, can be directly applied

in the practical training exercises. A noisy, unruly class of very

low-grade children can be induced to march in line and more or less

in step for a long time to the beat of a drum, showing real interest

and pleasure. Children will do this who have previously shown little

idea of order or precision either of mind or body. This orderly

marching can be gradually made more complicated, single file, double

file, slower, faster, etc., walking on tiptoe, running, jumping over

hurdles, etc., all to strongly accented music and all in imitation of

the teacher or a skilful leader. I have great faith in the drum as a

mental stimulant for the active exercises for these children, preferring

it to the piano for this purpose.

The practical physical exercises for these cases must be made

much more simple than those given in any published system of gym-

nastics with which I am familiar. I have found it very helpful to

carefully write out the various schedules of movements which call for

the natural use of the various parts of the body, the doing of com-

mon things, etc. The teacher will seldom do good work if she

depends upon general principles and the inspiration of the moment

for the details of this trying work. The idea of having a sliow class

will greatly lessen the value of this kind of a drill. If the teacher is

not interested herself, she cannot hope to interest or hold the wan-

dering attention of her pupils. The teacher stands before the class

and herself performs the movement, calling upon the children to

imitate her, giving the command in a clear, riuging tone of voice.

The entire exercise must be short, sharp and decisive. A child is

allowed to observe others perform the movements many times before

he is expected to do them.

"At first we elicit volition with reference to a very simple mus-

cular movement. By degrees we can bring the child's will to bear

upon combined movements requiring the co-ordinated use of a more

complicated muscular apparatus."

In these early lessons the child's consciousness becomes more

active, and he learns, perhaps for the first time, to will to do certain

definite things. His wandering powers of attention, observation and

perception are assisted and strengthened by the combined influence

of the music, the spoken command and the action performed before

him. He learns to see what he looks at, to hear, to understand and

to obey.

After the connection between the spoken command and the desired

movement is thoroughly understood, the teacher omits the action,
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and the class perform it from dictation alone, without the music.

This is a much more complicated process than the imitative drill.

The child must be closely attentive, he must hear and understand

the command, he must will to do, he must send out the correct ner-

vous impulse to move certain groups of muscles in a definite manner.

As a direct result of this training, the child often becomes rela-

tively quiet, orderly and obedient. These exercises develop a power

of will and of self-control that it would be hard to arouse in any

other way.

Right here I want to emphasize my firm conviction that it is utter

nonsense to attempt this training of low-grade cases unless it is done

in the most painstaking, conscientious and thorough manner by a

teacher who thoroughly believes in the real value of tliis work.

At intervals following each active exercise comes the drill in

silence and quietness, when each child is expected to sit perfectly

still with arms folded for perhaps five minutes at a time. This is a

valuable lesson in mental and physical self-control.

Blessings Conferred by the School.

It is needless to say that the school has proved an unspeak-

able blessing to numerous unfortunate and suffering households.

It is dealing with dark problems. While many of its cases

come from conditions of misery and sin, others come from

conditions where no one would dream of charging physical

negligence or moral guilt. All are, in a sense, the innocent

victims of violated law, but the violations in some instances are

doubtless of the unavoidable or inscrutable sort. Some subtle

failure in nutrition, some insidious attack of disease, some

physical or mental shock or other disaster, some cropping out

of an ancestral taint supposed to be extinguished, — these are

suggestions of forces from whose operation no one can claim

absolute immunity, either as a direct participant or a more

remote sufferer.

When, some six years ago, the custodial department was

opened, about 100 children of the lower-grade cases were ad-

mitted to it. All the problems of management were brought

together in the handling of this number,— problems that

seemed appalling and hopeless of solution, for there was no

end of diversity in the behavior of these unfortunate children,

and scarcely any leverage by means of which to get hold of

their darkened minds. Dr. Fernald's graphic picture of the
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beginnings of the custodial department lets its sombre light

into the afflicted households from which the children came :
—

When admitted nearly every one of these children was noisy,

untidy, stubborn and intractable generally. Few of them had been

under any sort of control or discipline. One had not been out of

doors for over three years. Several had been confined in barred

rooms at home. How to care for them was a discouraging problem.

The wards were veritable bedlams. The children shrieked and made

dreadful noises, tore off and destroyed their clothing and seemed

utterly unmanageable. Their attendants were appalled and dis-

couraged at the apparent hopelessness of trying to bring any degree

of order out of such chaos, and were almost ready to resign in a

body.

Notwithstanding the unpromising outlook, the work of re-

ducing these cases to something resembling self-control in their

behavior and habits was steadily prosecuted. The progress

made has justified the measures taken by the State and the

school to efiect it.

These sad and distressing cases are with us, and the burden

of their presence, their care, and the unhappiness they bring, is

often greater than individuals can bear. In this school it has

been proved that among the feeble-minded received there are

some who can be trained to fairly useful and happy lives.

Most of them can be led into more presentable and endurable

behavior. All of them can be better cared for, and, perhaps,

with less final cost to the people than if left to weigh down
and embitter the home, and, in some cases, to impoverish it

and make it a care for the local authorities.

The more hopeless parental love finds itself in caring for an

unfortunate child, the keener it often becomes ; and the greater,

therefore, is the sense of parental relief and satisfaction when

it is seen that the child is under a wiser oversight, is receiving

a more judicious training, and is making better progress than

ordinary home conditions permit.

The Massachusetts Teachers' Association.

This association held its fifty-first annual meeting at Worces-

ter last November. The resolutions annually adopted reflect

very accurately the sentiment of men and women who are in

4
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the thick of school work, and therefore very close to its diffi-

culties as well as to the growing convictions of people about

the best methods of removing them.

Among the resolutions of its last meeting are the following :
—

3. Resolved, That a permanent tenure should be guaranteed to all

teachers and school superintendents so long as they do good work.

4. Resolved, That the time has now come when the State should

insist upon the graduation from her normal schools (or an equivalent

professional training) of all persons purposing to teach in the ele-

mentary and secondary grades.

5. Resolved, That the State should insist upon skilled supervision

for all schools.

6. Resolved, That our school laws relating to compulsory attend-

ance should be amended and strengthened, and that the entire school

laws should be codified.

7. Resolved, That the State should defray the expense of pupils

in county truant schools.

8. Resolved, That the care of the juvenile wards of the State is a

grave responsibility ; that the best interests of the children and of the

State demand a careful and personal oversight of said wards by

trustees, in order that these wards maybe well cared for and properly

educated ; and that we commend the movement in favor of the pro-

posed children's bureau.

9. Resolved, That a State truant officer should be appointed to

act under the general direction of the State Board of Education.

10. Resolved, That the kindergarten should be recognized as an

integral part of our public school system in towns and cities of ten

thousand population.

Four resolutions that do not relate to the need of legislation

are omitted here. The third, fourth, fifth, seventh and ninth

contain recommendations that have been made in substance, if

not in form, by this office.

As to the sixth resolution, the school laws need not only

codification but a certain revision to make them more coherent,

as well as clearer and better adapted to modern conditions.

The work is a serious one, and needs the prolonged attention

of paid experts, both educational and legal, to do it acceptably.

One reason for revision lies in the fact that some of the provi-

sions of the school laws, which were satisfactory when first

adopted, have ceased to be helps and become hindrances. This

is true of the provision requiring towns to adopt by-laws in
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connection with the school attendance laws ; also of the pro-

vision that does not permit the sworn certificate of the ex-

penditures for schools to include the amount expended for

transportation, — an exclusion that works unjustly to reduce the

share of certain towns in the income of the school fund in pro-

portion as they increase the eflSciency of their schools through

consolidation and conveyance ; also of the provision that does

not permit the Board of Education to hold institutes for less

than fifty teachers,— a matter in which the hands of the Board

should be untied in the interests of the small towns ; also of the

provision that permits two grades of high schools, the practi-

cal efiect of which, in view of recent high school legislation, is

to deprive children in certain towns of as high a grade of free

high school instruction as is the legal right not only of more

populous communities above them but of less populous com-

munities below them. Instances like the foreo^oing can be

multiplied. Revision is no reflection on the wisdom that

inspired our school laws ; it simply indicates that changed

conditions require readjustments.

On the subject of the eighth resolution the Board has thus,

far expressed no opinion. Questions often come to the office

about the duty of a town to provide schooling for such children

as are put into its families by the Board of Lunacy and Charity,

by charitable societies and others. Some of these children,

it is claimed, are undesirable associates for the school children

of the town. Moreover, what is to prevent the placing of such

children by the score in the schools of a town, and so increasing

its burdens? The broad ground has thus far been taken that

every child of school age must receive schooling somewhere
;

that the statutory place for such schooling is where the child

resides ; that it is the duty of " every person having under his

control a child between the ages of eight and fourteen years "

to see that he attends school ; that the '
' truant officers and the

school committee . . . shall vigilantly inquire into cases of

neglect," with reference to enforcing the attendance of such

child ; and that all this applies as well to the ward or waif

placed in a family as to the other children of the family. If

there are nice points of law that might conceivably be made
against this position, let others make them. It cannot be

assumed that the State has overlooked this unfortunate class ;
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it could never have been intended that they should be depend-

ent for their schooling on the uncertain mercy of the chari-

table ; in brief, there seems to be no other schooling in sight

for them.

Tenable as this position seems to be, it is one that carries

with it possible hardships. Suppose scores of these cases are

thrown upon some town that is taxed to its utmost to provide

for its own children, or that there is established in it an insti-

tution for such cases, with unknown possibilities for increase,

but without provision for the private schooling of its inmates.

The town that would raise no question about the presence of a

small number of these cases in its schools might justly become

alarmed in the real or threatened presence of a large number.

It becomes those, therefore, who place such cases in families or

would establish institutions for their care to respect this natural

concern of the towns. In the rare cases of serious hardships

that might occur in the absence of such respect, relief must be

sought either in shifting the pecuniary burden upon other towns

or parties that might be legally charged with it, or in some

legislative action. Now, if towns are disinclined to press such

children into their schools on the one hand, and if, on the other,

families, from mercenary or other motives, are inclined to keep

them out of school,— a conjunction of conditions not unknown,
— there is need of special vigilance to secure their proper school-

ing and to save the State from the consequences of their grow-

ing up in ignorance.

For the attitude of the Board of Education towards so much
of the sixth resolution as relates to the attendance laws, towards

the seventh that relates to truant schools, and towards the ninth

that relates to a State truant ofScer, reference should be made
to the very complete report of the Board to the Legislature

on the truancy conditions of the State, printed as one of the

appendices of this volume.

As to the tenth resolution, the value of the kindergarten is

everywhere admitted by thoughtful students of its methods

and spirit. Moreover, the debt of the primarj-^ schools to

the kindergarten spirit, even where the kindergarten has not

been established, is great. The development of the kinder-

garten should, therefore, be strenuously encouraged. It is

worthy of thought, however, whether it ought not to be left
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to its natural growth for a while longer, before trying to make

it compulsory. Making high manual training compulsory in

cities of twenty thousand inhabitants and more was a serious

step ; but making the kindergarten compulsory in towns of ten

thousand inhabitants and more is more serious still. The one

measure adds a single school, or a department to a single

school, at the top of the public school system, the other pro-

poses numerous schools below the present foundations of that

system. The one school, though expensive in itself, has to do

with comparatively few pupils and so imposes an obligation

that the cities can comfortably meet ; the other, though less

.expensive in itself, has to do with numerous pupils, and so

means a burden that for some communities would be excessive.

One danger in forcing unduly the establishment of schools that

require unusual special training in their teachers is that the

supply of rightly trained teachers will prove inadequate.

This danger exists in the case of the high manual training

school ; it would be greater in the case of the compulsory

kindergarten. The danger, in other words, it that of pseudo-

kindergartens, — schools with some outward Froebelian show,

but missing the Froebelian spirit. Such schools tend to bring

the kindergarten idea into disrepute, because, while professing

to exemplify it, they fail to do so.

Summary of Recommendations.

If the recommendations that are formally made or directly

implied in the foregoing report are gathered up, it will be seen

that they bear largely upon the transcendent duty of the State

to promote the adequate training of teachers and the employ-

ment of teachers that have been adequately trained. There is

nothing new in this duty. It has been recognized by the State

since the founding of the first normal school. But the ways

and means of discharging this duty need to be multiplied from

time to time as the State gains in ability and the duty becomes

more sharply emphasized.

The principal recommendations may be summarized thus :
—

1. Universal supervision, one of whose chief aims is to

secure good new teachers and to tone up existing teachers.

2. The professional training of teachers, to be promoted

by requiring that, after a designated time, (1) no primary or
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grammar school teacher shall be appointed who has not had the

equivalent of a four years' high school course and of a two

years' normal school course ; and (2) no high school teacher

shall be appointed who has not had the equivalent of a college

course and of at least one year of professional training.

3. Additional help by the State to the smaller towns,

particularly to towns upon whom new and unprecedented

obligations have been or may be placed, to the end that

they may afford to secure and be able to retain competent

teachers.

4. The assurance to every properly qualified child in the

Commonwealth of as clear a right to first grade high school

instruction and to the usual option therein as is now guaran-

teed by legishitive action to children in towns of more than

4,000 inhabitants. Anomalous as it may seem, this larger

rio;ht belong-s to children in towns whose valuation is less than

$500,000 and whose expenditures for high school tuition the

State reimburses, while for children in towns of higher valua-

tion but of less than 4,000 inhabitants this larger right either

does not exist or it is exceedingly cloudy.

5. An increase in the appropriations for the educational

museum and the State examination and certification of teachers,

so that competent directorship for them under the general guid-

ance of the ofiice may be possible.

For the discussion of the first four recommendations, refer-

ence should be made not only to reports of the Board and the

secretary, but particularly to the contributions on supervision,

the professional training of teachers, the problem of the rural

schools and the approval of high schools, to be found elsewhere

in this volume, by Messrs. Edson, Prince, Fletcher and Mac-

Donald.

The fifth recommendation is considered at length on pages

124-128.

6. The report of Mr. Henry T. Bailey on the present con-

dition of manual training in Massachusetts, to be found else-

where in this volume, when taken in connection with recent

legislative action making high manual training compulsory for

nearly a million and a half of the population, suggests two

queries : (1) whether an agent of the Board whose special field

shall be manual training is not desirable ; and (2) what new
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provisions, if any, are needed for the normal training of manual

training teachers.

7. In the last report of the secretary the recommendations

of preceding reports were renewed that a State agent should be

employed to aid in the enforcement of the school attendance

laws, and that the State should assume the payment of $2 per

week for the support of truants in the truant schools. It may
be added that the " by-laws" which figure so conspicuously in

the consolidated attendance laws are a source of serious annoy-

ance and obstruction in attempts at enforcement. It is a ques-

tion whether any good reason now exists for having them at

all. A State law so important as that relating to school attend-

ance ought not to be so conditioned on by-laws as to become

inoperative whenever a town neglects or refuses to pass by-laws

or blunders in making them. For recommendations relatino: to

truancy and non-attendance, reference should be made to the

special report of the Board of Education on the truancy condi-

tions of the State. This report was prepared under the Board's

direction by Mr. George A. Walton, in response to an order

from the last Legislature.

Conclusion.

Whatever educational means and machinery State and local

enactments may provide, the supreme purpose of them all is

the welfare of the children, — their high serviceableness to

themselves, to the State and to those who come after them.

They are citizens in training ; the potency of the coming State

is in them. The enlightened interest of the citizen in his own
prosperity, the enlightened interest of ,the State in its own
integrity,— these admit no antagonism between them. The

welfare of the one is bound up in the welfare of the other.

Measures that help the one help the other also, and among
these measures it is the verdict of history that those relating to

public education, whatever their shortcomings, are of highest

efficiency. Dangerous as is the intelligence of bad men, the

danger that confronts the State from such intelligence is as

nothing beside that which confronts it from ignorance. But,

whatever the dangers from either source, the only defence

against them must be sought in the intelligence of good men.

If more than $10,000,000 was expended on the public schools
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last year, it by no means follows that the State has been unduly

taxed or even that it has taxed itself enough. If without bur-

den to itself it expends more per pupil than its sister States or

than it expended itself ten years ago, it is something to take

pride in, provided better school conditions can be shown as a

result. To assign our relatively high level of expenditure for

the public schools as a reason for descending to a lower level

would not be creditable to us. Large as this sum of $10,-

000,000 is, it averages— salaries, buildings, equipment and all

— only $4 per capita for the population of the State. The

pettiest luxuries of the people average more. It is an expen-

diture that pays for itself many times over. Sentimental divi-

dends are not meant just now, but only those of plain hard

cash or its equivalent. Hon. William T. Harris, United States

Commissioner of Education, in his preface to " The Evolution

of the Massachusetts Public School System," by George H.

Martin, makes the following impressive statement:—
I find, by returns made to the National Bureau of Education, that

the total amount of school education that each inhabitant of Massa-

chusetts is receiving on an average— basing the calculation on the

attendance in public and private schools and the length of the annual

school term— is nearly seven years of two hundred days each, while

the average given each citizen in the whole nation is only four and

three tenths of such years. No other State is giving so much educa-

tion to its people as Massachusetts, and yet all the education given

in all its institutions does not amount on an average to so much as

seven eighths of an elementary education of eight years. Even Mas-

sachusetts is not overeducating the people. But there would seem to

be some connection between the fact that, while her citizens get nearly

twice the national average amount of education, her wealth-producing

power as compared with other States stands almost in the same ratio,

namely (in 1885) , at seventy-three cents per day for each man, woman
and child, while the average for the whole nation was only forty cents.

Consider for a moment what is implied in this ratio of

seventy-three to forty. It means for every man, woman and

child in the State an average wealth-producing power of thirty-

three cents a day in excess of the average of the nation at large,

or more than $100 a year. It means that the 2,500,000 people

in Massachusetts produce $250,000,000 a year more than they

would produce if they were only average earners. This is
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twenty-five times the annual expenditure for schools. It is

not necessary to attribute to the schools this vast excess of

production above the average for the country to prove that

they pay enormous material dividends. The exact share that

the schools, with all the activities and agencies fostered by

them, have in wealth-producing power can, of course, never

be known. Hon. George F. Hoar said, in the United States

House of Representatives in 1872. that " education, the simple

capacity to read and write, adds twenty-five per cent, to the

wages of the working classes of a State, and of course tends so

much to the creation and distribution of its wealth." And yet

this, as Mr. Hoar conclusively showed, is but the beginning of

the service that education renders a State. It is the great

stimulus of material wants ; it makes them more numerous,

complex and refined. And all this makes a louder call for

skilled labor and high directive ability. Thus education fur-

nishes not only widening fields for production, but also

husbandmen who can till them to advantage. If so humble

a fraction as a tithe of this excess of $250,000,000 can be

traced to the schools, they are yet securities that each year

return to the State their annual cost two or three times over.

The increased stress placed on drawing and other industrial

aspects of education in our elementary schools, the extension

of high manual training to over a million and a half of our pop-

ulation, the establishment of textile schools, the granting of

aid through scholarships or money or both to high scientific

institutions,— all such educational agencies in conjunction

with others of private origin promise a still further gain, both

absolute and relative, in our wealth-producing power. In

view of the overwhelming importance of education to material

prosperity, it seems to show a lack of common business

sagacity and courage to flinch from the necessary cost of any

measure whose adoption would enhance that importance. The

main question in such a case is not so much "Can we aflbrd

to do it ? " as " Can we afford not to do it ?
"

But the schools pay in a far higher sense than any men-

tioned. The founders of the Commonwealth did not rest their

argument for public education on the mere material advantages

that should follow in its train. And it is an equally significant

fact that the more thoughtful advocates of manual training to-
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day find their strongest reasons for it not in its purely commer-

cial aspects but in those higher ones rather that concern mental

and moral progress. The founders were right about it. In

Sanders Theatre at Cambridge, high up on the wall that fronts

the cultured audiences that assemble there, may be seen an

inscription, — the story of what these founders early thought

and did about education and the impressive tribute the sons of

Harvard have paid to their work and memory :
" Hie in

silvestribus et incultis locis Angli, domo profugi, . . . sapien-

tiam rati ante omnia colendam, scholam publice condiderunt."

They believed, in short, that wisdom should be cherished

before all things else, and so they set up a school in the wilder-

ness. They consecrated it to Christ and the Church, the story

goes on to say ; and those that are taught, we are told in con-

clusion, shall shine as the firmament, and those that lead multi-

tudes to righteousness as the stars forever.

And these founders had sympathetic successors in those

sturdy men who, while the war of the Revolution was still on,

set the following gem in our diadem of sovereignty :
—

Wisdom, and knowledge, as well as virtue, diffused generally

among the body of the people, being necessary for the preservation

of their rights and liberties ; and as these depend on spreading the op-

portunities and advantages of education in the various parts of the

country, and among the different orders of the people, it shall be the

duty of legislators and magistrates, in all future periods of this com-

monwealth, to cherish the interests of literature and the sciences, and

all seminaries of them ; especially the university at Cambridge, pub-

lic schools and grammar schools in the towns ; to encourage private

societies and public institutions, rewards and immunities, for the pro-

motion of agriculture, arts, sciences, commerce, trades, manufactures

and a natural history of the country ; to countenance and inculcate

the principles of humanity and general benevolence, public and pri-

vate charity, industry and frugality, honesty and punctuality in their

dealings ; sincerity, good humor, and all social affections, and gener-

ous sentiments, among the people (Constitution, chapter 5, sec-

tion 2).

The only new thought that our times can add to the exalted

exposition of the fathers is the growing one that schemes of

education may contemplate more directly than in the past the

so-called utilitarian values without dethronino- at all the his-
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toric mental and moral ideals. The material and the spiritual

are but opposite sides of the same shield. In our technical

schools there is a growing appreciation of the aBsthetic, the

ethical and the spiritual aspects of themes too commonly sup-

posed to be outside of the pale of such appreciation. In our

literary schools, laboratory and manual methods are winning

recognition. Steam, electricity and their mighty engines are

no longer unrecognized vehicles for the conveyance of lessons

in the realms of literature, of art and of morality. Right deal-

ing;: with them means touch with the humanities after all. In-

deed, the destiny of highly trained and cultivated men, whether

they are roughly assigned sides with the material phases of

life or the spiritual, is towards emergence into that serene

upper air where the essential unity of these phases comes into

view and the contradictions of partial vision no longer distract.

FRANK A. HILL,
Secretary.



FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.





INCOME OF MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL FUND,

1895.

Cash on handJan. 1, 1895, S79,410 10

Income for 1895, 172,729 65

$252,139 75

Paid cities and towns in 1895, 79,410 10

Paid educational expenses iu 1895, .... 86,364 82

$165,774 92

Cash on hand Dee. 31, 1895 86,364 83

From which there is to be paid to cities and towns

in 1896, 86,364 83

The Massachusetts school fund amounted, Dec. 31,

1895, to 8,870,548 14

The purpose for which each town's share in this income must

be used is clearly stated in section 6, chapter 43 of the Public

Statutes, as follows :
—

The income of said fund received by the several cities and towns

shall be applied by the school committees thereof to the support of

the public schools therein ; but said committees may, if they see fit,

appropriate therefrom any sum, not exceeding twenty-five per cent,

of the same, to the purchase of books of reference, maps, and appa-

ratus for the use of said schools.

The condition in detail of the school fund appears from the

following report of the commissioners :
—

Treasukt Department, Boston, Jan. 15, 1896.

Hon. George von L. Meter, Speaker of the House oj Representalives.

Sir :— Under the provisions of section 2 of chapter 43 of the

Public Statutes, requiring the commissioners in charge of the Mas-

sachusetts school fund to report annually the condition and income

of the fund, the undersigned respectfully submit the following :
—

Amount of the fund Dec. 31, 1894 $3,770,548 14

Increase of the fund during the year, under the pi'o-

visions of chapter 90, Resolves of 1894, . . 100,000 00

Amount of the fund Dec. 31, 1895, . . $3,870,548 14
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Of this amount only $6,948.14* was in cash uninvested, and the

foUowino; is a schedule of the securities in the fund :
—

Adams bonds, .

Amesbury bond,

Amherst note, .

Auburn, Me., bonds,

Avon bonds,

Beverly bond, .

Boston bond, .

Boston & Albany Railroad Company bonds,

Berkshire County notes,

Beverly notes, .

Billerica notes,

Braintree notes,

Braintree bond,

Brockton bonds,

Brookline bond,

Cambridge bonds, .

Chelsea bond, .

Chester fire district notes,

Chicopee bonds, .

Clinton notes, .

Clinton bonds,

.

Cohasset notes.

Cottage City note, .

Duxbury notes,

Easthampton notes, .

Everett bonds, .

Fall River bonds,

Fitchburg Railroad bond

Fitchburg bond,

Framingham notes, .

Great Barrington bonds,

Hanover notes,

.

Haverhill bond,

Holbrook note,

.

Hoibrook bonds,

Holyoke note, .

Holyoke bond, .

Hull notes,

Huntington notes, .

Leicester water supply district bonds,

Leominster bond,

Leominster notes, .

Lynn bonds,

Maiden bond, .

Mansfield bond,

$25,000 00

70,000 00

9,000 00

13,000 00

5,000 00

2,000 00

1,000 00

1,460,000 00

10,000 00

25,000 00

4,000 00

29,800 00

20,000 00

139,100 00

10,000 00

16,000 00

3,000 00

9,000 00

14,000 00

7,500 00

69,000 00

27,200 00

1,500 00

35,000 00

39,000 00

63,000 00

109,000 00

275,000 00

13,000 00

25,000 00

22,000 00

6,500 00

8,000 00

4,000 00

26,000 00

4,000 00

4,000 00

30,500 00

6,500 00

25,000 00

20,000 00

41,400 00

232,000 00

25,000 00

2,000 00

* Of this sum, $2,000 has been invested since Jan. 1, 1896.
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Marlboroii2;h bond, .

Maynard bond,

Maynard notes,

Medford bond,

,

Medway notes,

.

Meriden, Conn., bond,

Methuen notes,

Middleborough bonds,

Needham note,

Needham bonds.

New Bedford bond.

New Britain, Conn., bond,

Newburyport bond,

.

Newton bond, .

North Adams note, .

North Attleborough bonds,

North Attleborough tire district bonds,

North Brooktield note.

Orange bonds, .

Provincetown bonds,

Quincy bonds, .

Qnincy notes, .

Randolph bond,

Reading bond,

Revere notes, .

Saugus notes, .

Somerset note,

Somerville bonds, .

South Hadley note, .

South Hadley fire district notes,

Stoughton bonds,

Swampscott notes, .

Taunton notes.

Turner's Falls lire district bond,

Warren notes,

Waltham bond,

Watertown note,

Watei'town bond,

Waterville, Me., bonds,

Webster bond,

Westborough note, .

Westfield bond.

West Springfield bonds,

Weymouth note,

Whitman bond,

Winthrop note,

Woonsocket bond, .

$1,000 00

10,000 00

27,000 00

10,000 00

1,400 00

6,000 00

8,000 00

4,000 00

5,C00 00

20,000 00

10,000 00

65,000 00

28,000 00

5,000 00

10,000 00

97,000 00

15,000 00

10,000 00

15,000 00

56,000 00

71,000 00

33,000 00

10,000 00

10,000 00

23,650 00

10,450 00

15,000 00

2,000 00

9,600 00

44,500 00

46,000 00

9,000 00

30,000 00

10,000 00

2,700 00

50,000 00

10,000 00

5,000 00

20,000 00

23,000 00

2,800 00

5,500 00

13,500 00

14,000 00

5,000 00

7,500 00

7,000 00

$3,863,600 00
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The following shows the amount of the principal of the school

fund as it stood at the close of each of the past five years, and the

income for the same years :
—

Year.
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Paid Sarah Fuller Home.

4 pupils to Jan. 1, 1895, ..... f 175 00

6 pupils to April 1, 1895, . . . . . 261 54

8 pupils to July 1, 1895, ..... 286 59

8 pupils to Oct. 1, 1895, 3-1 4 55— $1,067 68

Kindergarten for the Blind.

Support of Edith Thomas, deaf, dumb and blind, . . 500 00

146,584 12

Appropriation for 1895, ....... 42,000 00

Defeiencj, , $4,584 12
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APPENDICES.





A.

EEPORT OF GEORGE A. WALTON",

AGENT.

SUPERINTENDENCY, RELATIONS OF TeACHER, SUPERINTENDENT

AND Committee.





REPORT.

To the Board of Education.

During the early part of the year I was employed in making

the summary and analysis of the school returns for the secre-

tary's fifty-eighth annual report. A month's respite from the

duties of my office was granted at the close of last year. Owing

to calls which fully occupied me at that time, I could not avail

myself of the courtesy thus extended by the Board, but instead

took the month of March of the present year.

On April 4, a resolve of the Legislature directed the Board

of Education to investigate the subject of school attendance

and truancy throughout the Commonwealth, with special refer-

ence to seeing if any, and, if any, what improvements can be

made in the provisions and arrangements concerning habitual

truants. The conduct of the investigation was assigned to me.

The work incident to this largely occupied my time during the

remaining portion of the year, and made it possible within

my customary district of inspection and supervision simply to

meet special calls and keep myself informed regarding its im-

portant changes and peculiar needs. The most important and

far-reaching of these relate to the

SUPERINTENDENCY

.

The two counties of Barnstable and Middlesex were among
the earliest to adopt the plan of school supervision by superin-

tendents ; they were foremost in uniting under the law of 1888

to form union superintendent districts ; they are tenacious in

adhering to the plan. Several important changes in the super-

intendences took place this year, none with the intent to dis-

pense with the service, while several were for the purpose of

increasing its efficiency. Chatham gave up the superintendent

plan, but retained the service by virtue of the superintendent
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being a school committee man. Ten changes of superintend-

ents took place, five of which were occasioned by the call

of the incumbents from or to the office under improved condi-

tions, financial or other, with the result that three towns now
employ a superintendent alone instead of jointly with others.

Groton and Wayland are this year added to the list of towns

that voted to have a superintendent ; the former failed to make

a sufficient appropriation to secure a person satisfactory to the

committee. Wayland is united with West Boylston under the

law of 1888, as amended in 1894. This leaves but two towns

in each of the two counties of Barnstable and Middlesex that

are not by vote of the town in favor of this plan of supervision.

There are four towns in Middlesex, aside from Groton, that

failed to effect a practicable union with other towns to secure a

superintendent, so that there are 9 towns out of a total of 69

in these two counties where children have not this form of

supervision. These 9 towns contain less than 3 per cent, of

the school population ; .63 of this small percentage of children

are deprived of the benefits of supervision by the failure of

the towns to vote favorably, and .37 notwithstanding the towns

have voted in its favor.

The children that are under this form of supervision in Barn-

stable are 90 per cent, of her school population, and those

under it in Middlesex are 97.4 per cent, of hers.

The time seems fully to have come for making universal a

plan so generally extended, and wherever tried so uniformly

approved. Certainly there is a just demand by the State that

all towns whose schools she directly aids through the school

fund, from her treasury, shall adopt that form of supervision

which meets the approval of the mass of her citizens. Not

only so, there is evident injustice in the State taxing a town

to support this form of supervision in another town, as she

virtually does under the law of 1888-1894, and yet failing to

provide the means by which the former can, if she desires it,

reap a similar benefit. Wisdom and justice alike demand that

supervision by superintendeots be made compulsory upon all

towns. With this should be coupled some provision for effect-

ing such unions in certain localities throughout the State as

shall make the present supervision more easy and more advan-

tageous to the towns. A provision of this sort would require
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very little change in Barnstable County, and in Middlesex

would involve no serious difficulty.

Until authority is granted for readjustments among the towns

now employing superintendents, some towns that most earnestly

desire it will continue to be deprived of the service. The four

towns of Carlisle, Dunstable, Sherborn and Wilmington in

Middlesex County are peculiarly unfortunate in respect to the

superintendency by reason of their location. It is hoped that

a slight readjustment during the coming spring will secure to

three of these the desired form of supervision.

The Relations of Teacher, Superintendent and Com-
mittee.

That the teacher makes the school is a truth never to be

changed and never to be forgotten. But the superintendent is

in the fullest sense a teacher. He is not only a teacher among
the teachers, but by virtue of his office he is the teacher of the

teachers of his charge. His office by name and by purpose

requires him both to inspect and direct the methods of instruc-

tion and management of all the schools he superintends. If he

is not competent to do this he is not fitted for his office, and

should give place to another.

This does not imply that in a particular department of in-

struction or in management he has greater tact and skill than

a particular teacher who has the duties to perform. One may
understand the principles which underlie an kvt, penmanship,

for example, and be capable of wisely instructing in the art

those far more skilful in execution than himself.

A natural tendency of teaching is to greater and greater

refinement in process, in illustration, in drill, all of which

tends to routine, which may, in effect, stultify the child and
obscure the mind of the teacher to the true ends of education.

The superintendent, knowing this tendency, guards the teacher

against it by leading him to keep the culture side of education

always in view. The superintendent thus becomes a source of

inspiration to the teacher. He is in a position to understand

what are the essentials of detail, and wisely to direct the

teacher away from magnifying what is non-essential. In this

way the superintendent relieves the teacher of unnecessary
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solicitude, and saves him from much of the drudgery inci-

dent to the teaching profession.

The superintendent is helpful in these particulars, and still

more in methods of teaching. Here the superintendent should

be a master. Traditional methods to a great extent prevail in

the schools. Words of the teacher or of the text of a book

occupy the place of ideas in the pupil's mind, and in fixing

these much of his time is worse than wasted. The rule of the

teacher— too often it is the rule for the teacher— leaves noth-

ing for the will of the child but passive assent. The superin-

tendent leads the teacher to present to the pupil the proper

occasions for ideas by the help of things which appeal to his

senses, his sensibilities and his understanding. Instead of

formal rules to guide the pupil, the teacher is induced by the

superintendent to follow nature's method, and trust to the

pupil, through the motives found in his own natural desires, to

exert his own will in self-direction and self-control.

It is to the inexperienced teacher especially that the super-

intendent is an indispensable aid. Our ideas are too highly

enlightened to make it pardonable in any community to trust

the children's training and culture to a novice, and leave him

without a guide who has had experience.

So much has been said under this head to indicate the rela-

tion which the superintendent sustains to the schools, and

particularly to the teacher. So far as the management and

instruction of the schools are concerned, he is their respon-

sible head. He is not above the school board, but he is some-

thing more than their agent, — he is their executive officer.

This implies that he devises the plans for carrying on the

schools, and that, when these are once approved by the board,

he will be held responsible for their execution and for the re-

sults which follow.

If these are the true relations, if the teacher makes the

school, and the superintendent is held responsible for its plans

and results, it follows that the superintendent should be allowed

to exert a large influence in determining what persons shall be

employed as teachers. If his power over appointments is lim-

ited by the endorsement of the committee, as it should be and

must be under the law, he should be recognized as better qual-

ified to judge of the fitness of a teacher than the committee can
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expect to be. It should be assumed, too, that he will exercise

any power given him in wisdom, and with a desire for the best

good of the schools. Under ordinary circumstances, a teacher

should not be appointed or discharged without the concurrence

of the superintendent. This must follow from a consideration of

the intimate relation existing between the teacher and the super-

intendent, as overseer and director of the school instruction.

The plans and purposes of the intelligent superintendent

depend upon sympathetic and intelligent teachers.

Several cases came to my knowledge during the past year

which are in violation of the principle above stated. In one

instance, two teachers of tact and ability, who gave entire sat-

isfaction to the superintendent, were removed and the places

given to others of inferior qualifications on advanced pay.

In another instance, not, however, in my own district, the office

of superintendent is threatened because the superintendent op-

poses the appointment of a young girl as teacher, without train-

ing or experience, who is a daughter of a member of the school

committee. Other instances have occurred of appointments

being made by a member of the school board without reference

to the superintendent, after the plan which prevailed under the

old district system. Such action implies either the want of

trust anc^ confidence in the office of superintendent, or indif-

ference to the obligation imposed upon the school committee

by the act of employing such an officer. That action of the

committee which allows the largest consideration for the opinion

of the superintendent in the choice of teachers is likely to be

most conducive to the best interest of the schools. The best

teachers are diligently sought for by the superintendents. Six

of these are reported by a normal school principal as visiting

the normal school in his charge on a single day for the purpose

of engaging for their schools normals in advance of their grad-

uation.

Under the superintendency, and under the newly awakened

interest in the discussion and study of school problems in con-

ventions and institutes, reading circles and summer schools, in

the training schools and normal schools, each year witnesses

an improvement in the quality of the teaching.

With our new normal schools, each to be occupied by its

two hundred or more students in preparation for teaching,
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additional pecuniary inducements must be afforded before their

influence will be much felt in our rural communities. Some-

thing is to be hoped for from the consolidation of schools in our

sparse populations, oae incident to which is increased pay for

teachers. Much also may be expected from the superintend-

ency, which everywhere creates a public demand for a superior

class of teachers. But if such teachers are to be secured and

retained, some additional provisions must be made for increas-

ing the pay of teachers, regardless of location. This can be

done only by relieving the less opulent towns of the burden of

taxation required to pay the more advanced wages which first-

class teachers can command.

Teachers' Institutes.

The number of teachers' institutes attended during the year

was about the same as for several years past. These were, how-

ever, in portions of the State outside my own district. None
were held in Barnstable and but one was held in Middlesex.

For several years five or six have been held annually in these

two counties, and five were in contemplation for this year ; but

the difficulty of arranging for them in desirable locations, with

the somewhat engrossing labor incident to the truancy investi-

gation, determined me not to attempt to arrange for them in

other localities.

Truancy Investigation.

The State has a commendable pride in the attendance upon

her public schools. The number of all ages enrolled in them

exceeds the enumeration of those between five and fifteen years

of age by .9 of one per cent., and the number reported of the

compulsory age, by over 50 per cent. ; and if those who attend

private schools be added, of all children attending schools of

some kind some portion of the year, the ratio of the number

attending to the number required to attend is as 9 to 5. And
when we compare the average number in attendance with the

average membership in public schools the ratio is as 23 to 25,

or 92 per cent, of the whole membership. The two counties of

Barnstable and Middlesex hold rank with the general average.

It is in the remaining 8 per cent, that are found the children
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who, from the neglect of their schooling by their parents or by
their own truancy, are the subjects of the investigation, and

who naturally occasion solicitude to the thoughtful people of

the Commonwealth. A report of the results of the investiga-

tion is elsewhere appended.

Respectfully submitted,

GEORGE A. WALTON.
West Newton, Dec. 31, 1895.
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REPORT.

To the Board of Education.

During the year just closed I have visited schools in nearly-

all the cities and towns of my district, and taken part in about

sixty public gatherings, including meetings of teachers and of

citizens, town meetings, graduations and dedications. In ad-

dition to these duties I have answered calls of a miscellaneous

nature, such as helping to adjust matters of dispute between

citizens and school authorities, revising courses of study,

assisting in the truancy investigation, and so on.

Course of Studies.

Nearly all the towns now have carefully prepared courses of

study. In some towns the course for elementary schools, pre-

pared under the direction of the Board of Education, is the

authorized course, and is closely followed by teachers ; in other

towns it is used as a basis of work required, more particular di-

rections being given by the school committee or superintendent.

JSfev) Subjects. — Comparatively few cities and towns of my
district have introduced into the grammar school course any

of the new studies recommended by the Committee of Ten.

Three towns report the introduction of Latin, one providing

that it shall be taught one year and two providing that it shall

be taught two years of the course. One course only includes

French. Eight towns report the introduction of algebra—
nearly all for one year only— and four towns report the intro-

duction of geometry for one or two years. Two cities report

that geometry is taught incidentally in connection with arith-

metic and drawing.

Those who report the above facts give no decided expression

of opinion as to the advantages or disadvantages attending the

changes that have been made. Nearly all say that the new
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plan has been in operation too short a time to give a positive

judgment in regard to it.

It is evident that the success or failure of an extension of the

course will depend upon the way the new subjects are intro-

duced. If they are put into the course simply as additional

subjects of an already crowded curriculum, there will be in-

evitable failure in accomplishing what is desired in either the

new or the old branches of instruction ; but if there is a re-

vision of the course with reference to retaining the essentials

of all subjects taught, and if in addition there is a careful

correlation of all subjects, there can be no doubt as to the ad-

vantage gained in extending the course.

Nature Study. — In more than three fourths of the towns

of my district nature study in some form is made a required

subject of instruction. In looking over the courses of study

and in seeing the work now done in nature study I have been

struck with the decided chansje of treatment which has been

made in this subject within the past few years. Instead of

technical names and formal analyses, which were formerly re-

quired to be learned, there is the objective study of nature

with reference to its spiritual and ethical as well as to its in-

tellectual value. The observations also directly^and indirectly

affect the work done in other branches, such as geography,

lano-uage and drawino;.

Reading. — In no other branch of instruction has there been

greater advance in respect both to the interest of pupils and to

practical results than in the subject of reading. In but eight

towns of the four counties, so far as I can learn, is the reading

in school confined to the reg^ular traded readers. In all other

towns and cities pupils are led, sometimes as early as the third

year, to read supplementary books and continue their reading

to the end of the course. In some cases as many as six books

are read through during each of the last five years of the gram-

mar school. Nor is the improvement confined to the number

and variety of books read ; to the quality of the pupils' reading

as well has special attention been given by superintendents and

teachers. During the first few years after the introduction of

supplementary reading, books of every kind were brought be-

fore the pupils, with little reference to their nature or quality.

In the effort to break away from the bondage of a too close
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confinement to the graded school readers, teachers went to the

other extreme of having the pupils read everything obtainable,

which frequently included sensational newspapers and weak
story books. That condition of affairs no longer exists to

any extent. Rarely do we find any but the best books now
read in the schools. It is safe to say that in many towns and

cities as much is now being done in grammar schools in direct-'

ing the reading tastes of pupils as was done formerly in high

schools. The following lists will show what has been read

during the past year in the schools of a few towns. Nearly

as much is accomplished in more than half of the towns that

have reported :
—

Dedham.

Regular school readers not used above the second grade. The
following supplementary books were read in the five highest grades

of the grammar school : oth Year. — Brooks and brook basins,

Geographical reader ; Beginner's History ; History stories ; Hans
Andersen's stories ; Hawthorne's Wonder Book. 6tli Year. — Hia-

watha ; Tanglewood Tales ; Longfellow's shorter poems. 7th Year.

— Hawthorne's biographical stories ; Holmes's poems ; Burroughs's

Birds and Bees ; Warner's Hunting of the Deer. 8th Year. — Sketch

Book ; Whittier's poems ; Christmas Carol ; Courtship of Miles

Standish. Oth Year. — Evangeline; Ivanhoe ; Lamb's Tales from

Shakspeare ; Whittier's Snow-bound.

Braintree.

Regular school readers not used throughout the course. The fol-

lowing supplementary books were read in the four highest grades of

the grammar school : 5th Year. — Hawthorne's True Stories from

New England History ; Tanglewood Tales ; Little Daffydowndilly
;

Biographical stories ; Hans Andersen's stories. 6th Year. —Haw-
thorne's Wonder Book ; Hiawatha ; Franklin's Autobiography. 7th

Year. — Courtship of Miles Standish ; Sketch Book. 8th Year. —
Evangeline ; Lady of the Lake.

New Bedford.

Regular school readers are used in all grades of the primary and

grammar schools. Three books from the following list are furnished

for each grade : Church's Old World Stories, Arabian Nights, Hans
Brinker, Black Beauty,. Little Men, Hei'oic Ballads, Blue Jackets of

1776, Blue Jackets of 1812, Blue Jackets of 1861, World at Home,
Peasant and Prince, Prince and Pauper. In addition the following

books were read during the past year in the five highest grades of the
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grammar school : 5tli Year. — Our "World, No. 1 ; Seaside and

Wayside, No. 2 ; Little Lord Fauntleroy. 6th Year. — Small

United States History ; Seaside and Wayside, No. 3 ; King of the

Golden River. 7th Year. — United States History ; Grandfather's

Chair ; Water Babies ; Swiss Family Robinson. 8th Year. — Foot-

prints of Travel ; Tanglewood Tales ; Snow-bound. 9th Year. —
Tales from Shakspeare ; Evangeline ; Vision of Sir Launfal.

Milton.

Regular school readers not used beyond the third year. The fol-

lowing supplementary works in addition to history and geography

were read during the past year in the five highest grades of the gram-

mar school : 4th Year.— Hawthorne's Wonder Book ; Longfellow's

Ballads and Lyrics ; Jane Andrew's Story of Mother Nature ; Robin-

son Crusoe. 5th Year. — Hiawatha ; Grandfather's Chair ; King of

the Golden River ; Water Babies ; Ten Boys on the Road from Long

Ago ; Old Testament Stories. 6th Year. — Miles Standish ; Haw-
thorne's Biographical Stories ; Little Daffydowndilly ; Legends of

Norseland ; Gods and Heroes ; Peasant and Prince ; Cricket on the

Hearth ; Christmas Carol. 7th Year. — Evangeline ; Snow-bound
;

Tale of the White Hills ; Greek Heroes ; Man without a Country

;

Franklin's Autobiography ; Birds and Bees. 8th Year. — Lady of

the Lake ; Sketch Book ; Merchant of Venice ; Stories of the Old

"World ; Lincoln's Gettysburg Speech ; Webster's First Bunker Hill

Oration ; Lays of Ancient Rome ; Thanatopsis ; Forest Trees ; A
Hunting of the Deer.

Brookline.

The course in reading is arranged in co-ordination with history,

literature, science and geography. In the first three grades, in addi-

tion to regular school readers, the following books are read : ^sop's

Fables ; When I was a little girl ; Nature's Stories ; Nature Myths
;

Leaves and Flowers ; Andersen's Fairy Tales ; Fables and Folk

Stories ; Songs and Poems ; Natural History Readers, Nos. 1 and

2 ; Friends in Feathers and Fur ; Aunt Martha's Corner Cupboard
;

Madam How and Lady Why.
The following books are read in the six highest grades :

—
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Grade (Year in

School).
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Other than what is done by special teachers, there is but

little departmental instruction in the elementary schools of

these towns. In Quincy (Washington school) one of the fol-

lowing groups of subjects is given to each of the teachers

of the four highest grades: (1) arithmetic; (2) history and

geography; (3) nature study and drawing; (4) language,

composition, grammar and singing. The rest of the work is

given to the teacher of the room. This plan has been in oper-

ation a little more than a year.

In New Bedford there are two or three classes of each grade

in the grammar school buildings. The subjects are divided

between the two or among the three teachers of each grade,

as the case may be, no one teaching outside of his or her

grade. This plan has been followed a year and a term.

In Hyde Park (Grew school) the subjects are taught in

departments in the three highest grades, as follows : to the

master is given arithmetic ; to the teacher of room number

1, grammar, science and composition; to the teacher of room

number 2, history, reading and music ; to the teacher of room

number 3, geography, drawing, writing and elocution; to the

teacher of room number 4, physiology, spelling, memory gems,

book-keeping and rapid addition. The plan has been in opera-

tion four months.

Braintree has had departmental instruction for over a year

in all grammar grades, as follows: (1) reading; (2) music,

language and Latin ; (3) drawing and science ; (4) mathe-

matics
; (5) geography and history. All teachers give special

attention to composition, penmanship and spelling.

A kind of departmental teaching has been going on since

September in two buildings of North Attleborough. One
teacher has taught all the nature study in one building and all

the geography and history of two classes in another building.

Departmental work has been going on for too short a time

and under too unfavorable circumstances to pass a final judg-

ment as to its success. In reply to the question, "What
results of the plan have been noticed?" the following advan-

tages were given by superintendents and teachers :
—

Teachers realize more fully the value of the branches which they

teach. It is possible to broaden and enrich the course without extra

expense. The training value of maay branches is greater when stud-

ied with one teacher through a series of years.
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More thorough work done and easier for the teacher.

Teachers take a greater interest iu their special studies, and are

better prepared to teach them.

The work is easier for the teachers. They can concentrate more

time upon the preparation of their special subjects.

One study, being carried from class to class by the same teacher,

is made to fit in all its relations to each grade. The class catches the

enthusiasm of a teacher who is especially interested in one subject.

The teacher can be much more thoroughly prepared by studying one

subject for many grades than by studying many subjects for one grade.

Among the disadvantages reported are the following :
—

Danger of unequal discipline in change of teachers. There is not

the chance for correlation of studies that there is when one teacher

Las all the subjects of a class.

Discipline is more difficult. The teacher cannot study individual

needs so carefully, and cannot exert so strong a moral intluence.

About the only disadvantage observed is the difficulty that arises

in the employment of substitutes during the absence of teachers.

The majority of teachers like the plan, especially the strong teachers.

We find no disadvantages, though the system requires most delicate

and careful management.

Departmental instruction is more general in high schools

than in elementary schools, but the division of work is made
frequently with reference more to the convenience of teachers

or existing necessities than to concentration upon related sub-

jects. A teacher, for example, who has to teach one class in

mathematics and two classes in Latin in addition to all the

work required in science can hardly be said to exemplify de-

partmental instruction. A department implies more than a

simple division of subjects. The division must be made so as

to make groups of related topics or subjects. From what I

have seen during the past year I am more than ever convinced

that the plan of departmental instruction can never be success-

fully carried out until it is brought in connection with a proper

correlation of studies in some such way as I gave in my last

report. It is hoped that certain plans already formed on these

lines may be consummated, and that there may be shown in

successful operation a system of schools which will afford the

greatest benefits claimed for both departmental instruction and

correlation of studies.
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Supervision.

I am happy to report the continued success of supervision

by districts under the law of 1888. All the districts in Bristol

and Norfolk counties have been continued, and a new district

has been formed in Dukes County, comprising the towns of

Cottage City, Edgaitown, Tisbury and West Tisbury. All

but sixteen towns in the four counties are now under skilled

supervision. Several of the towns now without a superin-

tendent have signified their willingness to accept the provi-

sions of the act, but have not been able to form convenient

districts. It is hoped that one new district at least will be

formed during the coming year.

The stability of the office of superintendent is shown from

the fact that only two changes in the superintendencies of

Bristol and Norfolk counties have been made during the year,

and these changes were made by reason of a transfer to other

places. The strengthened tenure of the superintendent's office

and the heightened estimation in which his service is held, as

shown by the constantly increasing remuneration given, is

tending to attract to the Avork the best teachers. This is a

hopeful sign, and instances will probably be fewer in the future

than they have been in the past of the selection of a superin-

tendent on other grounds than that of professional fitness.

As the numljer of well-qualified teachers increases, the work

of supervision becomes better defined and appreciated. Rarely

is general or serious fault found with a superintendent who

shows evidence of professional skill and wise leadership. The

greatest difficulty at present lies in the mistaken notions which

some committees and communities have of the real function of

a superintendent. While it is true that school committees

generally are placing in the hands of superintendents larger

professional powers and are justly holding them more respon-

sible than formerly for results, there are still cities and towns

in which the superintendent is not permitted to have the in-

fluence he should have in improving the schools. In some

places the superintendent has little or no voice in the selection

of teachers, and is frequently obliged to spend much of his

time in doing the work of a clerk or expressman. Two marked

instances of non-professional supervision have come under my
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notice recently ; one in which the superintendent has no more

to say than any member of the school committee in the choice

of teachers or text-books, and no authority given him to de-

termine promotions and no time allowed for teachers' meetings
;

in the other case so much clerical work is required of the

superintendent that he has but little time for inspection of the

schools or any intelligent direction. Happily such instances

are few,— so few that a more intelligent appreciation of the

true province of professional supervision is coming to be the

rule. This appreciation shows itself in the disposition of

school committees to give to superintendents large powers in

the selection of teachers and choice of all the appliances of

teaching, in the making of the course of studies, and in the

correction by all possible ways of mistakes that are made in

methods of teaching.

At present the superintendent is given under the direction

of the school committee "the charge and supervision of the

public schools." Beyond this no duty except that of signing

age and attendance certificates is given him by law. The long-

continued and well-settled policy of skilled supervision in

places where its usefulness is clearly seen would seem to war-

rant a designation by law of some of the duties of a superin-

tendent. Such a law would give responsibility to the office

which is not now everywhere recognized, and prevent certain

practices in the supervision of schools and in the appointment

of teachers which are sometimes found to exist.

Teachers as Members of the School Committee.

My attention has been called at various times within the past

few years to one serious defect of school administration, which

might be prevented by proper legislation. I allude to the

practice of one person serving as teacher and member of the

school committee at the same time. By such an arrangement

the teacher becomes his own employer, and helps to determine

his own salary. AVhen a superintendent is employed, the

difficulty is increased, the teacher-member assuming a double

attitude toward the superintendent, — that of one who gives

and of one who receives directions. There are happily but few

instances in which a member of the school committee is em-

ployed as teacher ; but the fact that serious difficulties have

arisen in the past from this practice, and that they are likely
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to arise at any time, is sufficient warrant for the passage of a

law which will prohibit it.

The QuALincATioxs AiStd Appointmext of Teachers.

In the first report of the Massachusetts Board of Educa-

tion, issued Feb. 1, 1838, appear the following statements

relative to the preparation of teachers for their work :
—

Nor can it be deemed unsafe to insist that, while occupations re-

quh'ing a very bumble degree of iutellectual effort and attaiumeut

demand a long continued training, it cannot be that the arduous and

manifold duties of the instructor of youth should be as well per-

formed without as with a specific training for them. In fact, it must

be admitted, as the voice of reason and experience, that institutions

for the formation of teachers must be established among us before

the all important work of forming the minds of our children can be

performed in the best possible manner and with the greatest attain-

able success, . . . Whatever tends to degrade the profession of the

teacher in his own mind or that of the public of course impairs his

usefulness ; and this result must follow from regarding instruction as

a business which in itself requires no previous training.

To this opinion of such men as Edward Everett, James G.

Carter, Edmund Dwight and Jared Sparks is added the testi-

mony of the first secretary— Horace Mann. "Teaching," he

says, "is the most difficult of all arts, and the most pro-

found of all sciences," and then, after enumerating its difficul-

ties and requirements, he asks : "Is it not worthy of the most

solemn deliberation whether, under our present system or

rather our present want of system in regard to the qualifica-

tions and appointment of teachers, we are in any way of

realizing to a reasonable and practicable extent a fulfilment of

the elevated purposes contemplated by the law? And will

not an impartial posterity inquire what measures had been

adopted by the lawgiver to insure the execution of the duties

he had himself so earnestly and solemnly enjoined ?
"

These expressions of the value of professional training for

teachers have been endorsed in one form or another in every

succeeding report of the Board, and the way in which the

people have responded to those annual appeals for improved

qualifications of teachers during a period of more than half

a century gives assurance to the hope that the time has ar-

rived for a complete fulfilment of the desire of early and late
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reformers of education that only well qualified persons shall

be permitted to teach in any of the schools of the Common-
wealth.

For the sake of a better understanding of the readiness of

our people to adopt advanced measures in providing well

qualified teachers for the schools the following brief history

of the Normal Schools is given :
—

Brief History or the Massachusetts Normal Schools.

The early history of the movement for normal schools was

marked by doubt if not by open hostility on the part of many
people. For several years before the creation of the Board

of Education the subject of a better preparation of teachers for

their work was freely discussed. Governor Lincoln, in his

annual address to the Legislature in 1827, recommended " the

adoption of measures for the preparation and better qualifi-

cation of teachers of youth," and further said :
" The wants of

the community in this respect are unquestionably great, and

with a growing population will be continually increasing. The

cause of learning languishes both from the paucity and incom-

petence of instructors." A committee to whom this part of

the message was referred reported a bill for the creation of a

fund for the '
' endowment of an institution for the instruction

of school teachers in every county of the Commonwealth."

This bill was defeated, as well as various bills of a similar kind

which were introduced at difierent times during the next ten

years. It was not until April, 1838, that the friends of the

measure were able to secure an appropriation from the Legis-

lature, and then only because of the promise of a private indi-

vidual— Edmund Dwight— to give $10,000 for the purpose,

on condition that the Legislature would appropriate an equal

amount. This dependence of the Legislature upon private

assistance was shown seven years later in a vote to appropriate

$5,000 for buildings, on condition that a like sum would be given

by private individuals.

At the close of the first decade after the establishment of the

first school in Lexington, it may be said that the experimental

stage of professional training had passed and that opposition

to the idea had largely ceased. At this time there were

three schools, having 278 students. During the first ten years
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654 persons of both sexes had graduated, nearly all of whom
found positions as teachers soon after their graduation. In its

report of the year 1848-49 the Board says :
—

To these [the normal schools] more than to any other agency within

their control they [the Board] have looked and with unabated con-

fidence continue to look as affording the best means for the elevation

of the character of the schools of the State. Never, it is believed,

has this Board for a moment entertained a doubt of their utility, nor

a question of their triumphant success, if allowed a fair experiment.

Popular estimation, evinced by the eagerness with which their gradu-

ates are employed, and justified by the high reputation they have

generally established as teachers, seems to have settled the question

both of their success and their utility. It is scarcely too much to

say, that henceforward they may be considered among the established

agencies by which the people of this Commonwealth intend to secure

to themselves the blessings of general education.

During the following ten years the number of normal

schools had increased to four, having a teaching force of

twenty-one. The number of students had increased to 486,

and the annual appropriation from the Legislature amounted

to upwards of $14,000. Of the usefulness of the normal

school at this time the Board in its report (twenty-third re-

port, page 6) says :
—

No appropriation of the State returns a larger dividend of real

efficient wealth, nor accomplishes more successfully the object for

which it was made. Their graduates are eminently useful and de-

servedly popular as teachers, the majority of them bringing to their

work, as they do, the culture, ability and accomplishment of a thor-

ough training and a vigorous intellectual and moral discipline. The

demand for their labors is greater than the means of supply, which

is one of the most significant interpreters of the public estimate of

their practical efficiency.

Up to 1859 less than $30,000 had been spent by the State

for the erection and furnishing of normal school buildings.

During the ten years following, the expenditure for this pur-

pose was more than doubled. In addition to this, $45,000 was

expended for boarding-houses in Bridgewater and Framing-

ham. The expense for maintaining the schools steadily in-

creased, until in the year 1869-70 it -was $41,384. During

the third decade the length of the course of study, which was
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at first one year and afterwards one and onc-lmlf years, was

increased to two years and four years.

During the next ten years nearly $300,000 was spent in

•new buildings and permanent repairs. A new school was

established in Worcester, and the Normal Art School in Bos-

ton. The expense of maintaining the normal schools for the

year 1879-80 (counting the rental of the building for the Nor-

mal Art School) was $72,817, and the number of students in

all the schools that year was 1,086.

The subsequent history of the normal schools shows the

same degree of external progress as was shown in the first

forty years of their existence. New buildings have been

erected for all the schools already established, and provision

has been made for the building and equipment of houses for

four new schools. When these houses are completed the value

of buildings and grounds devoted to normal schools will be

nearly $2,000,000. So much for externals which the people

through their representatives have generously supplied. Prog-

ress in the internal aliairs of the schools has been equally

marked. The courses of study have been completely revised,

large model or practice schools have been established, require-

ments for admission have been raised, and such improvement

has been made in the work done as to command the attention

of educators everywhere.

The above facts are given not so much to show the credit

that Massachusetts may claim in the maintenance of normal

schools as to call attention to the growth in public sentiment

concerning professional training for teachers, from apparent

indifference and even opposition to a positive and enthusias-

tic endorsement of the idea. The voting of money so freely

by representatives of the people in support of normal schools

means that the people as a whole believe in the best possible

training for the teachers, and appreciate the fact that the value

of the schools depends largely upon the preparation which

the teachers make.

Professional Training of Teachers.

The limits of this report will not permit an extended dis-

cussion of the methods which should be pursued in the pro-

fessional training of teachers, but no statement of desired
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standards in such training wonld be complete without some

reference to the means which should be employed.

The widest possible diiference exists at present in the work

attempted in normal schools, training schools, and pedagogical

courses of colleges and universities,— from a constant and

almost exclusive academic instruction to the most rigid profes-

sional training. Perhaps the most authoritative and at the

same time the most generally accepted statement of the required

means of professional training is contained in the report of the

Committee of Fifteen, appointed by the Department of Super-

intendence of the National Educational Association in 1893.

In this report the following standards of professional work are

given :
—

Professional training comprises two parts : (a) The science of

teaching and (6) the art of teaching. In the science of teaching are

included: (1) psychology as a basis for principles and methods;

(2) methodology as a guide to instruction; (3) school economy,

which adjusts the conditions of work ; and (4) history of education,

which gives breadth of view. The art of teacJiing is best gained :

(1) by observation of good teaching; (2) by practice teaching under

criticism.

These standards so far as they relate to the science of teach-

ing constitute in the main the present aim of our normal

schools. Academic subjects are pursued only as they need to

be reviewed from a new standpoint,— that of the teacher.

With the increased qualifications for admission lately made, it

is believed that the most thorough instruction will be given in

all that pertains to the theory of teaching.

One feature of professional preparation in which our schools

as a whole do not seem to reach the standard expressed as de-

sirable in the report of the Committee of Fifteen is that of

observation and practice, although plans are now in progress

for extending these means of training. The following extracts

from the report indicate a means of improvement in some of

our practice departments :
—

Training to teach requires (1) schools for obser^^ation and (2)

schools for practice.

Of necessity, these schools must be separate in purpose and in

organization. A practice school cannot be a model school. The

pupil-teachers should have the opportunity to observe the best mod-
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els of the teaching art ; and the manner, methods and devices of the

model-teacher sliould be noted, discussed and referred to the founda-

tion principles on which they rest. Allowable modifications of this

observed work may be suggested by the pupil-teacher and approved

by the teacher in charge. . . .

The practice-teaching should be in another school, preferably in a

different building, and should commence with group-teaching in a

recitation room apart from the schoolroom. Actual teaching of

small groups of children gives opportunity for the study of the child-

mind in its efforts at reception and assimilation of new ideas, and

shows the modifications in lesson plans that must be made to adapt

the subject matter to the child's tastes and activities. But the inde-

pendent charge for a considerable time of a schoolroom with a full

quota of pupils, the pupil-teacher and the children being much of the

time the sole occupants of the room, — in short, the realization of

ordinary school conditions, with the opportunity to go for advice to

a friendly critic, is the most valuable practice ; and no practice short

of this can be considered of great value except as preparation for

this chief form of preparatory practice. . . .

A critic-teacher should be appointed to the oversight of two such

pupil-teachers, each in charge of a schoolroom. The critic may also

supervise one or more teachers practising for brief periods daily with

groups of children. . . .

In the estimation of the committee, a year's practice would be

none too much to insure success. To meet the prescribed require-

ments for training, they would have several schools for practice,

some of which may be located in neighboring towns or cities.

It is hoped tliat in conjunction with the school authorities

of the various cities and towns our normal schools will secure

for their students opportunities for observation and practice

such as are embodied in the above named report, and sub-

scribed to by some of the most progressive educators of the

country.

What has been said thus far upon the needed professional

training for teachers relates only to teachers of elementary

schools. The training needed for teachers of secondary schools

is a more difficult problem, partly for the reason that hitherto

but little attention has been given to such training. A few
colleges offer courses in the philosophy of teaching, and some
of the normal schools permit college graduates to select a year's

professional work besides providing a full four years' course

which includes academic instruction in high school branches.
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While it is true tlaat many of the best teachers of high schools

are graduates of the latter course, it is a question whether more

than a professional preparation for all teachers ought to be ex-

pected or demanded from the State. Thus far but few college

graduates have availed themselves of the privileges afforded

them in the normal schools, and it is a matter of doubt whether

under present conditions many will be induced to do so. The

standards of professional training as outlined in the report of

the Committee of Fifteen would seem quite as suitable for high

school as for elementary school teachers. Both classes of

teachers-in-training need to be well grounded in the principles

of their art, and both classes should be given an opportunity

for observation and practice as well as for a professional review

of subjects which they expect to teach. To accomplish this

fully, it is evident that the present facilities offered in the nor-

mal schools for the training of high school teachers are inade-

quate, and that, to treat all public schools alike, it will be

necessary either to improve the present course provided for

college graduates, or to establish a separate institution for the

purely professional training of those who have the equivalent

of a colleo'e course.

Peesent Qualiticatioxs of Teachers.

Lookino- now to the extent to which trained teachers are

employed in the schools, we find that the whole number of

different teachers in the public schools last year was 12,027.

Of this number, 4,368 had attended, and 3,734 had graduated

from, the normal schools. This of course does not fairly

represent the public appreciation of professional training, inas-

much as the demand for normal graduates in many places far

exceeds the supply. To meet the demands to some extent,

trainino; schools have been established in some of the cities

and laro-e towns. If the o-raduates of these schools and all

others who have attended a normal school at least one year

are included in the list of professionally qualified .teachers,

doubtless upwards of one half of the whole number of teachers

in the State can be said to have had some special preparation

for their work. While this showing is in some respects tnost

gratifying as indicating a steady advance in the adoption of

the idea of professional training, yet taken as a whole it is a
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confession of weakness inexcusable in a great and progressive

Commonwealth.

From appeals that were made at the inception of the normal

schools it would seem that these schools were founded for the

benefit of all the schools of the Commonwealth. That an}^ of

the schools should be practically debarred from receiving ad-

vantages for which all alike are taxed seems unreasonable and

unjust
; yet, when we see where the graduates of normal

schools are at work, we are convinced that such is the fact.

In the returns of last year we find that about five eighths of

all the normal graduates employed in the State were reported

as teaching in the 31 cities, and that one half of the remainder

were teaching in towns having 4,500 inhabitants and upwards.

Looking at the other end of the list, we find that there was

not a single normal graduate teaching in 60 towns of the

Commonwealth, and that only one graduate was employed in

each of 53 other towns; so that in 113 towns having 1,289

different teachers during the year there were employed but 53

normal graduates, all the others, with the exception of a few

training school graduates, having no professional preparation

whatever. While in these and in other country towns there

are doubtless many capable teachers who do not hold a normal

school diploma, yet it may be truly said that a large propor-

tion of the entire number employed are, in various respects,

unfit for their work.

The term of service also of the teachers in these towns is

generally very short. Not unfrequently there is an entire

change in the corps of teachers within a single 3'ear, each school

having from one to four teachers during that time. The judg-

ment of experts would hardly seem necessary to prove that the

schools carried on under these conditions are generally very

poor. That such is the fact is shown by implication at least in

nearly every report of the agents of the Board during the past

twenty years.

The Selection of Teachers.

In many instances of the selection of poor teachers it is

difiicult to determine whether the fault lies chiefly in low stand-

ards of requirements or in the exercise of personal or political

favoritism in making the appointments. Certain it is that in
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both country and city there exist practices which must inevi-

tably result in poor appointments. Under the present law the

school committee is required to " select and contract with the

teachers " in any way it sees fit. In many of the country towns

there is an unwritten law, proceeding perhaps from the practice

pursued under the old district system, that each member of the

committee shall have sole charge of one or more schools of the

town,— the " charge " to include among: other things the exami-

nation and selection of the teachers. It can be readily seen

that the eifects of such a practice must be even worse than the

plan pursued under the district system, when the responsibili-

ties of the examination and selection of teachers were divided

between the district and the town committee. Each member of

the school committee assents to the appointment made by every

other member, if indeed such assent is expected, with the un-

derstanding that his own appointment shall not be questioned.

What wonder that the appointments under such a plan are

sometimes determined, not by merit, T)ut by considerations

wholly independent of the interests of the schools ?

Nor is the danger of favoritism in making appointments

confined to country towns. In some cities and large towns

the school committees cling closely to the prerogative of per-

sonally selecting the teachers with little or no reference to the

opinions of the superintendent. As a consequence "influence"

is frequently more potent than merit in securing a position as

teacher, and notoriously poor teachers are kept in their places

year after year through sympathy or the importunity of inter-

ested friends.

Proposed Means of Improvement.

The difiierence in the conditions and needs of the various

municipalities of the Commonwealth suggests the chief fault

of our system of public education ; namely, making the cen-

tre of the system the town rather than the State. It is evi-

dent that in a civilization like ours the condition of one part

of the State afiects every other part, and that if one part

sufi^ers from poor or insufficient education the entire State

suifers. The present tendency of our people to urban life is

well known. Large numbers of our native population are

flocking to cities, and their places are taken to some extent by
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foreigners. It can be readily seen that the schools of the

country sliould be made as efficient as possible, not only be-

cause good schools will help to send proper material to the

cities, but also because they will tend to remedy some of the

ill effects of a depopulation of the country towns.

So long as the town is permitted to be the creator and the

judge of standards, differences vital in character and great in

extent will exist. In respect to subjects of instruction and to

the amount of time required for the schools to be kept, the

State has assumed to set the standard, but in respect to quality

of work done— the most vital element of all— it is silent. We
can make no just claim to superiority or excellence of our

schools until all the schools of the Commonwealth— the schools

of the poorer as well as of the richer towns— are taught by

good teachers. We have no right to point to the vast sum
which the State as a whole expends for schools as long as there

are teachers in some portions who are paid less than is paid to

cooks and factory operatives.

The changing circumstances of rural communities during

the past thirty years have tended to modify the extreme de-

mands for local self-government and to make easy the central-

ization of authority so far as the professional direction of the

schools is concerned.

The advantage of keeping the control of the internal affairs

of the schools in the hands of an intelligent central authority

is clearly seen in Germany, where the schools of the country

are found to be quite as good as those of the cities,— high

professional qualifications being demanded of all the teachers

of the empire. The history of education in our own State

also furnishes an illustration of the comparative merits of cen-

tral and of local control. Dr. Harris, in reviewing the history

of education in Massachusetts, says that there was an " appar-

ent retrogression of education in Massachusetts from 1789 to

1839, a period of fifty years marked by the increase of local

self-government and the decrease of central authority." *

It is not necessary to adopt the extremes of centralization

such as are found in Germany to secure the educational advan-

tages which that nation enjoys. Our government is not a

* Martin's Evolution of the Massachusetts School System, page xi.
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centralized monarchy, but " of the people and by the people."

It is only necessary for the people voluntarily to give the

direct professional control of the schools into the hands of

competent persons. There is nothing revolutionary in such

a partial abandonment of local control. Indeed to a greater

or less extent it has been done already in all sections of our

State. It was done when the people through their representa-

tives abolished the district system. It has been done more

recently by the smaller towns joining together into districts

for the purpose of placing their schools in the hands of pro-

fessional superintendents.

The plan that I would advocate is for the State as a whole to

do precisely what some municipalities in our State have done

;

namely, to place both the supervision and the teaching of the

schools in the hands of professionally prepared teachers. It

is well known that where such action is taken by school

committees the best schools are found. This fact is coming

to be understood, and slowly the needed reforms are being

made. Is it necessary to wait for the slow progress of a

recognition of the great advantages of skilled teaching ? Or
may the representatives of the people, recognizing that the

universal existence of good schools is necessary to the highest

welfare of the State, pass a law fixing the minimum of qualifi-

cations of all the teachers? The provisions of such a law

would be simply that after a given time, say Jan. 1, 1900, no

person shall be employed to teach in any school of the Com-

monwealth who is not a graduate of a State normal school or

who has not an equivalent in knowledge and training of what

the normal schools have to give. The German plan of state

certification of teachers susfo-ests a method of examination

which may be made in connection with the work of the normal

schools,— a method that permits persons who have had train-

ing elsewhere to secure the required certificate to teach.

One difficulty in carrying out the proposed plan lies in the

financial inability of some towns to meet the increased expense

involved. Statistics already given and the testimony of school

committees give assurance to the fact that some towns are

unable to get and to retain as teachers graduates of normal

schools. The right of the State to protect the interests of the

schools in demanding a minimum of qualifications for all
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teachers implies an obligation to assume such additional ex-

penses as will be needed to secure the required result. Means

should be provided by which the State at large shall supply

what towns cannot afford to raise for the support of good

schools. This may be accomplished in one of two ways

:

either by levying a State tax sufficient to cover the minimum

expense involved in the plan, or by giving aid to the smaller

towns in proportion to their inability to meet the conditions

named.

The last objection to be noticed is that of the difficulty of

securing teachers who have the required qualifications or of

training them in sufficient numbers to supply future needs.

If the time at which the proposed law goes into effect is set

forward four years from its enactment, there will be given

abundant opportunity for candidates to meet the requirements

and for the normal schools to make provision for the extra

demands that will be made upon them. A careful estimate of

the probable number of teachers that will be needed and of the

capacity of the ten normal schools (including the Boston nor-

mal) shows that with the proposed extension of practice facili-

ties no other normal schools need be established for several

years to come, unless it be a separate institution for the train-

ins: of teachers for high schools.

In conjunction with a plan for fixing the minimum qualifica-

tions of teachers there should be some designation of authority

to appoint which will protect the schools against the dangers

of the present system. It is true that a plan of certification

such as is outlined above would cut off much of the favoritism

in appointments which exists in some places and would insure

a higher grade of work throughout the State. But a plan is

needed which will prevent the possibility of bargaining for

places and which will permit the selection of the best qualified

teachers that can be had. If it can be assumed, as it ought to

be assumed, that over all the schools of the State there are pro-

fessional superintendents, then to these officials should be given

the duty of nominating the teachers, their election being left

to the local boards. This method of appointing teachers is no

untried scheme. In certain localities, both in and out of the

State, the duty of nominating or appointing teachers has been

given to the superintendent, and almost invariably with the
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best results. Indeed, it may be said truly tbat a large majority

of the best schools are taught by teachers who were selected

on account of meritorious training or experience by skilled

superintendents.

Conclusion.

Three clearly defined propositions are included in the above

statement :
—

1. The enactment of a law providing (a) that no primary

or grammar school teacher shall be appointed after a certain

time who has not had the equivalent of a four years' high

school course and of a two years' normal school course ; and

(h) that no high school teacher shall be appointed after a cer-

tain time who has not had the equivalent of a college course

and of at least one year of professional training.

2. The enactment of a law making it the duty of profes-

sional superintendents to nominate all teachers,— such nom-

inations to be acted upon by local boards.

3. The enactment of a law by which there shall be such an

equalization of taxation for schools throughout the State as

will enable towns of low valuation to meet, without excessive

burden, the expense of the support of good schools.

I have tried to show that these propositions are reasonable

and right, and that the time has come for their consideration

by the people and their representatives in the Legislature. If

they are fully accepted as a fixed part of our school system,

we may have the satisfaction of knowing that justice is done to

all tlie children of the Commonwealth, and that through the

extension of the benefits of an improved system of schools all

our civic and political institutions will prosper. The conditions

then existing will place our schools far in advance of the schools

of other American commonwealths, and keep them abreast of

the best schools in other lauds.

JOHN T. PPJNCE.
Jan. 1, 1896.
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REPOKT.

To the Board of Education.

A brief summary of my work for the past year is herewith

presented. I have visited schools in the following named towns

and cities :
—

Agawam,

Ashburnham,

Athol,

Beverly,

Blaekstone,

Boston,

Brockton,

Charlton,

Chester,

Chicopee,

Douglas,

Grafton,

Lancaster,

Leicester,

Leominster,

Mendon,

Millbury,

Monson,

Newton,

Northampton,

Palmer,

Russell,

Southbridge,

Southwick,

I have held teachers' meetings in —
Ashburnham,

Athol,*

Beverly,

Bradford,

Brockton,

Brookfield,*

Chester,*

Chicopee,

Douglas,

Dudley,*

Grafton,*

Holden,*

Hopedale,*

Hubbaixlston,*

Laneastei',

Leominster,

Mendon,*

Middleborough,

Springfield,

Sutton,

Wales,

Webster,

West Boylston,

Westfield,

Westminster,

West Springfield,

Wilbraham,

Winchendon,

Worcester.

Millbury,

Monson,

Northampton,

Northborough,*

Petersliam,*

Southbridge,

Sturbridge,

Westminster.*

At places marked * teachers from adjoining towns were

present.
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At fifternoon or evenino- meetino;s I have addressed the

people of

—

Blandfovd,
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a consideration of school supervision, its growth, present condi-

tion and the need of further extension. Tlie schools of every

town and city should enjoy the advantages of skilled super-

vision. A plan that has been so thoroughly tried and has bene-

fited the schools in so marked a manner should become an

integral part of our school system.

History axd Legislative Enactments.

A history of the growth of the public school system of

Massachusetts is a history of the gro^i:h of the Common-
wealth. It has been steady and continuous, if not rapid.

One phase of this development is supervision.

In the early colonial and provincial periods the direction

and management of public schools were vested in the towns

as corporations. Towns at their annual meetings chose their

schoolmasters, fixed their compensation and regulated the

terms of admission to the schools, or chose officers, often

the selectmen, to perform these duties.

The General Court of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay in

1642 ordered and decreed: "Forasmuch as the good Edu-

cation of Children is of Singular behoofe and benefit to any

Commonwealth, and whereas many Parents and

Masters are too indulgent and neo;lio-ent of their ?Jf«^o'^°^

duty in that Idnd ; It is Ordered, that the Select-

men of every Town, in the several Precincts and quarters

where they dwell, shall have a vigilant eye over their brethren

and neighbours, to see. First that none of them shall suffer so

much Barbarism in any of their families, as not to Endeavour

to teach, by themselves or others, their Children and Ap-
prentices, so much learning, as may enable them perfectly to

read the English tongue, and Knowledge of the Capital Laws."

The General Court of the New Plymouth Colony in 1663

decreed: "It is proposed by the Court unto the severall

Townshipes of this Jurisdiction as a tliinge they

ought to take into theire serious consideration That ^qqq^^
°^

some course may be taken that in every towne

there may be a Scool master sett up to train up Children to

reading and writins;."
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Again, in 1671, the Plymoutli Court enacted a law very

similar to that passed in 1642 by the Massachusetts Bay
Colony, with the added injunction "to teach their children

Ordinance ^^^ servants as they grow capable, so much learning
of 1671. as through tlie blessing of God they may attain,

at least to be able duely to read tlie Scriptures, and other

good profitable Books printed in the English Tongue (being

their Native Language) and the Knowledge of tlie Capital

Laws, and in some competent measure to understand the

main Grounds and Principles of Christian Religion, neces-

sary to Salvation, by causing them to learn some short Ortho-

dox Catechisms without Bool? or otherwise instructing them

as they may be able to give a clue answer to such plain and

ordinary Questions as may by them or others be propounded

to them concerning the same."

In 1701 the examination and certification of every gi'ammar

schoolmaster was required, as follows: "Every Grammar

certiflca- Scliool-Master to be approved by the Minister of
tionof

^Yie Town, and the Ministers of the two next ad-grammar '

school- jacent Towns, or any two of them, by certificate

under their Hands."

In 1789 the division of towns into 'districts was sanctioned.

The statute further decreed : "It shall be the duty of the

Minister or Ministers of the Gospel and the Selectmen (or

such other persons as shall be specially chosen by
Selection

. .

i ^ ^
of school each town or district for that purpose) of the

authorized several towns or districts, to use their influence

and best endeavours that the youth of their re-

spective towns and districts do regularly attend the schools

regularly appointed and supported as aforesaid, for their in-

struction ; and once in every six months at least, and as much

oftener as they shall deem it necessary, to visit and inspect

the several schools in their respective towns and districts, and

shall inquire into the regulation and discipline thereof, and the

proficiency of the scholars therein, giving reasonable notice of

the time of their visitation."

This form of supervision cpntinued till 1827, when an act

was passed which provided: "That each town in this Com-

monwealth shall, at the annual meeting thereof, for the choice
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of toTvn officers, choose by written or printed ballots a school

committee, consisting of three, five or seven persons, who
shall have the general charge and superintendence of all the

public schools in said town, which are supported Annual
at the expense thereof; . . - and it shall be the election

duty of said committee to require full and satis- committee

factory evidence of the good moral character of ^'e^^i^'ed.

all instructors, who may be employed in the several schools

in said town, and to satisfy themselves, by personal examina-

tion or otherwise, of their literary qualifications and capacity

for the government of schools."

Towns having four thousand population and upwards were

allowed to choose an additional number, not exceedinof five.

In 1857 the number was fixed at three, or some multiple of

three, one third to be elected annually, and to continue in

office three years, which is the law of to-day.

Duties of School Committees.

Supervision by persons elected directly by the people has

resulted in a popular interest in good schools throughout the

Commonwealth. It is a component part of our democracy;

and as long as our form of government remains unchanged,

school committee men will be necessary to the conduct of

public schools. They are usually, however, busy business

men, who can give but a portion of their time and attention

to the schools.

The inadequacy of this form of supervision becomes ap-

parent when one considers the various and delicate duties

which from time to time the State has imposed upon school

committees. By law they are: (1) to determine
11 • /.

Duties
the number and location of the schools in any as defined

,town or city; (2) to select teachers and assign
^^5^^^^-

them to their respective schools
; (3) to prepare courses of

study; (4) to select and provide suitable text-books, apparatus

and supplies
; (5) to organize and classify the schools

; (6) to

determine the methods of teaching; (7) to have the care of

schoolhouses
; (8) to appoint janitors

; (9) to visit the

schools '' on some day during the first week after the open-

ing of such schools, and on some day during the two weeks
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preceding the close of the same, and also, without giving pre-

vious notice thereof to the instructors, once in each month ;

"

(10) to "inquire into the regulation and discipline of the

school and into the habits and proficiency of the scholars ;

"

(11) to appoint truant officers; (12) to grant labor certifi-

cates; (13) to apply the income of the school fund
; (14) to

see that the school laws are obeyed; and (15) to make re-

ports to the town and to the State.

To do all this and do it well requires time, intelligence,

skill and training. But few committee men have the time or

have had the training to do the work as it should be done,—
a fact everywhere recognized by intelligent committee men
acting with an eye single to the good of the schools.

Even if committee men are well trained and have had large

experience in teaching and supervising, it is still for the best

interest of the schools to have some one mind to lead, rather

than to have " many men of many minds."

Every school board needs a competent executive, who,

under its general direction and guidance, shall act as agent.

The more intimate the acquaintance of committee men with

good schools and the more unselfish their attitude, the greater

will be their appreciation of the need of a superintendent.

Recom3iendations by Secretaries of the State Board of

Education and Others.

The following extracts from reports of the State Board of

Education present clearly the convictions of educational leaders

on the subject of school supervision :
—

In the fourth annual report of the State Board of Education

Horace Mann wrote: "During the last year [1840] an event

worthy of special notice has occurred in relation to the super-

visory part of our school system. I refer to the

Mann\84:0 appropriation by the town of Springfield of the

sum of one thousand dollars as a salary for a super-

•intendent of their schools, to be selected and ai^pointed by

their town committee. . . . Nor can it be denied that one

whose whole time and talents are devoted to the interests of

the schools,— to an examination and selection of text-books,

to the introduction of improved processes in teaching and of
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better modes of governing, — in fine, to a more thorough,

acquaintance with the great subject of education in its prin-

ciples and in its practical details, would be far l^etter qualified

for the discharge of his duties than if. those duties were only an

occasional employment, and collateral to his main pursuits."

Again, eight years later, in his twelfth report, Mv. Mann
wrote :

" Let me add that there is no visible end to the labor

that can be profitably bestowed upon our school system and

its workings, and upon the application to it of

those grand and immortal principles which l)elong ]yiami^i848

to the science of human culture. In my opinion,

the State could do no wiser thing than to divide its territory

into districts of convenient size, and to appoint a visitor or

superintendent of schools for each section. I now see far

more of useful labor to be done in this field than I did when I

first entered upon it."

In the eighteenth report (December, 1854) the secretary,

Barnas Sears, wrote :
" The supervision of schools is a subject

which must sooner or later engage the attention of the Legisla-

ture. While the duties of school committees have

for many years been growing both more arduous sears^^i854

and more numerous, little has been done for their

relief, either by authorizing them to devolve upon one of

their numlier the chief responsibility, or by the appointment

of superintendents. One of the most ruinous practices, and

one of the most common, is the change of the school com-

mittees almost every year. . . . Even where the best men
for the office are elected, the duties devolved upon them are

so onerous and require such an amount of time that the fiiith-

ful discharge of them is hardly compatible with the other

engrossing engagements which such men are generally sure to

have. . . . Meanwhile, the superintendence of the schools is

growing more and more diflScult. The introduction of schools

of a higher grade renders the arrangement of the courses of

study a much more delicate and laljorious task. The visita-

tion of these schools, if performed with becoming skill and

care, is no trifling undertaking. In proportion to the liigh

character of the schools is the importance of finding and

employing the best teachers. To do this successfully requires
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not only knowledge of tlie art of teaching but an extensive

acquaintance with teachers. A vigilant eye is to be kept

upon school books, in order to make a judicious selection

;

upon the tactics of book agents, who generally outwit com-

mittees, and, either with or without their consent, crowd their

ware upon the schools. . . . If one were called upon to name
the weakest point in our system of education, as it now
operates, he would not hesitate to say it is in the supervision

of the schools. And yet nothing can be more important. . . .

Strange that so many towns, after having made liberal appro-

priations for schools, should allow the end they have in view

to be defeated for want of supervision. And yet so it is, and

so it will continue to be, till some further provision is made
for securing the better execution of this important trust."

In the thirty-second report (February, 1869) the secretary,

Joseph White, wrote: "Notwithstanding all the improve-

ments which have been made and the progress which has been

achieved within the past thirty years, for which we
White, cannot be too profoundly thankful, still it must be

acknowledged that there is a vast and unoccupied

field for improvement before us in the way of a more careful,

systematic and searching superintendence and iiispection of

the public schools."

Again, in the thirty-third report (February, 1870), Mr.
White wrote : "I think no intelligent man, looking upon our

school system from ' my standpoint,' will fail to agree with

me in reoardino- the superintendence of the schools
Joseph -

.

White, as the central point of weakness or of strengih.

It is indeed the spinal cord of tht system. If, as

in the living organism, there be weakness here, the whole

system will give signs of corresponding weakness. If, on the

other hand, this be sound in health and full of life, then a

normal energy and force will be sent through every tissue

and nerve, and the system will accomplish freely and fully

its destined end. No matter how lavish the expenditure of

money and how well appointed and even elegant the school-

houses, how ample the provision of books and every needed

appliance for illustration, still, if there be weakiiess and

incompetency in the supervision, the teachers will also be
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incompetent and ill-assorted, the schools -vviil be without

classification and in disorder, and the studies will l)e pursued,

if pursued at all, at haphazard, with no intelligent reference

to a proper end. Instead of success there will be failure

;

instead of satisfaction there will be mortification and disgrace."

In the thirty-seventh report (1873) the State Board of

Education had this to say :
" By trial it has been proven that

whenever a town or city is provided with a good superintend-

ent of schools, in that town or city the best schools g^ + g ^
exist. A superintendent is able to make his schools of Educa-

a personal study, so as intelligently to direct their

modes of teaching, to appreciate their deficiencies and supply

their wants. . . . This supervision implies that in a measure

they are State schools, and that the State is under obligation

to care for them, so that any child, no matter in what part of

the State he may live, shall have the opportunity of obtaining

as good an education as any other child."

Secretary J. W. Dickinson in several of his reports urged

strongly the extension of skilled supervision. In the forty-

first (1877) he wrote: " The employment of an experienced,

intelligent leader, responsible for results, is as j .^ Dick-
necessary in school affairs as it is, and is ac- inson, i877.

knowledged to be, in all other organizations and occupa-

tions ; a leader who shall spend all his time and strength

in looking after the interests of the schools, and who shall

be constantly devising new means for their improvement, so

that there may be an adequate return for what is expended."

In the forty-second report (1878) Mr. Dickinson wrote:

"Success in the application of any plan of labor, mental or

physical, requires unity of action. If the labor is performed

by many agents, unity of action is possible only j ^ Dick-
so far as the many are brought under the di- inson, 1878.

rection of one controlling power. Upon this principle is

founded the philosophy of superintendence in the various de-

partments of human labor. The necessity and economy of an

efficient supervision are nowhere more apparent than when con-

sidered in connection with the public schools of a country.

There is not an educator whose opinion has any part in forming

that concurrent opinion which must be taken as a rule of action,
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who does not advocate a thorough and universal system of

school supervision. . . . The employment of a sufficient num-
ber of superintendents to superintend all the schools must be

made compulsory. The demand for an educated supervision

of the schools is imperative, and we have no reason to hope

for great and good results until it exists. When this super-

vision is established Massachusetts will have one of the best

systems of common schools to be found in the world."

George A. Walton, agent of the Board, in summing up the

results of the famous examination of the Norfolk County
schools in 1880, said: "The conditions which make the

Geor eA scliools poor or good are the same everywhere.

"Walton, Their failures result from poor organization, in-

sufficient appliances for teaching or from the teach-

ing itself. These in their turn result from inadequate support

or from ineffective supervision. The examinations clearly

indicate that more depends upon the supervision of the schools

than upon all other causes combined."

Dr. J. A. McLellan, inspector of schools, Ontario, in a

letter to Secretary Dickinson in 1881 wrote :
" In every com-

Dr J A plete organization of public instruction, supervi-

McLeiian, sion, systematic and thorough, is essential. Good
1881 . .

teachers are indispensable ; equally so are good
inspectors. The teacher makes the school, it is said ; in our

experience, if the inspector does not make the school, he has

a mighty influence in making or moulding the teacher."

George H. Martin, agent of the State Board, said in his

„ report in 1884: "I see very little reason to
George H. ^

_ ,

'^

_

Martin, hope for much improvement in public education

until all the schools can be brought under pro-

fessional supervision."

These arguments, coming from our best authorities on public

school matters during the past fifty years, are unanswerable.

Duties of a Superintendent.

The duties of a superintendent may be classed as general

and professional. His more prominent general duties are to

inspect the school premises, — the grounds, buildings and out-

houses ; to know and as far as possible to introduce the most
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approved methods of heating, lightmg and ventilating school

buildings ; to select text and reference books, ap- Qe^erai
paratus and supplies, and to see to their distri- duties.

bution ; and, in brief, to attend to the endless details accom-

panying the business part of school administration.

From an economical standpoint the superintendent often

proves himself a profitable agent, saving a town, city or dis-

trict in a single year no small part of his salary, and some-

times more than his salary.

If prepared for his work, the superintendent is a thorough

student of the science and art of education, of psychology

with special reference to child study, of applied pedagogy

and of the aims and work of our g-reat educational^ Profes-
reformers. He has had large and successful expe- sionai

rience in teaching, especially in elementary grades.
*^^*^®^-

He has an intimate acquaintance with the best schools of the

day ; he attends educational conventions, institutes and summer

schools ; in short, he keeps abreast of all advanced educational

movements. Only by such preparation is he fitted to arrange

a course of study for his schools. This keystone to any

educational structure should he the work of a scholarly and

progressive educator. It should indicate the principles un-

derlying, the ends to be attained, the sul)jects to l)e taught,

the order of their presentation, with some general suggestions

on methods of teaching. And after the course of study has ])een

prepared, it must l)e wisely interpreted and intelligently applied.

The further professional duties of a superintendent may
perhaps l)e best shown by a discussion of his relations to four

classes of people,— the school committee, teachers, pupils and

the public :
—

1. He is the executive head or agent of the school com-

mittee. It is the province of the committee to legislate, to

give a candid consideration and final decision on the general

policy to be pursued. ,It is the province of the

superintendent to study every phase of education, tions to^tha

to suggest to the committee what in his iudgment school
cominitte©

he thinks for the best interest of the schools, and,

after decision of the committee, to execute their wishes. He
keeps the committee well informed on the actual and com-
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parative condition and needs of the schools, freely and con-

scientiously recommending changes where improvements are

needed. He is their professional leader, and makes his in-

fluence felt on all questions pertaining to the welfare of the

schools.

2. The value of skilled supervision rests largely in the

ability of the superintendent to select and retain good teachers,

and to assist all, both strong and weak, to the best results

possible. He secures a list of desirable candidates,
His rela- ^

. . . . , .

tionsto examines carefully into their qualifications, cor-
teac ers.

responds with persons able to speak from per-

sonal knowledge of their worth and work, visits them in the

schoolroom, and in a variety of ways exercises a judicious

care in their selection. He places each teacher where she is

most likely to succeed, visits her often, suggests good methods

and encourages her in every way in his power. He is a

strength and inspiration to the entire teaching force. Superior

teachers are recognized and upheld, mediocre ones are stimu-

lated to better preparation and greater efforts, while those who
have no ability, who are hopelessly poor, are soon crowded

out of the service. Many of our best teachers refuse to teach

in towns having no superintendent, — they recognize the value

of the help he is able to render.

In the schoolroom the superintendent follows closely the

work of each teacher, notes mistakes, omissions and weak-

nesses, and gives occasional test and teaching exercises. This

constant contact with the schools enables the su-

^hoo^
^ ^ perintendent to understand and appreciate the dif-

ficulties of teachers far better than can any amount

of reading and theorizing. Even a brief visit enables a super-

intendent to observe the spirit and order of the school and the

value of the teaching.

The superintendent confers frequently with his teachers at

general or grade meetings. Here he* unifies and strengthens

effort, compares the work of teachers in the same
Help at ^

teachers' grade and of several grades, considers with them
meetiugs.

^|^^ ends and means in all school exercises, pre-

sents model lessons, interprets the various steps in the course

of study, encourages and directs professional reading and
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study. Teachers' meetings without a superintendent to direct

are rare and of little value.

3. The superintendent sees that the schools are provided

with everything necessary to the bodily health and comfort of

pupils, as well as with every appliance for their instruction.

He assists in examining, classifying and promoting

pupils from time to time, and by his discriminating relations to

oversight prevents the machinery of school organ- ^^^^ ^•

ization from destroying all individuality. Proper gradation

and frequent promotions lead to increased interest and better

attendance. He encourages pupils to be prompt and regular

at school, and to this end sees that the truant ofEcers do their

duty. He excites the ambition of pupils to obtain a good

education, and as a result the attendance in grammar and high

schools is greatly increased.

4. The superintendent often renders the schools invaluable

service by interesting the people, the fathers and mothers,

taxpayers and voters in their present condition and needed

improvements. He gains their attention and sup-

port by frequent teachers' meetings, where all in- tionsto

terested can learn of what is being attempted, and parents and
^ ^ '

ttie public.

of modern education, — its purpose, means and

methods ; by evening meetings for general discussion of the

work of the schools and the relations of the people to them

;

by school exliibitions, where some of the more tangible results

of school work can be displayed ; by arranging special visiting

days, Avhere the regular daily work of the schools can be

observed ; by providing monthly and yearly reports of pupils'

work and progress for the inspection of parents ; and by

interesting the daily and weekly press in reporting school

news and abstracts of addresses at teachers' meetings, insti-

tutes and conventions. When people hear much of the

schools, visit them often and appreciate their needs, they

appropriate liberally for their support.

Again, he often acts the part of intermediary in settling

differences and misunderstandings between parents and chil-

dren on the one hand and teachers on the other. Educational

machinery will always work with greater ease and efficiency if

the cogs, wheels and bearings are kept well oiled.
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Eesults of Supervision.

Skilled supervision has been on trial long enongli to enable

a fair estimate of its merits to be made. There can be no

longer any question of its great advantage to the schools,

wherever it has been given a fair trial.

The following is a brief summary of the improvements

noticed in towns and cities employing trained superintend-

ents :
—

1

.

Better teachers ; a better professional spirit on their

part ; better results.

2. More regular attendance of pupils in all grades ; better

classifications and progress ; more frequent promotions ; in-

creased attendance in the grammar and high schools.

3. A well arranged and properly balanced course of

study ; unity of work through the various grades, from the

kindergarten to the high school ; economy of time and effort.

4. Greater care in the selection of suitable text-books,

apparatus and supplies ; better equipment and care of school

buildings ; more economical expenditure of money.

5. Greater interest in the schools on the part of parents and

taxpayers.

Obstacles to Complete Success.

In some towns success has been less pronounced than in

others, owing to a variety of reasons, chief among which

are :
—

1 . An uncomfortable and unsympathetic school committee.

It occasionally happens that members of school committees are

elected on strict party lines, and that every act and every vote

is measured from a personal or political stand-
Uncomfort- « i i i i • />

able sctLooi point, the good of the schools bemg oi secondary
committee,

j^^portance. Again, some school committees are

not in thorough sympathy with supervision or are not united

in their choice of a superintendent, and as a consequence do

not give their executive their undivided and hearty support.

And ao-ain, in some towns the unbusinesslike methods that

have prevailed in the past in the management of school affairs,

the delegation of the selection of teachers and care of schools
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to local members,— a relic of the old district system,— and a

lack of unity that prevails when any question arises for con-

sideration, all act as a dead weight on the neck of the super-

intendent. A school committee of this sort, and sometimes

a single memlier of it, can neutralize the work of the best

superintendent ever elected.

2. A false economy that prevails in some communities in

the management of schools. As a result of a " penny-wise,

pound-foolish" policy, cheap teachers, poor school buildings

and a lack of suitable text-books and supplies

are all too common. It is as difficult to-day to f!f^^®_'J economy.
make bricks without straw as it was in the days of

Moses. Many a town would do well to heed the Scripture say-

ing, " There is that scattereth, and yet increaseth ; and there is

that withholdeth more than is meet, but it tendeth to poverty."

3. Poor teachers. This difficulty is a common and almost

insuperable one. Teachers are poor because of a la^ of edu-

cation and culture, or of professional training, disciplinary

ability, tact, energy, consecration or willing spirit,

— one or all combined. Some, probably "home ^^^^^

talent," are firmly intrenched in their positions,

past growth and usefulness, unwilling to be taught and un-

sympathetic in their every attitude.

4. The many and widely separated schools, which neces-

sitate much time in travel and forbid the holding of frequent

teachers' meetings ; the perplexing questions sure to arise in

directing a sj^stem of schools, with something less

than the wisdom of Solomon to settle them ; and fchoSrand
the utter impossibility of meeting in too short perplexing

a time the ardent expectations of friends of the

system,— all make a high degree of success in the superin-

tendent, however competent, somewhat problematical.

5. And, again, the selection of an incompetent or "misfit"

superintendent has prevented some towns from enjoying the

full benefit that should come from the adoption of

supervision. A poor teacher is poor property ;
-^°°^ super-

a poor school committee man is poor property

;

likewise a poor superintendent. Neither party has any legiti-

mate place in connection with our puljlic schools.
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Tlie occasional failure of a superintendent to meet the ex-

pectations of a community, owing either to the person selected

or to his environment, is no more an argument against super-

vision than the failure of a teacher now and then is an argu-

ment against the school system.

The success of supervision in small towns and union districts

is fully as marked as in large towns and cities.

Present Coxditiox, with Tables.

The law of 1854 granted to cities the right by ordinance

and to towns the right by vote to require school committees

to elect a superintendent of schools. The law of 1870 au-

thorized the formation of union districts, two or more towns

uniting in the employment of a superintendent.

The law of 1888, amended in 1893, granted to towns of low

valuation the right to form districts and receive State aid,

— 1750 towards the emplo3^llent of a superintendent and $500

towards ^achers' salaries in each district.

The following statistical table gives the number of towns in

each county emplopng school superintendents, the number

not employing school superintendents, the population, number

of teachers and number of pupils in each class of towns. The

diagrams on the succeeding pages represent vividly the per-

centao'es found in the table.
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Number of towns in the State, .

Number of towns under supervision,

Ratio (per cent.)

353
253
71.7

Population of the State, .... 2,500,183
Population under supervision, . • 2,341,867
Katio (per cent.) 93.6
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Number of teachers in the State, . . 10,409

Number of teachers under supervision, 9,447
Ratio (percent.), 90.7

Number of pupils in the public schools, 412.953
Number of pupils under supervision, . 384,188
Ratio (per cent.) 93
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In fifteen towns supervision is united with teacliing, usually

with the principalship of the high school, the principal giving

a portion of each day to a supervision of the lower grades.

In seven towns supervision is united with some other work,

the superintendent giving only a portion of his time to an

oversight of the schools. These two plans are an improve-

ment on supervision by the committee, as one central authority

can do for the schools more than many committee men.

In most of these places, however, a better plan would be to

unite towns into districts, and employ superintendents who
can give their undivided time and attention to one line of work,

— supervision. Part time of a specialist is far better than any

combination of superintendency and other work. The expe-

rience gained by inspection and study in the schools of one

town is utilized in another.

Of the one hundred towns that do not employ superintend-

ents, thirty-seven have signified their approval of supervision

within the past few years. Most of these could not well

unite in districts, though anxious to do so. A few have tried

supervision for a short time and reversed their vote, invariably

owing to some personal question of trifling importance.

A majority of the towns now without proper supervision

cannot easily form unions, and must continue as they are until

supervision is made universal and compulsory

.

Further Extension or Supervision.

Some of the reasons why the State should insist upon com-

petent supervision of all its schools are :
—

1. Because supervision has improved the schools in towns

and cities of all possible grades and conditions wherever it has

been given a fair trial. In many towns not only the character

Improve- ^^ ^^^^ instruction but the whole educational senti-

ment noted ment has been revolutionized, to the untold good
where

i? i
• • • o • •

supervision ot the children, within a few years. Supervision
prevails.

|^ .^^ necessary in small towns, scattered communi-

ties and mixed schools as in large places and graded schools.

In fact, this need is most apparent in small towns, from the fact

that these places are likely to employ cheap teachers, young

and inexperienced, who especially need help and direction.
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2. Because some towns, somewhat isolated, cannot well

make comljinations with other towns in the formation of dis-

tricts until supervision is required of all. Some
districts now formed are too large, and in others ^owns^^
the towns are too far separated. When super-

vision is an integral part of our public school system, towns

can be conveniently grouped into districts, and all can be ac-

commodated.

3. In order that there may be permanency in supervision

and in school matters dependent on it. As it is now, any dis-

appointed candidate, any disaffected person, for any trivial

reason, can create an agitation which may result
Perma-

in a combination to overthrow supervision, and nency nec-

80 disturb the educational work of the town or
®^^^^y-

entire district. The matter is too vital to be left yearly to

the unsteadiness and caprice so often exhibited at a town

meeting. Permanency will allow school officers to recom-

mend and act for the best interests of the schools, without fear

that their action may result in an adverse vote on supervision.

It often happens that a measure right in itself and sure to

advance the schools in the near future is abandoned for fear

that the temporary effect may be a return to the old order of

things.

4. In order that the people may get a dollar's service for

a dollar's expenditure. The State now grants to towns of

low valuation some $80,000, the income of its school fund,—
this fund is increasing rai:)idly each year, — and

• /• 1 /• 1 lie Service for
local taxation for the support of the schools of the expendi-

State amounts yearly to more than $10,000,000.
*'^''®"

The application of good business principles to the conduct

of school affairs demands that schools be properly supervised,

money wisely expended and teachers assisted in every way
possible.

5. Because, when supervision is universal, opposition will

cease. So long as a question is open, del)aters will be found;

when it is settled, all concerned will quickly adapt
1 /» 1 • 1

* Opposition
themselves to the new order oi things. The nieas- will then

ure is sure to commend itself to those who know ^®^^®-

best the needs of the schools, while for those who see good
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only in past ways, time has an nnfailing argument. Tlie posi=

tion of towns on the question of supervision is similar to theij

attitude a few years ago on the town system, — the great

majority readily recognized its advantages and accepted the

provisions of the law, while now and then a town stood in its

olvn light. The State should do now as it did then,— require

all to fall into line. Not a town would now rote to go l>ack

to the old district system, if it had the privilege ; no town

would be likely to vote against supervision after the question

had been fully settled for a few years.

6. Because supervision will not become universal in any

other way. While some towns cannot readily form districts

because of their isolation, a few are prevented from doing so

because of the objections of unwise leaders, who, consciously

or unconsciously, place their own views and interests alx)ve

the good of the schools. These objectors usually have but

vaoTie ideas of modem education or of schools better than

their o^vn. They know little and seem to care less what

competent supervision really means. Their attitude stifles

investigation and prevents a fair consideration of supervision

on its merits. The State should come to the rescue of such

towns, and insist on skilled supervision.

The State now has various compulsory laws,, among whicli

are those making requirements as follows :—
1 . The election of a school committee.

2. A sufficient number of schools for all childi^en of school

age.

3. The maintenance of high schools of the second grade in

towns of five hundred families and of the first grade in towns

of four thousand inhabitants.

4. The estaljlishment of manual training as a part of the

high school system in cities of twenty thousand inhabitants

or more.

5. The maintenance of evening schools in towns of ten

thousand inhabitants or more.

6. The maintenance of high schools for ten months each

year, of schools in towns of more than four thousand inhabi-

tants for at least eight months, and of all other schools for

at least six months.
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7. The certification of teachers.

8. The attendance of children upon school thirty weeks a

year during the compulsory years.

9. Free text-liooks and supplies for all pupils.

10. Free high school tuition for every qualified child in

the State.

The word shall is of frequent occurrence in our public school

laws.

A law requiring skilled supervision should now follow.

Chaxges and Modificatioxs proposed.

Some changes in the present law are necessary in order to

make supervision universal and to meet the needs of many
towns :

—
1. School committees should have authority to agree upon

district boundaries without a special vote of the towns.

2

.

In case it is for the best interest of a town of low valu-

ation to unite with a large town or city above the valuation

limit ($2,500,000), it should have the right to do so, and

receive a proportional share of State aid.

3 . A district having less than twenty-five schools should be

entitled to State aid when in the judgment of the State Board

of Education it is for the best interests of the schools that such

a union be formed.

4. Permission should be granted for the formation of new
districts by making any combinations that the good of the

schools seems to demand.

5. In case school committees cannot agree upon district

boundaries or make satisfactory unions, the State Board of

Education or some commission should have authority to fix

upon boundaries.

6. Each town in a district should have a vote in the selec-

tion of a superintendent proportional to the share of the super-

intendent's salary which the town contributes.

7. All unions formed should hold for a period of three or

five years, unless modified or changed by the consent and

under the direction of the State Board of Education.

It may be well, further, (1) to increase the appropriation to

each district towards the payment of teachers' salaries from
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$500 to $750 ; (2) to raise the maximum limit of valuation for

any town to be entitled to enter a district and to receive State

aid from $2,500,000 to $3,000,000; and (3) to drop the re-

quirement for the annual election of superintendent "in the

month of April," and allow school committees to elect at their

convenience.

/ Eespectfully submitted,

A. W. EDSON,
WoECESTER, Dec. 31, 1895.
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REPORT.

Northampton, Mass., Dec. 31, 1895.

To the Board of Education.

My work during the year has been about equally divided

among the counties comprising my field of labor.

For the purpose of school inspection, conference with school

committees, superintendents and teachers, visits have been

made to sixty towns. Meetings for the purpose of securing

greater interest in the public schools, or to present and illus-

trate to teachers the best methods of instruction, have been

held in thirty towns.

Assistance has been rendered in some of these meetings by

Mr. Bailey, Mr. Sargent, superintendents Abbott, Barton,

Dartt, Goodhue, Hall, Parkinson and Pratt, and by Mrs. Hal-

lock.

Some topics for consideration in these meetings were : <*The

people and the schools ;
" " Educational progress ;

" " Modern

methods of teaching;" '* New branches of study;" "Good
schoolhouses and appliances;" "School management ;" "Phys-

iology and hygiene ;
" " How to teach the common branches."

In school visitation and in special meetings for teachers,

attention has been called to such ways and means as are helpful

in securing better attendance of pupils, good order, industry,

progress in studies, mental discipline and character building.

Parents and teachers have manifested an increased interest in

the work of the schools during the year. Conferences with

school committees and superintendents have been of great

value in securing information, comparing views and in making

plans for the improvement of the schools.

County Meetings.

The Franklin County Teachers' Association held two interest-

ing and valuable meetings, one at Greenfield, May 10, with an
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attendance of more than two hundred, and one at Turner's

Falls, October 25, with an attendance of two hundred. Excel-

lent programmes were presented at both meetings.

The Hampshire County Teachers' Association has had no

existence for about ten years. Mainly through the efforts of

Superintendent W. D. Parkinson of Amherst, an interest in

the re-formation of the association was aroused. A strong pro-

gramme was prepared for a meeting, November 1, at East-

hampton. Superintendent B. C. Day of that town made such

excellent arrangements for the gathering as to insure its suc-

cess, so far as location was concerned. The large attendance of

teachers (one hundred and fifty) an-d the enthusiasm manifested

proved the wisdom of the movement, and its successful accom-

plishment. The revived association promises to be a valuable

educational power in the county.

Teachees' Institutes.

The fifth annual session of the Laurel Park institute, North-

ampton, began July 1 and and closed July 6. Eighty-two

towns in Massachusetts were represented by three hundred and

forty teachers. Sixty-five towns in Berkshire, Franklin, Hamp-
den and Hampshire counties furnished ninety-three per cent,

of the teachers, indicating the section of the State most inter-

ested in this excellent summer school. A gain in attendance

of fifty-eight over the large registration of 1894 shows an

increasing appreciation of the privileges afforded at so small a

cost.

Instructors and Subjects.

George I. Aldrich, superintendent of schools, Newton, Mass.^

arithmetic, four lessons.

Arthur C. Boyden, Bridgewater Normal School, nature study, six

lessons.

Ella B. Hallock, Southold, N. Y., physiology and hygiene, four

lessons.

Anna E. Hill, Spriogfield, penmanship, six lessons.

Mary I. Lovejoy, Chelsea, primary work, six lessons.

James "W. MacDonald, agent of the Board of Education, algebra,

geometry, literature, six lessons.

F. F. MuRDOCK, Bridgewater Normal School, geography, four lessons.

Dr. A. P. Stone, Springfield, Lecture, " Some requisites for success

In teaching and school management."

G. T. Fletcher, agent, director of instruction.
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A series of lessons, planned to cover quite broadly the sub-

jects treated, rendered the instruction very helpful to the

teachers. Laurel Park, beautifully located, is noted for fresh

air and pure water. Stations on the Boston & Maine and New
York, New Haven & Hartford railroads are but a few rods from

the entrance to the park, which is three miles from the centre

of Northampton.

The Auditorium and Normal Hall afford ample room for all

lessons and lectures. Four commodious and convenient chapels

were used for exhibition of materials and work, and for con-

ference of teachers with instructors. There are excellent accom-

modations for rooms and board, at moderate rates.

The generosity of the Connecticut Valley Chautauqua Asso-

ciation in granting free use of grounds and buildings to the

institute is to be highly commended.

An institute was held at Ware, October 3. Six towns were

represented by seventy-five teachers. Lessons were given in

school manageaient, nature study, arithmetic, algebra, geom-

etry, geography, reading, language and literature. On the

preceding evening President Merrill E. Gates of Amherst Col-

lege gave a lecture upon " Patriotism in times of peace."

At the Williamstown institute, held October 30, four towns

were represented by thirty teachers. Lessons were given in

school management, drawing, arithmetic, geography, grammar,

and algebra. The secretary and agents of the Board addressed

the people the evening before the institute upon educational

topics.

An institute was held at Orange, December 10. Eleven

towns were represented by one hundred and fifty-seven teachers.

Lessons were given in citizenship, geography, drawing, nature

study, arithmetic, reading, language, literature, seat work.

The evening lecture was given by Secretary Hill upon "New
England primer days."

These institutes in large towns are valuable, but the need

of them is much greater in the small towns, some of which

have no special superintendence, few of which have teachers

of drawing and music, all of which have a short school year

and pay small salaries to teachers. It should be possible to

assemble teachers, fifteen or twenty at a time, from groups of

three or four of these towns, twice a year for institute purposes.
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The teaching force should be an agent of the Board, the super-

visor of drawing employed by the State and a district superin-

tendent of schools. The expense for instruction would be very

small, the benefit to the rural schools very large. A slight

modification of the law would provide for this needed work.

Normal Schools.

These schools have broadened their work and extended their

influence within a few years. A closer relation should exist

between the normal schools and the public schools.

Educational theories may be sound, but a knowledge of con-

ditions existing in communities is essential to a successful

application of good methods. The model school is not the

typical school. Many difficulties in discipline and instruction

found in town and city schools do not appear in the normal

school practice department. When pupil teachers in these

schools are so limited in methods of discipline that disorder

and disobedience cannot be repressed, both children and teachers

sufler loss, and the future success of the teacher in school man-

agement is endangered.

Normal school faculties should visit public schools frequently,

and agents of the Board should visit normal schools often.

The reasons are obvious.

The higher standard of admission to normal schools should

give them better material, and this ought to be moulded by

the most skilful teachers the State can employ. Not the quan-

tity of normal schools, but the quality of the work done in

them, is to determine what the public schools shall be. In the

country towns there are many young women of ability and

fair scholarship who have taught school with considerable suc-

cess. They would be greatly profited by a normal school

course, and their fitness for such training is better than that

of the avcraoje hijjh school o;raduate.

School Superintendence.

It seems strange that an educational measure whose value

has been proved by forty years' experience in Massachusetts,

and which has been adopted, in some form, by nearly every

State in the Union, should be contested every year by some

towns in this State. Why is this? Among the reasons may be
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mentioned : opposition to new things ; ignorance of the true

condition and needs of the schools, and of what special super-

vision has done and can do for them ; and objections to that

small increase in expense that will render the ordinary school

appropriations much more valuable.

Marked progress has been made in the condition of the

schools of the country towns of Western Massachusetts since

the passage of the district superintendence law in 1888. At

that time three towns in Berkshire, one in Hampshire and none

in Franklin County had superintendents of schools, devoting

their whole time to the work. Now forty-four towns have

skilled superintendence, and fifteen other towns have voted to

adopt the plan, but are not able to form districts. This is

certainly substantial progress. Last spring we held all the

towns then under supervision, and gained Bernardston, Deer-

field, Gill, Granby, Hatfield, Leverett, Northfield, South Had-

ley. Ware and Warwick. Greenwich, New Salem and Rowe
voted favorably, but other towns were not conveniently located

or not disposed to form districts.

The superintendents are capable, earnest men and women.

Experience in the work is essential to the highest success, and

towns cannot expect the best results from the plan until it has

had a fair trial, with a competent superintendent.

Work accomplished by supervision may be summarized as

follows : improvements in school supplies, often at a saving of

expense, better classification or gradation of schools, the em-

ployment of more competent teachers, larger attendance of

pupils, general toning up of the. service.

Among the obstacles that have hindered progress are : lack

of co-operation of school committees, and the employment by

some committees of incompetent teachers.

The superintendent may wisely direct in school affairs, but

he cannot secure good teaching without qualified teachers.

New Schoolhouses.

Greenfield has erected a high school building at a cost of

$34,000.

Northampton's new high schoolhouse, nearly completed, will

cost $50,000.
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Pittsfield is making a remarkable record. The building used

for the training school has been doubled in capacity, at a cost

of $8,000. The new high school edifice is to cost $150,000,

and to accommodate six hundred pupils. Two eight-room

buildings will cost over $30,000 each, and one with six rooms

$25,000.

Dalton is building for its kindergarten and five lower grades

at a cost of $15,000.

Easthampton is expending $15,000 for grammar and primary

departments.

All these buildings will have modern arrangements for the

comfort and health of pupils, and for the best school work.

Teachers and Teaching.

There are one thousand teachers in the three western coun-

ties. Fifty are college graduates, one hundred and fifty are

normal school graduates, two hundred and fifty have attended

a normal school. More than five hundred have been " other-

wise educated."

The natural ability of the teaching force is good, and the

work done in many schools will compare favorably with that

done in any other section of the State, but low wages and

short school terms are responsible for the employment of many
unqualified teachers.

Drawing and Nature Work.

Slow progress has been made in these branches outside of

the large places, as but few of the teachers have received train-

ing in these lines of work.

Reading.

In primary schools this subject is generally well taught.

A noted educator has said, "There comes to most children,

between the ages of five and eight years, a period of time

during which they learn to read with great facility ; that time

passed never returns." Any teacher who realizes the rela-

tion that reading bears to the acquisition of knowledge will

strive to utilize this early period of life to the best advantage

of the child.
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Good reading in the upper grades of the schools is " a lost

art." Better readers could be found in the old district school

than can be found in the modern high school. Too many other

studies have left for reading little time and less attention.

Arithmetic.

Number work is properly begun by having children use ob-

jects for combinations and separations, that they may learn by

experiment numerical values. But the use of objects is often

too lono; continued. The aim of the teaching should be to

have the child know the facts of numbers, and then to fix

them in his memory so that they can be given with accuracy

and readiness when needed.

The tendency to reduce the work in written arithmetic to a

practical basis by leaving out things obsolete or non-essential

is encouraging. Accuracy in computation, clearness in thought

and expression are objects to be secured. With better teach-

ing, less time is needed for arithmetic.

Geography.

This branch is much better taught in most schools than

formerly, thanks to normal schools, teachers' institutes and

better books. The child realizes that he lives on the earth,

may see it and know it without a book or a definition.

What he sees is a type of what is beyond the sight. Maps

and text come to be pictures and statements regarding things

he desires to know. The study is now interesting and profit-

able.

Language.

This is a term that includes many topics in the modern

school. Reading, spelling, grammar and the use of good

English in all recitations are included in what is called lan-

guage teaching.

Stimulation of thought must precede endeavor to secure

facility and accuracy of expression ; hence progress in lan-

guage stud}"- is conditioned upon right methods of teaching.

In connection with a study of objects there must be much

practice in talking and writing in the lower grades. Children

learn to do by doing and thinking.
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Technical Grammak.

The old-time method of learning numerous rules and excep-

tions, of parsing and analysis, did not prove very helpful in

learning to speak and to write English correctly. In the

upper grammar grades pupils should gain a thorough knowl-

edge of the structure of propositions and the grammatical form

of words.

State Course of Study.

This is an excellent plan of work for elementary schools,

and its suggestions of methods of teaching are very helpful.

Copies have been placed in most of the country schools, and,

when carefully and persistently studied by the teachers, great

improvement is manifest in the school work.

Unfortunately, a large number of teachers pay little atten-

tion to methods of improvement, and as a direct result wages

are low and the teaching is correspondingly poor. Skilled

superintendence has done much to induce teachers to make

special preparation for their work.

Legislation needed.

A slight change in the school laws will provide teachers'

institutes for the small towns twice a year. The needs and

results of these meetings have been stated in this report.

Money raised by towns for the conveyance of children to

schools should be included in the sum appropriated for school

purposes, the same as for teachers' salaries. If any schools are

closed, the money saved will pay for transportation of children.

If no schools are closed, no money is needed for that purpose.

The rural schools need more State aid. Their condition is

fully discussed in the special report that follows.

The district superintendence law should be extended to

include a provision allowing towns having a valuation less

than $2,500,000 to unite with towns having a valuation above

$2,500,000 and to receive proportional State aid.

A group of four towns, having less than twenty-five schools,

should be allowed to form a district.
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The Rural School Problem.

Within the last fifty years there has been a great change in

the population and wealth of the State. In 1850 there were

only seven cities in the Commonwealth ; now there are thirty-

one. The number of large towns has increased in like ratio,

and the smaller towns having villages of considerable size have

increased in number.

The centres of wealth and population have their systems of

graded schools. The country towns have generally lost in

wealth and population, and the rural schools have suffered

much from these losses.

Three Classes of Rural Schools.

There are more than a thousand rural schools in the State,

and they may be considered under three heads :
—

1. A few such schools in the cities and large towns, remote

from the centres of population. These schools are generally

of sufficient size to render the employment of competent

teachers economical ; they gradually disappear as the graded

schools come within reach of the pupils. These cities and

large towns have wealth enough to provide educational privi-

leges for all the pupils within their borders.

2. Another class of rural schools, more numerous but not

so favorably situated as those of the first class, may be found

in smaller towns, having villages of sufficient size to allow a

partial grading of the central schools. They are limited to

the agricultural portions of these towns. Such schools are un-

graded ; they furnish all the instruction available for the chil-

dren until they can secure better advantages in other schools.

A few of these schools are of sufficient size to be interesting

and profitable to the pupils, if the towns were able to employ

competent teachers for them at least thirty weeks during the

year. There are in many of these towns small schools that

unduly increase the total expenses for education. Combina-

tion of schools has made it possible to increase their efficiency,

to some extent, but it is difficult to form such unions in all

cases. Some of these towns need more aid from the State, to

enable them properly to educate all their children.

3. The third class of rural schools is found in country towns
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having no villages of sufficient size to support primary and

grammar schools. The communities are mainly agricultural.

The population and valuation of a large number of these towns

have greatly diminished in recent years. The number of chil-

dren has decreased in a larger ratio, as families are now small

where they were formerly large. The small population is

generally scattered over the town, and the old district centres

are still marked by the schoolhouses of more prosperous days.

How Rural Schools burden the Towns.

Some of the people in the small towns object to changes

that are rendered necessary by present conditions. Years ago

every schoolhouse was filled with children ; now some schools

have an attendance of only five or ten pupils. It costs as much

to teach a small school as a large one. When a teacher is paid

only five dollars a week to teach five children twenty-five weeks,

the cost per pupil is twenty-five dollars ; but if a teacher is

paid ten dollars a week to instruct twenty-five pupils twenty-

five weeks, the cost is but ten dollars per pupil for instruction

that is probably of more value to him.

But few schools in these towns have a large average attend-

ance : consequently the burden of taxation for educational

purposes is unduly heavy. It must be evident to intelligent

citizens that towns having a small valuation cannot maintain a

large number of good schools. Teaching must be good in

quality and sufficient in quantit}^ to render it most valuable.

A few facts and figures will indicate some causes and results

worthy of consideration.

The fifty-eighth annual report of the State Board of Educa-

tion showed that seventy-four towns had a valuation of less

than five hundred thousand dollars each, while there were fifty-

four towns with a valuation of less than three hundred thousand

dollars each. Thirteen towns in Berkshire and Franklin

counties had a valuation of less than two hundred thousand

dollars, and yet these towns taken together supported sixty-

four schools. The ratio of valuation in the city of Pittsfield to

the number of schools in that city was five and a third times

as large as in the small towns, and in Greenfield the ratio was

six and a half times as large. This indicates in a measure the

relative cost, upon the basis of valuation, of schools in small and
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large towns. The latter pay higher wages than the former,

and have larger schools and longer terms.

The average length of the school year in the thirteen small

towns of Berkshire and Franklin counties was twenty-seven

weeks, and the average wages of the teachers, nearly all females,

was five dollars and fifty cents a week. The average length of

the school year in Pittsfield was thirty-eight weeks, and the

average Avages of the female teachers was ten dollars and twenty-

four cents a week. The average length of the school year in

Greenfield was thirty-six weeks, and the average wages of the

female teachers was nine dollars and seventy-seven cents a

week. These facts and figures show a striking contrast in

means and results along educational lines, in large and small

towns.

Hopeful Signs.

Within the last five years there has been a perceptible im-

provement in the condition of many of the rural schools, due to

several causes. There are cheering evidences that the period

of decadence in population and valuation of the country towns

is nearing the end. Some towns have but few natural resources

that enable them to retard the process of decay, but the larger

number have staying and growing qualities. From them have

gone men, women and money to enrich other sections of the

State and other States of the nation. The Commonwealth,

which has grown in prosperity largely because of the rural

population, and at its expense, should freely aid the small towns

while their means are limited and their educational needs are

large.

Combination of schools has improved their quality by en-

abling towns to increase the length of the school year and

improve the teaching. The larger amount of the income of

the school fund, distributed among the small towns of low

valuation, has been of great advantage to the schools, when
wisely used as an addition to the largest amount the towns

have been able to raise for school purposes. This designed

and desirable union of State and local funds has not always

been realized.

District superintendence has greatly improved the condition

of schools in towns where it exists under favorable conditions.

There is a growing tendency to em[)]oy better teachers, and
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the people are, to some extent, asking for better methods of

instruction.

But these conditions are largely predominant : the rural

schools are small, the school year too brief, teachers' wages

low, and the schools far below the standard of efficiency which

they should reach.

To lessen the number of schools in towns of large area hav-

ing long and poor roads running in many directions, with

winters that render highways impassable, is one of the difficult

rural problems. Union graded schools at the centre of the

town are not always absolutely necessary to the solution of

this problem, neither are such schools always of the best kind.

A rural school of fair size, well classified and intelligently

taught, is a good place in which to train children for American

citizenship. Combination of two or more rural schools tends

to economy and efficiency.

When the people have done what they can to help them-

selves, the State should give such pecuniary aid and under such

conditions as will insure the education of all children of sound

body and mind. Some rural schools must inevitably be small,

as in the cases of towns whose pupils are few and scattered

over a very large area, but they should be good schools.

Portions of July and August should be utilized for schools

in towns having hard winter conditions and blocked roads that

render school attendance impossible.

Better schoolhouses have been built in nearly all of the

towns, and their educating influence is manifest. In every one

of these buildings needed for the accommodation of the children

of the towns there should be, in the near future, such a school

as every child of the State needs. The Boston public library

has on its walls this inscription, " The Commonwealth requires

the education of the people as the safeguard of order and

liberty."

The common school is a rich inheritance from the fathers.

The well-filled district school was good for its day and gen-

eration ; the feeble rural school that lias taken its place does not

fill it ; for reasons already given it falls far below the educa-

tional standard of the times. More money and better teaching

are needed ; to secure these there must be a judicious extension

of the plan of State and town co-operation. Possibly the facts.
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figures and suggestions given in this report and in the following

returns may aid in solving the rural school problem.

In accordance with instructions received from the secretary

of the Board of Education, a circular of inquiries was sent out

to the school committees in towns having rural schools, the

purpose of which was to obtain information upon points sug-

gested in the circular, with a view to securing, if possible,

further educational advantages for the smaller towns of the

State.

The returns have been quite full, and the condensed state-

ments indicate what the school officials think. The desire of

the Board of Education to secure facts and suggestions is highly

appreciated by committees, who freely express the opinion that

the Board has done a great work for the public schools.

The questions and replies are as follows :
—

1

.

What changes in the size and number of your rural schools

have taken place in recent years ?

Replies have been received from one hundred and fifty

towns. From twenty per cent, of these towns committees re-

port smaller schools than formerly, fifty per cent, report smaller

attendance of pupils. The other towns report no change or

an increase in number and size of the schools. There are en-

couraging signs of a turn in the tide of population ; it is setting

back from the cities to the more attractive rural towns. All

improvements in the condition of their schools will promote

this growth.

2. What is the present condition of the schools as regards effi-

ciency ? What causes do you assign ?

Seventy per cent, of the replies state the condition as " fair

or good." The causes assigned are " better courses of study,"

" consolidation and classification of schools," " skilled superin-

tendence" and "better teachers." Thirty per cent, of the

committees report "poor schools." The causes are " lack of

funds," " lack of superintendence," " lack of parental interest

in education" and the " prevalence of small schools." Because

of these conditions, qualified teachers cannot be secured for

sufficient time to accomplish much good.
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3. Is all the money appropriated by the town for school purposes,

together with that received from the State school fund, used every year

to secure the best teachers available, and to improve the schools?

Nearly all of the replies are affirmative. A few towns ex-

ceed the appropriations, some fail to use all the money avail-

able. In a few towns the income of the school fund is not

always used as the law requires, that is, for the schools only

;

nor are the best teachers available always employed.

4. Are normal school graduates, if efficient, employed for con-

tinued service or as long as they can be retained ?

"Yes" is the common reply. In most of the small towns

the compensation is not sufficient to induce normal school

graduates to accept positions for more than a term or a year.

If successful, they are called to better positions. Some com-

mittees have not found it advisable to employ teachers trained

in normal schools, as some of them do not succeed in maintain-

ing discipline. Other committees prefer to employ teachers

whose probable success is based upon experience rather than

upon normal school training. It is generally conceded by the

most intelligent committees that teachers from the normal school

begin their work of teaching with a decided advantage as to

method, and that with experience they generally prove to be

excellent teachers.

5. If provision were made by the State for aiding in the payment
of higher wages to teachers in rural schools, would you favor a law

making it necessary for all teachers to have a special training for

their work ?

Seventy-five per cent, of the replies are in the affirmative.

Fifteen per cent, of the committees say "yes," if teachers

having had successful experience and those showing marked
ability without experience or training are not to be excluded.

Ten per cent, of the replies are in the negative,— "special

training does not insure good teaching." Some maintain that

such a law would be unjust and injurious to the cause.

It is evident that successful experience, which must have been

realized through ability as well as through the study and appli-

cation of principles, must be recognized as " special training."
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6. Do you favor the consolidation of small schools, and the con-

veyance of pupils when necessary ? Give reasons for your opinion.

Nearly all the replies are in the affirmative, so far as the

theory is concerned, while many committees find difficulties and

sometimes, impossibilities in the way of application.

The reasons for consolidation of schools by conveyance of

pupils are as follows : increase in the size of the schools,

rendering it possible to have better classification ; better attend-

ance, because the school is more interesting and profitable, and

pupils can ride in comfort and safety when weather conditions

would be unfavorable for walking ; and the saving of money
by closing small schools, making it possible to employ better

teachers.

Some maintain that the contact with a larger number of

pupils excites a healthy emulation, and that the small district

school does not bring the pupils into touch with the conditions

of life which they must meet later.

7. To what extent has the plan of uniting schools been tried in

your town, and with what results?

Eighty towns report a trial of the plan. Fifty of them state

that results are favorable. As committees may desire par-

ticulars about methods of combination and conveyance and ad-

vantages secured, or the nature of obstacles and objections

encountered, the names of some of these eighty towns are given

below : Ashburnham, Bernardston, Bedford, Carver, Dover,

Dana, Essex, Erving, Egremont, Gill, Granby, Holliston,

Huntington, Leverett, Littleton, Ludlow, Maynard, Montague,

New Braintree, Norfolk, Phillipston, Rutland, Shelburne and

Templeton are among the fifty reporting favorably. Agawam,
Carlisle, Conway, Lanesborough, Pelham and Richmond report

some favorable results but much opposition from parents.

Auburn, Berkley, Prescott and Worthington do not favor the

plan. Other towns have not tried to unite schools.

8. Do you favor the plan of special superintendence of schools by

the union of several towns to secure State aid for that purpose ? Give

reasons for your opinion.

Seventy-five per cent, of the committees favor district super-

intendence of schools, including nearly all of the towns that
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have adopted the system. The reasons given are these

:

better selection and training of teachers, improved courses of

study and methods of instruction, better attendance of pupils,

closer inspection of schools and greater progress in the work
done.

Fifteen per cent, of the committees conditionally favor the

plan. Some think that the smaller towns of a group do not

get their share of the superintendent's time. Others favor the

system, provided qualified persons can always be secured for the

position. A few think the State should pay the entire salary

of the superintendent, and make the plan compulsory.

Ten per cent, of the committees oppose the system. Some
think that committee supervision, with State aid to pay for it,

would accomplish more ; others, that the only way to improve

the schools is to increase the wages of the teachers. But few

of the opposing towns have tried the plan.

9. Add any further information or suggestions that seem to you

to be of value.

Committees suggest provision to secure better teaching and

school attendance. The tendency of the times to introduce so

many subjects of study is not thought to be judicious by some,

especially so far as the rural schools are concerned.

Conveyance of children to union schools should be considered

as a part of the expense of schooling, and not as a separate

charge. The distance which children may be required to walk"

to school is a question that gives committees much trouble, and

in regard to which they would like some decision by authority.

Summary.

The condition of the rural schools in many towns may be

expressed in one sentence, — they have a short school year,

and many inefficient teachers. The problem of improvement

involves the followins' factors :
—

1. Increase in the size of the schools, for economy and

efficiency in teaching.

2. Good schoolhouses, with necessary appliances.

3. A course of study adapted to the needs of the pupils.

4. Classification of scholars or gradation of schools, if all

are united.
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5. Extension of the school year to thirty or thirty-two

weeks.

6. Employment of the best teachers, at such salaries as will

secure a good degree of permanence in the teaching force.

7. Skilled superintendence.

Realization of these results can come to these towns only

with a large increase of popuhition and wealth, which cannot

be expected in the near future, or by a reduction in the num-

ber and an increase in the size of the schools by combination.

These results being secured, more money must be available for

school purposes by further co-operation of the towns and the

State.

No time should be lost in providing the educational advan-

tages that the children of these country towns must have to

train them for citizenship.

G. T. FLETCHER.
Northampton, Dec. 31, 1895.
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REPORT.

To the Board of Education.

Since my last report I have spent nearly one hundred and

ninety days in various cities and towns of the State, visiting

schools, working in the interest of district supervision, investi-

gating reported violations of our school laws, and doing other

things that the work called for. A great deal of time, includ-

ing more than half of all my evenings, has been required for the

large correspondence that the position brings. I have taken

part in eighteen State institutes, including the four conducted

by myself at Hanover, Haverhill, Georgetown and Beverly.

I have also held three high school teachers' conferences in the

city of Boston, and have assisted in a large number of teachers'

meetings and conventions in different parts of the State.

I have found in the course of my work that there exists a

deal of perplexity and difficulty in carrying out the spirit of

our State laws respecting schools, arising in most cases from

the vaojueness of the laws themselves.

For example, the law requires (chapter 44, section 46) that

" every town shall provide and maintain a sufficient number of

schoolhouses properly furnished and conveniently located for

the accommodation of all the children therein entitled to attend

the public schools," but what constitutes a " sufficient number,"

or what it is for them to be " properly furnished" or "con-

veniently located," no one can say. Yet these questions are

causing no little friction, especially in the poorer towns.

There is also, I regret to say, a disposition in some towns

to disregard the plain meaning of the laws regarding school

attendance ; and this, too, in towns that are receiving a con-

siderable sum of money yearly from the State school fund. It

would have a beneficial effect if some power had the authority

to withhold this money from any town neglecting to comply

with the educational policy of the State.
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It was assigned me, as my special work for the year, to con-

duct an investigation into the condition of the high schools of

the State, with a view to obtaining suitable data on which to

base any action that your honorable body may hereafter wish

to take with reference both to the admission of pupils to the

normal schools and also to a law of the last Legislature, whereby

the State undertakes to pay, in high schools approved by your

Board, the tuition of pupils coming from towns having a valua-

tion of half a million dollars or less.

To collect the desired information, a circular was sent early

last May to every high school in the State, containing inquiries

about buildings and their equipments, pupils, teaching force,

and the time (ineasured by recitation periods) given to each

of the subjects taught in the school. About two thirds of the

schools responded promptly and fully to the interrogatories

;

but it has taken a deal of correspondence and urging to get

replies from most of the others, while several have neglected

to report in full and a few to reply at all.

I know that many high school teachers are harassed and

burdened with all sorts of inquiries from all sorts of sources,

and I regretted to have to add to the number, but there seemed

no other way to get the information wanted.

The accompanying table (see page 311) shows the results of

these inquiries. In the main it tells its own story, but there

are a few points where a little explanation may be helpful to a

correct understanding, or may prevent wrong inferences :
—

In the columns headed " accommodations" the terms "satis-

factory," " suitable," etc., are relative only to the condition of

the respective cities and towns, not to some fixed standard. It

is evident that what would be suitable or satisfactory in one

place might be far otherwise in another. It is probable, too,

that many of the reports are more favorable than facts will

justify. It is possible that under the head of " library " (where

reference libraries only were meant) text-books have been re-

ported in many cases.

In the columns headed "school day "it will be seen that

where there is one session the length is given in most cases as

five hours ; but sessions of four and a half or four and three

quarters hours are quite common. In nearly every case these

shorter sessions are due to shortening or abolishing recesses,
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so that the actual working time is the same as for the longer

sessions. In other words, this denotes a tendency towards

the "no recess" plan. This, in my opinion, is a tendency

worthy of all encouragement, as ridding the school of a usage

dissipative of mental effort, and harmful to health, to say

nothing of morals.

Whatever part of our physical system is doing the most work

at any time requires relatively, as every one knows, the great-

est suppl}' of blood, and we are equipped with sympathetic

nerves whose function it is to adjust the supply to the needs.

But it takes more or less time to effect this adjustment ; hence

there is always a loss when there is a radical change of occupa-

tion. There is an injury also when the change is too sudden.

In study, of course, the brain should have the extra supply of

blood, but in the beginning of the session there is always the

loss spoken of in getting the currents to tend brainward. When
this has at length been accomplished and the brain has settled

down to its work, a long recess sends the pupils out to thrash

the blood away to their toes and finger tips. Then the work

of getting it back must all be repeated. But, more than this,

vigorous exercise always produces in the system a large amount

of waste tissue, for the removal of which an increased supply

of blood is needed for some time after the exercise is over.

Hence a recess given to hard play is followed, by a restless

period and a half-hearted effort on the part of the pupils, while

a contention is going on between the muscular system and the

brain, just as between the stomach and the brain when an

attempt to study immediately follows hearty eating. It seems

to me that any great amount of exercise either immediately

before or after study is unwise. For this reason I believe that

the passing of the recess is greatly .to be desired. It is a

costly interruption. When the ventilation is poor, one or two

five-minute recesses while the air is changing may be desirable,

but otherwise an uninterrupted session yields the best results.

Those who think that a recess is needed for exercise should con-

sider that out of school hours the pupils are far from being in a

comatose condition.

The number of recitations given to each subject, as shown by

the table, is supposed to indicate the longest course, whether

continuous or not, that is possible in that subject, even though
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no pupil is required to take so many recitations in it. A few

subjects that are rarely met with are omitted from the table, or

given under a kindred heading. Music also is omitted. It is

taught in nearly every school once or twice a week. Drawing

is taught in a little over half the schools, but in many cases the

time given to it is very meagre. Indeed, the blanks in the

column for drawing and in the columns immediately following

it are very expressive. Programme makers cannot be accused

of undue prejudice in favor of the " practical," to use the word
in the sense in which at one time it was commonly used. It

must be granted that all studies that make for refinement, for

increasing in any way the intelligence, and for the develop-

ment of a richer and fuller life, are pre-eminently practical.

There are some subjects, however, that touch what is likely to

be the future occupation of the greater part of the pupils more

closely than others, but it would appear that the high school

gives to them a stinted welcome.

The last column in the table shows the number of the courses

of studies ofiered by the school and the length of each in years.

Thus, 43 and 3.2 mean that the school has three courses of four

years each, and two courses of three years each. It will be

seen that the general practice is to group the subjects into

courses, sometimes with a few electives, and to give to pupils

a choice of one course only ; but some schools— and the num-
ber seems to be increasing— have carried the elective plan so

far as to permit the pupils to choose their own subjects from

the whole list, with generally a restriction as to number. This

liberty is possible only in the larger schools. While to some

extent it is desirable, it would seem open to abuse.

The first and second columns from the last in the table re-

quire a word of explanation. One gives the maximum number

of recitations in a year that the teaching force can hear, com-

puted from the number of periods into which the school day is

reported to be divided, the number of days in the school year

and the number of teachers. The other gives the minimum
number of recitations required per year to carry on the full

course of studies as reported. This number, however, is suffi-

cient only where the schools are so small that it is not necessary

to divide classes into sections. Where classes have to be so

divided, the number of recitation periods required must be
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increased proportionately, as is shown by the figures for the

larger high schools. In many of the smaller schools, on the

other hand, the number of recitation periods required for

the course is in excess, sometimes largely in excess, of what

the teaching force can hear. Attention is called to this now,

but the explanation, as bearing on another matter, will be

given later.

While that part of the table that gives the time allotments

of the various subjects as measured by recitation periods doubt-

less contains many errors (as this report was for last June,

probably many of the courses have been changed by this time),

yet I believe that on the whole it is a fair presentation of the

work attempted in our high schools.

It will be seen that, while general usage has established what

shall be the leading subjects taught, the schools show little agree-

ment as to time allotments, except as they approach agreement

in time allotments for the languages. They almost all assume

a difference between the educational values for high school

pupils of even kindred subjects, as, for example, in giving

history more time than civil government, or physics and chem-

istry more time than other sciences. But the time allotments

must not be interpreted as showing just what are considered

exact ratios between these values. The number of weeks in

the school year has had apparently a good deal of influence on

time allotments. A few schools seem to disregard differences

in educational values. With them rhetoric, for instance, unless

their reports are erroneous, has the same utility as literature.

It would be interesting to know on what theory their courses

are based.

I consider the English columns the most unreliable and un-

satisfactory, because, in part, agitation has disturbed the natural

relation between the subjects therein specified. Furthermore,

in many schools there seems to be no distinction made between

these different phases of English, whereas with any legitimate

aim in the teaching of literature, the difference between it and

composition is as great as between any other subject and com-

position. I know that reading good literature reacts beneficially

on the pupil's English, but so does any general knowledge that

has had time to ripen.

It may be said, incidentally, that there seems to be a reaction
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in sorae schools against the passion for written work that has

been ruling for a few years, and teachers are coming to believe

that some of the criticisms on the attainments of high school

scholars in this line are based on unreasonable requirements.

One surprising thing disclosed by the English columns is

the large amount of time given in some schools to rhetoric as

compared with that given to literature ; and this is all the more
surprising when considered in connection with the fact, which

the table does not show, that rhetoric generally precedes litera-

ture. It is the opinion of many experienced teachers that to

understand rhetoric and to get the greatest good from the study

of it the student needs a pretty extensive acquaintance with the

best things in English literature ; and that, so far as rhetoric is

not taken in connection with literature, it should follow rather

than precede. The profitable study of scientific rhetoric re-

quires mature and well informed minds.

It would seem, too, that the greatest good of the greatest

number should call for a much larger time allotment to litera-

ture than to rhetoric ; but in seventeen schools rhetoric has the

greater number of periods, in nearly thirty more an equal num-
ber, and in many more a number only a little less. It may be

noted that the Conference of Ten recommended forty periods

only to rhetoric in the third year, while some schools report

two hundred, three hundred and twenty and even three hundred

and sixty periods for it. One cannot help wondering what re-

sults are obtained to compensate for so much time. It may be

that some of this popularity is due to the fact that rhetoric

easily lends itself to set lessons and the daily marking system

;

but it is possible that a good deal of w^hat is reported as

rhetoric is not really rhetoric, but only grammar and element-

ary work in composition, under the higher sounding name,

rhetoric. Such terminology is found in other cases.

It seems to me that the time given to history in most high

schools is very inadequate, considering the value of the subject

both for information and for training. Political economy has

a place in many schools, but observation leads me to say that

the results in most of the schools are very crude. The time

could be more profitably given to history.

It will be seen by the table that the languages hold their pre-

eminence respecting time allotment.
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It seems to me much to be regretted that the sciences, in

view of the needs of civilization and the opportunities the

sciences offer of meeting those needs, hold so contracted a place

in the courses of study of most high schools, and are so un-

popular. Many schools have made haste to act on the recom-

mendation of the Committee of Ten, and have reduced the

time allotment to physics to one hundred and twenty periods,

although they have all apparently overlooked the fact that the

same committee recommended a reduction in the time given to

Greek.

It is the common practice to divide the time given to physics

and chemistry equally between them ; but it seems to me that

the greater practical importance of physics claims for it the

greater time allotment, say in the ratio of five to four. Phys-

ics, too, in most schools is placed in the second year ; but many
schools place it in the first year, with an advanced course the

third or fourth year. This seems to me a good plan. Neither

botany, geology, astronomy nor zoology merits the same

amount of time as physics or chemistry ; but, for the sake of

the general intelligence of the pupils, and that they may not be

strangers to interesting phases of the world in which they live,

these subjects should all be taught in short courses if longer

ones are impossible.

One feature that was universal fifteen or twenty years ago

has become obsolete in many high schools, or has become so

transformed that its value has been largely impaired. I refer

to what are called declamations. The earlier practice was to

have all the pupils learn selections from the best orations or

other literature of our language, which they recited without

any great effort at elocutionary or dramatic effect. These dec-

lamations, it is true, were not always exhibitions of fin de

siecle art and grace. They were not for mere entertainment,

and would not have called out uproarious applause from a

general audience. Their chief value lay in this, — that they

brought the pupils' minds (which have wonderful powers of

absorption) into close contact with the rich and stimulating

thought and the logical processes of the best speakers and

writers, such as Webster, Clay, Everett, Burke, Pitt, Whittier,

Bryant, Wordsworth, Scott and Shakspeare. I have not unfre-

quently heard declamations from "Paradise Lost." When
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humor was indulged in, it was of the kind of " John Gilpin's

Ride" or the speech of Sergeant Buzfuz. This practice had

the further merit of giving the pupils a facile command of a

vocabulary far beyond that of their daily work or conversation.

All this is for the most part changed. The chief aim in some

schools now is elocutionary and dramatic effect. Pupils who
can best be trained to this are the favorites ; they are some-

times drilled for weeks on pieces selected solely because they

furnish the opportunity for dramatic display. One will some-

times listen a whole evening to a high school entertainment

without hearing a piece worthy of being memorized. Humor
prevails, and is generally of the kind of " Jimmy Butler and

the Owl." Think of spending weeks kneading into a young

person's character things such as this !

This tendency is stimulated by competitive recitals for prizes

and by the fancy " readers " from schools of oratory that are

now so common, and are fascinating ideals for impressionable

young people. A report of an address on athletics by a gen-

tleman who has given much study to the subject is before me.

The tenor of his remarks is succinctly expressed in the news-

paper headline, " killed by professionalism." Similarly it may
be said of high school declamations,— killed by pseudo-pro-

fessionalism. The earlier practice was no doubt capable of im-

provement, but a return to it in the character of the selections

used, and in the number learned, with less effort at effect,

would in my opinion greatly increase the value of the results

now obtained.

If some standard could be agreed upon as to the minimum
time that a good hig-h school should mve to some of the leading

subjects, it would be of great assistance to many high schools

in enabling them to find where they are weak. The following

suggestions of a minimum time for each of the subjects men-

tioned are based on a careful study of the table ;
—
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I have given special attention and study to the condition of

the small high schools,— that is, those having one, two or

three teachers. While these schools are doing a great deal of

good, and are opening the eyes of the young people of their

respective towns to the possibilities of a broader and higher

intellectual life, yet their position is a difficult one, and much

of their work is by necessity unsatisfactory. Moreover, in

their struggle to keep up with the times they find their burden

increased with every improvement and enrichment of the work

of the stronger high schools. I am convinced, however, that

a great part of the difficulty that besets these schools and

injures their usefulness could be removed, were it not for a

sort of pride that stands in the way and prevents the exercise

of judgment.

In the first place, the teachers of these schools are usually

beginners, who are ambitious that their schools shall have a

full four years' course leading to college, whatever else they

may not have. These teachers have not yet learned the lesson

of experience, that their future as teachers is less likely to be

improved by doing poorly the work of four years than by doing

well the work of two or three years.

But the teacher's pride is only a small element, compared

with the local pride of the people. Even if the teachers had

good judgment in this matter, it is probable the town would

not listen to them. The town takes great satisfaction in the

name of a full-grade high school, and does not realize that the

amount of work involved cannot be well done by its small

teaching force. It is true the teachers in these schools have

the advantage of small classes ; but this is offset by the fiict

that the pupils come poorly prepared, aud, worse still, without

the spirit of work.

I have called attention to those columns in the accompanying

table which show that in most of these small schools the courses

of study call for more recitation periods than the teachers have

at their disposal. This is accounted for in various ways :
—

1. Some of the studies reported are elective, and care is

taken to have all the pupils of the year elect the same subjects.

2. The full course in a subject is rarely completed.

3. The number of recitation periods is greater at some

seasons than as reported for June, when it is at a minimum.
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4. The practice of doubling classes prevails. That is, class

A, which has had, say, physics with the preceding class, takes

chemistry the next year with class B next below. Then the

next year class B takes chemistry with class C, and so on. It

is evident that one set of pupils, having the advantage both of

age and of a year's study in one of these sciences (provided

what they get from it is of any value), must discouragingly

outclass the others. This device can be justified only by ex-

treme necessity.

5. The teachers hear classes out of school hours, especially

in Latin and Greek, when a pupil is fitting for college. This

ought not to be ; for whatever time or energy the teacher out

of school hours can give to his work should be spent in a prep-

aration that will enable him to give to what he teaches a living

interest. When this cannot be done, the whole school suffers.

I have presented these explanations because they are of

interest as showing the extraordinary efforts put forth to keep

up appearances. I do not believe that there are any harder

working teachers in the State than are found in small high

schools.

But the worst feature in many small high schools is that,

while the teachers have too much to do, the pupils have too

little. The whole work of their four years' courses could be

easily done in two or three years, for it is often only the work
of two or three years spread over four. For want of enough
to do, the pupils acquire habits of dawdling and laziness, in-

stead of application and work. It is true that bright, capable

men and women frequently come out of these schools ; but this

only goes to show that some minds cannot be repressed by
poor opportunities. Patients sometimes get well in spite of

malpractice.

As a first step towards the improvement of small high

schools, the teachers and the people must lay aside their mis-

taken pride, and recognize the limitations that conditions im-

pose. With one teacher the school should not attempt a course

of more than two years ; nor with two teachers, of more than

three years ; and these courses should approximate as nearly as

possible the work of the corresponding years of a full-grade

high school. It will not be easy for the teachers to do even

this work, and, in truth, it will be possible only where the
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school is small and the pupils come well prepared. Even three

teachers cannot do with full acceptance the work of a four

years' high school course.

In planning a course of study, provisions should be made for

*' spare periods" during school hours, by which I mean periods

when the teacher is not occupied in hearing recitations. Such

periods are provided for in the large high schools, but are even

more needed in the small ones. Generally the school day is

divided into a number of periods, ranging from nine to thirteen,

every one of which is occupied with a recitation. Even re-

cesses, for want of other time, have to be devoted to giving

individual assistance, which, with the inevitable confusion,

makes it the period of the day when the teacher's nerve strain

is at the maximum. Thus from the beginning to the end of the

session the teacher is working on the jump, with his mind

ricochetting from subject to subject, over the whole range of

literature, language, mathematics, history, science and art. No
one who has not had the experience can realize the mental

strain that this imposes on a live, conscientious teacher. It is

only the dull, indifferent, spiritless lesson-hearer that can stand

it for any length of time.

A spare period, as I have defined it, would enable the teacher

to catch his breath and gather himself for a new effort. It

would enable him to give occasionally some individual assist-

ance to pupils who, from being a little slower than their class-

mates, are in danger of becoming swamped in the hurry of the

short recitation period, and discouraged to the extent of leaving

school. Lastly, it would permit attention to details of school

management that otherwise would have to be neglected.

It would seem, furthermore, that a course of study should be

practicable for the teaching force without recourse to harmful

devices for " saving time."

A small town that wants a high school of its own, but cannot

maintain such a school as the spirit of the law contemplates and

as most of the children of the State have an opportunity to en-

joy, may solve its^ high school problem in some such way as

this :

—

1. It may decide to support a full high school curriculum

for four years.

2. It may provide that two years of this course shall be
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taken in its local high school and two years in some good
neighboring high school or high schools.

3. It may then organize a two years' course for its high

school at home, giving special attention to these two points :

(1) to making the subjects and time allotments for these two

years as nearly as possible the same as they are in the corre-

sponding two years of the high schools to be subsequently at-

tended ; and (2) to making the instruction in these subjects so

satisfactory that pupils of average capacity and application may
pass without loss of time from the local school to the outside

school or schools.

4. If the town can accomplish as much as this, it may pay

for high school tuition outside the last two years, and decline

to do so for the first two years.

5. One teacher, with a daily session of five hours, more or

less, divided into eight or nine periods of about half an hour

each, some longer than this average and others shorter, would

have from 1,600 to 1,800 periods a year at his disposal.

Within these limits, he would have time to carry a full pro-

gramme for two years, with a little margin for some options.

The principal burden of the foregoing plan lies in the large

number of subjects the teacher is called upon to handle. If, in

addition to this, he should be called upon to teach a grammar
school or the high school subjects of a third year or Greek,

then he would be clearly overloaded. An additional teacher

would be needed.

6. In connection with such a short high school course,

the town should provide the necessary books, apparatus and

material, so that pupils can do some work by laboratory

methods. There being but one teacher, the laboratory table

or tables should be in some available part of the main room, or

in some room opening directly out of it and closely connected

with it, so that pupils working there might be under his general

supervision when he is otherwise engaged.

If a town attempting the foregoing plan should be unable to

move its children through a four years' course without loss of

time to them, if, for instance, its high school pupils of two

years' standing should be compelled to begin at or near the

bottom in a neighboring high school, this would indicate that

its so-called high school is not a genuine one, and that it ought
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to pay tuition elsewhere for what it does not offer at home, —
that is, for a full four years' course.

The law requiring towns to pay tuition for those of their

pupils who go to the high schools of other cities and towns

should be amended. It now applies to towns only that do not

maintain high schools, but the spirit of the law is thwarted by
towns that maintain nominal high schools. These, too, should

be required to pay tuition in a good full-grade high school for

the last one, two or three years, according to the grade for

which their respective schools can fit their pupils.

Respectfully submitted,

J. W. MACDONALD.
Stoneham, Dec. 31, 1895.





T^BLE
SHOWING THE CONDITIOISr, EQUIPMENT,

ORGANIZATION AND WORK

MASSACHUSETTS HIGH SCHOOLS,
A3 REPORTED IN

June, 1895

Abbreviations.— C, reported under composition; E., elective; ea;cJ., excellent;

G., reported under grammar; L., reported under literature ; lim., limited; n. s., not suit-

able or not satisfactory; R., reported under rhetoric; sai., satisfactory; suit., suitable.

Blanks show that no reports were received. Names of towns italicized indicate that

the school is only in part a high school. For further explanations of the table see

pages 298-304. Since June a few high schools have either moved into new buildings or

had their present quarters improved.
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REPORT.

To the Board of Education.

The statistics of my work during the past year are as fol-

lows :
—

Number of visits to cities and towns,

Nvimber of different cities and towns visited,

Number of schools visited.

Number of addresses to teachers, .

Number of institutes attended.

Number of visits to normal schools,

Number of exhibitions inspected, .

Number of evening addresses to citizens.

155

67

192

107

10

15

5

22

When compared with the statistics of the previous year,

these show, on the whole, a decrease in the amount of " field

work." The reason for this may be found in the fact that nearly

the entire month of January was devoted to the preparation of

the pamphlet on drawing in ungraded schools, and another

month, during the autumn, to the preparation of the special

report on manual training.

Upon the first I had the valuable assistance of Mr. L. Walter

Sargent, whose experience in the hill towns of the State and

whose unqualified success in dealing with the problems of the

rural school gave him unusual insight as to the needs and

limitations of teachers in the smaller towns.

The great demand for this pamphlet shows that it is appre-

ciated by those for whom it was prepared. The superintendent

of public instruction in a neighboring State has asked the privi-

lege of reprinting it for use in that State, and a house in New
York has asked to publish it for general use. The first edition

of 3,000 is nearly exhausted. It should be revised at once, for

a second edition.

To gather data for the special report on manual training a

circular asking for information was prepared and sent out in
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May. About fifty towns of the one hundred and seventy-five to

which the circular was mailed made no return of it during the

summer, and to those towns an additional circular was addressed

in September, which in most cases brought the information

required. The tabulating of these returns, the figuring of aver-

ages and percentages preparatory to the writing of the report,

required more time than had been reserved for it, and many of

my engagements had to be postponed until January and Feb-

ruary, 1896.

My observations throughout the State during the past year

lead me to believe that drawing as a factor in public school

education is slowly gaining the recognition it merits.

First, it is more widely used

As A Means of Expression

in many school topics,— language, number, geography, history

and pre-eminently nature study.

Last spring Mr. Sargent sent a circular asking for informa-

tion as to nature study to every city and town in the State,—
in all, 353 cities and towns, of which 207 made no reply. Of
these, 47 are known to have such instruction; 160, then, pre-

sumably do not have it ; 19 more report no nature study ; then

179 have no instruction in the subject, 174 have some instruc-

tion. These 179 cities and towns contain 389,761 inhabitants,

or a little less than sixteen per cent, of the population of the

State. It is safe, then, to affirm that five sixths of the children

of the State have some sort of instruction in this line, and that

nearly or quite all of these are required to make use of drawing

as a language in connection with it. To such children and to

their teachers drawing has been transfigured, — that which was

drudgery is now a delight, that which they could not find time

to learn they now find abundant time to practice. They dis-

cover that they can draw some things, and that they want to

draw all things. That which Mr. Henry L. Clapp, of the

George Putnam School, Boston, has advocated earnestly and

ably for so many years is at last generally introduced through

the State, and with that introduction have appeared the results

he predicted. To the advocates of nature study, not to teachers

of drawing, belongs the honor of having made drawing a living

language where before it had been a dead one,— in many cases

even to the supervisor who was supposed to teach it.
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In 1856 Ruskin wrote: "The art of drawing, which is of

more real importance to the human race than that of writing

(because people can hardly draw anything without being of

some use both to themselves and others, and can hardly write

anything without wasting their own time and that of others),

—

this art of drawing, I say, which on plain and stern system

should be taught to every child, just as writing is,— has been

so neglected and abused that there is not one man in a thousand,

even of its professed teachers, who knows its first principles..

And thus it needs much ill-fortune or obstinacy, much neglect^^

on the part of his teachers or rebellion on his own, before a boy

can get leave to use his eyes or his fingers, so that those who-

can use them are for the most part neglected or rebellious lads,.

runaways and bad scholars, passionate, erratic, self-willed, audi

restive against all forms of education ; while your well-behaved

and amiable scholars are disciplined into blindness and palsy

of half their faculties."

That this state of things has prevailed widely in the past no

one doubts ; that it is still too common everybody must admit

who known the fects ; but through nature study, the boys are

beginning to have leave to use their eyes and their fingers, and

they rejoice in it.

The danger seems to be that we become satisfied with the

mere use, forgetting that we are to direct the pupil in seeing,

and that there are elements of drawing to be taught "on plain

and stern system" to guide his doing.

We must not* be content if our pupils gather from nature

study mere facts of number and size and weight, of color and

structure, adaptation and use. Emerson said to the farmer :
—

" One harvest from thy field

Homeward brought the oxen strong

;

A second crop thine acres yield,

Which I gather in a song."

So should it be in our nature study. We may guide them
to gather from it the facts of form, of quantity and quality,

force and motion, and deduce laws,— these are valuable, for

ultimately they furnish the theory of all machinery and of all

production of supplies from nature, as Dr. Harris says ; but

we must not sufier them to overlook those other facts of pro-

portion and rhythm, of curvature and poise, of color and effect,
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which are the elements of beauty. They must get the harvest

of song, as well as the harvest of food and raiment.

Secondly, drawing is, on the whole, being better taught

As AN Art.

As such it is a " plain and stern system," which can be acquired

by every intelligent person, but can be acquired only through

constant, well-directed practice in drawing upon blank 'paper.,

and from objects. This, which every artist knows, and which

every thoughtful person must admit sooner or later, is the one

thing upon which I have laid emphasis constantly during the

eight years of my service with the Board.

It is claimed by some that accurate drawing of objects is

nothing more nor less than copying, and that copying from

objects is no better than copying from the flat ; but the fact

remains that copying from the flat never yet produced power to

draw, while persistent " copying from objects" has, even in some

schools in Massachusetts; and, moreover, that such schools as

the Normal Art School, the Museum of Fine Arts, The League,

the Academic Julien, and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, for some

reason practice drawing from life rather than from flat copies.

In the elementary schools the pupils are beginning to acquire

power to draw. I had hoped to present in this report a detailed

statement with illustrations of just what ninth grade pupils are

now capable of doing in drawing objects without assistance.

The results of the tests made in several cities are suggestive.

Many more tests must be made, however, before it will be safe

to make definite statements as to the average ability of ninth

grade children.

The entrance examinations in the normal schools indicate

that, if the power to draw is not acquired before the end of

the ninth year, it is not acquired in the public schools. Three

years ago, in the fifty-sixth report, the statement was made

that ninety per cent, of the high schools in the State do prac-

tically nothing in drawing. If we are to judge of these schools

by their graduates who present themselves for admission to the

normal schools, the statement is true to-day. The normal

drawing teachers without exception report no improvement in

the examination papers since only graduates of high schools

have been admitted.

Upon the following page eight drawings have been repro-
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duced from the entrance examination papers at one normal

school previous to its opening last September.
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Fig. 4 represents the best group of books found in twenty

drawings, and Figs. 1 and 6 a fair average of the others. Fig. 3

is the best vase out of thirty-eight, Fig. 7 one of the worst.

Fig. 5 is the best drawing of a cone on its side. Fig. 2 a fair

average of the remaining twenty drawings of this sort. Two
pupils drew pyramids instead of cones, of whicli Fig. 8 is an

example. JSTot one cor'rect drawing was found in the entire set

ofpapers. And these were " high school graduates !
" There

are hundreds of eighth grade children in the grammar schools

at the present time who can draw better than the best of these

"hio;h school graduates." Of course it is claimed that to fit

for college is an important aim of our high schools, and some

of them do fit as many as ten per cent, of their pupils for

higher institutions. The college preparatory courses, it is

said, are too crowded to admit drawing,— a study not required

in the entrance examinations
; yet why should so valuable a

study for that reason be withheld from the remaining ninety

per cent. ? In the city high schools, of course, it is not with-

held, except in Lowell, Newburyport, Taunton and one or two

other places ; but in the high schools of the towns, with but a

few notable exceptions, the law requiring drawing as a regular

study is disregarded. Where no special teacher of drawing is

employed there may be some plausible excuse, for to teach the

more advanced drawing requires considerable technical ability ;

but in towns where special teachers are employed no valid

reason can be given for neglecting a study of such immense

consequence.

Thirdly, drawing is beginning to be recognized

As A Culture Study.

When taught wisely, sympathetically, drawing ranks next to

literature as a stud}^ for broadening, enlightening and refining

the mind.

As far back as 1888 I endeavored to show how design, if

properly related to historic ornament and the arts, may become

a means of culture to the pupil ; that original designs were not

the sole nor even the chief end of such study. Later reports

to the Board show that the model and object drawing may, be-

come a means of culture : first, through referring the phenom-

ena of appearances to a few elementary principles of wide
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application ; secondly, by leading the pupil to observe illustra-

tions of them more intricate, more beautiful than any he is

then able to produce ; and, thirdly, by presenting for his study

the works of the masters of pictorial representation, both

mediaeval and modern. The movement for schoolroom dec-

oration has emphasized the importance of these two depart-

ments of drawing in the higher training of children.

The great problem now is the transformation of " mechanical

drawing," "construction," " geometric drawing," or whatever

that part of representation may be called which deals primarily

with the facts of actual form.

All thoughtful art teachers have seen the great realm of

structural beauty, from a snow crystal and a honeycomb,

through seed vessel and shell, to vases and palaces, and have

longed to enter it with the children. Up to the present time

the most progressive have but touched its treasures here and

there for a single illustration, or because certain elements were

vitally related to others in the realm of decoration. No at-

tempt has been made in the public schools, so far as I know, to

teach in a simple, apprehensible way the elements of structural

beauty.

To this problem I have given special attention during the past

year. Design has been enriched, strengthened, made effective

through historic ornament ;
pictorial drawing through the study

of nature and pictorial art ; why should we still cling to the

ugly, lifeless blocks of wood, the hollow-flanged cylinders, the

wooden chimneys, the dry joints and cranks, when nature and

the constructive arts offer untold wealth of beauty for our

study?

A provisional course has been outlined under inspiration of

the larger thought, and is now being tested by actual use in

schools.

The Normal Schools.

In the Normal Art School some changes for the better have

been made during the year. As these will be treated at length,

no doubt, in another place, to mention the fact here is suffi-

cient.

The drawing in four of the five older normal schools is in a

healthy growing condition, sure to produce better fruit each

year. The teachers all express their appreciation of the meet-
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ing for mutual help at the Worcester Normal School last June,

when work from the different schools was exhibited and dis-

cussed freely. A new edition of the normal school drawing

pamphlet is demanded by the graduating classes.

The new normal school at Fitchburg has been so fortunate as

to secure the services of Mr. L. Walter Sargent for one day

each week. The principal of the school is to be congratulated.

The Supervisoes.

The most important change connected with the supervision

of drawing within the State during the past year is the resigna-

tion of Mr. L. Walter Sargent, the efficient assistant State

supervisor. The action of the Board during Mr. Sargent's ill-

ness, and since his resignation on account of impaired health, is

eloquent testimony to the Board's appreciation of his services

and estimate of him as a man. It remains for me to say that

during his three years of service I have heard nothing but praise

from those among whom most of his time has been spent. To
unusual natural ability Mr. Sargent had added that which comes

from thorough training in drawing, experience in teaching and

thoughtful observation. I found in him a friend whose advice

I valued highly, a teacher whose methods were always helpfully

suggestive, a colaborer upon whose unfailing enthusiasm and

faithfulness I could rely. Mr. Sargent's resignation came to

me with almost the force of a personal bereavement.

Mr. James Hall, his successor, formerly instructor in draw-

ing in the State College of New Hampshire at Durham, and

supervisor of drawing in Danvers, Mass., is a graduate of the

freehand department. State Normal Art School, and a man of

great promise. He is not wholly unfamiliar with the work to

which he has been called, for during Mr. Sargent's illness he

was employed temporarily to work with Mr. Fletcher in the

western counties.

One hundred and twenty-nine cities and towns now employ

supervisors of drawing. For various reasons changes are fre-

quent. There were thirty-three during last summer. To keep

a correct list is difficult.

The work of the supervisor of drawing is now broader than

the title would indicate. Supervisor of art instruction would

be more nearly indicative of the scope of such work. The
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supervisor must now be able to direct the illustrative sketching

in connection with other studies, notably the nature studies
;

he must intelligently assist in correlating historic architecture,

ornament and pictorial art with geography, history and litera-

ture ; he is expected to be an authority on schoolroom decora-

tion ; to relate geometry and working drawing to mathematics

upon one side and to manual training on the other. This

requires better training, higher skill, a broader view of educa-

tion than the average supervisor of drawing has possessed. It

means not only a more thorough general education, but greater

technical ability. A teacher of French or German is supposed

to be able to speak the language. Teachers are beginning to

wonder why supervisors of drawing do not more freely make

use of the language they are supposed to teach. A superin-

tendent said recently, "I have never been able to discover that

in three years our supervisor of drawing ever made a single

sketch upon the blackboard to illustrate a principle in drawing

or a topic in any other study." Probably this supervisor didn't

care "to compete with the printing press," and supposed the

illustrations in the drawing books quite sufficient. But more

rational views make such a state of things seem absurd. The

supervisor who cannot sketch well is a back number. A good

live sketch book for the children's inspiration is indispensable :

collections of photographs, prints, clippings from magazines,

and of the illustrative material prepared especially for reference

in drawing, which is at last beginning to appear upon the mar-

ket, are a part of the good supervisor's stock in trade. Every

supervisor should be a constant student of educational ques-

tions, and a persistent worker along at least one line of the

fine arts, — drawing, designing, water color or oil painting or

illustrating.

Under these conditions only will the supervisor be able to

hold, inspire, instruct efiectively and guide wisely the intelli-

gent, progressive company of regular teachers with whom he

works ; and that is his chief business. Following punctually a

rigid time schedule, giving regular lessons in each room, criti-

cising, in the presence of the children, the work done by them

under the instruction of their teacher, — these are all of second-

ary importance, and in some cases even inimical to the general

good.
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A supervisor richly equipped inspires the children as well as

their teachers. It does not take lono; for children to discover

either the poverty or the wealth of one's mental furnishing.

They have a profound, almost worshipful respect for one who
can draw, and an irresistible tendency to imitate the actions of

adults. It follows that in instructing children in drawing, there

is nothing in point of effectiveness to be compared with teach-

ing by example.

An encouraging sign of the times is that in many places the

people are demanding better instruction in drawing. When
the people demand improvement in their schools, such improve-

ment is quite likely to be brought about, if not by the adminis-

tration in power, then by a new one elected for the purpose.

HENRY T. BAILEY. •

North Scituate, Dec- 31, 189o.

Since writing this report I have received from my friend Mr.

Will S. Monroe a personal letter, a part of which is here printed,

with his permission, because of its bearing upon the subject

of elementary art instruction, and because it is the most appre-

ciative and intelligible statement I have yet seen of what the

authorities attempt to do for French children,— a subject upon

which many teachers of drawing in this country have long

desired reliable information.

" In none of the European countries that I visited did I find art so

generally and so well taught as in France. Children from the first

draw and sketch with a readiness that surprises the American teacher.

In the first stages there is no copying from the flat surface, but in-

stead, from models or nature. All these early drawings are exceed-

ingly bold and free, and with but slight attention to technique. The
curve, rather than the straight line, is chiefly employed. Mechanical

drawing comes very late in the school course, and then mainly for

those pupils looking to technical pursuits. The purpose in the ele-

mentary schools is to get the children to express graphically, in bold

hand and with the fewest possible lines, a thought. Picture-making

is not the aim ; and nowhere did I find the labored drawings— bur-

dened with details— so common in the schools of this country. The

French child is taught to express with pencil or pastelle whatever
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requires graphic expression, in connection with the regular work of

the school. And he is not overwhelmed with the grammar of art.

There is assuredly some attention given to technique, but it is the

minor, not the major, part of the art instruction. The French chil-

dren use drawing continually, as our children use language, and with

as little thought of the technique of drawing as our children take of

the grammar of language. In other words, the French child uses his

drawing; and, although he gets formal, technical instruction, it is

only incidental to the larger purposes of the study.

" In most of the schools, and particularly in those having the more

advanced grades, one finds admirably equipped studios, with special

arrangements in the adjustment -of light and desks, abundance of

casts and models, photographs and other reproductions, and books

on the history, theory and practice of art. Indeed, the French child

is not only taught to draw, but it is made familiar with forms of beauty

in great masterpieces. I recall a lesson with some photographs that

I once saw in Paris, in what would correspond to about the eighth

school year in this country. The school, it seemed, was studying the

Madonnas in art through photographs, pictures and visits to galleries.

The lesson of this particular day was a study of the Madonna as an

individual figure, — that is, the Virgin without the child. The pho-

tographs were large in size and the lesson conversational in character.

There were some well-directed questions on the part of the teacher as

the different photographs were presented ; but the answers of the

children evinced critical insight that is rare and artistic feeling that

was delightful to note.

"The first photograph studied was of Fra Bartolommeo's Madonna
enthroned with the saints, the original of which many of the children

had seen In the Louvre, the great national picture gallery at Paris.

Reference was then made by the teacher to the panel of the Madonna
by the Van Eycks in the national gallery at Berlin, and a small repro-

duction of the same passed about the class. The coronation of the

Virgin was discussed from a photograph of the fresco in the Louvre

by Angelico da Fiesole. Another photograph was that of Murillo's

Immaculate Conception, the original of which nearly all the children

had seen. And the fine sentiment pervading the expressions of the

children showed how deeply they felt the beauty which the artist had
portrayed.

" Training children to read good pictures— to know and interpret

the great masters— by means of photographs and other reproductions

seems to be no inconsiderable part of the art instruction in France.

And this familiarity with good art trains the critical faculty and

enables the French children to see faults in pictures as readily as our

children detect errors in the use of language.
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"In the Mus^e Pedagogique, the great national educational

museum at Paris, occupying thirty rooms in a large building, and

equipped by the government with all the best teaching appliances,

one finds a room devoted to art instruction. And here you find

beautiful marble and plaster casts of famous sculpture, a wealth of

historic ornament, models of classic architecture, splendid collections

of photographs of the great masters, — in other words, the materials

and appliances France wants used in her schools. The collection is

made by the government as a model of the best aids to be used in art

instruction. And what a lesson it teaches the teachers of the nation !

" Connected with the Mus6e Pedagogique is a splendid pedagogical

library, numbering over fifty thousand volumes, many of which per-

tain to art instruction. It has also a circulating department for the

use of teachers and students of education in the more distant places

of the Eepublic. Books are sent and returned through the mails free

of postage, and I found that one of the most popular divisions of

this circulating department was that of beaux-arts, and that such

books as ' Bayet's Precis de I'histoire de I'Art ' and Pecant & Baude's

' Entretiens sur I'Art ' were in genei'al demand among those prepar-

ing to teach and supervise schools. This marked interest in the

history, theory and practice of art is possible only in a country where

art instruction is of a high grade, where art education is a part of

moral development,— ' a piety of the senses,' as Dr. "William T.

Harris so aptly characterizes it, ' that sees the beautiful and realizes

it in works of art.'

"

Boston, Jan. 10, 1896.
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REPORT.

In the report of the State Board of Education for the year

ending Dec. 31, 1871, occur these words :
—

One of our leading citizens who has devoted much time and thought

to this subject says that " provision for the prompt, speedy and ample

or the better education for the manufacturing or mechanic operatives

of Massachusetts is not only an investment promising a vast pecuniary

return, but is to-day a necessity of self-preservation for the State."

This " leading citizen" evidently voiced the conviction of a

majority of the people, for about that time a resolve was passed

by the Legislature, by which the Board of Education was

directed to report "a feasible plan for giving in the common
schools of the cities and larger towns of this Commonwealth

additional instruction especially adapted to young persons who

are acquiring practical skill in mechanic or technical arts, or are

preparing for such pursuits."

The introduction of drawing as a required study in all public

schools, by act of May 16, 1870, had been the first step in this

direction. The second, as the Board saw it, was suggested in

the closing paragraph of the report :
—

While the Board do not think it feasible or advisable to give tech-

nical instruction in the common schools, other than drawing, and

perhaps needlewoi'k to girls, inasmuch as none of the branches now
taught in those schools can be dispensed with, for the graduates of the

common schools are the only ones properly fitted to enter the technical

school, they would suggest that the State authorize all cities and towns

having a population of five thousand and over to establish free tech-

nical schools for instruction in such branches of knowledge common
to the leading industries of the entire State as may from time to time

be prescribed by the Board of Education.
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March 9, 1872, the Legislature approved an act to authorize

cities and towns to establish industrial schools. Hon. Joseph

White, then secretary of the Board, commenting upon this

act, said :
—

It will be noticed that this resolve did not contemplate so much the

establishment of separate special schools for teaching arts and trades

as the introduction into the existing schools of those branches of

study as will best aid young persons in acquiring practical skill in

such trades and arts.

This, he goes on to say, is plainly impossible, except in the

case of drawing.

However, thoughtful educators perceived the lack of certain

desirable elements in the schools, and the matter was not al-

lowed to rest. In the report for 1878 Hon. John W. Dickin-

son said :
—

Two results seem to follow the absence of the industrial element in

our system of elementary education : first, the pupils in the common
schools are not trained to skill in any kind of manual labor ; second,

from a lack of industrial training and from the absence of skill in

labor on account of the lack, there is a large number of persons

growing up in our society with the idea that what is called work is to

be performed by physical force, guided only by instinct or by un-

trained reason. This sentiment degrades labor, and creates an

aversion to it. . . . It must be admitted that some form of indus-

trial training seems necessary . . . but what kinds of labor should

be introduced ... or how we shall organize our schools with refer-

ence to joining industrial training to ordinary school exercises, is

still one of the unsolved problems.

The next year Mr. Dickinson says :
—

The problem, how we shall combine industrial training with our

common school exercises, has not yet been solved ; but the educators

of the State are solving it, and already some occupations like sewing

and knitting in their many forms have been introduced, with great

success.

Evidently Boston may have been one of the places where

the educators were at work, for the report of 1882 has an
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appendix by Mr. James 'A. Page which gives an account of

the introduction of carpentry work into the Dwight School, in

compliance with an order of the Boston school committee,

dated July 5, 1881. The same report has an appendix on

European industrial art schools, by Mr. Chas. M. Carter, and

another on manual training in the common schools,— a special

report of a committee of the Board, consisting of Colonel Hig-

ginson. General Walker, Mr. A. P. Stone and Miss Abby W.
May.

This committee says, " The time has come for the serious

study of the question."

The next year the Board observes " much earnest and in-

telligent discussion of the general question" and a " disposi-

tion to work out the problem;" and, moreover, that " a con-

viction is forming and gathering strength, that steps must be

taken in the near future to determine by actual trial whether

a substantial and permanent improvement may not be made

in our system of public instruction by the introduction of the

industrial element "

A year later, 1884, the Board reports that " the interests of

industrial education have received no new impulse," and that

no " especially new light has been thrown upon the subject."

The Board believed in making haste slowly, it said, and in

keeping an eye upon the experiments still in progress, the

results of which were " by many fondly anticipated." It is

interesting to note that this very year when the Board expressed

its doubt as to the possibility of such instruction entering as " a

considerable element into our public school work " the Legis-

lature amended chapter 44 of the General Statutes to include

"the elementary use of hand tools" among those branches

which might be taught where the school committee deemed

expedient. Sewing had been permitted since 1876.

Since the permissive act of 1884 the elements of various

manual arts, including drawing, clay modelling, paper cut-

ting, — both decorative and constructional (as in the develop-

ment of surfaces) ,— woodworking, — including the various

forms of knife work, sloyd, carpentry, wood turning and

carving, — metal working, sewing and cooking, have been

slowly gaining ground in the public schools of the Common-
wealth.
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Drawing, being a required study, of course leads. Its prev-

alence throughout the State at the present time is indicated by
the following table :—
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lie deep down under the manual training questions." More-

over, " the educative effect of art is ennobling, for it leads to

the preference of an ideal which is not a selfish one."

In the smaller towns of the State, as a rule, drawing is the

only one of the manual arts having any place whatever in the

schools. Hence it was thought best to tabulate statistics in

detail from those towns only which have four thousand inhabi-

tants and upward.

The facts presented in the following table were gathered

from returns made between June and October, 1895. Names
of special teachers and supervisors are given for the conven-

ience of those who may wish to investigate the work in any

particular city or town.
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From this table it appears that, of the one hundred and seven

towns of four thousand inhabitants and upward, but six are

disregarding the State law requiring instruction in drawing.

These six are : Barnstable, Blackstone, Hopkinton, Saugus,

Taunton, Williamstown.

Twenty-two have some form of woodworking, twenty-nine

sewing, and twelve instruction in cooking.* To indicate the

character and extent of instruction in manual arts other than

drawing in these towns the following table has been prepared

from the returns :
—

Cities and Towns of more than Four Thousand and less than
Twenty Thousand Inhabitants, in which Special Instruc-

tion IS GIVEN IN Other Manual Arts besides Drawing.

TOWN. Special Subjects. Special Equipment.

Arlington,

Belmont,

Bridgewater,

Brookline,

Concord,

.

Dedham,

Easton, .

Everett, •

Hyde Park,

Lexington,

Marblehead,

Medford,

Woodworking for boys, 8th, 9th and
high grades; sewing for girls, 8th,

9tb and high.

Woodworking for boys, 8th, 9th and
high ; sewing for girls, 6th, 7th, 8ih
and 9th.

Woodworking for boys, 6th, 7th, 8th,

and for both boys and girls in high
school ; sewing for girls in all grades
below the high school.

Woodworking for boys, 5th, 6th, 7th,

8th, 9th; metal working for boys,
9th; sewing for girls, 3d, 4th, 5th,

6th, 7th, 8th, 9th; cooking for girls,

5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th.

Woodworking for boys, 5th, 6th, 7th,

8th; sewing for girls, 5th, 6th, 7th,

8th.

Woodworking for boys and girls, 7th,

8th, 9th; sewing for girls, for six

weeks in summer.

Woodworking for boys, 7th, 8th, 9th,

high; sewing for girls, 3d, 4th, 5th,

6th, 7tb, 8th, 9th ; cooking for girls,

7th, 8th, 9th, high.

Sewing for girls, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th,

9th.

Knife work for boys and girls, 2d, 3d,

4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th.

Woodworking for boys, 8th, 9th;
sewing for girls, 8th, 9th.

Woodworking for boys, 7th, 8th,

9th; sewing for girls, 4th, 5th, 6th,

7th, 8th.

Special room in high school build-
ing, with tools for sloyd carpen-
try, wood turning and carving. .

Special room in Centre school build-
ing, with tools for carpentry.

Special room, with tools for car-
pentry.

Wm. H. Lincoln Manual Training
School, with complete equipment.

Tools for knife work.

Special room, equipped for sloyd.

Manual training department, North
Easton building, with complete
equipment.

A vacation school for instruction in
carpentry.

Tools for the "Northampton sys-
tem."

Special room equipped for "Lars-
son system of sloyd."

Special room, equipped for sloyd.

* Instruction in cooking in the public schools had no legal sanction until April 27, 1894.
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Cities and Toivns of more than Fotir Thousand and less than Twenty

Thousand Inhabitants^ etc. — Concluded.

Special Subjects. Special Equipment.

Milton, .

North Adams,

Northampton,

Peabody,

Rockland,

Watertown, .

Willlamstown,

Winchester, .

Woburn,

.

Woodworking for boys, 7th, 8th, high
(girls may elect it in high) ; sewing
for girls, ilh, 5th, 6th, Vth, Sth ; cook-
ing for girls in high.

Sewing for boys and girls, Ist, 2d, 3d
(In connection with drawing).

Woodworking for all grades above
the first.

Sewing for boys and girls, 4th; for
girls, 5th, 6th, 7th.

Sewing for boys and girls, 1st, 2d, 3d,

Knife work for boys, 4th, 5th, 6th;
carpentry, 7th; sewing for girls,

4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, including dress
cutting in the 9th; cooking for girls,

Sth, 9th and high.

Sewing for boys and girls, Ist, 2d, 3d,
4th, 5th.

Woodworking for boys, Sth, Sth;
sewing for girls (boys may elect
it), 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th;
cooking for girls, 8th, 9th.

Woodworking for boys and girls, 6th,

7th, Sth, 9th and high; sewing for
girls, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th

;

cooking for girls of all grades ex-
cept 1st and 2d.

Special rooms, equipped for carpen-
try and cooking.

Each building supplied with tools
for the "Northampton system,"
outlined by Rev. F. A. Hinckley.

Special rooms, equipped for car-
pentry and cooking.

Special rooms, equipped for car-
pentry and cooking.

Special building, with complete
equipment for sloyd and cooking.

On the 14th of June, 1894, the Legislature approved an act

to provide for manual training in cities and towns of more

than twenty thousand inhal^itants. This act provides that

after the first day of September, 1895, every city of twenty

thousand or more inhabitants shall maintain as part of its high

school system the teaching of manual training, the course to

be pursued in said instruction to be subject to the approval

of the State Board of Education.

This act affects twenty-three cities, the present status of

which, as regards the manual arts, may be gathered from the

following table :—
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From this it appears that an average course of instruction in

manual arts is about as follows :
—

Clay modellhig, two years (grades 1 and 2), in connection with the

study of form, in drawing.

Paper cutting, five years (grades 1 to 5, inchisive), in connection

with design and development of surfaces, as a part of drawing.

Dravnng, nine years, or tbrongbout the entire primary and grammar
courses, and as a rule continued in the high school or in the manual

training school.

Woodicorking, five years (grades 5 to 9, inclusive), and continued

in the manual training school, where one exists.

Metal tvorkivg, only in manual training schools.*

Seioivg, four years (grades 4 to 7, inclusive), for girls only.

Cooking, two years (grades 8 and 9), for girls only.

In other words, the average course includes, approximately :

—

Drawing, and all that that implies, throughout the nine years below

the high school.

WoodwoiJcivg for the boys from the fifth grade and upward.

Sewing and cooking for the girls from the fourth grade and upward

(sewing, 4, 5, 6, and 7 ; cooking, 8 and 9).

But the intent of the act is the establishment of special

schools for advanced manual training. In a sense the act is

the ripe fruit of the agitation which led to the permissive act

of 1872.

The following reports will indicate the general plan and

scope of such schools :
—

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON MANUAL TRAINING IN HIGH
SCHOOLS.

The committee appointed at the meeting of school superintendents

and others, held in response to the invitation of the secretary of the

State Board of Education on March 30, at the State House, to con-

sider a plan for meeting the requirements of chapter 471 of the Acts

of 1894, relative to manual training in cities of twenty thousand

* In Brookline boys of the 9th grade receive instruction in pattern and foundry work.

There is a line of work in metal, similar to the " Venetian iron work " or " grille," now
being experimented with in f^everal places, notably in the School of Observation and

Practice, at the Teachers' College, New York City, under the direction of Mr. Charles A.

Bennett, which bids fair to prove valuable as a means of developing both taste and skill

in the upper grammar grades.
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inhabitants or more, begs leave to make the following recommenda-

tions :
—

1. That the shop exercises of the first year be confined to wood-

work with hand tools only. These exercises should consist (1) of

a fundamental graded series of models, designed to illustrate every

essential principle or process, and (2) of a parallel supplementary

series for the more rapid workers. Tlie supplementary models should

give practice in applying the principles already learned from the

fundamental series, and should be, for the most part, useful articles.

This work sliould be confined to pupils of the entering class.

2. That the work of the second year be so arranged that one half

of it shall consist of wood turning and pattern making, and the other

half either (1) of forging or (2) of chipping, filing and iron fitting.

It is so important to secure satisfactory ventilation of the forge

shop and its proper isolation from other departments that it would

be unwise to attempt forging if these conditions cannot be met, not-

withstanding the fact that it is an exceedingly valuable factor in a

manual training course.

3. That the time devoted to drawing be not more than one half

of that given to shop work, and that the total number of hours per

week for manual work, exclusive of drawing, be not greater than ten

nor less than six. Each shop period should be equal in length to two

of the regular school periods.

4. That the manual instruction for the third and fourth years be

in machine shop practice.

The time allotment for this instruction may well be no more than

half of that devoted to shop work during the first and second years,

otherwise it will be difficult to meet satisfactorily the admission requi-

sition of the higher scientific institutions. Moreover, the equipment

of a machine shop is necessarily expensive, and the time allotment

given above will make it practicable to double the number of pupils

that can be provided for at a given cost.

The statement concerning the choice of models, in the first rec-

ommendation, may well be a guiding principle throughout the shop

course.

Cost of Equipment.

A double bench, with the frame and exposed parts made of ash

and the top of narrow strips of maple glued together, furnished with

two Wyman & Gordon quick-action vises, and having on each side

three drawers for individual tools, each running on Taylor slides, and

furnished with secure three-lever locks, capable of being master-

keyed, will cost seventy-one dollars,

A single sloyd bench with ordinary wooden vises and no drawers

can be bought for eleven dollars.
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If the double benches are chosen, and sets of individual tools are

supplied for each pupil, the cost of equipment for a class of twelve

will be about eight hundred dollars.

If single sloyd benches are chosen, and all of the tools are used in

common, the cost of equipment for a class of twelve will be about

three hundred and twenty dollars.

It is believed that double benches, fully equipped with individual

tools, will prove more satisfactory from an educational point of view,

and, in the long run, more economical. In no case should tools be

purchased inferior to those named in the subjoined list.

A drawing table, of the same grade with the double bench described

above, having compartments for six drawing boards and drawers to

accommodate six pupils, will cost thirty-two dollars.

Very simple tables, that probably cost no more than six or eight

dollars, are in use in many schools ; but it is doubtless wise economy

to purchase convenient and well constructed ones, in view of the sav-

ing of time to teachers and pupils.

Highly satisfactory wood-turning lathes can be obtained for sixty

dollars each.

A bench similar in construction to the double one first mentioned,

adapted on one side to receive a wood-turning lathe and on the other

to the processes of pattern making that involve the use of hand tools,

will cost fifty- five dollars.

Carpentry.

Tools used in common :
—

A Bliss No. 3 mallet; a Maydole No. 13 adze-eye bell-faced hammer; a

Stanley Rule and Level Company's 10 in. No. 18 T bevel; a Statiley Rule

and Level Company's 2 ft. No. 18 rule ; a Stanley Rule and Level Com-

pany's 6 in. No. 10 try-square; a Buck Brothers' 5 in. No. 69 screw-driver;

a pair Bemis Call & Co.'s 7 in. wing dividers ; a Spoflford bit brace, No.

108 ; a Disston 22 in. D 8 ripsaw, with 8 teeth to the inch ; a Disston

22 in. D 8 crosscut saw, with 10 teeth to the inch ; a Disston 12 in. No. 4

hacksaw ; a Washita oilstone, 8 in. by 2 in. by 1| in., in box ; a brass para-

gon oil can No. ; a bench hook, 12 in. by 8 in. by | in. ; two winding-

sticks, 18 in. by 2 in. by i in ; a dust brush.

Approximate cost for a class of twelve, |92.

Individual tools :
—

A Bailey's patent adjustable iron jack plane, 14 in., No. 5 ; a Bailey's

patent adjustable iron jointer plane, 22 in., No. 7 ; a Bailey's patent adjust-

able smoothing plane, 8 in., No. 3 ; Buck Brothers' No. 2 shank firmer

chisels, one each, ^ in., | in., 1 in., li in. ; a gothic point knife; a Bailey's

patent adjustable iron spokeshave No. 51 ;
genuine Russel Jenning's bits,

one each, I in., | in., d in., | in., | in. ; a whisk broom ; a Stanley Rule and

Level Company's marking gauge No. 65.

Apprtjximate cost for a class of twelve,* $97.
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Wood Turning.

Tools used in common :
—

A pair Berais Call & Co.'s 7 in. wing dividers ; a pair Bemis Call & Co 's

6 in. wing calipers; a pair Call's patent 6 in. inside calipers; a Stanley

Eule and Level Company's 2 ft No. 18 rule ; a Washita oilstone, 8 in. by

2 in. by ]-| in., in box; a brass paragon oil can No. 0; a Chase's patent

brass oiler No. 2 ; a dust brush.

Approximate cost for a class of twelve, $24.

Individual tools :
—

A Buck Brothers' turning gouge, li in., No. 20 ; a Buck Brothers' turning

gouge, f in.. No. 20 ; a Buck Brothers' turning gouge, i in.. No. 20 ; a Buck

Brothers' turning gouge, ^ in , No 20 ; a Buck Brothers' turning chisel,

1^ in., No 19 ; a Buck Brothers' turning chisel, f in.. No. 19; a Buck

Brothers' turning chisel, h in-, No. 19; a Buck Brothers' turning chisel,

I in., No. 19 ; a Buck Brothers' turning chisel with round point, | in.. No.

103; a Buck Brothers' turning chisel with spear point, h in., No, 104; a

Buck Brothers' turning parting tool, | in.. No. 18 ; a Washita gouge slip.

Approximate cost for a class of twelve, f56.

Forge Shop.

The cost of forges, blowers, ventilating apparatus, etc., for the

forge shop is so contingent on local conditions that the committee

does not venture to submit an estimate.

Tools for the Forge Shop.

12 ball peen hand hammers, U lbs. ; 12 top and bottom swages, i in ; 12

hot chisels from 11 in. steel, U lbs ; 12 flatters, 2 in. face ; 12 set hammers,

II in. face ; 12 hardies, | in. shank ; 12 heading tools, h in., round ; 12 sets

blacksmiths' tongs (groove in jaw) for holding iron, i in., i in., | in., i in.,

I in., I in. ; 12 tool tongs for | in. square iron ; 12 square groove tongs for

iron h in. by | in ; 12 bolt tongs, h in. ; 12 centre punches, i in. by 5 in. ; 12

top and bottom fullers, | in. ; 12 pokers for forge, 2 ft. ; 12 sprinklers Si in.

diameter, 3^ in. deep, handle 15 in.; 12 rakes for forge, 2 ft. (made from

pipe); 12 coal hods; 12 forge shovels; 12 steel squares 12 in., graduated

to Jg in.; 3 brass-bound boxwood rules, 2 ft.; 12 outside wing calipers,

6 in.; reading tools, round, one each, I in , ^\ in , | in., ^^g in., i in., | in.,

I in. ; 3 cold chisels from 1| in. steel ; 4 ball peen hand hammers, 1| lbs.

;

6 sledges, 7 lbs. ; 1 sledge, 12 lbs. ; 1 set blacksmitlis' tongs, h in., | in.,

I in., I in., 1 in., 1| in., 1^ in ; 1 set of top and bottom swages, | in., h in-,

I in , I in , I in., 1 in. ; top swages, 1 each, 1^ in , ^h in, 2 in , 2h in. ; 1

swage block, 12^ in. by 12^ in. by 4^ in. ; 1 Cleveland shear, to cut 4 in. by

I in. flat iron, and
1-J

in. round or square iron.

Approximate cost for a class of twelve.

Machine Shop.

The committee does not deem it expedient to make a detailed re-

port about the equipment of ttie machine shop. It is wise, however,
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in making plans for the future, to keep in tliought two or three gen-

eral principles about the machine shop, like the following :
—

1. It is essential that the power and machinery should be in a

room or in a building isolated from other departments of the school.

2. The floor should be strong and firm enough to carry heavy

machinery in motion without vibration.

3. Shafting should not be hung from the ceiling of a room over

which there are rooms used for recitation, laboratory or drawing

purposes.

General Suggestions.

In the general plans for a manual training school the following

points merit attention :
—

1. The light should be ample.

2. There should be washbowls in each workshop, or very close

to each workshop, so placed as to be easily supervised by the in-

structor, and in such number as to prevent needless delays and loss

of time.

3. In connection with each workshop there should be a generous

tool room.

4. Cases and shelves are needed for the convenient storage of

models, etc.

5. It is desirable to allow room in each workshop for the conven-

ient assembling of a class about the instructor's bench, lathe or anvil.

In the woodworking room, if the floor space permits, it is helpful to

provide for the pupils chairs or seats, with writing-arm attach-

ments, compactly arranged about the demonstration bench, and so

placed as to give every boy a good view of the instructor's illustra-

tions.

6. The committee wishes to be understood as limiting its report

to the more salient features of a manual training course, particularly

to such features as merit consideration in planning for the first and

second years. Possible or desirable additions to the course, varia-

tions in the course to meet local conditions, parallel courses adapted

to the needs of girls,— these matters, as well as many others that

might be mentioned, can be more advantageously treated by the local

committee.

B. B. Russell,

Wm. C. Bates,

Henry Whittemore,

A. L. Goodrich,

A. W. Bacheler,

C. W. Parmenter,

• Committee.
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I have examiued the foregoing report, and think that any plan for

high manual training, as required by chapter 471, Acts of 1894, that

substantially follows its recommendations, will meet the approval of

the State Board of Education.
Frank A. Hill,

Secretary State Board of Education.
Boston, April 27, 1895.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON A COURSE OF STUDY IN MANUAL
TRAINING HIGH SCHOOLS.

To the School Superintendents of the Manual Training Cities.

The committee ap[)ointed at the meeting of school superintendents

and others, held in response to an invitation from the secretary of

the State Board of Education, on April 27, at the State House, to

consider a course of academic study suitable for schools called for

by chapter 47 of the Acts of 1894, relative to manual training ia

cities of twenty thousand inhabitants or more, begs leave to submit

its report. It regrets that conditions forbid the reassembling of the

superintendents of the manual training cities to discuss this report

before the schools close for the summer. It feels, however, that it is

important that the report be placed in your hands at once. It is

therefore sent to you in this form, in the belief that whatever value

it may have will not be destroyed by the technical informality of not

summoning yon to the State House to receive it.

Your committee wishes to be understood as recognizing the fact

that the course of study it suggests can only be of value as a basis

for consideration and action. As a matter of fact, every city will be

compelled to modify any recommendation it may make. It further

recognizes the desirability of harmonizing the academic work in our

high schools so far as practicable. This appears to it as an educational

advantage in separated schools, and as an economical necessity where

only one school exists with separate departments or courses.

If high school courses can be made reasonably uniform, and if in

both separated and unseparated schools the academic work of the

training schools be taken from existing uniform high school courses,

then the academic work of the training school will be substantially

uniform. Such courses do not as yet exist, to be sure, in our high

schools, but we are apparently moving quite rapidly towards them,

and it is not the wish of your committee to suggest anything out of

harmony with the desirable features of this movement. It is hoped

that the course recommended will not be found lacking in this respect

when compared with the excellent courses which have lately been

suggested by the Committee of Ten for secondary schools ; but the

impossibility of determining how far this movement will go, or what
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end it will reach, causes the committee to present its recommendations

with considerable diffidence and with grave doubt as to their perma-

nent value.

Course of Academic Study suggested for Manual Training Schools.

First Year.

SUBJECTS.
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Course of Academic Study sitggestcd for Manual Training Schools — Con.

Fourth Year— Concluded.

Hours per Week.

Three of the following Jive :—
French,

German,

Mathematics (trigonometry and higher algebra),

History,

Science

25

Into details regarding separate subjects it has not been thought

wise to enter.

The options indicated in the course are put forward with the idea

that they be considered as options for schools or for pupils, according

to the willingness of committees to bear the additional expense which

individual options involve.

This course has been planned on the basis of a session of six hours.

It is the opinion of your committee that a session of this length is

best for separated schools, and it is also of the opinion that manual

training schools should be separate schools where numbers warrant the

expense. The smaller cities, however, will doubtless be compelled

for economic reasons to maintain manual training as a department or

a course in existing high schools. In this case a session of five hours

may probably be made to harmonize with existing arrangements of

academic work.
Respectfully submitted,

A. L. Goodrich.

Wm. C. Bates.

A. W. Bachkler.

C. W. Parmenter.

C. L. Jackson.

S. T. Button.

A course of academic work for high manual training schools

substantially as outlined in the foregoing report would undoubtedly

receive the approval of the Board of Education.

Frank A. Hill,

Secrelary.

Two schools in the State which pre-eminently exemplify that

sort of training which the act contemplates are the Mechanic
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Arts High School, Boston, and the Cambridge Manual Training

School for Boys, Cambridge.

The Mechanic Arts High School, Boston.

The school is located at the corner of Belvidere and Dalton

streets, in the Back Bay district. The building, two hundred

and twenty-four feet long by ninety feet wide, three stories in

height, of brick and brown stone, was erected in 1892-93 at a

cost of about $165,000. The cost of land, furnishings and

special equipment soon to be added will increase that amount to

about 1230,000.

On the basement floor are the boiler room, sanitary arrange-

ments, engine room, dressing rooms, containing two hundred

and fifty-eight ventilated lockers with combination locks, and

the forge shop, separated from the main building but entered

from the basement without passing out of doors.

The first floor (Plate II.) has two schoolrooms, accommo-

dating seventy pupils each, a physical laboratory, machine

shop, tool room, stock room and an oflfice for the instructors.

On the second floor (Plate III.) are two schoolrooms, simi-

lar to those below, the woodworking room, the turning and

pattern-making shop, tool room, and a room for the circular,

band and jig saws.

On the third floor are the lecture room, rooms for mechan-

ical and freehand drawing, a storeroom for tools and drawings,

and the lumber room.

A wing designed to contain the principal's office, the library,

the reception room and the chemical and physical laboratories

has not yet been erected, nor has the molding and casting shop

on the ground floor next the forge shop.

The equipment of each department is equal to the best to be

found in the country. The woodworking room contains thirty-

six double benches for carpentry (see Plate IV.), furnished

with cotnplete sets of excellent hand tools. Each bench has

racks, etc., for holding tools used in common, and a separate

locked drawer for the planes, bits, chisels, etc., used by each

boy who works at the bench during the day. The keys to

the special drawers are kept upon a keyboard, which may be

covered and locked (see Plate V.). A special feature of this

and other rooms for technical work is an amphitheatre, a quad-
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rant with the instructor's demonstration table at its centre, for

class instruction (see Plate V.). The great advantage of this

arrangement will at once be evident to all who are familiar with

technical schools.

In the wood turning and pattern-making shop (Plate VI.)

are the thirtj-six benches equipped with the Putnam Machine

Company's 11-inch swing speed lathes upon one side, and upon

the other with Wyman & Gordon quick-action vises, and com-

plete sets of tools of the best quality. Here, as in the wood-

working room, certain tools used in common are kept in an

upper drawer, but the finer cutting tools are distributed in sep-

arate individual drawers, that each boy may have his own set.

This room contains also a large pattern maker's lathe for the

instructor's use, an amphitheatre and extensive cases for sup-

plies and finished work.

FIG. 1.
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The drawing rooms (Plates VII. and VIII.) have accommo-

dations for six classes of thirty-six each. The drawing tables

are unique. Each is fitted with a locker holding six half-im-

perial drawing boards (see Fig. 1), above which is a com-

mon drawer for inks, drawing instruments, curves, scales and

various other tools used by all the boys. At the right are six

individual locked drawers for pencils, erasers, notebooks, etc.,

the personal property of each boy.

Besides the usual keyboards, cases, blackboard stands,

etc., this department has, in all probability, the best blue-

printing apparatus now in use. The printing frame, which

will take two imperial sheets or one "double elephant," is

mounted on an adjustable rolling car of special design. Special

sinks of soapstone aflford facilities for evenly rinsing, washing

and drying the prints without the slightest inconvenience.

Running nearly around the sides of the machine shop (Plate

XL) are benches of graduated heights equipped with twenty-

four 4-inch vises and as many sets of tools for chipping and

filing. The room is furnished with twenty-one Reed 12-inch

engine lathes, and three 14-inch engine lathes made by the

Fitchburg Machine Works, four Putnam hand lathes, and one

Brown & Sharp universal hand lathe. In addition, three expen-

sive special machines to acquaint the boys with the latest and

best methods of iron finishing, — namely, a 20-inch Fitchburg

Machine Works automatic planer, a Pratt & Whitney No. 1

pillar shaper, and a Brown & Sharp No. 1 universal milling

machine,— an instructor's demonstration bench, with arm chairs

for the classes, cases for tools and finished work, and about

one thousand dollars' worth of special hand tools for fine work,

complete the equipment.

In the forge shop (Plate IX.) are accommodations for three

classes per day of twenty-four each. There are three Bufialo

four-fire forges, and six of a two-fire pattern. The tool benches

(see Fig. 2) hold the common tools, and contain three in-

dividual drawers for personal property and pieces of work

in progress or finished. This room has also a special forge

fitted with a hand blower, for the instructor's use, emery wheels

run by power, a hand drill and a bolt-heading machine of the

latest pattern. Fans of ample size produce blast for the forges
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and carry away the foul air and products of connbustion, thus

securing perfect ventilation.

*-W

Yho7 ^e^cA

FIG. 2.

The course of instruction is not yet ready for publication.

The subject matter has been briefly outlined in the table on page
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411. Dr. Charles W. Parmenter and his cohiborers are develop-

ing a course which shall combine the scientific and literary

studies with the art and manual exercises in the most helpful

and economical way. The tendency is toward greater emphasis

upon the literary and aesthetic side, and less upon the shop-

work. In the shopwork there is a movement towards concen-

tration of eifort and conservation of energy. A thoroughly

capable instructor combines the qualities of an efficient foreman

and a skilled teacher. Under him pupils grow rapidly. Much
is accomplished in a short time.

The aim of the school is to give its pupils the equivalent of a

first-class English high school education,— a training which

fits a boy, not for a specific trade, but to take up any trade or

profession with a wider view, a more facile power, a broader

culture. Or, to quote Dr. Parmenter's own words :
—

The scbool will aim to encourage every noble endeavor, foster

every worthy ambition, insist upon high standards of attainment in

study and of perfection in mechanical work, cultivate self-control,

kindness, politeness and manliness, and deepen respect for honest

toil. It already gives encouraging assurance that it will justify the

expenditure made in its behalf by doing its full share of the work

of transmuting into noble character the diverse elements that our

complex civilization pours into the public schools.*

The school was opened in 1893, September 6, under the

head mastership of Frank A. Hill. From May 1, 1894, to

the end of June, it was without a principal, Mr. Hill having

resigned to become secretary of the State Board. Dr. Par-

menter then entered upon his duties.

The Cambridge Manual Training School for Boys.

This school was established in 1888 by Mr. Frederick H.

Rindge of California, a former resident of Cambridge. It was

opened in October, 1888, and its first class, fifteen in number,

was graduated in June, 1891. Although Mr. Rindge's original

intention was to present the school to the city at the expiration

of three years from its founding, he has not yet done so, but,

* Report to the superintendent of public schools, Boston, printed in the superintend-

ent's report, March, 1895.
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with great liberality of spirit, continues to pay all its expenses.

"While it is, in control, a private school, under the management

of trustees who represent Mr. Rindge, with a superintendent

responsible through them to the founder, and with teachers

who owe their appointment and compensation to the same

source, it is, nevertheless, in the offer of its advantages,

essentially a part of the public school system of Cambridge.

All who take the regular course are first enrolled as pupils

of the English high school, and their academic work is carried

on under the direction of the principal of that school. This

divided responsibility might invite practical difficulties, were

the city and Mr. Rindge less fortunate in the men called by

them to manage these institutions. Though absolutely inde-

pendent each of the other, these principals nevertheless have

to agree upon programmes, discipline and policies, in order

to insure harmonious co-operation.

The building is a handsome structure of brick and brown-

stone, nearly sixty feet wide and two hundred feet long (see

Plate I.). The plans (see Plate II.) show the size and arrange-

ment of rooms. The following detailed account of the rooms

and equipment is reprinted from a special report, prepared by

Dr. Charles W. Parmenter in 1892 and published by the city

in the school report for that year :
—

The Woodworking Room.

In this room there are two departments, the east side (Plate III.)

being fitted for general carpentry and the west side for turning and

pattern making. On the east side, conveniently arranged, are 8

woodworker's benches, 34 in. high, with a top 66 in. by 43 in. A
vertical board, 5 in. high, divides the top of each bench into two

equal parts, thus making it possible for two pupils to work at the

same bench, one on each side, without danger of interference. Below
the top of the table, at the right of the worker, are three drawers 23

in. by 5^ in., with a depth of 26 in., each fitted with a lock. Each
pupil has one of these drawers in which to keep the individual tools

supplied to him and his unfinished work. The remaining space, below

the top of the table, is converted into a closet designed to hold most

of the implements used in common by the members of different divi-

sions. These implements are : —

•

A bit brace ; a try-square, 6 in. blade ; a hammer ; a bevel, 6 in. blade
;

a plain boxwood rule, 2 ft. long; 6 in. dividers ; a boxwood scratch gauge.
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6 in. long; a screwdriver; chisels, J in, | in. and i in.; a knife; a back

saw, 10 in. blade; a cutting-off saw, 22 in. blade, 8 teeth to one inch; a

splitting saw, 22 in., 10 teeth to one inch; two winding sticks, 18 in. by

I in. by | in. ; a block plane ; a bench hook ; and a dust brush.

The individual tools in the drawers are : a block-plane iron ; a jack

plane, 16 in. ; a short jointer, 22 in ; a smooth plane, 8 in. ; and chisels,

IJ in. and | in.

The saws are kept in a special case provided for them in the front

end of the room. They are numbered to correspond with the benches,

and each pupil is charged with those which he receives and is held

responsible for their return, in good condition, to their proper place,

at the end of each working period. Between two of the windows is a

case for storing the " blue prints " from which the pupils work. This

case is 4 ft. 6 in. high, 2 ft. wide and 12 in. deep, and is conveniently

divided into pigeon holes for fifteen sets of " blue prints." Near the

benches are several stationary gluepots heated by steam and always

ready for use. Conveniently located for preparing materials for the

work of pupils is a double arbor bench saw, capable of being quickly

adjusted for either crosscutting or splitting, and furnished with the

most approved devices for facilitating work.

Running the entire length of the west side (Plate IV.) of the room,

in front of the windows, is a bench supplied with pattern-maker's

tools, and adapted to be used by divisions of twelve pupils. Attached

to this bench, separated by convenient distances, are twelve Fitch-

burg quick-action vises, with 9 in. jaws, and near each vise is a set

of three drawers, one of which is assigned to each pupil for his indi-

vidual tools and unfinished work. By the side of the drawers, in each

section, is a locker designed to contain the following tools, used in

common by members of different divisions :
—

A bit brace; a try-square, 6 in blade; a hammer; a bevel, 6 in. blade;

a plain boxwood rule, 2 ft. long ; 6 in. dividers ; a boxwood scratch gauge,

6 in. long; a screwdriver; chisels, ^ in, | in. and -| in. ; a knife; a back

saw, 10 in. blade ; a cutting-off saw, 22 in. blade, 8 teeth to one inch ; a

splitting saw, 22 in., 10 teeth to one inch ; Stanley's knuckle-joint block

plane, 6 in.; Stanley's iron jack plane, 14 in.; contraction rule, 21 in.;

inside-bevel pattern-maker's gouges, | in , | in., 1| in., and li in ; two

winding-sticks, 18 in. by | in. by | in. ; a dust brush ; and a bench hook.

The individual tools in the drawers are: plain irons for each plane;

paring chisels, | in. and IJ in.; turning chisels, | in. and 1| in. ; and a

gouge 1| in.

In front of this bench, at a convenient distance from it, is a row

of twelve pattern-maker's lathes, each having a 6 ft. bed, and

capable of doing work 12 in. in diameter. Two lathes are placed
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side by side, two feet apart, their bed pieces being connected by

a case carr^'ing two drawers, each fitted with a lock, and designed

to hold the following tools used in wood turning :
—

Inside calipers, 6 in.; outside calipers, 6 in.; gouges, 1| in. and i in.;

chisels, I in., J in., and li in.; a cutting-off tool; a round-nose tool; a

diamond-point tool ; dividers, 6 in. ; an oilstone and an oiler.

At one end of this row of lathes is a lai'ge pattern-maker's lathe,

having an 8 ft. bed and being capable of doing work 20 in. in

diameter. This lathe is fitted with the most approved devices for

doing all kinds of work, and is designed to be used only by the

instructor and by pupils who develop special skill and demonstrate

their ability to do a high order of work. By its side are two iron

speed lathes, 9 in. swing, 42 in. bed, constructed in the machine

shop by the members of the class of '91. Near at hand is a band

saw, 26 in. wheel, of the most approved pattern, fitted with an

adjustable iron, table. A tool closet, located in one corner of this

room, is supplied with a great variety of tools adapted to every

possible need of a woodworking establishment.

The Iron-working Room.

This room, like the woodworking room, is fitted for two distinct

kinds of work. The appliances upon the west side (Plate V.) are

adapted to general iron fitting, — chipping, filing, drilling, scraping,

etc. ; while those on the east side are for use in machine shop work.

Upon the west side are located four benches, 3 ft. high and having

a top 9 ft. by 3 ft. 8 in. A vertical wire screen, 24 in. high, divides

the top of each table in the centre, and serves to protect pupils on

opposite sides from the chips which fly from each other's work.

Each side of these benches is furnished with two vises and two sets

of four drawers, the upper drawer of each set being used in common
by the pupils of ^different divisions. One of the three other drawers

is assigned to each pupil for his individual tools and work. At the

beginning of a lesson each pupil obtains from the tool room a tray

which fits the upper drawer of each set, and which contains the

following tools, with the exception of the hammer, which remains in

the drawer :
—

A hardened steel try-squai'e, 3 in. blade ; outside spring calipers, 4 in.

;

spring dividers, 8 in. ; 4 in, steel scale, graduated to -^^ in.; scratch awl;

prick punch
; centre punch ; centre chisel ; file card ; brass vise jaws ; ball

peen hammer, \\ lbs.; box of oiled waste to be used in chipping; and a

box of chalk.
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The individual tools in each pupil's drawer are : a cope chisel ; a flat

chisel; a hand bastard file, 8 in.; a half-round bastard file, 10 in. ; half-

round second cut file, 8 in.

In addition to the benches described above there is a side bench

furnished with a large number of tools needed for special work.

Four small speed lathes are also used in this department for drilling,

hand-turning and polishing.

On the opposite side of the room (Plate VI.) are the equipments

of the machine shop department, consisting of engine lathes, four

16 in., seven 14 in. and one 11 in.; a 24 ft. planer; a 15 in.

shaper ; a 24 in. upright drill ; a sensitive drill ; a 36 in. grind-

stone ; and an emery grinder. The entire side of the room is

occupied by a long bench like that found in the pattern-making

department, fitted with twelve machinist's vises and as many sets

of drawers. In the upper drawer of each tier are :
—

A ball peen hammer, li lbs. ; a babbit hammer, 1| lbs. ; a monkey-wrench.

The tray obtained from the tool room contains :
—

A hardened steel try-square, 4 in. blade ; Starrett's outside calipers, 6 in.

;

outside spring calipers, 4 in.
;
plain inside calipers, 5 in. ; spring dividers,

4 in. ; 6 in. steel scale, graduated to -^-^ in. ; centre gouge ; scratch awl

;

centre punch
;
prick punch ; centre chisel ; file card ; small oilstone ; brass

vise jaws ; box of chalk ; and key to the upper drawer.

The tool room is furnished with drills, reamers, arbors, taps, lathe

dogs and tools of every variety, in sufficient number to supply each

boy with whatever he needs to complete a given job. The common
cutting tools, used by each pupil, are those which he forged the year

before. Each boy is given ten checks, bearing his school number,

which may be exchanged at the tool room for the articles needed ; the

check takes the place of the tool loaned until it is returned in good

condition. A small cupboard, attached under each lathe, contains

wrenches, change-gears and other lathe accessories. Similar arrange-

ments are made for the accessories of other machines.

The engine which drives all of the machinery is situated in the

iron-working room, and is under the charge of a competent engineer,

who gives a course of instruction concerning the construction and

care of engines and boilers.

The Forge Roora.

The room (Plate VII.) is furnished with 15 Sturtevant portable

forges, each connected by proper pipes with a blower, and with an
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exhaust fan which prevents the poisoning of the air by coal gas and

secures perfect ventilation. Near each forge is an anvil weighing

125 lbs., and a tool bench, 25 in. high, with a top 21 in. by 16 in.,

surrounded by a rim 2 in. high, to prevent tools from slipping off.

Each bench is furnished with three drawers, which occupy the entire

space below the top. A standard 3 ft. high, attached to the back

of the bench, supports the " blue prints " from which the pupils work.

The tools upon the benches are :
—

Swages, I in. and | in. ; fullers, J in. and | in. ; hot chisel ; cold chisel

;

flatter; set hammer; hardy.; square, 12 in.; hand hammer, ]| lbs.; box-

wood rule, 2 ft. long ; outside spiing calipers ; heading tools, ^^g in. to "i in.

The foi'ges are supplied with : a shovel ; a poker ; a rake ; 10 prs. of tongs

suitable for handling iron varying in diameter from ^ in. to | in. ; a dipper

for sprinkling the fire ; and a coal hod.

Six wooden pillars are fastened securely into the masonry of the

floor, in convenient locations, to each of which is attached a wrought-

iron blacksmith's vise, having 4^ in. jaws. Numerous other tools,

needed for special kinds of work, are to be found in different parts

of the room. Nothing is wanting which is likely to be needed by a

blacksmith. The boilers which generate steam for the engine and for

heating the building are located in this room.

The Drawing Room.

This large, well-lighted room (Plate VIII.) , situated upon the second

floor, contains 18 double tables, 36 in. high, with a top 24 in. by

76 in. Each table has two large drawers, designed to hold the draw-

ing materials which are used in common by the pupils of different

divisions.

These materials are : 2 hard rubber triangles, 8 in. 45°, and 9 in. 30° and
60"

; 3 P'rench curves ; German silver compasses, oi in., with attachments
;

an architect's triangular boxwood scale ; German silver hair-spring dividers,

5 in. ; Alteneder's ruling pen and bow pen. Each boy has his own drawing
board and T square.

The teacher's platform, measuring 6 ft. by 10 ft., is elevated 3 ft.

above the floor, thus making it possible for the most distant pupils to

obtain an unobstructed view of the objects placed upon the teacher's

table and of the illustrations upon the blackboards, the lower edges

of which are 3 ft. above the platform. These blackboards, three

in number, are placed one directly in front of another, each being

counterbalanced by weights, like an ordinary window sash, so that it

can be dropped down out of sight.
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In the rear of the room are cases of small drawers, one of which

is assigned to each pupil for his drawings and individual drawing

materials. Near at hand is the apparatus used in making " blue

prints," including a most convenient and efficient device for holding

the prints while they are exposed to the sunlight.

All the appointments of this room, like those of each of the other

rooms, are first class in every particular, and the work of the pupils

shows that they appreciate their advantages.

Adjoining the drawing room are two large recitation rooms fitted

with the appointments of an ordinary schoolroom.

The Basement.

With the exception of the space required for the janitor's room,

the central portion of the basement and the entire southern wing are

devoted to toilet rooms, wash rooms, and two hundred and seventy-

five large lockers for the accommodation of the pupils' clothing. These

lockers are grouped about large sinks supplied with hot and cold

water. Leading from one of the wash rooms is a well-appointed

shower bath. These rooms are kept in perfect order, and are under

the constant supervision of an efficient janitor. Every needed con-

venience has been provided, and no pupil is permitted to form slovenly

personal habits. Each pupil must provide himself with a hair brush,

comb, shoe brush, whisk broom, two towels, wash basin and soap

dish.

In the northern wing is a large kitchen, furnished with a hotel

range and the best modern appliances. Adjoining the kitchen is a

small dining room, in which dinners are served, at cost, to the in-

structors and such pupils as desire them. The remaining space in

this wing is devoted to a supply room, and to a large dining room

in which pupils eat the lunches which they bring to school. Mugs of

cocoa are furnished, if desired, at a very moderate price.

Course of Study, Aims and Methods.

The course of study was prepared by the late superintendent of the

school, Mr. Harry Ellis, and the principal of the English high school,

and, after approval by the proper authorities, was issued in 1894.

Only boys who have been admitted to the English high school will

be permitted to elect the manual course of study. The founder desires

that they shall be of good health and physique.

Pupils who take this course will give three hours a day to academic

work under teachers of the English high school, devoting two hours

to recitations and one to study, and three hours a day to mechanical
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work under teachers of the manual training school, devoting two hours

to the bench and one to drawing. The provisions for academic work

are made by the city of Cambridge through the English high school,

and those for the mechanical work are supplied by Mr. Rindge.

No pupil will be permitted to take the part of the course of study

assigned to one school without also taking the part assigned to the

other.

, The course of study is as follows :
—

Fii'St Year.
Hours

per Week.

5
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rabbet and jointer planes, try-square, chisels, gouges, bit stock, bits, bevel

marking gauge, hammer, nail set, mallet, screwdriver, countersink, brad

awl, spokeshave, clamps, wood files, drawing-knife, mitre box, oilstone,

and grindstone.

The course in iron fitting is as follows : chipping, filing, scraping, polish-

ing, fitting of sliding parts, drilling, hand turning, bolt cutting, tapping,

etc.

The tools used are : hardened steel try-square, outside spring calipers,

spring dividers, steel scratch awl, prick punch, centre punch, file card, brassg

vise jaws, ball-peen hammer, cape chisel, flat chisel and various forms and

sizes of files.

Seco7id Tear.
Hours

per Week.

3
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The course in wood turning is preparatory to pattern making, and con-

sists of exercises in measuring with calipers and dividers, and in cylindri-

cal, compound, conical, globe chuck and face plate turning.

The tools used are : wood-turning lathe, inside calipei's, outside calipers,

dividers, gouges, chisels, cutting-oii tool, round-nose and diamond-point

tools, oilstone and oiler.

The pattern-making work consists of instruction concerning moulding

draft of patterns, use of shrink rule, core prints, and core boxes; followed

by exercises in laying out patterns, building up cone yiatterns, jig sawing

and all operations involved in making both solid and split patterns.

The course in forging and blacksmithing is as follows : exercises in care

of fire and in drawing, upsetting, bending, riveting, welding, punching,

and tempering. Some of the articles made are : the wedge, square point,

sign dogs, stone dogs, S hooks, bent welded I'ings, harness hooks, truck

hangers, hook and staples, swivels, shafting keys, shaft with shoulders,

bent angle irons for strengthening joints, welded angle irons, chain links,

eye bolts and ring, device with bolt and cotter, bolts and nuts, square and

hexagonal lathe tools, tempered spring, flat drill, hammer, blacksmith

tongs, etc.

The tools used are a portable forge, anvil, hand hammer, rule, square,

swages, fullers, hot chisel, cold chisel, set hammer, hard}^ square, outside

spring calipers, heading tools, and various tools used in caring for the

forge fire.

Third Year.

S Advanced algebra, ......
1 ^

= '

i Plane geometry,

S Physics,

( Chemistr}-,........
3. French, .........
4. English language and literature, ....
5. Drawing (alternate days), ....
6. Machine shop work (alternate days), .

An option is offered between Nos. 1 and 2.

The mathematical work of this year is designed to meet the admission

requirements of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (pp. 60 and 61,

Catalogue of 1893-94), which include all the topics of academic algebra

to geometrical progressions, and the first five books of plane geometry.

The text-books used are Bradbury & Emery's Academic Algebra and
Wentworth's Elements of Plane Geometry.

The advanced course in physics assumes a knowledge of the elements

of the subject in general and such skill in manipulation as may be ac-

quired in the elementary course of the previous year. Special attention

is given to the C. G. S. system of units. The course is mainly experi-

mental, and includes measm-ements in the metric units of length, mass
and volume ; investigation of such laws as those governing the elasticity

Hours
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of wooden rods under flexure or toi'sion ; the determination of such values

as the breaking strength of wire, the coeflicient of expansion of metals,

the latent heat of water and steam, specific heat of lead, and the electrical

resistance of wires both by substitution and by the bridge method. The
advance is in the line of more accurate methods of experimenting rather

than in new subjects.

The course in French covers Otto\s French Grammar, Part 1, and the

translation of Worman's Premier Livre, Peppino, Les Recits del a Vieille

France, Le Pacta de Famine, and Le Siege de Bei'lin. There is much
translation of English into French either orally or at sight, or in the form

of written exercises prepared during the study period, or in class under

the supervision of the teacher.

The English of this year includes daily themes and the reading of

selections from standard authors.

The course in chemistry consists of forty laboratory exercises and eighty

recitations or lectures. The experimental work includes fifty of the one

hundred experiments prescribed by the Committee of Ten. The topics are :

oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon, acids, bases, salts, oxides of nitrogen,

oxides of carbon, chlorine, bromine, iodine, sulphur, jihosphorus, arsenic,

silicon, glass, atmosphere, water, flame, calcium, magnesium, aluminum,

zinc, lead, tin, mercury, silver, iron, illuminating gas, alcohol, bread, soap,

Dalton's laws. Gay Lussac's and Avogadro's law, with problems.

The course in drawing is as follows : projections ; measurements of

inclined lines with applications
;
geometrical constructions, such as mathe-

matical curves, the helix with applications to screws, theory of conic

sections, intersection and development of solids bounded by curved sur-

faces requiring the cutting plane ; theory and execution of the ^pur

gears; machine drawing (detail and assembled), specified and dimen-

sioned for use.

Each student is treated as an assistant draughtsman in a large office. A
complete machine is selected, and each assistant draughtsman is given an

idea of some part which he must develop, and of which he must produce a

correct working drawing. At least two parts are thus treated, and each

student makes two or more tracings of sheets not his own. From these he

makes blue prints on paper prepared by the class. The total time in the

drawing office is about seventy hours.

The machine shop course for the third and fourth years consists of lathe

woi'k, including the preparation of work for the lathe, straight and taper

turning, boring, chuck drilling, reaming, screw cutting, uses of boring

bar, compound rest, taper attachment and fine measuring tools, planing on

planer and shaper, milling, drilling and boring in drill press, forming and

grinding cutting tools, construction and assembling of machines and the use

of special tools.

The tools used are those of the first year and also the engine lathe,

planer, shaper, milling machine, upright drill, sensitive drill, emery

grinder, drills, reamers, arbors, taps, lathe dogs and tools of every variety

needed to complete a given piece of work.

Throughout the entire course the pupils in each shop work from pre-
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jections and shadows with color washes and tints, isometric projection,

simple and complicated shadows, isometric intersection, etc., and descrip-

tive geometry.

For machine shop work see the paragraphs at the end of third year.

A series of physical exercises is also maintained throughout the

four years, including military drill in the school of the soldier, with-

out arms, single-stick exercises and fire and emergency drill.

The time devoted to these physical exercises is about four hours

per week during the first year, three hours per week during the second

year and two hours per week during the third and fourth years. A
part of this time is taken from that assigned to shop work, but some-

what more than half of it is required in addition to the regular school

hours.

Emergency lectures by a competent surgeon form a part of the work

of the first year. The text-book used is Morton's Handbook of First

Aid to the Injured.

A full military band, of forty-two pieces, is organized from mem-
bers of the school, and rehearsals are held weekly.

In order to provide adequately for the future needs of the youth

of Cambridge, for whose benefit the school was primarily established,

it has been equipped on a scale of liberality which makes it possible

to accommodate, for the present, a considerable number of non-resi-

dent pupils.

The tuition is free to the sons of all persons who have been citizena

of Cambridge for two years ; all others will be charged at the rate

of $150 per annum, a sum which barely covers the cost of instruction

and materials.

Necessary incidentals, including drill suit, locker and toilet mate-

rials, cost from $3 to $8. There are no other charges.

It is necessary to guard against the possible impression that the

school is exclusively devoted to manual training. On the contrary,

it emphasizes strongly the academic side of its work, and strives to

make that work more interesting and effective by bringing it into

intimate relation with practical applications. The school is pecul-

iarly adapted to the needs of all boys who have little aptitude for

abstract study, but who wish to prepare themselves for employments

in which mechanical skill and an intelligent appreciation of the prin-

ciples which underlie the processes employed are essentials of success.

The present superintendent of the school is Mr. Charles H. Morse.

The relative standing of other manual training schools in the

twenty-three cities may be judged by facts recorded in the fol-

lowing table, taken from the before-mentioned returns :
—
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The Manual Training School at Springfield is the oldest

school of its kind in the State, and has long been famous, not

only here but throughout the country, as a pioneer school of

the best type. It is the only school in the State which at the

present time has facilities for molding and casting. The new

high school building when completed will afibrd opportunity

for development along several lines, which the school author-

ities have long contemplated.

While it is evident that but few of the manual training

schools in the State approach the standard presented in the fore-

going reports of the special committees, it must be admitted

that, considering the lack of available data of known value to

guide in formulating plans for such schools, and the brief period

of time which has elapsed since the enactment of the law re-

quiring such schools, the cities of Massachusetts, taken collec-

tively, have no reason to be ashamed of their record.*

In most of the cities that have not yet succeeded in respond-

ing to the law, a strong public sentiment, school committees

with the cities' best interests at heart, and efficient superin-

tendents will soon perfect plans for establishing manual train-

ing; schools of a hio;h order.

That there will be rapid improvement in the existing schools

in the near future must appear evident to all who are familiar

with them. The spirit of the men who have charge of them is

alone a sufficient guarantee. Many of these men acmiit that at

the present time, aside from the low general average require-

ments, the most apparent defect in their schools is the lack

of aesthetic elements in the distinctively manual work. The

wooden models required in the various courses, while vastly

superior to their Swedish and Russian prototypes, are still very

far from what they might be. In many of them the most

elementary rules of constructive design are disregarded. The
beauty arising from good proportions (the most fundamental

and obvious element in constructive design, applicable even to

the making of a brick), from the right contrast of straight

and curved lines, from the proper relation of adjacent curves,

from refinement of outline, is conspicuously absent. In many

* For infoi'mation upon this topic see the comprehensive report of the commission ap-

pointed to investigate the existing systems of manual training and industrial education,

Boston, 1893.
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cases the attempts at simple wood carving are barbaric and

even hideous, for lack of a little knowledge of elementary

design. The examples of wood turning, often excellent from

a technical point of view, sometimes seem transcripts of the

pre-centennial woodwork in this country, when they might

exhibit the refined curves of the Greek, as reflected in the early

colonial period.

Much of the iron work exhibits similar crudities. It all

reveals the need of training in art.

No justice as yet has been done by the advocates of manual train-

ing to the claims of industrial drawing as & training for the hand and

eye and the aesthetic sense. If the pupil pursues this study by the

analysis of the historical forms of ornament, and acquires familiarity

with graceful outlines and a genuine taste for the creation of beautiful

and tasteful forms, he has done more towards satisfying the economic

problem of industry than he could do by much mechanical skill.*

But there are higher reasons yet for studying the beautiful.

In the Symposium Plato says :
—

The true order of going ... is from one to two and from two to

all fair forms and from fair forms to fair actions, and from fair

actions to fair thoughts, until from fair thoughts he arrives at the

notion of absolute beauty, and at last knows what the essence of

beauty is,— a beauty which if you once beheld you would see not

to be after the measure of gold or garments, . . . but the divine

beauty, pure and clear and unalloyed, not clogged with the pollutions

of mortality ; . . . thither looking and holding converse with the true

beauty, divine and simple, and bringing into being and educating

true creations of virtue.

HENRY T. BAILEY.
North Scituate, Dec. 31, 1895.

* Wm. T. Harris and others, committee on i^edagogics, National Council of Educa-

tion, 1889.
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The Plan.

This outline is designed to help the teachers of country schools

;

to give a course which will answer in part some of the perplexing

questions which present themselves in these schools, namely, What

can be done without a special teacher, when the regular teacher

has little knowledge of the subject? Where grading is incomplete?

Where the program is crowded ? Where materials usually required

are not furnished? It attempts also to indicate how, under these con-

ditions, the natural objects to which the pupils have free access may

be used to advantage.

The most practical plan thus far discovered seems to be to make

two divisions of the school, perhaps between the third and fourth

years. This outline gives a three years' course for each division,

arranged so far as possible to meet the difficulty arising from the

fact that each year new pupils must enter the first division and others

pass from the first to the second, taking up the course where they

find it. The following table will present the entire plan concisely:



General Plan of Course in Drawing

FOR UNGRADED SCHOOLS.



Materials.

Paper. Manila drawing paper, 6"x9'', in generous quantities.

Pencils. Medium soft, good quality, to be used for drawing

only.

Rules. Hard-wood foot rules, one for each pupil.

Models. Sphere, cylinder, cube^, half-sphere, half-cylinder, half-

cube, ovoid, cone and pyramid, 2'' size, in sufficient quantities so that

all the pupils of any division may have one of each kind. •

Objects, based on the type solids, such as teacher and pupils may

collect.

Sticks. One box of kindergarten sticks, assorted lengths and

colors, for each building.

Colored Paper. MUton Bradley's Standards, in assorted packages

as required, and a small sample book for each pupil in the

grammar division.
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Lessons.

Primary Division, First Year.

The course proyides for two thirty-minute lessons each week, and is so arranged

to indicate approximately its relation to the calendar.

September.
First Week.

1. Illustrative sketch, for free expression, — an incident during

vacation. Each pupil to express his own ideas by means

of drawing.

2. Terms of location. By questioning and by dictation, test

knowledge of terms of location,— center, top, bottom, left

and right sides. Give each direction clearly and but once,

the pupils working in concert.

Second Week.

3. Review terms of location, to make sure that each pupil under-

stands them and can respond without hesitation.

4. Illustrative sketcJi, employing terms of location. For example,

let the slate represent a field. A farmer sets out trees in

his field, one at the right hand side, one at the bottom, one

in the center, one at the top. Sketch the trees. How many

trees? Which side is empty? The tree in the field at the

right hand side died the next winter. Erase its picture.

Which trees are left? Give other similar exercises.

October.
Third Week.

5. St^ldy of the sphere. (PL 1, Fig. 1.)

a. Preparation. Place a few spherical objects— an orange,

a ball, an apple, a bead— in different parts of the

room. Distribute spheres.

b. Observation. Direct the pupils to grasp the sphere in the

right hand, then to change to the left hand. Ask how

it feels to the hand. Let the pupils roll it upon the
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desk and staud it in the groove, to discover what it will

do under different conditions. Have the sphere held

at arm's length and observed ; have it turned in dif-

ferent positions. Ask how it appears.

c. Reflection. Ask what the pupils can see in the room
having the shape of the splaexe; and what they can

remember to have seen elsewhere. What is the largest

sphere they ever saw? \Yhat is the smallest?

d. Expression. Write the name sphere on the blackboard.

Have it pronounced correctly, first in unison, then by
individuals, and copied upon slate or paper. Ask
questions to bring out the use of the words sphere and

spheres.

j^'These four steps should be observed in each form

lesson.

Ask each pupil to bring next morning a spherical object.

A list of names of spherical objects should be kept

upon the blackboard or chart and enlarged as new
applications are discovered.

6. Review the previous lesson.

Discuss collected objects, selecting those nearest like the type.

Find pictures of spherical objects in schoolbooks, etc. Have
such pictures collected from seed catalogues and other adver-

tisements. These may be pasted in a scrapbook, grouped

according to the type solid.

Fourth Week.

7. Surface. Review sphere and spherical objects. Teach surface

as the outside of an object. No object has more than one.

Write the word on the board and have it copied. Find other

surfaces in the room.

8. Illustrative sketch. Select several spherical objects, discuss

them, lead children to sketch them neatly, s.ome working on

the blackboard. (PI. 1, Fig. 1, a, b, c, d, e.)

Fifth Week.

9. Correlative revieiv, that is, a review which combines previous

lessons. For example : Find a sphere
;
place it in center of

desk ; what will it do if left alone ? Place it at the top, in

the groove ; at the left ; at the right. What name is given

to the outside of the sphere? Name a spherical object.

Sketch one upon the board, etc.

10. The spectrum. By means of a glass prism produce the solar

spectrum on the wall or ceiling. Question children as to
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where they have seen such colors before. How many
different colors do they see in it? Tell the story of Iris or

of Bifrost. Interest them in searching for the spectrum in

nature. Start a record of discoveries.

Sixth Week.

11. The cylinder. Teach cylinder (PL 1, Fig. 2), and collect

cylindrical objects. For order of teaching see lesson 5.

12. Bevieiv the previous lesson. For method see lesson 6.

November.
Seventh Week.

13. Comparative review. Review cylinder, comparing it with the

sphere as to shape and action. Review surface, teaching

curved and plane.

14. Face. Review surface and teach face as a distinct part of a

surface. Find faces of objects in the room.

Eighth Week.

15. Illustrative sketch. Select several cylindrical objects, discuss

them, lead the children to sketch them on blackboard, slate

and paper. (See PI. 1, Fig. 2, a, b, c, d )

16. Group. Select two or three spherical and cylindrical objects

and arrange them to form a gToup, that is, to suggest a

story ; for example, a dinner pail and two apples. Have
sketches made of this group, or of some other from memory.

Ninth Week.

17. Correlative review, including sphere, cylinder, surface, curved

and plane, terms of location, etc.

18. Color. Report observation of spectrum. (Rainbow, soap-

bubble, oil floating on water, glass pendant, sunlight

through water, on black cloth or black fur, cracked ice

and glass, in spray, mist, dewdrops, etc.)

December.
Tenth Week.

19. The cube. Teach cube (PL 1, Fig. 3) and collect cubical

objects. For order of teaching see lesson 5.

20. Review the previous lesson. For method see lesson 6.

Eleventh Week.

21. Comparative review. Review cube, comparing it with the

sphere and cylinder as to shape and action. Review

surface and face.
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22. Illustrative sketch. Select several cubical objects, discuss

them, lead the childreu to sketch them ou blackboard,

slate and paper. (See PI. 1, Fig. 3, a, b, c.)

Twelfth Week.

23. Kinds offaces. Teach kinds of faces, curved and plane, using

type solids and objects.

24. Edges. Teach edge as the division betiveen faces. Find edges

ou objects. Teach curved and straight edge. Find illus-

trations.

JANUARY.
Thirteenth Week.

25. Corners. Review edges and teach comer as the end of an edge.

Review terms of location, adding those which define corners,

— upper left, upper right, lower left, lower right.

26. Groxip. Select three or more different typical objects and

arrange them in a group, to suggest a story ; for example,

a lunch box, an orange and a glass of water.

Fourteenth Week.

27. Correlative review., including sphere, cylinder, cube ; surface,

face, curved and plane ; edge, curved and straight ; corner

;

terms of location, etc.

28. Color. Test knowledge of color names,— red, orange, yellow,

green, blue, violet,— using the spectrum, colored papers, etc.

Fifteenth Week.

29. TJaits of distance. By means of inch cubes used at the desks,

and of foot rules used by a part of the class at the boards,

teach the units of distance, one inch and one foot; (a) meas-

ure, placing points at corners
; (6) place points by judgment

;

test.

30. Revieiv the previous lesson.

FEBRUARY.
Sixteenth Week.

31. Judging distances. Have pupils (part of class at boards) place

points definite distances apart, by judgment. For example

:

place point in center of space
;
place another one inch Tfoot)

above it ; an inch (foot) below it ; an inch (foot) to the left,

to the right, etc.

32. Color. Teach red; (a) find red in spectrum
;

(b) find objects

in room having similar color
;

(e) name red objects from

memory
; (/) ask pupils to collect red objects for use in

other lessons.
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Seventeenth Week.

33. Inch from corner. Give each pupil a sheet of mauila paper

6" X 9". Have pupils fit an inch cube or tablet into each

corner in succession, and place a point at the corner of the

cube or tablet nearest the center of the sheet. These points

are one inch from two adjacent edges, and are designated,

briefly, as one incli from a corner. Repeat the exercise with-

out the cubes or tablets, on the other side of the sheet,

judging distances. Test with cubes.

34. Review the previous exercise.

Eighteenth Week.

35. Correlative review., including type solids and their details, and

units of distance.

36. Color. Teach orange. For method see lesson 32.

Nineteenth Week.

37. Horizontal. Teach horizontal position of faces and edges,

using models and objects. Have horizontal lines drawn on

the blackboard, and tested by means of a level.

38. Review the previous lesson, dictating horizontal lines on 6" x
9" sheets, first points one inch from corners. (See PL 2,

Fig. 1.)

March.
Twentieth Week.

39. Illustrative sketch, involving horizontal lines ; for example, a

boat on the pond, a mill, a fenced pasture, etc.

40. Color. Teach yellow. For method see lesson 32.

Twenty-first Week.

41. Vertical. Teach vertical position of faces and edges, using

models and objects. Have vertical lines drawn on the

blackboard and tested by means of a plumb-bob.

42. Revieio the previous lesson, dictating vertical lines on 6" x 9"

sheets, first points one inch from corners. (See PL 2,

Fig. 2.)

April.

Twenty-SECOND Week.

43. Illustrative sketch, involving vertical lines ; for example, a

picket fence, houses, windows, etc.

44. Color. Teach green. For method see lesson 32.
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Twenty-third Week.

45. Oblique. Teach oblique positions of faces and edges, using

models and objects. Have oblique lines drawn on the black-

board between points located by the teacher or another.

46. Bevieto the previous lesson, dictating oblique lines on a 6" x
9" sheet, first points one inch from corners. (See PI. 2,

Fig. 3.)

Twenty-fourth AVeek.

47. Illustrative sketch, involving oblique lines ; for example, a

ladder, a barn and shed, a schooner or sloop, etc.

48. Color. Teach blue. For method see lesson 32.

May.

Twenty-fifth "Week.

49. Correlative revieiv, including horizontal, vertical and oblique

positions of surfaces, faces, edges and lines.

50. Shapes of plane faces. By means of cylinder and cube and

appropriate objects teach the shapes of plane faces,— cir-

cular and square. Have the pupils name objects having

faces of these shapes. Start a list of each. Collect objects

and illustrations.

Twenty-SIXTH Week.

51. Review the previous lesson, taking special pains to fix circle

and square as figures. Do not confuse sphere and circle,

nor cube and square. Distinguish solids from geometric

figures.

52. Color. Teach violet. For method see lesson 32.

Twenty-seventh Week.

53. Square objects. Review objects based on the square. Have an

object like one of those at Fig. 8, Plate 2, made from paper,

etc., by each pupil, mounted on the left half of a sheet and

drawn on the right half. (See PI. 2, Fig. 4.)

54. Use the time for completing the previous exercise if necessary,

or dictate the following (6" x 9" sheet, long edges hori-

zontal) : Place a point one inch from each corner. Place

a point two inches to the right of the upper left point.

Place another one inch to the right of this. Place a point

two inches to the right of the lower left point. Place

another one inch to the right of this. Find the middle of

the left edge. Place a point one inch to the right of it.
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Place a point two inches to the right of this. Connect the

points now on the paper by vertical and horizontal lines so

as to form three squares. (See PL 2, Fig. 5.)

Twenty-eighth Week.

55. Circular objects. Review objects based on the circle. Have

an object like one of those at Fig. 9, Plate 2, made from

paper, etc., by each pupil, mounted on the left half of a

sheet and drawn on the right half. (See PI. 2, Fig. 6.)

56. Use the time for completing the previous exercise if necessary,

or dictate the following (6^' xQ" sheet, long edges horizontal) :

Place a point in the center of the sheet. Place a point one

inch above it ; another two inches above it. Place a point

one inch below the center; another two inches below it.

Place a point an inch to the left of the center ; another two

inches to the left of it. Place a point an inch to the right

of the center ; another two inches to the right of it. Draw

a circle four inches across through four of these points.

Draw another two inches across through four other points.

Draw four straight lines, as shown in Fig. 7, Plate 2, to make

a rosette.

June.
Twenty-ninth Week.

57. Borders. Teach what is meant by ornamental border., using

handkerchiefs, books, etc. Have pupils make borders from

dictation or illustration, using solids, tablets or sticks.

58. Historic ornament. Have the pupils copy one or more of the

historic /refs shown on Plate 1, Fig. 4, using sticks.

It is supposed that frets originated with the Egyptians more

than three thousand years ago, and that they symbolized the

Nile with its reeds. The Greeks borrowed it and elaborated

it into beautiful and intricate forms which are used almost

universally at the present time.

Thirtieth Week.

59. Original arrangement. Give each pupil a dozen inch or two-

inch sticks of one color (whatever he may choose) and lead

them to produce original arrangements for borders.

60. Constructed border. Review the previous lesson, each pupil

reproducing his best arrangement. Have them construct

the border, using colored sticks glued to a white, black or

gray paper background.
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PRIMARY DIVISION, SECOND YEAR.

September.
First Week.

1. Illustrative sketch, for free expression; aa incident during

vacation. Each pupil to tell all he can by means of

drawing.

2. Terms of location. By questions and by dictation test knowl-

edge of such terms as center, top, bottom, left, right. Give

each direction clearly and but once, the pupils working in

concert.

Second Week.

3. Sphere. Review sphere and spherical objects, using the

models, objects iu the room, objects remembered and

described. Make clear the shape, action and appearance.

4. Spherical objects. Have the pupils make illustrative sketches

of spherical objects. (See PI. 1, Fig. 1.) Review sur-

face,— the outside of an object.

October.
Third Week.

5. Hemisphere. (PI. 3, Fig. 1.)

a. Preparation. Place a few hemispherical objects— a

half apple, Japanese bowl, walnut shell, acorn cup,

oil feed, call bell, etc. — in different parts of the

room. Distribute hemisphereso

h. Observation. Review sphere. Lead pupils to compare

the two and state facts. What have the two in com-

mon? In what do they differ?

c. Reflection. Lead pupils to discover similar forms in

the room, and to recall similar objects seen elsewhere.

d. Expression. Write the name hemisphere on the black-

board. Have it pronounced correctly in unison and

by individuals, and copied on slate or paper. Ask
questions to bring out the use of the words hemisphere

and hemispheres.
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I^^These four steps are essential in every lesson introducing

a new form.

Ask each pupil to bring next morning a hemispherical

object. A list of such objects should be kept upon

the blackboard or chart and enlarged as new applica-

tions are discovered. Give the pupils a wide view.

The dome of our State House, of the Horticultural

• Building at the Columbian Exposition, and of St.

Peter's at Rome are hemispherical. So is a humming

bird's nest, and a lichen cup and a lady bug.

6. Review the previous lesson.

Discuss collected objects, selecting those nearest like the type.

Find pictures of hemispherical objects in schoolbooks, etc.

Have such pictures collected from seed catalogues and other

advertisements. These may be pasted in a scrapbook,

grouped according to the type solid.

Fourth Week.

7. Correlative review^ involving sphere, hemisphere, surface, face

(curved and plane) and edge.

8. Hemispherical objects. Have the pupils make illustrative

sketches of hemispherical objects. (See PI. 3, Fig. 1, and

PI. 9, Figs. 17 to 20.)

Fifth Week.

9. Bisecting. Review sphere and hemisphere. Have pupils bisect

apple, crayon, etc. Draw lines on the blackboard and have

them divided and tested. Write the new word. Have it

pi'onounced con-ectly and copied neatly. Use in language

lesson.

10. Color. Review the spectrum, using the prism and objects

which show it,— glass, coal, a fly's wing under microscope,

any such objects available. Give them Schiller's riddle

beginning "A bridge weaves its arch of pearls." Interest

them in discovering the spectrum in unexpected places in

nature.

Sixth Week.

11. Cylinder. Review cylinder and cylindrical objects, using the

models, objects in the room and remembered objects.

Make definite ideas of shape, action and appearance.

12. Cylindrical objects. Have illustrative sketches of cylindrical

objects made by the pupil from objects and from memory.

(See PI. 1, Fig. 2, and PI. 9, Figs. 21 to 24.)
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November.
Seventh Week.

13. Half-cylinder. Teach balf-cyliuder (P1.3, Fig. 2), and collect

similar objects. For order of teaching see lesson 5.

14. Review the previous lesson. For method see lesson 6.

Eighth Week.

15. Correlative review, involving sphere, half-sphere, cylinder,

half-cylinder, surface, face (curved and plane), edge

(curved and straight) , corner.

16. Half-cylindrical objects. Have the pupils make illustrative

sketches of such objects. (See PI. 3, Fig. 2, PI. 11, Figs.

5, 17 and 18.)

Again, give a wide view. This is the shape of the tail of a

lobster, the shell of a razor fish, the half of a leaf stalk or

bean pod, a trunk cover, the top of a mail box, an arched

bridge, a train house and the Hoosac Tunnel.

Ninth Week.

17. Bisecting. Review bisecting, using lines upon the board, slate,

paper, etc. Test. Keep a record of results. "A
B , right 9 times in 10. C D , right 7 times,"

etc.

18. Color. Reports of observation of spectrum. Test kuowledge

of color names. Arrange colors in a row in order of spec-

trum. Have each pupil write their names in order. Write

names of other colors. Oral recitation will not give reliable

results in this lesson. Keep a record of results. " A
B , knows R, Y, G, B. C D knows only Y,

R and B," etc. Later, in connection with language les-

sons, give each pupil drill on color names as he may need.

DECEMBER.
Tenth Week.

19. Cube. Review cube and cubical objects, using the models,

objects in the room, objects remembered, etc. Make clear,

ideas of shape, action and appearance.

20. Cubical objects Have the pupils make illustrative sketches of

cubical objects. (See PI. 1, Fig. 3, PL 11, Figs. 19 to 24.)

Eleventh Week.

21. Half-cube. Teach half-cube (PI. 3, Fig. 3), and collect simi-

lar objects. For order of teaching see lesson 5.
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22. Review the previous lesson. For method see lesson 6.

Twelfth AVeek.

23. Terms of relation. Review cube and half-cube. Teach par-

allel and at an angle, using faces and edges of solids and

of objects in the room. Ask questions which shall necessi-

tate the correct use of these terms. Have lines drawn on

the blackboard illustrating the terms. Bring out the facts

that parallel lines are not necessarily of the same length,

nor straight, and that lines need not meet in order to be at

an angle with each other.

24. Half-cubical objects. Teach triangular prism a,s another name
for half-cube. Teach the difference between the two terms

as generally used. Lead the pupils to name objects based

upon the triangular prism. Show how it is combined with

the cube and square prism in architecture. Let them make
illustrative sketches of objects based on the half-cube and

triangular prism. (See PI. 3, Fig. 3, etc., and Fig. 6, etc.,

and PI. 13, Figs. 17 and 18.)

January.
Thirteenth Week.

25. Review terms of location, center, top, bottom, left, right,

upper left corner, upper right corner, lower left corner,

lower right corner, having pupils place points from dicta-

tion, making use of the units of distance one inch and one

foot (part of the class at the blackboards)

.

26. Group. Have the pupils make illustrative sketches involving

the divided solids singly or combined with the types, or of

objects based upon such combinations. For example, a bird

house, a group of toadstools, a box of cerealine and a gem
pan, or other suggestive objects.

Fourteenth "Week.

27. Correlative review, involving the types, their divisions and

details, especially the relations of faces and edges in each.

28. Color. Teach standard red from the collection of objects

illustrating color. Have the pupils select all the red ones.

Compare these to determine the reddest. Compare this

with the standard red of the papers. Let the pupils tell

which red objects are lighter than the standard, and which

are darker. By repeated exercises of this sort the standard

may be fixed in mind.
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Fifteenth Week.

29. Horizontal. Review horizontal as applied to faces, edges and

lines. Have horizontal lines drawn on the blackboard and

tested by means of a level if possible. Repeat on paper.

(See PI. 2, Fig. 1.)

30. Vertical. Review vertical as applied to faces, edges and lines.

Have vertical lines drawn on the blackboard and tested by

means of a plumb-bob. Repeat on paper. (See PL 2,

Fig. 2.)

FEBRUARY.
Sixteenth "Week.

31. Review. By means of objects, rapid sketches on the board

and sketches made by the pupils, review horizontal and

vertical, that the pupils may be able to discriminate them

with great rapidity.

32. Color. Teach standard orange. For method see lesson 28.

Seventeenth Week.

33. Correlative review, including horizontal, vertical and oblique

lines, parallel and at an angle. Have pupils make an

illustrative sketch involving parallel lines.

34. Bight angle. Teach right .angle, using solids, objects and

lines. Have right angles drawn on the blackboard, using

only horizontal and vertical lines. Repeat on paper. (See

PI. 4, Fig. 1.)

Eighteenth Week.

35. Review the previous lesson, using sticks and lines. Have

right angles drawn on the blackboard and paper, using only

oblique lines. (See PI. 4, Fig. 2.)

36. Color. Teach standard yellow. For method see lesson 28.

Nineteenth Week.

37. Acute and obtuse angles. Review right angle and teach acute

and obtuse angles, using solids, objects, sticks, lines, etc.

Have acute and obtuse angles drawn on the blackboard and

on paper. (See PI. 4, Fig. 3.)

38. Review the previous lesson. Place such sketches as those on

Plate 3, at Fig. 8, a, b, c, and at Fig. 10, a and b, on the

blackboard, and have pupils tell the number of each kind

of angle in each. Let them make an illustrative sketch

involving; the different angles.
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March.
Twentieth Week.

39. Correlative review, including edges, lines, their relations,

parallel, at an angle, and the kinds of angles, right, acute

and obtuse.

40. Color. Teach standard green. For method see lesson 28.

Twenty-FIRST Week.

41. Triangle. Teach triangle, using the half-cube and objects

with triangular faces. (See PI. 3, Fig. 8, etc.) Lead the

pupils to discover the following facts

:

Any plane surface )

Bounded by three straight lines . \ is a triangle.

And having three angles . . . \

Have the formula written by each and " learned by heart."

Collect objects and illustrations. Have each start a sheet to

contain illustrative sketches of objects involving triangle.

42. Review the previous lesson, adding sketches to the sheet of

illustrations. The triangle determines the arrangement of

parts in the trillium ; it is the base form of such leaves as

the bu'ch and fern ; some seeds, pollen grains, moths,

butterflies' wings and fishes are triangular. It is the type

of all roof trusses ; it is invaluable in surveying and in the

higher mathematics and astronomy. In symbolic art it

stands for the Godhead.

April.
Twenty-second Week.

43. Details of the triangle. Distribute paper triangles of various

shapes. Lead the pupils to discover base, vertex, altitude,

and write the name of each part near it. Sketch triangles

of various shapes on the blackboard and have pupils add
details. Draw a triangle and details on paper. (See PI. 4,

Fig. 4.)

44. Color. Teach standard blue. For method see lesson 28.

Twenty-third Week.

45. Triangular object. Have an accurate drawing of some simple

triangular object drawn freehand upon a 6" x 9'' sheet.

(See PI. 3, Fig. 8, a, b, c.)

46. Square. Teach square, using the type solids and objects with

square faces. (See PI. 3, Fig. 9, a, b, c.) Lead the pupils

to discover the following facts :
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Any plane surface \

Bounded by four equal straight lines . I is a square.

And having four right angles . . . \

Have the formula wi'itten and learned by each pupil.

Collect objects and illustrations. Have each start a sheet to

contain sketches of objects involving squares.

Twenty-fourth Week.

47. Revieio the pre\dous lesson, adding sketches to the sheet of

illustrations. Have several squares drawn accurately upon

paper. (See PI. 4, Fig. 5, omitting the details.)

The square is useful in all the arts ; it is the base form for

such leaves as the poplar, hepatica, dwarf cornel, etc., and

of such flowers as the lilac, bluet, and all those of the

mustard family.

48. Color. Teach standard violet. For method see lesson 28.

May.
Twenty-fifth Week.

49. Details of the square. Distribute paper squares. Have
pupils fold them to discover diameters and diagonals.

Write the name of each near it. Sketch squares on the

blackboard and on paper. (See PI. 4, Fig. 5.)

50. Square object. Have an accurate drawing of some simple

square object drawn freehand upon a 6" x 9" sheet. (See

PI. 3, Fig. 8, a, b, c.)

Twenty-sixth Week.

51. Rectangle. Teach rectangle, using the type solids and objects

with rectangular faces. (See PI. 3, Fig. 10, a, b, c.)

Lead the pupils to discover the following facts

:

Any plane surface )

Bounded by four straight lines . \ is a rectangle.

And having four right angles . \

Have the formula written and learned by each pupil.

Compare the rectangle with the square.

Collect objects and illustrations. Have each start a sheet to

contain sketches of objects involving rectangles.

52. Review the previous lesson, adding sketches to the sheet of

illustrations. Have several rectangles drawn accurately on
paper. (See PI. 4, Fig. 6.)

The rectangle is the most common geometric figure in every

schoolroom. Doors, windows, panels, panes, blackboards,

desk tops, book covers, papers, almost everything is rec-

tangular. In nature it is the base form of some few
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flowers, like the enchanter's nightshade, of some compound
leaves, like those of the vetches, and of some other plant

and a few animal forms.

Twenty-seventh Week.

53. Details of the rectangle. Distribute paper rectangles. Have
pupils fold them for diameters and diagonals. Write name

on each. Compare with those of the square. Draw rec-

tangles with their details on blackboard and paper. (See

PI. 4, Fig. 6.)

54. Rectangular object. Have an accurate drawing of some simple

rectangular object drawn freehand on a 6" x 9" sheet. (See

PI. 3, Fig. 10, a, b, c.)

Twenty-eighth Week.

55. Borders and surfaces. Review border and teach surface

ornament, using calico, decorated papers, or anj^thing else

having a "figure." Have pupils arrange squares or rec-

tangles to make a surface ornament. (See PL 4, Fig. 7.)

56. Review the previous lesson, using also circles. Have pupils

arrange the surface oiniament shown on PI. 4, Fig. 8, and

afterward another of their own design.

June.
Twenty-ninth Week.

57. Historic ornament. Have pupils copy one or more of the

historic borders shown on PI. 3, Fig. 11, a and b, drawing

them upon 6" x 9'' sheets with such mechanical aids as they

may require.

These are both Egyptian borders taken from walls of tombs at

Thebes.

58. Original arrangement. Give each pupil a half-dozen geo-

metric figures cut from paper, and ask him to arrange

several borders, using these as units, keeping record of

arrangements by means of illustrative sketches.

Thirtieth Week.

59. Review the previous lesson, selecting the best border and pre-

paring background of gray, white or black of the proper

size for constructing it.

60. Constructed border. Have each pupil select a sheet of colored

paper, and from it cut the required number of units.

Arrange these, carefully spaced, upon the background, glue

each in place, add margin lines. An ornament having

but one color upon a ground of black, white or gray illus-

trates contrasted harmony of color.
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Primary Division, Third year.

September.
First Week.

1. Illustrative sketch for free expression ; an incident during

vacation. Each pupil to tell all he can by means of draw-

ing.

2. Terms of location. By questions and by dictation test

knowledge of such terms as center, top, bottom, left, right,

upper left corner, upper right corner, lower left corner,

lower right corner. Give each direction clearly and but

once, the pupils working in concert.

Second "Week.

3. Sphere and half-sphere. Review these forms, using the type

solids and objects in the room. Lead pupils to recall

spherical aud hemispherical objects. Collect typical ob-

jects and illustrations.

4. Spherical and hemispherical objects. Have the pupils make

illustrative sketches of such objects. (See PI. 1, Fig. 1,

etc., PI. 3, Fig. 1, etc., PI. 7, Figs. 14 to 19, and PL 9,

Figs. 17*to 20.)

October.
Third "Week.

5. Review the details of form, surface (curved, plane), face

(curved, plane) and edge. Bring out sharply the difference

between a solid and a face. Do not allow the children to

confuse sphere, hemisphere and cu'cle.

6. Color. Review the spectrum and the standards,— red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, violfet. Have pupils make written lists

of o])jects of each color. Arrange spectnim with tablets of

colored paper.

Fourth "Week.

7. Cylinder and half-cylinder. Review these forms, using the

type solids and objects in the room. Lead pupils to recall

objects based upon these forms. Collect typical objects

and illustrations.
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8. Cylindrical and half-cylindrical objects. Have the pupils make

illustrative sketches of such objects. (See PL 1, Fig. 2,

etc., PI. 3, Fig. 2, etc., PI. 9, Figs. 21 to 24, and PL 11,

Figs. 17, 18.)

Fifth Week.

9. Correlative revieio, including sphere and half-sphere, cylin-

der and half-cylinder, surface, face (curved, plane), edge

(curved, straight) and corner. Also units of distance,

1", 2" and 1'.

10. Color. Teach orange-red and red-orange. Arrange the spec-

trum with its eighteen tones. Notice the two tones between

standard red and standard orange. Select objects of these

colors. One is nearer one standard but modified by con-

taining a little of the standard next below it. The other is

nearer another standard but modified by containing a little

of the standard next above it. To illustrate, O R, taken

alone, would appear to the casual observer to be red. It

is a red but not standard red. It is a red modified by

orange, hence, orange-red. R O alone appears to be orange.

It is found to be a little redder than standard orange, hence,

red-orange. Orange-red is a hue of red. Red-orange is a

hue of orange. The other hues may be taught in a similar

way. Ask pupils to bring from home objects having these

hues.

Sixth Week.

11. Cube and half-cube. Review these forms, using the type

solids, objects in the room, objects remembered, etc. Col-

lect typical objects and illustrations.

12. Cubical and half-cubical objects. Have the pupils make illus-

trative sketches of such objects. (See PL 1, Fig. 3, etc.,

PL 3, Fig. 3, etc.. Fig. 6, etc., and PL 13, Figs. 16, 17, 18.)

NOVEMBER.
Seventh Week.

13. Ilelations. Review parcdlel and at an angle, using solids,

objects, sketches, etc., having pupils draw on blackboards.

Review also the kinds of angles,— right, acute and obtuse.

14. Color. Review orange-red and red-orange, using the colored

papers and collected objects. Hold each object before the

class and have them name its hue, the standard hues of

colored paper not being in sight for comparison. After

each is named, test the hue by comparing with the colored

papers.
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Eighth Week.

15. Spheroids. Review sphere ; compare its form with that of a

turnip and a lemon. Lead pupils to see that one is like

a flattened sphere and one like an elongated sphere. Give

the names flat spheroid (tell them what the termination

Old means) and long spheroid. Collect typical objects and

illustrations. (See PI. 5, Fig. 1, a, b, c, PI. 7, Figs. 15,

17 and 19.)

16. Ovoid. (PI. 5, Fig. 1, and PI. 7, Fig. 16.)

a. Preparation. Place a few ovoidal objects— a (blown

or boiled) egg, an acorn, a French turnip, a rose jar,

etc. — in different parts of the room. Distribute

spheres and ovoids.

b. Observation. Review sphere. Compare sphere and ovoid

and lead pupils to state facts. What have they in com-

mon ? How do they differ ?

c. Reflection. Lead pupils to discover ovoidal objects in

the room, to recall objects having this general form.

d. Expression. Write the name ovoid on the blackboard

(noticing the termination oid). Have it used in lan-

guage drill, asking questions to bring out the singular

and plural forms.

I^^These four steps are essential in every lesson introducing

a new form.

Ask each pupil to bring next morning an ovoidal object.

A list of such objects should be kept upon the black-

board or chart, and enlarged as new applications are

discovered.

Ninth Week.

17. Ovoidal objects. Review the previous lesson. Have the pupils

make illustrative sketches of such objects. (See PI. 5,

Fig. 1, c, PL 7, Figs. 8*, 16 and IS.) The ovoid is a

beautiful form ; it underlies seeds and eggs, flower buds

and fruits ; it is the basal form for bodies of insects and of

birds, the heads of animals and men. It is the central type

of all vase forms.

18. Color. Teach yellow-orange and orange-yellow. For method

see lesson 10.

December.
Tenth Week.

19. Cone. (See PL 5, Fig. 2, etc.) Teach cone, using type

solids, objects, etc. For method see lesson 16.
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20. Conical objects. Review the previous lesson. Have tlie pupils

make illustrative sketches of such objects. (See PL 5,

Fig. 2, a, b, c, d, e, PI. 14, Figs. 10, 13 and 14.)

The cone is the type of leaf buds and thorns, of some fruits

and flowers and of some shells. It underlies many a turret

roof and church spire, and is a useful form in utensils of

many kinds. One of the most noted cones in the world is

Vesuvius.

Eleventh Week.

21. Group. Sketch a group involving spheroidal, ovoidal and

conical objects ; for example, a group of vegetables,—
cabbage, parsnip and onion or potatoes.

22. Color. Review yellow-orange and orange-yellow. For method

see lesson 14.

Twelfth Week.

23. Square 2)yramicl. (See PI. 5, Fig. 3, etc.) Teach square

pyramid, using type solids, objects, etc. For method see

lesson 16.

24. Pyramidal objects. Review the previous lesson. Have the

pupils make illustrative sketches of such objects. (See

PI. 5, Fig. 3, a, b, c, d, and PI. 14, Fig. 12.)

January.
Thirteenth Week.

25. Correlative review, including all the type solids, their divisions

and variations, and all the details of form.

26. Color. Teach green-yellow and yelloio-green. For method see

lesson 10.

Fourteenth Week.

27. Geometric figures. Review the geometric figures, — triangle,

square, rectangle and their details,— using models, paper

figures and sketches upon the blackboard. Draw one side

and ask pupils to finish the figure. Draw one side an

oblique line and ask them to finish it. Have them add

details in figures drawn in unusual positions.

28. Trisect. Review bisect, using objects and drawn lines. Teach

trisect, using two pieces of chalk at once for placing the

points of division. Repeat on paper, using pencil and

finger point.
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Fifteenth Week.

29. Circle. Review circle and circular objects, leading the pupils

to discover the following facts :

Any plane surface j

Bounded by a curved line I is a circle.

Everywhere equally distant from the center \

Have the formula written and learned by each.

Teach to draw a circle by means of a string and crayon.

Practice circular movement.

30. Color. Review green-yellow and yellow-green. For method

see lesson 14.

February.
Sixteenth Week.

31. Details of the circle. Distribute paper circles. Lead the pu-

pils to discover circumference^ center, diameter, radius, arc,

semicircle and quadrant. Practice circular movement, and

have circles and details drawn on paper, (See PI, 6, Fig,

1-)

32. Circular objects. Review circular objects, and have illustra-

tive sketches made by each pupil.

The cu'cle is to be found in every department of the natural

world, determining the movements, arrangement and forms

of objects of endless variety. It is to be seen in wheels,

and other tools and utensils, and is the symbol of eternity.

Seventeenth Week.

33. Review the previous lesson. Have a careful drawing of some

simple circular object made freehand on a 6" x 9'' sheet,

(See PI. 5, Fig. 4, a, b, c, and PI. 6, Fig. 2.)

34. Color. Teach blue-green and green-blue. For method see

lesson 10.

Eighteenth Week.

35. Appearance. Lead the pupils to discover the three elements of

a picture, — object, ground, background. Have the spheres

placed in the grooves at back of desks, and lead the pupils

to discover these three elements. Have them make quick

sketches of what they observe..

36. Sphere. Each pupil should have a sphere in the groove of his

desk. Lead the pupils to determine the best size and posi-

tion of the drawing upon the 6" x 9" sheet, locating highest
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and lowest point. Have the outline sketched lightly round

and round, and a final circle lined in to represent the outline

of the sphere. Lead them to discover the proper level for

the line representing the back edge of the desk, and to

sketch it lightly. (See PI. 7, Fig. 14.)

Nineteenth Week.

37. Spherical object. Have each pupil place an apple at the back

of his desk, stem down, and draw it upon a 6 " x 9 " sheet.

(See PL 6, Fig. 3.)

According to the following method :

a. Determine the proper size and position of the drawing on

the sheet.

h. Locate the highest and the lowest points of the drawing.

c. Sketch the general shape freely, with light lines.

d. Sketch the characteristic details. (See PL 7, Fig. 19.)

38. Color. Review blue-green and green-blue. For method see

lesson 14.

March.
Twentieth Week.

39. Spheroidal object. Have each pupil draw a picture of a potato.

(See PL 7, Fig. 15.) For method see lesson 37.

40. Revieio the previous lesson.

Twenty-first Week.

41. Group. Have the pupils make simple groups of vegetables,—

-

a sufficient number so that each in the division may have a

good view of one,— and make a drawing on 6" x 9" sheets.

For example, two or three potatoes, turnips, beets, onions,

etc. Direct them to take the following steps :

a. Determine proper size and position of the drawing.

b. Indicate the lowest point, the highest point, that farthest

to the left, farthest to the right.

c. Sketch lightly the entire mass of each object.

d. Sketch each object in detail, beginning with the nearest.

(See PL 6, Fig. 4.)

42. Color. Teach violet-blue and blue-violet. For method see

lesson 10.

April.
Twenty-SECOND Week.

43. Ovoid. Have the pupils make drawings of ovoids, on 6" x
9" sheets. For method see lesson 36. (See PL 7, Fig. 16.)
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44. Ovoidal object. Have pupils make drawings of ovoidal ob-

jects— beets, turuips, onions, acorns, etc.— on 6" x 9"

sheets. For method see lesson 37.

Twenty-third Week.

45. Group. Have each pupil arrange and draw a group of

vegetables. For method see lesson 41.

46. Color. Review violet-blue and blue-violet. For method see

lesson 14.

Twenty-fourth Week.

47. Comparative review of the geometric figures and their details.

What have the square and rectangle in common? In what

do they differ? Have the triangle and the circle anything

in common? etc., etc. Let the pupils collect leaves and

flowers based on the geometric figures. Start a list on the

blackboard. Have each pupil keep a record of illustrative

sketches.

48. Triangular leaf. Have each pupil make a careful drawing of

a triangular leaf,— violet, birch, lilac, etc.,— following

this order: (See PI. 6, Fig. 5, a.)

a. Sketch the midrib.

6. Indicate lightly its length and the greatest width of the

leaf.

c. Sketch the outline.

d. Sketch the principal veins.

May.
Twenty-fifth Week.

49. Oblong leaf. Have each pupil make a careful drawing of an

oblong leaf, — shad bush, pear, cherry, etc., — following

the order given in lesson 48. (See PI. 6, Fig. 5, b.)

50. Color. Teach red-violet and violet-red. For method see

lesson 10.

Twenty-sixth Week.

51. Square flower. Have each pupil make a careful drawing of a

square flower,— lilac, bluet, wild mustard, etc.,— after the

following order

:

a. General shape.

6. Subdivision into four parts,

c. General shape of each part.

d. Details of curvature, etc.

(See PL 6, Fig. 6, a.)
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52. Circular flower. Have each pupil make a careful drawing of

a circular flower,— buttercup, daisy, rue anemone, etc.,

— following the order given in lesson 51. (See PL 6,

Fig. 6, b.)

Twenty-seventh Week.

53. Review. Review the list of leaves and flowers based on.

geometric figures. Let each pupil select and draw some
one of them, either from the object or from memory.

54. Color. Review red-violet and violet-red. For method see

lesson 14.

Twenty-eighth Week.

55. Borders and surfaces. Review these arrangements, using

geometric units. Have pupils copy such examples as those

given on PI. 3, Fig. 11, a, b, PL 5, Fig. 7, and others of

the teacher's selection.

56. Historic ornameyit. Have the pupils draw the surface decora-

tion shown on PL 6, Fig. 7, using such mechanical aids as

will assist in producing a beautiful result. Enlarge the

ornament upon the blackboard, having pupils follow step

by step on the sheets.

JUNE.
Twenty-ninth Week.

57. Rosettes. Teach rosette, using flowers, examples of ornament

like those on PL 5, Fig. 7, b, c, PL 9, Fig. 15, PL 10, Fig.

11, PL 11, Fig. 10, and PL 13, Fig. 10. Have rosettes

sketched on the blackboard to bring out the necessity of a

strong center for holding parts together and to give unity.

Have examples of rosettes collected by the pupils.

58. Review the previous lesson, having children make rosettes by

arranging geometric figures. (For suggestions see PL 6,

Fig. 8a, b, c, d.)

Thirtieth Week.

59. Original rosette. Have pupils rearrange tablets to form a

rosette, and, by tracing around tablets and by using other

mechanical aids, draw it carefully on 6" x 9" sheet.

60. Constructed rosette. By means of units of one color, and a

ground of white, black or gray, construct the original

rosette previously drawn, adding an enclosing form of the

same color as the units, to illustrate contrasted harmony.
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Grammar Division, First Year.

September.
First Week.

1. Dictation exercise. (On G'^xO" sheets.) Dictate lines to

secure freedom and unison of movement. Place the first

points one inch from each cornef. (See PL 8, Fig. 1.)

2. Review. Test the pupils' knowledge of form terms, — sphere,

cylinder, cube, their divisions, variations and details, sur-

face, face, edge, corner, terms of position and relation

(horizontal, vertical, oblique, parallel, angle), triangle,

square, oblong, circle. Have pupils collect different kinds

of leaves for use in the next lesson.

Second "Week.

3. Leaf forms. Review the geometric figures and have the pupils

classify the collected leaves according to the forms they

most resemble.

4. Representing proportions. Lead the pupils to observe care-

fully a window or door, and indicate the proportion of

width and height by light lines on the blackboard. Have

them compare the results with the object and make the

proportions as nearly accurate as possible. Continue this

practice with other objects, using both blackboard and

paper. (See PL 8, Fig. 2.)

October.
Third Week.

5. Leaf drawing. For the following lessons use simple, entire-

margined leaves, as the plantain, milkweed, lilac, cat-brier,

laurel, cornel. The essential element is to have the pupils

see the leaf not as a flat surface trimmed down to its leaf

shape, but as the result of life springing up through the

stem and pouring out into the leaf form through the veins

as channels. They should be led to gather the leaves, not

carelessly, but to notice, in picking each, how it held itself

as it grew, and, if possible, to know something of its
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process of growth from the unfolding bud of spring to the

present form. Leaf drawing cannot be good without this

element.

Have the pupils draw from dictation a neat margin line

between points placed one inch from each corner of the

paper. To direct the drawing and secure thoughtful work
it may be well to use some such steps as the following

:

a. Have each pupil hold his leaf as nearly as possible in

the position in which it grew, and observe carefully

the way in which the stem and veins support it.

h. Let the pupils sketch light lines to indicate the stem,

the midrib and the poise of the leaf.

c. Lead them to study the proportions and mark on the

drawing the length and width.

d. Have them draw the leaf, following the lines as they

grow from the stem, first the outline, then the princi-

pal veins.

6. Leaf drawing. Drawing of a simple leaf. See lesson 5.

Fourth Week.

7. Leaf drawing. Drawing of a simple leaf. See lesson 5.

8. Leaf drawing. Drawing of a simple leaf. See lesson 5.

Fifth Week.

9. Review of geometric figures, description, details and applica-

tions.

10. Color. See corresponding Primary division, lesson 10. Unite

the sections for this lesson.

Sixth Week.

11. The circle. Have pupils place the paper with the long edges

horizontal and practice circular movement, beginning about

one inch above the middle of the lower edge and moving

upward to the left, making the circle about four inches in

diameter. Let the movement be with a light line freely

carried round and round, approximating a circle as nearly

as possible.

12. Levels and relations. Have the pupils sit erect in the seats

and hold pencils by the points horizontally at arm's length

in front. Have them move the pencils up till they cover

some point on the wall, say a picture knob. Let them hold

the pencils above this position and move them down till they

cover the same point. Repeat this exercise, covering some

other point, as the bell on the desk or the door knob. Have

the pencils held vertically, and cover the same points by
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moving pencils to the left and right. Let each pupil hold

his pencil so as to hide the line at the top of his desk, of the

desk in front, of the desk in front of that. Question the

pupils as to what change is necessary in the position of the

pencil to njake it cover the successive edges.

NOVEMBER.
Seventh "Week.

13. The sphere. Have each pupil place a sphere in the groove at

the back of his desk. Direct the pupils in determining the

size and position of the drawing on the paper. Have them

sketch the outline by very light lines carried freely round and

round. These will aid in lining in an outline of the sphere.

Let the pupils hold the pencil horizontally and move it so as

to cover the farther edge of the desk, first from above, then

from below, as in the previous lesson, and observing where

this edge appears to touch the sphere, draw a line to represent

it. Have them place the pencil point on the highest part of

the sphere. Notice its position and place a mark on the

drawing to indicate it. The light lines need not be erased.

(PI. 7, Fig. 14.)

14. Review drawing the sphere, leading pupils to know the order

and meaning of each step.

Eighth "Week.

15. The ap2Jle. Have each pupil place an apple at the back of

his desk with the stem down, and describe the form, com-

paring it with that of the sphere. Have the apples drawn

according to the following method :

a. Determine the proper size and position of the drawing

upon the sheet.

b. Indicate the lowest point, the highest, that farthest to

the left, that farthest to the right. Test the accuracy

of the proportions by comparing with the object.

c. Sketch lightly the general shape of the whole, comparing

often with the object, by holding the paper at arm's

length near the object. Sketch shelf line.

cL Sketch the characteristic details in the order of their

importance, — the most prominent and marked first.

e. Finish with lines which suggest the character of the

object. A fine even line when properly used will

suggest a polished surface like that of an apple, a

soft gray line, a smooth surface like that of the
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wooden sphere, and a gray rather broken line will

indicate such a surface as that of the potato, lemon,

etc.

16. The apple. Have an apple placed at the back of each desk

with the stem up, and drawn, following the same method as

in the previous lesson.

Ninth Week.

17. A group of two or three apples arranged within sight of each

pupil and drawn.

18. Color. See corresponding Primary division, lesson 18. Unite

the sections for this lesson.

December.
Tenth Week.

19. The potato. Have each pupil place a potato at the back of

his desk. Direct pupils in observing the shapes and propor-

tions and in determining the size and position of the drawing

on the paper. Let them sketch the potato with light lines

which shall show the characteristic shape and then draw

thoughtfully. (See PI. 7, Fig. 15.)

20. Review drawing of potato, giving special attention to the

quality of line to indicate the character of the surface.

Eleventh Week.

21. A group of two or three potatoes arranged within sight of each

pupil and drawn.

22. Tlie pumpTcin. Place a pumpkin at the end of every other aisle

and have pupils represent it, following the same method as

in previous lessons. The stem will need special care. (See

PI. 8, Fig. 3.)

Twelfth Week.

23. The ovoid. Have each pupil place an ovoid in the groove at

the back of his desk and draw it, following the same steps as

in drawing the sphere. See lesson 13.

24. Review having the ovoids placed with the long axis at an angle.

January.

Thirteenth Week.

25. The lemon. For method see lesson 15.

26. The turnip. For method see lesson 15.
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Fourteenth Week.

27. The onion. For method see lesson 15.

28. Color. See corresponding Primary division, lesson 28. Unite

the sections for this lesson.

Fifteenth Week.

29. A group of vegetables. For method see Primary division,

third year, lesson 41. (See PI. 8, Fig. 4.)

30. Use of rule. Have pupils find definite distances from either

end of the foot rules, as dictated. Have them measure

rectangular objects accurately. Commence a list of names

of rectangular objects with exact length and width of each

marked from pupils' measurements.

FEBRUARY.
Sixteenth Week.

31. Review geometric figures. Give dimensions of a triangle, a

square and an oblong, and have pupils draw them accurately

with ruler.

32. Color. Teach standard red, classify the collected red objects,

placing the lighter tints on one side and the darker shades

on the other. Study the tints and shades of red in the

colored papers and compare with the objects.

Seventeenth Week.

33. WorTiing drawing. Teach the use and necessity of two views

of an object to tell the facts of its form. Illustrate by

means of views of a cylinder, half-cylinder and oblong piece

of paper (2" x 4") . Have pupils draw two views of similar

objects on the board. (See PI. 8, Fig. 5.)

34. The cylinder ; a working drawing of a cylinder, full size, from

the model. (See PI. 9, Fig. 5.)

Eighteenth Week.
35. A cylindrical object; a working drawing of some cylindrical

object,— a tin box, a bottle, etc. (See PI. 9, Figs. 5, 6, 7

and 8.)

36. Color. Teach standard orange, its tints and shades, as in

lesson 32.

Nineteenth Week.

37. The cube; a working drawing of a cube, full size, from the

model. (See PI. 11, Fig. 6.)

38. A cubical object; a working drawing of some simple cubical

object, — a letter block, a die, the cube root box, baseball

box, etc. (See PL 8, Figs. 6 and 7.)
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March.
Twentieth Week.

39. Working draioing of some object, combining previous prin-

ciples, — a square headed bolt, an inkstand (such as that

sketched pictorially on PI. 11, Fig. 24), etc.

40. Color. Teach standard yellow, its tints and shades, as in

lesson 32.

TWENTT-PIKST WeEK.

41. Development of surface. Have a cube covered with paper so

it can be unfolded before the pupils to show them the flat.

Lead them to see the relation of the faces. Take a cube of

different size and have pupils describe how they would make
a development of its surface. Let them draw the flat. (See

PI. 8, Fig. 8.)

42. The cube developed. Distribute cubes and have pupils draw
with ruler an accurate development of the surface.

April.
Twenty-second Week.

43. The cube constructed. Draw development of cube accurately

with ruler, adding the laps (a, a, Fig. 8, PI. 8) to aid in

the construction. Cut the flat and construct the cube.

44. Color. Teach standard green, its tints and shades, as in

lesson 32.

Twenty-third Week.

45. Historic ornament. Study a historic border with modified geo-

metric units. (See PI. 7, Fig. 12, a Gothic border from a

window, St. Thomas at Strasburg.)

46. Modified geometric units. Have pupils take squares and circles

of paper and modify the form by cutting to produce units

suitable for a border. (See PI. 7, Figs. 8 to 11.) Notice

that the units are modified by straight lines or simple curves

at the corners or at the middle of the sides, and are kept

very simple.

Twenty-fourth Week.

47. Review. Criticise units cut at the previous lesson. Show

good examples, and have others cut. Have pupils notice

units in borders in the schoolroom and at home.

48. Color. Teach standard blue, its tints and shades, as in

lesson 32.
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May.
Twenty-fifth Week.

49. The bluet. Have pupils study and draw a bluet plant, follow-

ing the order of growth : (a) roots, (&) stem, (c) leaves

and flower. Each pupil should have a specimen in good

condition.

50. A bluet flower. Have pupils study the face view of a bluet

flower, noticing the geometric shape it most resembles and

the lines by which that shape is modified. Let them make an

enlarged drawing of the face view of the flower, sketching first

the geometric figure and then the lines by which it is modified.

Twenty-SIXTH Week.

51. Conventional unit. Have pupils make an original unit based

on the bluet.

52. Color. Teach standard violet, its tints and shades, as in

lesson 32.

Twenty-seventh Week.

53. The lilac. Have pupils study and draw details of lilac,— leaf,

front and face views of flower and bud.

54. A lilac floiver. Have pupils study and draw the face view of

a lilac flower. For method see lesson 50.

Twenty-eighth Week.

55. Conventional unit. Have pupils make an original unit based

on the lilac.

56. Color. Review scales of color. Let each pupil select colors

to use in his original design. See lessons 59 and 60.

June.
Twenty-ninth Week.

57. Original surface. Have pupils design a surface decoration,
» using modified units. (See PI. 7, Fig. 13.)

58. Decorative drawing. Have pupils draw accurately and neatly

the surface design without half-tinting. (See PI. 8, Fig. 9.)

Thirtieth Week.

59. Original border. Have pupils cut and arrange units and
determine upon a scheme of color for an original border, to

Illustrate dominant harmony. Dominant harmony is a term

applied to harmonies of color made by tones selected from
one scale ; for example, red tint, red, red shade.

60. Border constructed. Have each pupil construct his original

design, using colored paper.
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Grammar Division, Second Year.

September.
First Week.

1. Dictation exercise (on 6"x9" sheet). Dictate lines to secure

freedom and unison of movement. Place the first points

one inch from each corner. (See PL 8, Fig. 1.)

2. Review of form, terms. (See Grammar division, first year,

lesson 2.) Have pupils collect different kinds of leaves for

use in the next lesson.

Second Week.

3. Leaf forms. Review the geometric figures, and have pupils

classify the collected leaves according to the forms they

most resemble, making illustrative sketches.

4. Representing proportions. For suggestions see Grammar divi-

sion, first year, lesson 4.

October.
Third Week.

5. Leaf drawing. Have pupils draw a leaf based on the tri-

angle or square, as the birch or poplar. For suggestions as

to method of drawing, see Grammar division, first year,

lesson 5.

6. Leaf drawing. Have pupils draw a leaf based on the circle,

as the nasturtium or geranium. »

Fourth Week.

7. Leaf drawing. Have pupils draw a lobed leaf, as the maple.

8. Leaf drawing. Have pupils draw a lobed leaf, as the oak or

sassafras.

Fifth Week.

9. Review of geometric figures, description, details and applica-

tions.

10. Color. See corresponding Primary division, lesson 10. Unite

the sections for this lesson.
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Sixth Week.

11. Review drawing of sphere. For suggestions see Grammar
divisiou, first year, lesson 13.

12. Review drawing of spheroidal object, testing levels and rela-

tions. See Grammar division, first year, lesson 15.

November.
Seventh Week.

13. Review draiving of ovoid. See Grammar division, first year.,

lesson 23.

14. Revieio drawing of potato. See Grammar division, first year,

lesson 19.

Eighth Week.

15. Drawing of a lemon. For suggestions on method see Gram-
mar division, first year, lesson 15.

16. Drawing of a cabbage or beet. For method see Grammar
division, first year, lesson 15.

Ninth Week.

17. Group. Have pupils draw a group of. vegetables, as a cab-

bage and two beets. (See PL 10, Fig. 2.) For method

see Primary division, third year, lesson 41.

18. Color. See corresponding Primary division, lesson 18. Unite

the sections for this lesson.

DECEMBER.
Tenth Week.

19. Proportional measurements. Place a horizontal line in the

middle of the blackboard. Have each pupil sit erect in his

seat, hold the pencil at arm's length, vertically, and move
it up till the upper end appears to touch the top edge of

the blackboard. Let him close one eye, and, keeping the

pencil in a vertical position, move the thumb up toward

the end of the pencil, till, with the upper end of the pencil

still appearing to touch the top edge of the board, the

thumb appears to touch the horizontal line, and the space

on the pencil to measure the height between the line and

the top of the board. Repeat this exercise, measuring the

apparent distance between the line and the lower edge of

the board. Let each pupil hold the pencil at arm's length,

horizontally, and mark between the thumb and the end of

the pencil the apparent width of the door, stove, teacher's
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desk, etc. Draw a large oblong on the board, and have

pupils compare its width and height by means of these

pencil measurements. Give practice till pupils can hold

pencils at arm's length and measure proportions, not size,

of objects.

20. Foreshortening of circles. Have each pupil take a hemisphere,

and, keeping the flat face uppermost and in a horizontal

position, move it up till he can just see across the top.

Let him move it slowly down and up, leading him to

observe and tell and sketch on the board the changes in the

appearance of the circle at each different level. Discuss

these changes, illustrating by means of a hoop or large

circle of pasteboard held at different levels. Get from

pupils the following facts :

a. At the level of the eye the horizontal circle appears as a

straight line.

b. Above or below the level of the eye, as an ellipse appear-

ing to widen as it is placed farther above or below the

level of the eye.

Eleventh "Week.

21. The hemisphere. (PL 9, Fig. 17.) Have each pupil place a

hemisphere with tlie flat face uppermost and horizontal in

the groove at the back of his desk. Lead pupils to study

the proportions, the apparent width and height, and where

the curve of the top appears to cut the whole height.

Direct them in determining the size and position of the

drawing on the paper. Indicate highest point, lowest point,

point farthest to left, farthest to right. Locate nearest

point of the object, thus indicating the apparent width of

each part. Have them sketch the hemisphere in vefy light

lines, carefully observing the proportions of the object and

the curve of the ellipse. Leave these lines to aid in draw-

ing. Study the hemisphere again and complete the drawing.

22. A hemispherical object. (See PI. 10, Fig. 3.) Have each pupil

place on the desk, in the same position as that of the hemi-

sphere in the previous lesson, a half apple cut across the

core. Let them compare its form with that of the hemi-

sphere, and draw, following the same method as in drawing

the hemisphere.

Twelfth Week.

23. Review. Have pupils draw a half apple cut from top to

bottom. (PL 9, Fig. 19.)

24. Drawing of group, as apple and half apple.
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January.
Thirteenth Week.

25. The cone. (PI. 10, Fig. 4.) Have pupils draw a cone, study-

ing proportions and sketching first with, light lines, as in the

drawing of previous objects. Notice that the long axis of

the curve of the base is always at right angles to tiae long

axis of the object.

26. A conical object, as a cornucopia. (PI. 14, Fig. 13.)

Fourteenth Week.

27. Drawing of group involving a conical object, as a cornucopia

with fruit. (PI. 10, Fig. 5.)

28. Color. See corresponding Primary division, lesson 28. Unite

the sections for this lesson.

Fifteenth Week.

29. Review foreshortening of circle and effect of change of level,

using the cylinder as illustration.

30. The cyliyider. (PI. 9, Fig. 21.) Review the previous lesson.

Have each pupil place a cylinder upright at the back of his

desk, and draw, following the same method as in the draw-

ing of previous objects, namely : whole width and height,

apparent proportions of parts, details.

February.
Sixteenth Week.

31. A cylindrical object, as a cuff or tumbler. (PI. 9, Fig. 22.)

32. Color. See corresponding Primary division, lesson 32. Unite

the sections for this lesson.

Seventeenth Week.

33. Concentric circles. Have pupils fasten a two-inch circle of

dark paper in the center of a four-inch circle of white paper

for use in this lesson. Let them hold this horizontally and

move it up and down, observing, describing and drawing

the changes in the appearance of the circles. Lead them

to see that the ellipses do not appear parallel. (PI. 10,

Fig. 6.)

34. Review pi-evious lesson, and have pupils draw an object

involving concentric circles, as an inkwell, bottle or vase.

(PI. 10, Fig. 7.)

Eighteenth Week.

35. Drawing of group involving cylindrical and hemispherical ob-

jects, as a tumbler and half lemon.
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36. Color. See con-esponding Primary division, lesson 36. Unite

both sections for this lesson.

Nineteenth Week.

37. Review geometric figures. Dictate dimensions of a triangle,

square and oblong, using fractions of inches, and have

them accurately drawn with ruler,

38. Review working drawing of cylinder. Teach method of mark-

ing dimensions on a working drawing. Have dimensions

marked on the drawing of the cylinder. (See PI. 14, Figs.

1 and 2.)

March.
Twentieth "Week.

39. Working draiving of cylindrical object, as an inkwell. Meas-

ure and mark dimensions. (PI. 11, Fig. 1.)

40. Color. See corresponding Primary division, lesson 40. Unite

both sections for this lesson.

Twenty-first Week.

41 . Working drawing of cubical box. Have pupils mark dimensiono

on the drawing.

42. Representation of invisible parts and dratving to scale. Teach

how invisible parts are represented in a working drawing,

and how an object may be drawn to scale half-size, quarter-

size or enlarged. (PL 11, Figs. 1 to 5.)

April.
Twenty-second Week.

43 . Working draiving of a spool enlarged four times and showing

invisible parts. (PI. 11, Fig. 2.)

44. Color. See corresponding Primary division, lesson 44. Unite

both sections for this lesson.

Twenty-third Week.

45. Working drawing of object imtli faces oblique in one view, a cube

or half-cube. (See PI. 11, Fig. 7.)

46. Working drawing of object involving the principles of the

previous lesson, as a glass prism.

Twenty-fourth Week.

47. Working drawing of object involving the principles of cylinder

and cube, as a bolt with square nut. (PI. 10, Fig. 8.)

48. Color. See corresponding Primary division, lesson 48. Unite

the sections for this lesson.
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May.

Twenty-fifth Week.

49. Review development of surface of cube. Have pupils explain

aud make the flat.

50. Development of half-cube. Have pupils study the surface and

describe and make the development. (PI. 10, Fig. 10.)

Twenty-sixth Week.

51. Plant forms. Have pupils study and draw a few leaves,

noticing curves and arrangement of veins.

52. Conventional plant' form. Have each pupil supplied with

several simple leaves. Let them select one and sketch a

vertical midrib. Have them study the outline and draw a

refined curve which shall leave out all accidents of growth

and still preserve the character of the leaf outline, and

indicate by simple lines the position of one or two of the

principal veins. For examples of conventionalized leaves

compared with the natural forms see PL 11, Figs. 11 to 16.

Twenty-SEVENTH Week.

53. Plant form. Have pupils study and make sketches of two or

three flower forms, lilce the buttercup, crane's-bill and

anemone, noticing the shapes of petals and their arrange-

ment about the center. These drawings should be made at

least two inches in width.

54. Conventional plant form. Let each pupil select one or more

flowers like those used in the last lesson, and study the center

and arrangement of petals. Have pupils make simple out-

line drawings which shall show the arrangement and charac-

ter of the flower and yet omit all accidents of growth.

Twenty-eighth Week.

55. Radial arrangement. Have pupils select a flower form like

those used in the previous lesson, cut conventional units

based on the flower petals and place them about a center,

following the arrangement of the flower. Show them

examples of radial aiTangement. (See PI. 9, Fig. 15, PI.

11, Fig. 10, PI. 13, Fig. 10.)

56. Historic ornament. Have pupils copy a historic rosette. (PI.

10, Fig. 11.)
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June.
Twenty-ninth Week.

57. Original units. Have pupils design and cut several different

conventional units based on the forms of flower petals.

Select one and cut several like it to use in the next lesson.

58. Original rosette. Have pupils arrange the units cut in the

previous lesson so as to form an original rosette. Let

them draw this neatly, making it at least three inches wide.

Thirtieth Week.

59. Rosette constructed. Have pupils select colors in analagous

harmony and cut units from colored paper to construct the

original rosette. Analagous harmony is a term applied to

harmonies made by selecting colors from neighboring scales.

For example, a tint of yellow, of orange-yellow and of green-

yellow.

60. Rosette constructed. Have each pupil construct his original

rosette, using the units cut in the previous lesson.
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Grammar division, Third Year.

September.
First Week.

1. Dictation exercise. Dictate lines to secure freedom and unison

of movement. Place the first points one inch from each

corner. (See PL 8, Fig. 1.)

2. Mevieiv ofform terms. (See Grammar division, first year, les-

son 2.) Have pupils collect different compound leaves for

use in the next lesson.

Second Week.

3. Leafforms. Have pupils classify the collected leaves accord-

ing to the geometric shapes they most resemble, as square,

oblong, pentagon, hexagon, etc.

4. Lines of growth. Have pupils study different compound leaves,

observing the way in which the midribs branch from the

stem. Let them make sketches indicating these lines of

growth.

October.
Third Week.

5. Positions of masses. Have pupils select a few compound
leaves, draw the lines of growth and sketch with light,

simple outline the shape of each leaflet.

6. Color. Review the eighteen-hued spectrum, tints and shades.

Fourth Week.

7. Leaf drawing . Have pupils draw a compound leaf with three

leaflets, as the clover or strawberry.

a. Sketch lines of growth.

b. Indicate shape of each leaflet or lobe.

c. Draw the leaf, observing characteristic, details.

8. Leaf drawing. Have pupils draw a compound leaf with five

or more leaflets, as the cinquefoil or horse-chestnut. For

method see previous lesson.
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Fifth Week.

9. Leaf dratmng. Have pupils draw a cleft leaf, as the daisy

or chrysanthemum. For method see lesson 7.

10. Leaf drawing. Have pupils draw a pinnately compound leaf,

as the sumac or walnut. For method see lesson 7.

Sixth Week.

11. Review drawing of sphere and spherical object. For sugges-

tions see Grammar division, first year, lessons 13 and 15.

12. Review drawing of hemisphere and hemispherical object. For
suggestions see Grammar division, second year, lessons 21

and 22.

NOVEMBER.
Seventh Week.

13. Revieio drawing of cylinder and cylindrical object. For sug-

gestions see Grammar division, second year, lessons 30

and 31.

14. Color. Review red and orange and intermediate hues, tints

and shades. Have pupils study the colors of a ripened

swamp maple leaf, or a Baldwin apple, and make a scale of

its colors by cutting small pieces of corresponding colors

from the sample book and arranging them on a sheet in

the spectrum order. For arrangement of sheet see PI. 12,

Fig. 1.

Eighth Week.

15. Proportions and apparent angles. Review proportional meas-

urements. (See Grammar division, second year, lesson

19.) Have pupils judge the apparent angles of different

lines in the room by holding pencils to cover the lines and

comparing with an imaginary horizontal. Let them sketch

the apparent angles of these lines.

16. Convergence. Have each pupil place a sheet of paper in the

middle of the desk with the long edges horizontal, and hold

a pencil vertically at each of the two lower corners. Let

him sit erect in the seat, and, closing one eye, tip the

pencil to the right or left till it appears to cover the

retreating edges of the paper. Discuss the results. Let

him study the apparent angles of the retreating edges of

the desk -top, and compare with the corresponding lines of

the desks in front. Lead him to discover th,e fact that

retreating horizontal lines appear to converge toward a

point at the level of the eye.
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Ninth Week.

17. The cube. Have each pupil place a cube in the middle of his

desk so that its horizontal edges are parallel to those of the

desk. Review the previous lesson, and have him observe

and test the apparent angles of the lines of the top of the

cube, noticing the convergence. Let different pupils sketch

the results on the board and on paper. (See PL 11, Fig.

19.)

18. A rectangle. Have each pupil place a sheet of paper at the

back of his desk, with the long edges horizontal ; study and

test the proportions and apparent angles of the edges, and

draw it, showing the convergence of the retreating edges.

December.
Tenth Week.

19. A book. Have each pupil place a book on his desk in the

same position as that of the piece of paper in the pi'evious

lesson ; study and test the proportions and apparent angles

of the edges, and draw it. (See PL 11, Fig. 22.)

20. A box. Have each pupil bring some rectangular object, like a

box, and draw it, illustrating prinoiples of the previous

lessons. (PI. 11, Fig. 20.)

Eleventh Week.

21 . A group. Have each pupil draw a group of two or three objects,

one of which shall illustrate the principles of the previous

lessons. For method of drawing a group see Primary

division, third year, lesson 41.

22. Color. Review orange and yellow, with intermediate hues,

tints and shades. Have pupils study the colors of a carrot

or an orange, and make a scale of its colors by cutting

small pieces of corresponding colors from the sample book

and arranging them on a sheet in the spectrum order. For

arrangement of sheet see PL 12, Fig. 1.

Twelfth Week.

23. Convergence at equal angles. Have pupils make an 8" square

of paper and draw the diagonals with strong lines. Let

them place the square in the middle of the desk, with the

diagonals parallel to the edges of the desk. Lead pupils to

see that the retreating diagonal appears to bisect the hori-

zontal diagonal, but since half the retreating diagonal is

nearer the eye than the other half, the horizontal diagonal

appears to cut it beyond the center. Draw this appearance

of the diagonals in accurate proportion on the board, and
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have pupils discover the effect on the convergence of the

edges of the square. Let them test with pencils the appar-

ent angles of the sides of the paper square, and see if they

can discover the same convergence. Have them make a

sketch of the piece of paper.

24. The cube. Have each pupil place a cube on his desk, with the

diagonals of the top face parallel to the edges of the desk.

Review previous lesson, and have pupils stud}^ the cube,

testing proportions and levels, and draw, applying princi-

ples of convergence to the representation of the top and

base of the cube. (See PI. 11, Fig. 21.)
'

January.
Thirteenth Week.

25. A cubical object below the eye. Have each pupil study and draw a

cubical object, as a box, placed below the level of the eye,

with the edges converging at equal angles. (PI. 11, Fig.

24.)

26. A cubical object above the eye. Have the pupils study and draw

a cubical object, as a large box placed on the teacher's desk

above the level of the eye, the edges converging at equal

angles.

Fourteenth Week.

27. Review principles of convergence and have pupils make memory
sketches of cubes in different positions.

28. Interior of room. Have pupils make a drawing of the end of

the schoolroom, showing convergence of retreating lines.

(PI. 12, Fig. 2.)

Fifteenth Week.

29. A group. Have pupils draw a group of two or three objects,

one of which shall illustrate the principle of two sets of lines

converging at equal angles. For method of drawing a group

see Primary division, third year, lesson 41.

30. Color. Review yellow and green, with intermediate hues, tints

and shades. Have pupils study the colors of a bunch of

celery or a greening apple and make a scale of its colors

by cutting small pieces of corresponding colors from the

sample book and arranging them on a sheet in the spectrum

order. For arrangement of sheet see PL 12, Fig. 1.

February.
Sixteenth Week.

31. Convergence at unequal angles. Have each pupil take a paper

square like that used in lesson 23 and place it on the desk so
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that its edges make unequal angles with the edges of the

desk. Let them study the apparent length of the four parts

of the bisected diagonals (the part farthest from the eye

being the shortest, that nearest the eye the longest and the

other two in relative proportion) . Let them test the appar-

ent angles of the sides and draw the square.

32. The cube. Eeview the previous lesson. Have each pupil

place a cube upon his desk so that the edges of the base

make unequal angles with the edges of the desk. Let them

test the apparent angles and draw the cube, showing con-

vergence. (See PI. 13, Figs. 13 and 14.)

Seventeenth Week.

33. Rectangular object beloio the eye. Have each pupil study and

draw a rectangular object, as a book or box, placed below

the level of the eye, with the edges converging at unequal

angles. (PI. 13, Figs. 12 and 15.)

34. Rectangular object above the eye. Have the pupils study and draw

a rectangular object, as a large box placed on the teacher's

desk above the level of the eye, the edges converging at

unequal angles.

Eighteenth Week.

35. Revieio principles of convergence and have pupils make memory
sketches of cubes in different positions.

36. Corner of room. Have pupils make a drawing of a corner of

the schoolroom, showing convergence of retreating lines.

(PL 12, Fig. 3.)

Nineteenth Week.

37. A group. Have pupils draw a group of two or more books,

one open, and show convergence. For method of drawing

a group see Primary division, third year, lesson 41.

38. Color. Review green and blue, with intermediate hues, tints

and shades. Have pupils study the colors of a peacock

plume or spray of fir, and make a scale of its colors by cut-

ting small pieces of corresponding colors from the sample

book and arranging them on a sheet in the spectrum order.

For arrangement of sheet see PI. 12, Fig. 1.

March.
Twentieth Week.

39. Working drawing. Review the number and position of the

views used in a working drawing of a cylinder, cube and

cone. (See PI. 9, Fig. 5, PI. 11, Fig. 6, PI. 12, Fig. 4.)
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40. A conical object. Have pupils make a working drawing of a

conical object, as a tunnel. (See PI. 12, Fig. 5.)

Twenty-first Week.

41. Three views. Teach the use of three views in a working draw-

ing, illustrating by means of a half-cube. (See PL 13,

Fig. 5.)

42. Draiving to scale. Teach drawing to reduced scale. Have

pupils measure objects like a window pane, book or piece

of paper, and make drawings ^ or ^ the real size.

April.
Twenty-second Week.

43. A square pyramid. Have pupils make a working drawing

of a square pyramid, showing three views. (See PI. 12,

Fig. 6.)

44. A desJc. Have each pupil make a working drawing of the

body of his desk, ^ size, showing three views. (See PL 13,

Fig. 6.)

Twenty-third Week.

45. Complete the drawing of the previous lesson, marking dimen-

sions. (See PL 14, Fig. 1, as to method.)

46. Color. Review blue and violet, with intermediate hues, tints

and shades. Have pupils study the colors of a violet blos-

som and make a scale of its colors by cutting small pieces

of corresponding colors from the sample book and arranging

them on a sheet in the spectrum order. For arrangement

of sheet see PL 12, Fig. 1.

Twenty-fourth Week.

47. Development of surface. Review development of surface.

48. The square pyramid. Have pupils study and develop the sur-

face of the square pyramid. (See PL 12, Fig. 7.)

MAY.
Twenty-fifth Week.

49. Design. Review border surface, center and teach panel. (See

PL 13, Fig. 8, and PL 14, Fig. 7.)

50. Bilateral symmetry. Teach bilateral arrangement of main lines

(see PL 12, Figs. 8a, 8b), using ornament and plant forms.

Twenty-sixth Week.

51. Historic ornament. Have pupils study a historic bilateral

arrangement. Sketch the main lines and masses. (See

PL 12, Fig. 9.)
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52. Historic ornament. Complete the drawing of the previous

lesson.

Twenty-seventh Week. _

53. Plant form. Have pupils study a spray like the laurel or

checkerberry, and sketch the main lines and masses.

54. Color. Re-\aew violet and red, with the intermediate hues, tints

and shades. Have pupils study the colors of a crane's-bill

or arethusa and make a scale of its colors by cutting small

pieces of corresponding colors from the sample book and

arranging them on a sheet in the spectrum order. For

arrangement of sheet see PL 12, Fig. 1.

Twenty-eighth Week.

55. Plant form. Have pupils study different views of a -s^olet or

geum and make sketches of lines of growth and shapes of

flowers and leaves for use in an original panel design. (See

PI. 14, Fig. 8, the buckbean.)

56. Plant form. Have pupils study the plants used in the previous

lesson, and draw conventional forms of their leaves and

flowers.

JUNE.
Twenty-ninth Week.

57. Main lines. Direct pupils in selecting from their previous

sketches suitable main lines for an original panel design,

and let them sketch the lines, adapting them to an original

bilateral panel.

58. Details. Let pupils add floral details from the previous

sketches of conventional plant forms and finish the drawing

of the original panel design.

Thhitieth Week.

59. Color. Aid pupils in selecting colors in perfected harmony,

suitable for the original design, and in planning the con-

struction in colored paper.

Perfected harmony is a term applied to harmonies made by

selecting analagous colors and combining with them the

complementary to their key color, as yellow-green tint,

green shade No. 1, blue-green shade No. 2 and a tint of

violet-red.

60. Design constructed. Have each pupil construct his original

panel design, using the colors selected and arranged in the

previous lesson.



The Plates.

These plates are for reference and suggestion only. They are

not to be copied except for historic ornament. The pupils should

work almost entirely from objects. The teacher may make drawings

upon the board for purposes of illustration, but, except in certain

specified lessons in ornament, they should not be allowed to remain

there during the lesson.

Each completed sheet of drawing should be, considered as a

" plate," and, after receiving its proper number, should be kept by

the pupil in a portfolio of thick manila paper or cardboard.
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Plate 1.
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Plate 3.
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Plate 4.
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Plate 5.
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Plate 6.
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Plate 7.
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Plate 9.
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Plate 10.
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Plate 11.
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Plate 12.
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Advanced AVork.

Pupils who have finished the work previously outlined and who

wish to continue may find the following of assistance :

Advanced work in appearance will include the representation of

objects in the positions indicated on Plate 14, at Figs. 10, 11, 12 and

14, of other objects which combine two or more of the type forms,

and of outdoor sketching from nature.

Advanced work in structure will include the making of working

drawings of such objects as those shown on Plate 13, Figs. 6 and

7, and on Plate 14, Figs. 1 and 2, and the making of developments

of the surface of such objects as tin pans, dippers, milk cans, etc.

Advanced work in ornament will include the study of whole plants

and their adaptation to ornamental inclosing forms, or to surfaces,

involving the use of bisymmetrical and balanced main lines, as shown

on Plate 13, Figs. 8 and 11, and on Plate 14, Figs. 6, 7, and 9.

As this must of necessity be largely individual work in the

ungraded schools, the pupils who attempt it should be under the

supervision of a skilled teacher of drawing if possible, or be supplied

with reliable reference books.





I.

MANUAL TEAINING:

ITS EDUCATIONAL VALUE.

By THOMAS M. BALLIET,

Superintendent of Schools, Spkingfield, Mass.

[An Address delitered before the Massachisetts Teachers' Association, at

Worcester, Mass., Nov. 30, 1895.]





Manual Training: its Educational Value.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen : — The subject of

manual trainiDg is altoorether too large a one to be discussed in

all its phases in a single hour. As its practical value is well

understood and quite fully appreciated by the })ublic, I shall

limit this paper to a consideration of its purely educational

bearing. This will involve the discussion of three questions :

1. What is the effect of manual trainino; on the brain as a

physical organ ? 2. What is its effect on thought and intel-

lectual growth? 3. What is its effect on the will and on

character?

The human brain is a double organ, the right half being in

communic;ition mainly with the left half of the body, and the

left half of it mainly with the right half of the body. Each

half consists of an outer layer composed largely of nerve cells

and an inner substance consisting of nerve fibres. Strictly

speaking, these fibres are only outgrowths and continuations

of the cells, and are not distinct from them. It is the function

of the cells to generate nerve energy and of the fibres to con-

duct it. These fibres are the means of communication either

between different cells in the same hemisphere, or between

cells in one hemisphere and those in the other, or between

cells in either hemisphere and those in the spinal cord, and

through the latter with the peripheral parts of the body.

Whether the fibres which establish functional relations between

cells are anatomically continuous from one cell to another, as

the older anatomists used to teach, or whether they effect this

functional relation by mere contiguity, as more recent investi-

gations seem to indicate, is a question which is not vital to this

discussion.

Neurologists tell us that, whatever may be true of the brains

of the lower animals, the number of cells in the human brain is
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unalterably fixed long before birth, and is therefore not in-

creased either by physical growth or by education, as was

formerly supposed. These cells, although all present at birth,

require a long process of development before they reach that

stage of maturity which enables them to function. A part of

this process consists in the actual growth of the cell through

nutrition and cell activity, and another part consists in the

putting forth and growth of the connecting fibres with their

medullary sheaths which will place the cell in communication

with other cells. The proper development of connecting fibres

is as essential to a well-organized brain as the development of

the cells themselves. The power and efficiency of a human

brain depend not so much on the absolute number of cells

present at birth as upon the number which are afterward

developed to the point where they may be functionally active.

This is mainly a matter of nutrition, of hygiene, and of educa-

tion in the broadest sense of the term. It follows from this

that actual brain power is less dependent on mere size and

w^eight of the brain than on its thorough organization. It also

follows as a corollary that the schools have it in their power,

in effect, to "furnish brains " to pupils, if they develop into

functional activity cells which otherwise would have lain for-

ever dormant. It is probable that the number of cells which

might develop into functional activity in the case of any

human brain is greater than the number which actually does

develop, so that the possibilities of education, using the term

in its broadest sense, are not restricted within narrow limits.

The cells of the brain which we need especially to consider

in connection with manual training are of two classes, — sen-

sory and motor. The sensory cells receive the different

impulses which come from the special senses and those which

come from the skin and the internal organs of the body. The

motor cells generate the nerve energy which causes the muscles

to contract. These cells are grouped together in different

portions of the brain. Speaking generally, the rear lobes of

the brain are sensory and the central lobes are motor. These

areas are again subdivided. There are in the sensory area a

visual centre, an auditory centre and probably a more or less

specialized centre for each of the other special senses. In the

motor area there is a distinct centre for the arms, the trunk
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and the legs. In the arm area there seem to be specialized

groups of cells for the movements of the fingers, the wrist, the

forearm and the upper arm.

To speak more accurately, however, I ought to say that no

part of the areas designated as " sensory" or as " motor" is

either exclusively sensory or exclusively motor. In all these

areas there are pathways for both afferent and efferent im-

pulses. The so-called sensory area is only predominantly

sensory and the motor area is only predominantly motor.

It is a striking fact that the area for the arm and hand is

very much larger than the area controlling any other portion

of the body of equal size, except the face. This seems to be

due to the fact that it requires a very large number of cells to

effect the fine adjustments and delicate co-ordinations of the

muscles of the hand in its infinite variety of movements.

Nerve cells grow and develop like any other parts of the

body,— through nutrition and functional activity. The visual

cells develop through seeing, the auditory cells through hear-

ing, and so with the rest. The visual area in pert^ons born

blind, or blinded in early life, remains in a rudimentary con-

dition through life.

In the case of Laura Bridgman, who became blind and deaf

in early childhood, the auditory and visual brain areas con-

tained an excessively large number of undeveloped and partially

developed cells. Gudden, a Swiss physiologist, has shown

that, if the eye of a young pigeon be enucleated, the visual

centre in the brain is found soon afterward to have wasted

away.

From this it follows that the exercise of the special senses is

necessary for the proper physical growth of the brain. It also

follows that sense training, in so far as it is a physical process

at all, consists not in training the external sense organs, but in

developing their brain centres.

Like the sensory cells, the motor cells develop through

exercise. It is the function of these cells to generate nerve

energy to contract the muscles, and thus to [)roduce and to

co-ordinate muscular movements. Voluntary muscular move-

ments have therefore the effect not only of exercising the

muscles involved, but also of calling into activity the motor

brain cells which control them. Indeed, these motor cells
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cannot be made to act and develop except by means of the

muscles ; and muscular exercise, whether in the form of ordi-

nary labor, of recreation, of gymnastics or of manual train-

ing, is absolutely indispensable to the proper development of

the motor area of the brain. "It is a common observation,"

we are told by one of the highest authorities, " that in persons

who have been long bed-ridden by chronic disease, and de-

barred from all muscular exercise, the whole motor area of the

brain is, after death, more or less atrophied and water-logged.

It is unquestionably essential to the welfare of all motor

centres, and especially of the large and complicated motor

centres of the hand, that the parts with which they are im-

mediately connected should be used in an active and varied

manner." Moreover, this exercise of the motor cells must

come during the period of brain growth, if it is to be most

effective, and the lack of such exercise during this period is

a matter of very serious consequence to the brain. It has

been found that the amputation of an arm or a leg after

maturity has been reached is not nearly so detrimental to the

correspo'nding brain centre as a like amputation in childhood.

Several corollaries may be safely drawn from these truths.

First, the brain has a motor significance, as well as a sensory

one. It is not only the organ of the mind, but also a battery in

which is generated the nerve force that moves the body. In the

lower animals this motor function is perhaps the more important

of the two. Large animals, like the whale and the elephant,

need relatively large and finely convoluted brains, not because

of their superior intelligence, but because they have a large

mass of muscles to contract and to co-ordinate in locomotion.i

Indeed, in the animal series size and weight of brain seem to

depend more on size of body and complexity of muscular sys-

tem than on intelligence. In man the size of the motor area in

the brain depends far more on the complexity of the movements

effected by a group of muscles, and on the fine co-ordinations

of these movements, than on the mere mass of muscles involved.

Hence the motor significance of the brain in man remains great,

although it is overshadowed by its function as the organ of

sensation and of thought. Physical energy implies a good

motor brain area ; the man of energy must be a man of brains,

no less really than the man of thought, and physical laziness
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implies a deficiency in the motor part of the brain. "With the

stolidity and the stupidity of the savage there goes also his

inveterate laziness.

In the second place it follows, from what has been said, that

the popular distinction between "brain work " and "manual

work" is a false one. There is no form of manual labor which

is not at the same time, to a greater or less extent, brain work.

The difference between "manual work" and "intellectual

work," so far as the activity of the brain is concerned, is simply

one of degree, and one of predominantly motor or of pre-

dominantly sensory or central activity.

Physiologists distinguish muscles as "fundamental" and
*< accessory." The fundamental muscles are the large masses

of muscles used in locomotion and in performing movements

requiring strength rather than fine adjustments and delicate

co-ordinations. They are, for the most part, the muscles which

we have in common with the lower animals, and which we have

probably inherited from our forefathers who dwelt in trees.

The accessory muscles are those which involve fine co-ordi-

nations. They are principally the muscles of the forearm and

hand, and those of the vocal organs. Now, it might be argued

that manual training is not necessary for the development of

the motor centres in the brain, on the ground that gymnastics

and outdoor physical exercise are quite adequate to accomplish

it. The answer to this objection is the fact that gymnastics and

physical exercise, in general, appeal almost exclusively to the

fundamental muscles and their brain centres and rarely to

the accessories. Nothinor short of manual training will reach

effectively the important brain cells governing the fine motor

adjustments of the muscles of the hand, as nothing short of

actual speaking and actual singing can ever effectively develop

the equally important brain cells governing the muscles of the

vocal organs. The motor cells controlling the muscles of the

joints nearest the trunk develop first, and later, in regular order,

those which control the muscles of the more distant joints.

Education ought to follow this order of growth ; it should avoid

training the fingers to make finely co-ordinated movements at

a period when nature has not yet got beyond developing brain

cells to make the coarser adjustments of the shoulder and elbow

joints. Physical training, which appeals to these more funda-
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mental muscles of the proximal joints, should at first precede

manual training, which appeals especially to the muscles of the

forearm, hand and fingers. This is a principle which Seguin

followed twenty years ago in the training of the feeble-minded,

and is just beginning to be recognized as equally applicable

to the education of all persons.

But its purely physical effects on the brain, important as they

are, do not constitute the most vital significance of manual train-

ing. To justify it solely as a peculiar kind of physical exercise

would probably be as wide of the mark as to find the chief sig-

nificance of almsgiving in the fact that the act of giving develops,

the muscles of the arm.

What does manual training contribute to the development

of the mind? Light strikes the retina of the eye and the im-

pression is conveyed to the visual cells in the brain, where a

sensation of color is produced. These cells, after having been

stimulated many times, acquire the power of reproducing these

sensations in the form of ideas. These ideas are analyzed,

compared, put together in new combinations, and finally become

a part of the mind's organized body of knowledge. Impres-

sions of sound are received in like manner through the ear,

and the sensations which they produce are developed into ideas

which finally become an integral part of thought. The same

is true of the other senses. The products of the different

senses furnish in this way the material out of which and by

means of which the higher thought products are developed.

Can manual training make any similar contribution to the

mind's fundamental or basal conceptions? When we move a

part of the body, we can feel the movement, and without the use

of the sense of sight we can tell accurately the position of the

part moved. We can tell by mere motor perception the exact

posture of any part of our body, even when it has been moved,

not by our own will, but by an extraneous force. The inner

surfaces of the joints, the muscles and ligaments, are supplied

with sensory nerves which conduct to the brain sensations of

movement which form the basis of direct motor perception,

just as sensations of light and sound form the basis of the per-

ception of color and tone. These motor percepts are devel-

oped into motor ideas, which, like ideas of light and tone,

enter into the higher thought products and become a part of
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the warp and woof of the mind's organized body of knowledge,

— the only kind of knowledge which is power.

Just as all the conceptions into which ideas of color enter

must be imperfect, and all the thinking based on them in-

accurate, if these ideas of color are not developed, or are

entirely absent, ats in the case of the congenitally blind, so all

the conceptions into which motor ideas enter must be imperfect

and the thinking based on them inaccurate, if these motor ideas

are but vaguely developed.

Motor ideas are developed by all forms of voluntary muscu-

lar movement with any part of the body, — by ordinary work,

by play, by gymnastics and by manual training. All these are,

therefore, means of motor training. But the large motor area

in the brain, governing the infinitely varied and complex move-

ments of the hand, shows that this organ is by far the richest

source of motor ideas, and especially that portion of it little

appealed to either in gymnastics or in ordinary unskilled labor,

— namely, the five fingers and their many sensitive muscles

and joints. The hand is therefore a special sense organ, some-

what like the eye and the ear ; and an untrained hand is in many

respects as unfortunate a limitation as an untrained eye or an

untrained ear.

Whether the motor sensations are perceived by specialized

sensory cells in the brain, like the sensations of light and

sound, or whether the motor cells have also a sensory function,

and receive directly these motor sensations as well as generate

the difierent motor impulses, is a question with which we need

not embarrass this discussion. Consciousness testifies to the

existence of these motor sensations and ideas in the mind, no

matter what the nervous mechanism may be through which

they enter it.

There seems to be, however, considerable evidence, from the

field of pathology, which tends to show that the motor sensa-

tions are received in the brain by specialized sensory cells, dis-

tinct from the motor cells. Demeaux reported a case over

fifty years ago, which is typical of many others since observed.

It was the case of a woman afi*ected with partial cerebral

ansesthesia. He describes it as follows: "She moved the

limbs voluntarily but she had no sense of the movements

efiected. She did not know in what position her arm was, nor
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could she tell whether it was flexed or extended. If she were

asked to touch her ear, she immediately executed the proper

movement ; but if my hand were interposed between hers and

her ear, she was quite unconscious of the fact ; and if I

arrested her movement in mid-career she was utterly unaware

of it. If I tied her arm to the bed without her knowledge, and

asked her to raise it to her head, she made an efibrt and then

ceased, believing that she had done what was wanted. If I

told her to try again, pointing out that her arm had not been

moved, she made a greater efibrt, and only when she had to

throw the muscles of the other side of her body not afiected

with anaesthesia into action did she become aware that some

obstacle had been interposed."

This and many similar cases would seem to indicate that the

sensory function which may thus be lost does not reside in the

motor cells whose motor function is not afiected. Indeed,

Ferrier goes so far as to say dogmatically that "the cortical

centres for the movements of the limbs are concerned purely

with efierent impulses, and are clearly difierentiated from the

paths and terminal centres of the afierent impressions on which

muscular discrimination is based. The destruction of the

afferent or sensory centres abolishes muscular sense, though

the power of movement remains. The destruction of the effer-

ent or motor centres abolishes the power of voluntary move-

ment only."

Motor perceptions and ideas are gained through muscular

movements. Let us notice how they develop, and what their

reflex effect is on these very muscular movements themselves.

I try to hit a mark with a stone. My first effort sends it be-

yond the mark, my second not quite to it, my third becomes

more accurate, and perhaps my fifth or sixth eflfort will exactly

hit it. After I have once hit it, I find it comparatively easy

to hit it again. What is the explanation of this common ex-

perience? In throwing the stone the first time I make a guess

as to how much muscular eflfort is required to send it to the

mark. When I come to throw it the second time, I recall the

muscular feeling which accompanied the first throw and con-

struct in my imagination a motor feeling in the form of efibrt

which will send the stone a shorter distance. I again and again

correct this imagined motor feeling, or idea, until I hit the
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mark. After that I remember as accurately as I can the motor

feeling which accompanied the successful throw, and find it

comparatively easy to hit the mark again and again.

From this we may deduce the proposition that motor ideas

are not only developed by muscular movements, but that it is

motor ideas which guide voluntary muscular movements. The

element of apperception enters into motor training, just as it

does into all other forms of sense training. Just as we " see

with all we have seen," so we perform muscular movements

with the help and under the guidance of the very motor ideas

which similar movements in the past have developed. From this

becomes obvious the important truth that manual skill does not

reside in the hand, but primarily in the brain and in the mind ;

that manual training is but another form of mental training,

and that the hand is but a sixth sense,— an additional avenue

to the mind.

To speak of an education which " trains the mind and the

hand " is, therefore, to show an utter misconception of the

function of manual training. Well-co-ordinated muscular

movements of the body imply a well-organized brain, a brain

with well-developed motor functions. Imbecility aifects mus-

cular movements quite as much as it affects thought and speech ;

and the hand of the idiot is unable to acquire skill, not because

it is imperfectly formed, but because the brain centres con-

trolling it are so defective as to be unable to develop accurate

motor ideas.

Motor ideas form the basis of manual skill. The degree of

skill depends primarily on the number, variety and accuracy

of these ideas. From this it follows that exercises in a manual

training school must involve a great variety of movements

;

and, furthermore, that these movements must be as accurate as

possible. The sacrifice of accuracy is the sacrifice of almost

everything in such training, not simply because habits of accu-

racy must be developed,— habits which can also be learned

outside of the manual training school,— but because the only

way in which accurate motor ideas can be developed is by

means of accurate muscular movements. This is a kind of

accuracy which cannot be learned elsewhere ; and inaccurate

motor ideas vitiate all after-thinking based on them, just as

inaccurate ideas of color vitiate all later thinking based on
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these. A stream of water may become clear, although its

fountain be turbid ; a current of thought, never ; for a stream

of water is made turbid by bodies foreign to the water, a cur-

rent of thought by imperfections in its own constituent ele-

ments. Clear and accurate thinking can never result from

vague and inaccurate sense-perception, whether of the eye, of

the ear or of the hand.

It is clear, too, that manual training exercises must be care-

fully graded. Motor ideas develop in a certain order, just as

ideas of color and of tone do. As in developing ideas of color

we begin with the fundamental colors and then pass on to the

shades, tints and hues, so in manual training there are funda-

mental exercises which must precede those involving fine motor

perce[)tions and complex motor adjustments.

It is a matter of no little moment to decide, on scientific

grounds, what kinds of manusil work are educational and what

kinds are not ; in short, what kinds of manual exercises are to

be introduced into a manual training school. Large groups of

muscles are more easily contracted than small groups, and the

fundamental muscles are more easily contracted and co-ordi-

nated than the accessories. A boy ought to write only with

the muscles of his arm and hand, but in his first attempts he

contracts muscles all over his body, and throws even many of

the muscles of his face into contortions. It requires less skill

to grasp the handle of an ax, using all the muscles of the hand

and arm, and chop wood, than to seize a penholder by means

of two fingers and the thumb, and perform the act of writing.

What Ave commonly call "unskilled labor" involves large

groups of muscles, and mainly the fundamental muscles with

their coarser adjustments; whilst "skilled labor" involves

small groups, and in the main the accessory muscles with their

finer adjustments. Unskilled labor, therefore, develops but few

and crude motor ideas ; skilled labor, on the other hand,

develops accurate motor sensations and ideas, and fine co-or-

dinations of muscular movement. The latter alone is educa-

tional. Indeed, the heaviest kind of manual labor dulls the

motor sensations and makes men stolid. Human beings are

not educated by being made beasts of burden.

This, again, enables us to determine what kinds of tools are

to be used in a manual training school. The ax, the crow-bar
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and the pickax have no place in such a school ; they appeal to

large groups of muscles, and require but crude motor co-ordi-

nations. On the contrary, the jack-knife, the chisel, the saw,

the hammer, the jack-plane and the lathe appeal to small groups

of muscles, and require accurate motor ideas and delicate mus-

cular co-ordinations.

. I have been speaking of the brain only. The spinal cord

also must be considered in education. Some writers have sup-

posed the spinal cord to be endowed with a dim sort of con-

sciousness, and they have spoken of the " soul of the spinal

cord." This is more than doubtful, but it is certain that the

cord cannot be ignored in studying educational problems. The
spinal cord is made up of sensory and motor cells in the centre,

and of conducting fibres in the outer portions. Many im-

pressions made on the senses go no further than the cells in the

cord ; they never reach the brain. You tickle the foot of a

good-natured friend when he is asleep ; he draws it back with-

out waking up, and without being conscious either of the tick-

ling or of the movement. The impression was carried from

the skin along afferent nerves to the afferent cells in the cord.

From there the nerve energy travelled to the efferent cells, and

thence along efferent nerves to the muscles, causing them to

contract. It never reached the brain. Such an act is called

a reflex act. The spinal cord is the organ of reflex action.

Many acts at first require conscious action of the brain, but

later become habitual and uncon.scious. Such acts are rele-

gated by the brain almost wholly to the basal ganglia and the

cord ; they become almost identical in character with strictly

reflex acts.

In this way the brain is relieved of much work. To illus-

trate : at first a child uses his brain in walking ; later he can

walk from habit, and walks therefore with his spinal cord. At
first we spell with painful consciousness ; later we spell familiar

words of our vocabulary with little or no consciousness.

Children ought to be trained to write and spell mainly with

the spinal cord, and use all their brain power in thinking the

thoughts to be expressed. We do many things with the spinal

cord to relieve the brain. We walk with the cord; we write

and spell with the cord ; I suppose we knit and gossip with the

spinal cord ; indeed, we may sing and pray, not Avith our
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hearts, nor with our brains, but with the upper part of our

spinal cord. We tip our hats to each other, not with our

brains, but mainly with our spinal cord ; and when we meet

people whom we do not wish to see, we often shake hands

mechanically with the spinal cord,— hence we speak of a

" cordial welcome."

Much time is lost in the life of every one of us because our

early training did not relieve the brain of a great deal of the

purely mechanical work which the spinal cord can do with very

much more precision and accuracy. To make a conscious

cerebral process of what ought to be short-circuited and made
a function of the cord, is a waste of power.

From all this we may deduce this principle for manual

training : the muscular movements involved in the handling:

of tools are made at first by nerve energy which comes from the

brain, but after these movements become automatic by practice

the brain relegates them almost wholly to the spinal cord. Such

movements cease to be of much educational value when they

are no longer directed consciously by the brain. Any process

in manual training ought to stop when it ceases to be brain

work. Here we have a difference between the manual train-

ing school and the trade school. The manual training school

stops when the point mentioned is reached ; its purpose is

purely educational. The trade school continues the training in

skill even after the process is relegated to the spinal cord, in

order that the person may develop the power of producing as

large a quantity as possible of goods of a high grade of finish,

in a given time, for the market ; its purpose is economic.

This is a basis for the distinction between the two which has

been overlooked in discussions of manual training.

The partridge comes out of its shell a complete partridge in

all respects except size. It can run, peck with unerring cer-

tainty at food ; it can do almost anything the mother can do.

There is no such helplessness as there is in the case of the new-

born child. The cat and the dog mature in about a year, the

horse in five or six years. The human being is born the most

helpless of all creatures. Whilst its brain grows rapidly dur-

ing the first seven years of life and reaches almost its maximum
size and weight by the end of that period, there is yet a period

of very gradual growth after this, which is probably due to
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processes of organization, and which lasts to the age of twenty-

five or thirty, and in some cases, as recent investigations have

shown, extends into the forties. Here we have a process of

maturing reaching over thirty or more years. What does all

this mean for education? The partridge's brain and nervous

system are matured before the partridge leaves its shell, and

hence it cannot be materially modified by the impressions it

receives from the world around it; heredity determines its

whole life. The young partridge is a second edition of the

old,— without revision. Progress and education are impossi-

ble. The cat, the dog and the horse have brains and nervous

systems considerably matured before birth ; heredity, there-

fore, determines much, but not quite all. Their brains are

plastic for a year or a few years ; hence they can be trained,

—

scarcely educated.

The human infant has the most immature brain at birth of all

animals. It is, therefore, so early in its development brought

under the power and the influences of its environments that

these forces can very largely determine its development. This

long period of maturing after birth, giving environments and

education an opportunity to act upon the brain and nerves and

to fiishion character, is the one thing which makes progress and

civilization possible in the human race, whilst the same are not

possible in the case of cats and dogs. It renders it possible

for individual character to be developed, and for the child to be

better than the parent ; it accounts in part for Franklins and

Lincolns.

Many rich lessons for education can be drawn from this truth ;

they are so obvious that I need not stop to refer to more than

one. It is this : there is a time in the maturing of the brain

when it is most susceptible to given influences, and can be most

effectively modified by certain kinds of training. These oppor-

tune periods have been called " nascent periods,"— the periods

when given aptitudes are born and blossom out. The determin-

ing of these nascent periods is one of the pressing educational

problems of the day. Such a nascent period is approximately

known for the development of manual skill. We all know that

if a child is to learn to play on an instrument it must begin

young, and that if a boy is to learn a trade he must likewise

begin early. Some one has said, "You can make something
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of a Scotchman, provided you catch him young." The same is

true of the Yankee, the Englishman, the Frenchman and the

rest.

The nascent period for developing the various forms of manual

skill is roughly estimated to extend from the age of about four

to the age of about fourteen. During this period the brain

centres which preside over the muscular movements of the hand
develop into functional activity, and can attain a degree of effi-

ciency, if properly trained, which it is impossible for them to

reach at any later period in life. In this fact is found the

weightiest reason for connecting manual training not only with

high schools, but also with the grades below the high school.

If a boy cannot receive such training in school, he must either

miss his opportunity for getting it during the period when he

can develop the highest degree of skill, or must leave school

before the age of fourteen and neglect the education which

comes from books.

Man}^ people seem to dread a judgment day after death.

But few realize that life is full of judgment days, — days after

which it will be forever " too late" to do certain things. Every
one of these "nascent periods " in the life of the maturing-

human being is a judgment day which forever determines

certain things vital to its character and life. A lost oppor-

tunity in early education is not merely a loss which can after-

wards be made up, — it is a loss as irrevocable as youth

itself.

What does manual training accomplish in the way of devel-

oping moral character?

In the first place, it gives pupils whose talents lie not in the

direction of abstract thouo;bt and of book knowledo^e, but in the

line rather of the mechanical and industrial arts, an opportunity

of discovering, by actual experiment during school life, what

they are fitted for, and thus tends to reduce the number of

those who fail in life because they have entered upon a calling

for which they are by nature unfitted. Heretofore the schools

have given ample opportunity to pupils whose talents lie in

the direction of science, history, language, mathematics and

allied departments of knowledge, to test their fitness for voca-

tions in which a knowledge of these subjects is the chief equip-

ment required ; but pupils of the pronounced motor-minded
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class have had no opportunity to discover their talent by actual

contact with forms of manual work which appeal to manual

skill. They could discover the negative fact that they had

little taste or talent for book knowledge, but not the positive

fact that they were gifted with a native skill of hand through

which their life and their thought might find their freest ex-

pression, and which would appeal to their deepest interest as

books could not. Many a boy's life has been wrecked because

he found nothing in the narrow curriculum of the traditional

school which could deeply appeal to his interest or arouse the

latent talent with which nature had endowed him, and many a

man's life has been wrecked because he did not discover until

it was too late that he had entered a calling in which he was

not fitted to succeed.

The addition of manual training and various other forms of

industrial education to the curriculum of our schools widens

the field in which pupils can be brought in actual contact with

the elements of those processes and forms of knowledge which

enter into the varied vocations of practical life. Such a broad-

ened curriculum not only appeals to a larger number of pupils,

but widens the sphere within which each pupil may, by actual

trial, discover his peculiar talent.

In the second place, it develops respect for manual labor in

the minds of young people, and helps to eradicate the vicious

notion that selling goods over a counter at five dollars a week
is more genteel than laying bricks at three dollars a day.

Finding, as they do, that skill in manual occupations is as

difficult to acquire as a knowledge of mathematics or of a dead

language, they realize that it demands a high order of brain

power, and that those who engage in manual labor of a skilled

kind may be the peers of those who are supposed to be engaged

in intellectual work. The association, too, in their minds of the

literary or academic work of the school with the shop work in-

creases their appreciation of the dignity and worth of the latter.

In the third place, whilst the manual training school does not

aim to teach a boy a trade, it gives him a training which will

enable him at once, on leaving school, to earn from one dollar

to two dollars a day, and thus become self-dependent. I be-

lieve that few things in a boy's life appeal more deeply to his

manhood than this feeling of self-dependence ; and I fail to see
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why the earning of an honest dollar by a boy, purely for the

sake of the dollar, should be more sordid than the begging of

an unearned dollar from his father, or the depending on his

father for all the dollars he needs for his support, without fur-

nishing any equivalent for them. If idleness, shiftlessness and

pauperism are immoral in their tendency, if not in their very

nature, then there are worse things for which our schools may

be responsible than teaching a boy how to earn an honest living.

In the fourth place, manual training creates sympathy for the

laborer in those who do not earn their livelihood by manual labor.

It establishes a bond of sympathy between laborers and employ-

ers of labor. If the future employer of labor takes a course in

manual training as a boy, he will not only have more respect for

his employees, but, having performed difficult manual work

himself, he knows what it means to earn one's bread in the

sweat of the brow. That this is not always the effect, simply

shows that manual training shares the fate of all teaching.

In the fifth place, manual training helps effectively to de-

velop habits of accuracy which are carried into other lines of

work. This is the universal testimony of those in the best

position to know.

In the sixth place, if it is true, as is maintained by many

psychologists, that all thought is motor in a greater or less

degree, that what we call thought is merely repressed action,

and what we call volition is simply thought carried into execu-

tion, then these motor ideas which control directly the voluntary

;muscles must have an important function to perform. They are,

in a peculiar sense, the raw material out of which the ethical

will is formed ; they are at least the soil out of which it grows.

More than this, inhibition in the nervous system lies at the

root of self-control in morals. The man who cannot effectively

inhibit his muscles cannot effectively control his passions and

desires. Flabby muscles and weak will, if they are not related

to each other as cause and effect, are at all events concomitant

effects of a common cause, — lack of motor efficiency in the

brain.

Whilst all forms of physical exercise contribute more or less

to this power of inhibition, — football included, — it yet re-

mains true that manual training makes a very important contri-

bution to it. All skilled labor, as already shown, involves
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small groups of muscles. The natural tendency ol" motor nerve

centres is to drain off energy through all the channels open to

them, and hence to contract large groups of muscles ; to limit

the contraction to small groups means a delicate inhibition of

all muscles not used in the movement, especially such as are

commonly associated with those used. This power of inhibi-

tion, and the necessary concentration of attention, form a most

important element of strength to the higher ethical will, and

may, in fact, be regarded as an integral part of it.

More than this, manual training, appealing to eye and

hand, establishes a co-ordination between the sensory and the

motor parts of the brain, which is a most important step in

the thorough organization of the brain. This proper knitting to-

gether of different centres, this opening of paths of association

between the sensory and central portions of the brain on the

one hand and the executive portions on the other, is most vital

to its health and efficiency. It makes for perfect sanity and

mental health, for well-balanced adjustment of life to environ-

ment, for good judgment, for self-control, and for firmness

and poise of character. Much of our present school work
divorces knowing from doing, and often exaggerates the rel-

ative value of the former as compared with that of the latter.

Examinations test knowing more than doing, and even uni-

versity degrees are conferred on the basis of attainment in

knowing rather than attainment in doing. This may be to a

large extent unavoidable, but it is nevertheless unfortunate.

The legitimate end of knowing is doing. Right thought, to

remain healthy, must ultimately issue in right deed. This is

an unalterable law of moral hygiene ; and anything which can

be accomplished in the schools to establish the necessary

physical co-ordinations in the brain, which will open lines

of least resistance between the centres of thought and the

centres which execute thought, will make powerfully, I

believe, for the prevention of that utter divorcement of

thought and morals which we find in such characters as

Rousseau, and which is expressed so forcibly by the Roman
poet when he exclaims :

—
" I know the better, and approve it, too

;

Condemn the worse, and still the worse pursue."
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^^ Principals of schools and others whom this circular may reach are re-

quested to bring it to the notice of yoxmg people who wish to become teachers.

Such persons should be found out, if possible, at the beginning of their high

school course, and wisely advised about their plans of work.

THE NORMAL SCHOOLS.

Requirements for Admission in 1896.

Candidates for admission to any one of the normal schools must

have attained the age of seventeen years complete, if young men, and

sixteen years, if young women ; and must be free from any disease

or infirmity which would unfit them for the office of teacher. They

must present certificates of good moral standing, give evidence of

good intellectual capacity {records of their scJiolarship standing in the

high schools are desired) and be graduates of high schools whose

courses of study have been approved by the Board of Education

;

or they must have received, to the satisfaction of the principal and

the Board of Visitors of the school, the equivalent of a good high

school education. The examinations for admission shall cover such

elementary and high school subjects as may be determined by the

Board.

For 1896 and thereafter, until further notice, the examinations will

embrace papers on the following groups, a single paper with a maxi-

mum time allowance of two hours to cover each of groups 1, 2 and 4,

and a single paper with a maximum time allowance of one hour to

cover each of groups 3 and 5 (Jive papers with a maximum time

allowance of eight hours) :
—

1. Languages. — (a) English, with its grammar and literature,

and (6) one of the three languages, — Latin, French and German.

2. Mathematics. — (a) Arithmetic, (&) the elements of alg.ebra

and (c) the elements of plane geometry.

3. History and Geography. — The history and civil government

of Massachusetts and the United States, with related geography and

so much of English history as is directly contributory to a knowledge

of United States history.
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4. Sciences. — (a) Physical geography, (h) physiology and

hygiene, (c) physics, (c?) botany and (e) chemistry.

5. Drawing and Music. — (a) Elementary, mechanical and free-

hand drawing, with any one of the topics, — form, color and arrange-

ment, and (6) musical notation.

Oral Examinations.

Candidates will be questioned orally either upon some of the fore-

going subjects or upon matters of common interest to them and the

school, at the discretion of the examiners. In this interview, the

object is to gain some impression about the candidates' personal

characteristics and their use of language, as well as to give them an

opportunity to furnish any evidences of qualification that might not

otherwise become known to their examiners. Any work of a per-

sonal, genuine and legitimate character that candidates have done in

connection with any of the groups that are set for examination, and

that is susceptible of visible or tangible presentation, may be offered

at this time, and such work will be duly weighed in the final estimate,

and may even determine it. To indicate the scope of this feature,

the following kinds of possible presentation are suggested, but the

candidates may readily extend the list :
—

1. A book of drawing exercises, — particularly such a book of

exercises as one might prepare in following the directions in "An
Outline of Lessons in Drawing for Ungraded Schools," prepared

under the direction of the Massachusetts Board of Education, or in

developing any branch of that scheme.

2. Any laboratory note-book that is a genuine record of experi-

ments performed, data gathered or work done, with the usual accom-

paniments of diagrams, observations and conclusions.

3. Any essay or article that presents the nature, successive steps

and conclusion of any simple, personally conducted investigation of

a scientific character, with such diagrams, sketches, tables and other

helps as the character of the work may suggest.

4. Any exercise book containing compositions, abstracts, analyses

or other written work that involves study in connection with the

literature requirements of the examination.

SPECIAL DIRECTIONS.

I. Languages.

(a) English. — The importance of a good foundation in English cannot be
overrated. The plan and the subjects for the examination will be the same
as those generally agreed upon by the colleges and high technical schools of

New England. While candidates are strongly advised to study, either in
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school or out, all the works given in this plan, the topics and questions will

be so prepared for 1896, and thereafter until further announcement, that any

candidate may expect to meet them who has mastered half of the works as-

signed for reading (or a bare majority of them) and half of the works assigned

for study and practice, the selection to be at the candidate's option or that of

the school which he attends.

No candidate will he accepted in English whose work is notably deficient in

point of spelling, punctuation, idiom or division ofparagraphs.

1. Heading and Practice. — A limited number of books will be set for read-

ing. The candidate will be required to present evidence of a general knowl-

edge of the subject-matter, and to answer simple questions on the lives of the

authors. The form of examination will usually be the writing of a paragraph

or two on each of several topics to be chosen by the candidate from a consid-

erable number— perhaps ten or fifteen— set before him in the examination

paper. The treatment of these topics is designed to test the candidate's

power of clear and accurate expression, and will call for only a general knowl-

edge of the substance of the books. In place of a part or the whole of this

test, tlie candidate may present an exercise book properly certified by his in-

structor, containing compositions or other written work done in connection

with the reading of the books.

The books set for this part of the examination will be : —

^

1896. Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream; Defoe's History of the

Plague in London; Irving's Tales of a Traveller; Scott's Woodstock; Macau-

lay's Essay on Milton; Longfellow's Evangeline; George Eliot's Silas

Marner.

1897. Shakespeare's As To2i Like It; Defoe's History of the Plague in Lon-

don; Irving's Tales of a Traveller; Hawthorne's Twice-Told Tales; Longfel-

low's Evangeline ; George Eliofs Silas Marner.

1898. Milton's Paradise Lost., Books I. and II. ; Pope's Hiad, Books I. and

XXII. ; TTie Sir Boger de Coverley Pap>ers in The Spectator ; Goldsmith's Vicar

of Wakefield; Colei'idge's Ancient Mariner; Southey's Life of Nelson; Car-

lyle's Essay on Bur^is; Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal; Haw^thorne's The

House of the Seven Gables.

2. Study and Practice.— This part of the examination presupposes a more
careful study of each of the works named below. The examination will be

upon subject-matter, form and structure, and will also test the candidate's

ability to express his knowledge with clearness and accuracy.

The books set for this part of the examination will be :
—

1896. Shakespeare's Jferc/tani of Venice ; Milton's EAllegro, H Penseroso,

Comus and Lycidas ; Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration.

1897. Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice; Burke's Speech on Conciliation

with America; Scott's Marmion ; Macaulay's Life of Samuel Johnson.

1898. Shakespeare's Macbeth ; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America ;

DeQuincey's Flight of a Tartar Tribe; Tennyson's The Princess.

(6) One only of the three languages, — Latin, French and German. The
translation at sight of simple prose, with questions on the usual forms and
ordinary constructions of the language. The candidate is earnestly advised

to study Latin and either French or German.

II. Mathematics.

{a) Arithmetic. — Such an acquaintance with the subject as may be gained

in a good grammar school.
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(b) Algebra. — The mastery of any text-book suitable for the youngest
class in a high school, through cases of affected quadratic equations involving

one unknown quantity.

(c) Geometry. — The elements of plane geometry as presented in any high

school text-book. While a fair acquaintance with ordinary book work in

geometry will, for the present, be accepted, candidates are advised, so far as

practicable, to do original work with both theorems and problems, and an

opportunity will be offered them, by means of alternative questions, to test

their ability in such work.

III. History and Geography.

Any school text-book on United States history will enable candidates to

meet this requirement, provided they study enough of geography to illumine

the history, and make themselves familiar with the grander features of gov-

ernment in Massachusetts and the United States. Collateral reading in

United States history is strongly advised.

IV. Sci5:nces.

(a) Physical Geography. — The mastery of the elements of this subject as

presented in the study of geography in a good grammar school. If the gram-
mar school work is supplemented by the study of some elementary text-book

on physical geography, better preparation still is assured.

(6) Physiology and Hygiene. — The chief elementary facts of anatomy, the

general functions of the various organs, the more obvious rules of health,

and the more striking effects of alcoholic drinks, narcotics and stimulants

upon those addicted to their use.

(c), {d") and (e) Physics, Chemistry and Botany.— The elementary princi-

ples of these subjects so far as they may be presented in the courses usually

devoted to them in good high schools. Study of the foregoing sciences, or

of some of them, with the aid of laboratory methods, is earnestly recom-

mended.

"V. Drawing and Music.

(a) Drawing. — Mechanical and freehand drawing, — enough to enable the

candidates to draw a simple object, like a box or a pyramid or a cylinder,

with plan and elevation to scale, and to make a freehand sketch of the same

in perspective. Also any one of the three topics,— form, color and arrange-

ment.

(&) Music. — The elementary principles of musical notation, such as an

instructor should know in teaching singing in the schools. Ability to sing,

while not required, will be prized as an additional qualification.

It may be said, in general, that if the ordinary work of a good statutory

high school, even if it is of the second or lower grade, is well done, candidates

should have no difficulty in meeting any of the academic tests to which they

may be subjected. They cannot be too earnestly urged, however, to avail them-

selves of the best high school facilities attainable in a fo2ir years' course, even

though they should pursue studies to an extent not insisted on, or take studies not

prescribed, in the admission requirements.

The importance of a good record in the high school cannot be over-

estimated. The stronger the evidence of character, scholarship and promisCi
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of whatever kind, candidates bring, especially from schools of high reputation

and from teachers of good judgment and fearless expression, the greater confi-

dence they may have in guarding themselves against the contingencies of an

examination and of satisfying the examiners with their fitness.

Eeasonable allowance in equivalents will be made in case a candidate, for

satisfactory reasons, has not taken a study named for examination.

Times of Examination.

The first examination in 1896 will be held on Thursday and

Friday, June 25 and 26, at each of the normal schools.

The second examination in 1896 will be held on Tuesday and

Wednesday, September 8 and 9, at each of the normal schools.

Candidates are advised to present themselves, so far as practicable,

at the first examination.

Times of Admission.

New classes will be admitted only at the beginning of the fall

term, and, as the studies of the course are arranged progressively

from that time, it is important that students shall present themselves

then for duty. In individual cases and for strong reasons excep-

tions to this requirement are permissible, but only after due examina-

tion, and upon the understanding that the admission shall be at a

time convenient to the school and to such classes only as the candi-

date is qualified to join.

General Two Years' Course of Study.

This course is designed primarily for those who aim to teach in

public schools below the high school grade. It comprises substan-

tially the following subjects :
—

1. Psychology, history of education, principles of education,

methods of instruction and discipline, school organization and the

school laws of Massachusetts.

2. Methods of teaching the following subjects :—
(a) English,— reading, language, rhetoric, composition, literature

and history.

(6) Mathematics,— arithmetic, bookkeeping, elementary algebra

and geometry.

(c) Science,— elementary physics and chemistry, geography,

physiology and hygiene, and the study of minerals, plants and
animals.

(cl) Drawing, vocal music, physical culture and manual training.

3. Observation and practice in the training school and observa-

tion in other public schools.
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Graduates of colleges and universities, and of high schools of a
high grade and standing, who give evidence of maturity, good
scholarship and of aptness to teach, may, with the consent of the

principal of the school and of the Board of Visitors, select from the

above curriculum of study a course which may be completed in one
year, and when such course is successfully completed they shall

receive a certificate for the same.

Four Years' Course.

The Framingham, Westfield, Salem and Bridgewater schools have

also a regular course of four years, which includes the studies of the

two years' course and the following subjects :
—

1. Mathematics,— algebra, geometry, trigonometry and surveying.

2. Science, — physics, chemistry, botany, geology, astronomy,

mineralogy and zoology.

3. Language, — English language and literature, Latin and

French ; Germau and Greek, as the principal and Board of Visitors

of-each school shall decide ; drawing and vocal music.

4. History, — general history.

At Framingham and Salem this course for the first two years is the

same as the regular two years' course. At Bridgewater and West-

field the order is different, the study of the languages beginning with

the first year of the course.

Advanced Course of Two Years.

The requirement for admission to this course is graduation from

college or its equivalent. Promising graduates from the general two

years' course are also permitted to take it. It is designed primarily

for those who aim to teach in public schools above the grammar school

grades. It may be taken in any of the existing normal schools, but

the question of providing for it in the four new normal schools re-

cently authorized has not yet been considered.

The course comprises substantially the following subjects :
—

1. Psychology, the history of education, the science and the art

of teaching, school organization, school discipline and the school

laws of Massachusetts.

2. Methods of teaching the following subjects :
—

(a) Language and literature,— English, French, German, Latin

and Greek.

(6) Mathematics,— arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry

and surveying.

(c) Science, — chemistry, physics, astronomy, physical geography,

geology, mineralogy, botany, zoology, physiology and hygiene, and

the preparation of specimens and apparatus.

Cd) History, economics and philosophy.
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(e) Drawing, vocal music, physical culture and manual training.

Persons of exceptional maturity, of high standing in college, and

who give evidence of superior scholarship and special aptness to

teach, may, with the approval of the principal of the school and of

the Board of Visitors, select from the above curriculum of study a

course which may be completed in one year, and when such course

is successfully completed they shall receive a certificate for the same.

The Normal Art School.

There are courses of three and four years in this school. They are

designed primarily for persons who aim to teach drawing in the pub-

lic schools. For information about the requirements for admission,

details of the courses of study and other matters, apply to the

principal of the school, corner of Newbury and Exeter streets,

Boston.

Other Information.

The normal schools at Bridgewater, Westfield and Framingham
are provided with dormitories where students may receive board at

cost. The normal school at Worcester has a dormitory, but does not

furnish board.

With the exception of the Framingham and Salem schools, which

are for young women only, the privileges of each normal school are

offered to young men and women alike.

Tuition is free to all who declare their intention to teach in the

public schools of Massachusetts. For others the tuition is thirty

dollars a year, except in the Normal Art School, where it is fifty

dollars a year.

Text-books and supplies are free as in the public schools.

State aid to a limited extent may be granted to deserving persons

after they have been in attendance for at least one term, provided

they do not live in towns where the normal schools are situated.

Buildings for the new normal schools at Fitchburg, Lowell, North

Adams and Barnstable (Hyannis) are in process of erection at the

date of this circular. Arrangements have been made for opening

one of these schools, the Fitchburg normal, in temporary quarters,

in September, 1895.

For catalogues, specimen examination questions for admission,

blanks for the various certificates required, and such additional

information as may be sought, apply directly to the principals of the

several schools at Bridgewater, Westfield, Framingham, Salem,

Worcester and Fitchburg.

FRANK A. HILL,
Secretary,
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WHAT THE :N^0EMAL SCHOOL AIMS TO

DO FOE ITS PUPILS.

A CIRCULAR LETTER TO ONE WHO WISHES TO

BECOME A TEACHER.





In the Service of the Commonwealth.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION.

State House, Boston, Nov. 1, 1895.

I!^=" PiHncipals of schools and others whom this circular may reach are re-

quested to bring it to the notice of young i^eople toho wish to become teachers.

Such persons should be found out, if jMssible, at the beginning of their high

school course, and wisely advised about their plans of ivork. Cojnes of this

circular may be obtained iqwn application to the Secretary at the State

House.

To One who wishes to becobie a Teacher.

My Young Friend : — May I advise you a little about preparing

yourself for your chosen work ? You are thinking, perhaps, how you

can best earn a livelihood. I am thinking chiefly how you can help

the schools. Really, however, the interests of the
•^ Interests of

teacher and those of the school run together. The teacher and
better the teacher, the better the school ; and the better school the

the school, the greater the prosperity of the teacher.

If there were some way in which the State could intelligently select

its own candidates for teaching, the schools would fare better than

they do now. She would take some that do not now dream of teaching

and decline some that now select themselves. "Whether

in deciding to become a teacher you have chosen wisely ^q^q^
°

or not, I do not know. But now that your choice is

made, you owe it both to your future pupils and to yourself to be-

come as good a teacher as possible. You need, in short, to train

yourself for your work.

It is true there are good teachers who have not been normally

trained ; it is also true there are poor teachers who have been nor-

mally trained. This leads me to say that if you attend a normal

school, it does not follow that you will become a successful teacher.

This is because so much of what is essential to success is a matter

of happy native endowment, and, therefore, not in the power of the

normal school to give. Physique, presence, health, what the
temper, scholarly power, tact, patience, ambition, normal

moral spirit, lovableness, — the basis of all these
d.°^°°ciw^t

things comes not from schools but from ancestry and it cannot

surroundings. This foundation wanting, no normal ^°-

school can make it good. This foundation present, you can, with

the aid of the normal school, build more rapidly and securely upon

it than would otherwise be possible. The normal school will give
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you a quicker insight into the nature of education, put you earlier

upon right methods, save you from many mistakes,— in short, furnish

you with the great lessons that have come from the study of the teach-

ing process and from the history of teaching in the past ; for you need

as a teacher to begin where the successful experience of the world

has left off. It is a clear waste for you to spend years in discovering

what is already known. Moreover, you have no right to gain at the

expense of your pupils what you should gain beforehand at your own

expense.

If your aim is to teach in some grade below the high school, you

need, before going to a normal school, a good high school training,

—

as good a training as the best high school, with the best teachers and

the best equipment, can give you in a four years' course,

academic ^ ^^^^^ more extended training would be helpful, for I

training cannot conceive of a discipline so thorough, of attain-

needed. ments so great, of culture so high, but that all these

things may have some precious value even in teaching little children.

If, however, it is your aim to teach in a^ high school, neither you nor

4he high school should be content with any academic preparation that

falls short of a good four years' college course.

Should you enter upon the general two years' course of a normal

school, the work it will try to do for you may be roughly sketched

under the following heads :
—

1. It will aim to unfold to you the principles of teaching as drawn

from the laws of mental activity and exemplified in the

Theprinci- teachins; experience of the world. This aim involves
pies of
teaching. the study of educational psychology and educational

history.

2. It will aim to show you how these principles may be applied in

elementary instruction. This aim requires ( 1 ) that you shall be familiar

with the subjects of insti-uction before you enter the normal school,

and (2) that you shall take them up again from the teacher's stand-

point and study critically how to develop them with children in

accordance with sound principles. To the extent to which your

energies are absorbed in conquering elementary subjects that should

have been mastered before admission there is a loss not only to

yourself but to the normal school and to the schools of the State.

.„ It is a distinct loss, for instance, if the normal school
Why pre- ' '

. -^ •

vious is called upon to teach you percentage when it is your
academic ^^^„ ^^ know percentage before you enter it. The
knowledge

, , , ^ f . . , , + .

of subjects normal school does not aim to teach percentage to

tobedi- yQu Iju^ iq guide you in teaching percentage to others.

taught is It should start from your intelligence, not from your

needed. ignorance. It wants your energies for the science and
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art of presentation, not for the conquest of what should already

be known.

3. The normal school will try to show you what education really

is,— that it creates nothing new, that it builds on nature, that it is

development under guidance, that it has continuity, and that a close

and vital connection, therefore, exists between primary instruction

and all that comes after it. In other words, the great highways of

knowledge and training begin with the lowest grade and run through

the highest, so that, if you wish to meet modern demands, it is no

longer reading, writing, and arithmetic that you must teach, but the

world that is about the child and the great laws or thoughts of that

world. These thoughts the child must be led to o-rasp _^,& ^ i Why pre-
and express, not in their fulness, for that would be vious

beyond him ; not all of them or most of them, for that, academic
'' kno-wledge

too, would be impossible ; but a few of them, such as of some
suit his years and enlist his interest, so that they may be- subjects

•4
I

• \ f ., ., 4.
not to be

come, as it were, nuclei or axes or centres oi a growth that directly

is worth fostering. But how can you put little children taught is

on the track of these great thoughts unless you know
the field where you profess to be a guide ? If you are teaching chil-

dren about plants, it is not enough to use an isolated rose, for in-

stance, as the basis for training the powers of observation, inference,

and expression. This is good so far as it goes ; but if, in addition,

you can lead the child into some insight, however dim, of the prin-

ciples that shall help him to bring the separate objects of his nature

study into orderly groups,— that shall lead him, for instance, to see

the rose idea in the blossoms of the apple-tree and the bramble as

well as in those of the rosebush, — and tliat, while engaging his young

intellect, shall rightly kindle his soul,— then your teaching is of a

higher order. Now the normal school wants you to come to its

classes with a good high school acquaintance with botany, that it

may be unhampered and free in guiding you (1) to the right use of

such knowledge as you have in teaching plants as single objects to

children, and (2) to such wider and deeper views of the plant world

as children may properly make a beginning of apprehending, and to

feasible ways of laying the foundations for such views in their imma-

ture minds. If your ignorance of botany compels the normal school

to teach you the elements of that subject, it forces the normal school

to do work that really belongs to the schools below ; and to that ex-

tent the normal school is diverted from its true aims, and its useful-

ness for you and for others is seriously crippled.

The same reasoning may be extended to other subjects than botany.

4. Further, there is the general administration of a school,— all

that relates to neatness, order, discipline, health, manners, morals, the
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requirements of good citizenship, and, in general, to one's making the

best and most of one's self in life. The normal school
Agencies
in school recognizes two classes of agencies that are potent in

manage- the schoolroom, the one relating to the externals of

school management and the other to the atmosphere

or spirit of that management; the one as exhibited in intelligent

direction of the school, or in what the teacher consciously does, and

the other in silent influence exerted upon the school, or in what the

teacher unconsciously is. Agencies of the former class bear analysis

;

they can be directly learned. Agencies of the latter class baffle analy-

sis ; they are strong only as the aim is sound, the heart right and the

life earnest. Now the aim of the normal school is to expound to you

the one class and to foster in you the growth of the other ; and the

high purpose of its teachers is to be themselves what they would h-ave

you be,— intelligent in directing and noble in living.

5. Finally, however helpful it may be for you to study the prin-

ciples and methods of teaching in a theoretical way, this is not enough.

The normal school, therefore, in its observation and
Observa- . , , . . „ .,. . ,

tion and practice schools, aims to give you facilities not only

practice for seeing competent teachers at work with children,

but also for teaching children yourselves under com-

petent supervision. As the very object of normal instruction is to

reduce the burdens and losses that come to the public schools from

the employment of untrained teachers, the normal school aims to

guard its own practice schools against similar burdens and losses by

putting them under the general and permanent supervision of able

teachers, as well as by declining to let its pupils practice in them

until they have received instruction enough to work with.definiteness

and intelligence of aim and method.

Beneath these five respects in which the normal school will try to

aid you, there runs, as already intimated, a deep philosophy which it

is the business of the normal school to make known to you. If you

once grasp this philosophy, if you are qualified to live

Philosophy
^^^ ^^ ^^^ j^ ^^^ ^^,^ ^^ make your practice conform to

it, you may hope to hold your course fairly true through

the varied and often shifting and treacherous problems of teaching

and of school management.

With this conception of the service the normal school would like to

do for you in your preparatory work, you will, I hope, discover ways

in which you can do a similar service for yourself before entering the

normal school. While you are in the high school, for instance, there

is much helpful work possible for you beyond the letter of high school

requirements. Why not begin early to do such work? While you

are a pupil, it would be well for you to think of yourself at times as
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a teacher, so that in discharging your duty in the humbler role you

may rise to certain ideals of duty in the higher. Are

you doing oral work of any kind,— demonstrating a ^ ^^
.^

theorem in geometry, explaining a principle in phys- mindwiiiie
in tlie t

school.ics, translating French or Latin, answering a teacher's ^^ *^® tugh.

questions? The thought, of course, takes precedence

always. But there are standards of voice, of fulness, completeness

and accuracy of expression, of manner of presentation, of aim in

satisfying others, which, if kept before you and striven for, will tend

to lift your work from the commonplace and make it thus early what

it should be later,— a means of molding others by the unconscious

power of example. Are you doing written work in connection with

any subject? Here, too, there are standards of accuracy and finish

to be kept in view. There is no better way of keeping your English

steadily under review than in close, everyday attention to its details

of spelling, syntax, capitalization, punctuation, paragraphing, and the

like. An excellent authority goes so far as to say " that the' desire to

make every word and letter plain consorts naturally with the desire

to make the thought plain, and slovenliness in the one begets sloven-

liness in the other." If this is true of one's handwriting, much more

is it likely to be true of details that come still closer to the thought.

In the next place, plan to do some of your school work in per-

manent and attractive form, partly that it may serve as permanent
evidence of successful high school work when you apply and attrac-

for admission to the normal school, but chiefly because ^^ Mgh.
doing it in such form is inspiring both to yourself and school

to those that examine it. The teacher more than most ^°^ '

people needs to do work in good form because there are so many to

be influenced by whatever example he sets. I refer to your labora-

tory note-books, to your drawing books, to your books of composition

or other exercises in English, to articles with or without illustration

which you may prepare in connection with any scholarly investigation,

to your personal collections of plants, minerals, chemical products and

what not,— in short, to any evidences of scholarly power or personal

skill that are susceptible of presentation to the eye.

Finally, if you are fortunate in working under an able and sympa-

thetic principal or other teacher who approves your plan and would

like to help you carry it out, you might, under his advice and direc-

tion, do many things that come more closely within the

range of a teacher's duty and yet are helpful to you as student
a pupil. There is the correction or supervision of cer- service

tain school exercises ; there is the lending of a helping ^V, gg^vice
hand to pupils who need guidance ; there is the expla-

nation of matters, from a teacher's standpoint, to a class ; and so on.
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Services like these are helpful alike to the teacher and yourself.

If you are really "called" to teach, you should discover in your-

self a readiness, at least, if not an impelling force or passion, to

do some work in the line of your calling before you formally enter

upon it.

In all your high school work there is a certain push, a certain

spirit to make the most of the passing opportunity, a certain intel-

lectual forwardness that is yet consistent with modesty, which I

strongly commend to you. It is more than mere conformity to

average school requirements ; it is responding early to some de-

mands that are sure to be made upon you later when you are in

charge of a school,— demands for self-reliance, originality, leader-

ship, and so on.

"While the evidence of your fitness to receive normal ti-aining has

to be sought, of course, in your school record, in what may be learned

of your personality, and in your scholarly power as seen in your treat-

ment, both oral and written, of a few themes selected from subjects

Evidences once studied by you, the fitness itself, if it exists, must
of fitness. exist apart from schemes of examination. Therefore

do not work merely to meet anticipated questions, but aim always for

mastery and power in whatever you do. As between excellence in

a narrow field and mediocrity in a broad one, if you must choose

between them, choose the former.

Study carefully the circular of requirements for admission. It is

not intended to ask for more in these requirements than the public

schools are required by law to offer. Nevertheless, conditions may
require you to supplement the work of the school by work outside.

If, for example, the books prescribed for use in English cannot all be

taken in school, read some of them out of school. There

^Qj.y ^ork ^^ much, also, of what you did in the grammar school,

outside of in geography, arithmetic, and other subjects, for whose

review you should hold yourself personally responsible.

Review United States history by reading some standard work on the

subject. Some practice in self-teaching when other teaching fails

you is good for you. The State wants sturdy, self-reliant teachers,

that are not easily cast down themselves, to hold pupils up to similar

sturdiness and self-reliance.

Perhaps you do not expect to teach long, and so question the wis-

dom of special preparation. Whether you teach a long time, a short

„ time, or not at all, the training of the normal school is
Prepara- °

tion for good for the general purposes of education as well as
short ser- fQj. ^]^q specific purposes of teaching. In any event,

the need of the schools for trained teachers, whether

you recognize it or not, remains constant and urgent.
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It may be that you live in a town or city that has a local training

school for teachers, and that your only avenue to ap-

pointment, if you wish to teach at home, lies through ^°°^1

this school. Even if you are indulgently permitted to schools for

enter this school directly from the high school, it would teachers,

nevertheless be better for you to attend a normal school first.

One reason for maintaining such schools is doubtless found in the

earnestness of school authorities to discover who of numerous appli-

cants for appointment are likely to serve them best. If this is the

case you are more likely, other things being equal, to do good work
in the local training school if you enter it with previous normal

school experience than if you enter it without such experience ; and
this means for you a greater likelihood of timely appointment as a

teacher and for the schools a greater likelihood of satisfactory service

from such appointment.

Under no circumstances have you a just claim to be employed as a

teacher except that which fitness to do the work of a Fitness the
teacher gives you. Other claims than those of fitness teacher's

no school board has a moral right to respect. If such ?^ ^ claim

fitness exists, there is not only room for you— there eration.

is a pressing demand for you— in the schools of the Commonwealth.
Let me commend to you in connection with your student work the

reading of one or two helpful books. Todd's " Stu- „
Helpful

dent's Manual," for example, is rich in suggestions reading- on
for youn_g people who are ambitious to make the most of aims and

themselves during then' academic years. It is possible,

too, that you might find excellent stimulus in some of the Essays
of Emerson, particularly those on the following themes : Power,

Culture, Manners, Behavior, Self-Reliance and Spiritual Laws.

Although it would be premature for you to enter upon a course of

professional reading while in the high school, yet a preliminary

glimpse of what is needed in the teacher— such a view as you might
get, for instance, from Page's " Theory and Practice of Teaching"—
might give you invaluable aid as to the color and tone your high

school work should receive from your purpose to become a teacher.

Sincerely hoping that jonr choice of teaching as a profession has

been wisely made, I wish you success and joy in the important work
of preparing for it.

Frank A. Hill, Secretary.
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Massachusetts School Legislation oy 1895.

Copies of "The Public Statutes of Massachusetts, relating

to public instruction, with annotations and explanations, includ-

ing the laws in force June, 1892," as well as the laws of 1893,

1894 and 1895, may be obtained upon application at the office

of the Board of Education at the State House. The laws of

1893 and 1894 may also be found in the fifty-eighth report.

Those of 1895 are given below.

Chapter 94. — An Act to authorize towns to pay the tuition of

children attending certain academies in towns in which there is

no high school.

Section 1. Any town in which a high school is not maintained,

but in which an academy of equal or higher grade is maintained, may

grant and vote money to pay the tuition of children residing in such

town and attending such academy : provided, such academy is ap-

proved for that purpose by the state board of education.

Sect. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

Approved March 7, 1895.

Chapter 115. — An Act relative to flags upon public buildings and

schoolhouses.

Section 1 . It shall be unlawful to display the flag or emblem of

any foreign country upon the outside of any state, county, city or

town building or public schoolhouse within this Commonwealth

:

provided, however, that when any foreigner shall become the guest of

the United States or this Commonwealth, upon proclamation by the

governor the flag of the country of which such public guest shall be a

citizen may be displayed upon public buildings but not upon public

schoolhouses.

Sect. 2. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be

punished by a fine of not more than twenty dollars.

Sect. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

Approved March 13, 1895.
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Chapter 181. — An Act requiring school committees to furnish the

public schools with national flags.

Section 1. It shall be the duty of the school committees in the

several cities and towns of the Commonwealth to provide for each

schoolhouse in which public schools are maintained within their re-

spective cities and towns not otherwise supplied, a United States flag

of silk or bunting, not less than four feet in length, and a suitable

flagstaff or other apparatus whereby such flag may be displayed on

the schoolhouse grounds or schoolhouse buildings every school day,

when the weather will permit, and on the inside of the schoolhouse

on other school days.

Sect. 2. This act shall take effect on the first day of September

in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-five.

Approved March 27, 1S95.

Chapter 312.— An Act relative to the payment by the Common-

wealth of the tuition of children attending school outside oj the

town in which they reside.

Section 1. Any town, the valuation of which does not exceed five

hundred thousand dollars, shall be entitled to receive from the treas-

ury of the Commonwealth all necessary sums which have been actually

expended under the provisions of section one of chapter four hundred

and thirty-six of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-

four, and which shall be certified under oath to the state board of

education by the school committee of such town, within thirty days

next following that in which the expenditure is made.

Sect. 2. This act shall not apply except when such high school

shall have been approved by the state board of education.

Sect. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

A2:)proved April 4, 1895.

Chapter 70. — Resolve in favor of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

Resolved, That there shall be paid annually, for the term of six

years, from the treasury of the Commonwealth to the treasurer of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the sum of twenty-five thou-

sand dollars, to be so paid and allowed from the first day of January

in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-six, to be expended under

the direction of said corporation for the general purposes of said

institute.
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Resolved, That in addition to the amount provided for above there

shall be paid annually, for the term of six years, from the treasury

of the Commonwealth to the treasurer of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, the sum of two thousand dollars, to be so paid and

allowed from the first day of January in the year eighteen hundred

and ninety-six, to be expended for ten free scholarships, under the

direction of the state board of education ; said scholarships to be

awarded only to graduates of the Massachusetts public schools.

Approved April 17, 1895.
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EEPORT.

[The laws relating to school attendance are appended.]

Enrolment and Attendance of Children of all Ages.

Of the children of all ages enrolled in the public schools

there is an average attendance, according to the returns of the

school committees, of 92 per cent. The returns of private

schools are given only in totals and not by age periods, and

they cover the enrolment but not the attendance ; later in this

report a remedy is suggested lor these defects in the returns

for private schools.

Both in the number of children enrolled in the schools and

in the percentage of attendance the State has a commendable

pride. It is the proportionately small part of her school pop-

ulation concerning which she has a just and proper solicitude.

And it is this part with which this investigation is to deal,

—

a most important part, since within it are formed those habits

which threaten the peace and prosperity of the community.

Plan of the Investigation.

At the outset a general canvass of limited portions of

the State was attempted by submitting certain interrogatories

to school committees and school superintendents. Returns

from these represented that there is general compliance with

the laws. Nearly all the towns, however, reported some chil-

dren between eight and fourteen years of age that failed, without

reasonable excuse, to attend school the requited amount of time ;

and one small town, having 42 children between eiijht and four-

teen years of age, reported that only 11 had attended 140

days during the year, and no reason was known why they had

not attended except the neglect of their parents.
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A few cases were reported where there was habitual truancy

going unchecked by reason of the intimate relation existing

between the children and the person whose duty it is to enforce

the law, the official being both parent and member of the school

committee or truant officer and member of the school commit-

tee. Even in the cases of admitted violation of the laws, there

was evident reluctance to apply the penalties, and apparently

no fear that they would l)e applied.

In certain localities there appeared to be little regard for the

compulsory law and a low tone concerning the school attend-

ance ; here, for obvious reasons, there were few or no cases of

absence chargeable solely to the wilfulness of the child. These

reports and previous observations in the towns made it evident

that a personal canvass was necessary.

The entire State could not be formally visited and critically

investigated. A selection, therefore, was made in different

parts of the State of towns and cities that might be presumed

fairly to represent the different classes of towns in the Common-
wealth, and such towns were visited by persons employed for

the purpose. Among these persons were Mr. M. J. Smith of

Middlefield, Mrs. O. W. Collins of Framingham, Mr. George

E. Bridges of Newton, Mr. 11. W. Walsh of Boston, Mrs. Lucy

A. Hazen of Brockton, Rev. W. A. Start of Medford (College

Hill), Miss Sarah A. Lynde of Stoneham, and the agents of

the State Board of Education, who had themselves suggested

representative towns to be visited in their several districts.

Mr. Charles W. Birtwell, o-eneral secretarv of the Children's

Aid Society of Boston, was employed to advise, especially in

regard to the truancy problems growing out of the investigation.

In the towns generally the investigation extended to the en-

tire school population ; but in Boston it compri-ed only the

Winthrop district, which includes the Winthrop school for girls,

the Quincy and the Brimmer schools, both for boys, three

parochial schools and one other private school. In Barnstable

about one half the schools were reported, and in Northampton

only the more densely populated portion of the city was taken,

in which are enrolled about 1,200 children in public and private

schools ; among the latter is one parochial school. In Newton

the children of the Nonantum district were taken, and in

Lowell the children of Wards 1, 2 and 5. .
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List of Towns and Cities investigated.
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time. Truancy was the special subject which previously had

been assigned to the writer.

The plan proposed for the investigation was to compare the

children enrolled in the schools with the enumerator's report

of children in the town May 1, 1894 (Public Statutes, chapter

46, sections 3, 4). The purpose of this was to obtain for

special investigation the names and residences of any children

of compulsory age (eight to fourteen years) nut enrolled in the

schools.

To ascertain the number enrolled in the schools between eight

and fourteen years of age who had not attended school 140

days during the year, that is, for 30 weeks less 2 weeks (Stat-

utes of 1894, chapter 498, section 1) since the opening of the

fall term of 1894, lists of such children were made from the

school registers, and against each name was placed the number

of days of attendance, and, when known, the immediate cause

of non-attendance.

To get the required information, the persons engaged in the

investigation went first to the town clerk, enumerator or school

committee, to obtain the enumerator's list of children in the

town on the first of May, 1894. With this they went to the

schools for the purpose of comparing the list with the school

reo-ister, and to learn the cause of absences. For such absences

as could not be satisfactorily accounted for by the teacher, re-

sort was had to various other persons, including school com-

mittees, superintendents, truant ofiicers, boards of health, and

many visits were made to the parents of the children in their

homes.

Non-attendance is classed as (1) excusable, or necessary,

aiid (2) inexcusable, or such as there is no sufficient reason

for.

1. The necessary causes were all embraced under the head

of disability, which included physical or mental incapacity of

the child to attend school, contagious diseases in the family and

other justifiable hindrances.

2. The unnecessary causes were embraced undertwo heads :

—

(a) Parental neglect, which included indifi'erence, indolence,

carelessness and cupidity on the part of the parent or guardian,

visiting by the child and working during the term time of

school.
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(6) Truancy, which consisted in the child's absenting him-

self from school without the knowledge or consent of the

parent or guardian.

The plea of poverty by the parent, that the child had not

suitable clothing to wear, that the child's work was needed to

support the family, that the distance from school was too great

tor him to attend,— each was classed under the head of disa-

bility or parental neglect, according to the circumstances of the

individual case. When several different occasions were assigned

for absences of the same child, and only the total amount of ab-

sence was given, it was divided among the several occasions.

Some Difficulties met with in the Ixvestigatiox.

Enumeration. —A difficulty met with at the outset was the

want in many towns of a careful census, or enumeration, of the

children between eight and fourteen years of age. In several

places the enumeration of the children is made by sending a

blank form by the children in school to their parents, who are

requested to fill the blank with the names and ages of their

children, and from these blanks, with such other information as

can be obtained, the enumeration is made. An obvious defect

of this plan is that in large towns and cities families having no

children in school may be wholly overlooked. In some towns

the enumeration is made by counting the children enrolled upon

the school registers. The same objection lies against this plan

as against that above. In some instances only the total number

of children is given by the enumerators, there being no record

of the name or age of the child, no name or residence of the

parent. In one instance, where there is a large private school,

the enumeration took in only public school children.

In a few instances no enumeration could be found ; in some

it was admitted none had been made. One place selected for

the investigation was abandoned for want of a proper enumera-

tion, as others might well have been had the fact been known

in time. In one or more places investigated, for the purpose

of comparison a resort was had to the enumeration for 1895.

In a district of one city the number registered in the public

schools, together with the number reported as attending private

schools, exceeded by one thousand the number returned by the

enumerators.
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In one town the enumeration for 1894 gives 575 children

between eight and fourteen years of age. The school registers

show that 625 between these ages attended the public schools,

to sav nothino- of a considerable number of others within the

same age limits that attended a parochial school. In another

town, not, however, within the preceding list, it was found from

the enrolment of children in school on the first day of May in a

school population (five to fifteen) of 802, that in 1894 there

were 105 and in 1895 110 more children attending school than

were reported at the same date by the enumerators in the town.

Not only did these inegularities in the enumeration present

difficulties to the investigation, but they constitute a punish-

able offence under the law.

In making comparisons difficulties arose from the child's

being called by one Christian name at home and another at

school : also from different ages being given by the parent and

the child. With a careful enumeration in May we are not cer-

tain, even then, to obtain an exact record of the children in

the schools during the succeeding year.

CJianging from School to School. — The frequent changing

of children from one school or town to another and the fluctua-

tions in population presented difficulties in the way of securing

exact records of school attendance. These difiiculties were in-

creased in communities having parochial schools. With the

establishment of a parochial school there is usually an exodus

from the pul)lic school ; in time some come back to the public

school ; others become irregular in their attendance by going

back and forth between the two schools. In his official visits,

as a general practice, the truant officer is restricted to the pub-

lic schools. He has no knowledge of children attending pa-

rochial or other private schools except as he meets them on the

street. An instance was reported of a boy discharged from a

public school to go to a parochial school, who, having passed

from the jurisdiction of the truant officer, was truant for an

entire year before his truancy was discovered.

Itegisters. — In general the public school registers were full

and accurate in all particulars. Some were not filled out as

they should be, while others from various causes could not be

found.

W^hile every needed aid was promptly and cheerfully ren-
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dered by those in charge of some of the private schools, the

defective returns obtained from olhers indicate that their records

are not exact, or are not kept in form to be easily summarized.

As a whole, the returns from the private schools were not

satisfactory.

Results of the Investigation.

With the difficulties incident to an investigation of this sort,

and with the many occasions for error in the statistics of school

attendance, only approximate numerical results can be reached.

And certainly only such can be expected, where so much good

judgment is required as in passing upon matters of parental

neglect and truancy.

Failure from Disahilily, Parental Neglect and Truancy.

The follovvinjj table shows the number of children between

eight and fourteen years of age, with the number of non-attend-

ants from sundry causes, in the towns and cities investigated :
—

Number of Chtldren
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Nor was the loss of time in most of these instances sliirht.

Out of 1,069 cases inclividaally reported, 40 lost 5 days or

less of the 140 days, but this means about 45 days that each

mio'ht have had of a school year of 36 weeks. The average

loss for the remaining 1,029 children was above 52 days out of

the 140 days. Without reckoning the additional 40 days lost

by each of these children out of a school year of 36 weeks, the

total time lost to the estimated 13,570 children of the same
class in the State was 705,640 days. Were the laws strictly

enforced, with a penalty of '$20 for each five days of this

number (section 1, chapter 498, Statutes of 1894), the

parents of these children would be liable to forfeit to the use

of the public schools a total sum of $2,822,560. Of course

this is merely theoretical, for the imposition of a fine upon one

individual in a town would have a salutary influence upon
other delinquents. It is, however, not an exaggerated estimate

of the importance to the State of securing to all her children

the elements of a good common school education.

Failure on Account of Truancy. — U.^ing the ratio which

the school population of the State, 265,182, bears to the

26,968, which by the investigation is found to have 125 truant

children, by estimate there are in the State 1,229 who need

the restraining and directins" influence of a ffood truant school.

And this record does not include all that have been truants.

It includes only those who by repeated absences from truancy,

w^ith other causes, have failed to attend school 140 days during

the year. Truancy of the child relates to the whole period of

his school year ; if school is in session 40 weeks, and parents

wish the child to attend the whole time, and he goes only 38

weeks, but wilfully absents himself the other 2 weeks, his ab-

sence will be a clear case of truancy, needing treatment as such.

Children have been arrested and committed to truant schools

during the year for the offence of truancy which occurred

within the early weeks of the school year. In other words,

failure to attend school 140 days is not the sole evidence of

truancy.

The 125 truants revealed by the investigation doubtless'

include some that can be restrained in other ways than by

being sent to a truant school ; but the number of such is fully

offset by truant children who ought to be sent from among
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those who have attended school 140 days. For, as above indi-

cated, among those who have attended the full time required

by law there are those equally liable under the law with those

whose attendance is less than 140 days.

Just as was shown in the case of absences resulting from

parental neglect, the loss of time from truancy also is not

incon.^iderable. The total loss of time within the 140 days

required by law is on an average over 43 days to each truant

child.

Distance from School, Want of Clothing, and Children's

Work.— Among the occasions for absence which were charged

to disability or to parental neglect, according to circumstances,

were (1) distance from school, (2) the plea of poverty and

want of suitable clothing to wear, and (3) working by the

child.

Of those who failed to attend school 140 days during the

year on the plea that the distance from school was too great,

28 children were reported with an average loss, inside the 140

days, of about 40 days; of those who failed on the plea of

poverty and want of suitable clothing, 49 children were reported

with an average loss, inside the 140 days, of about 30 days;

and of those who failed on account of wairk of various kinds,

267 children were reported with an average loss, inside the 140

days, of about 50 days.

Evforcement of Perialties. — With the evidence of so much

irregularity of attendance occasioned by the parents' neglect

and by the child's truancy, it is a pertinent inquiry : What is

the extent to which penalties for the violations of the laws are

applied?

1. Parents. — The returns from the towns investigated

show but 7 instances where parents have been brought into

court on the charge of neglect to give the children the required

amount of schooling during the year, and 6 of these are re-

l)orted from a single town. The small expense in these cases,

which was that of the costs of the court imposed upon the

parents, with suspended judgment, had the desired effect.

But the compulsory law, so far as its enforcement with

penalties is concerned, is essentially a dead letter in the

towns investigated. The law is but seldom enforced upon

parents anywhere throughout the State.
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2. Children. — The precise number of truants in private

institutions or public institutions, other than truant schools, or

in families under the care of public or private agencies, is not'

known.

The number in the county truant schools in May, 1895, in-

cluding the Plummer Farm School at Salem, committed for

truancy, may serve as a basis for estimating approximately the

extent to which the truant law is enforced. Followino; is a

complete list of these truant schools in the State :
—

County Truant ScJiools of the State, including the Plummer Farm
School, Salem, with Location, Superintendent , and Number of
Truant Children in May, 1895 ; also Boston's Average for

Three Years, 1891-94.

Name of School.
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It may further aid in forming a judgment of the extent to

which the truant law is enforced to observe the number of

children of school age for each truant in the truant schools

committed from certain cities which have the best means of en-

forcing the truant law, namely, a number of truant officers,

well paid and constantly employed, and a public sentiment

which in o-eneral favors the enforcement of the law.

The followinof table shows the number of truant children

committed by certain cities to the several truant schools of

the State, and found in them in May, 1895 ; also the school

population (eight to fourteen) represented, and the average

population to one truant :
—
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truant actually sent to the truant schools from the 9 cities

cited be compared with the number of truants found in the

50 places investigated. We discovered 125 truants in the in-

vestigated school population of 26,968 children. This means

1 truant to every 216 children,— a ratio in striking contrast

with that of 1 to 488.

Applying the ratio deduced from the investigation, 1 to 216,

to the above 9 cities, it appears that less than 45 per cent, of

the truants of these cities are committed to truant schools.

Even if we leave a large margin for children sent to charitable

institutions and for dilFerences in populations, it is reasonable

to conclude that not one half the number of truants that ought

to be committed to truant schools are so committed, even

where officers are employed on full pay for full time.

The following is the estimated number that would be in

truant schools accordins; to the data above oiven ;
—

Table sJioiving the Number of Truant Children in the Truant Schools

of the State in May, 1895, with Boston's Average for Three Pre-

vious Years, and the Counties from which they ivere committed

;

also the Number that would be sent Jrom the Several Counties on

the Above Bases.
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It has been shown that there are almost no penalties im-

posed upon parents on account of the infringement of the com-

pulsory law. However liberal we may be in our interpretation

of the statistics of the investigation, whether we take as our

standard of comparison the 216 children for every truant

.found in the 50 towns and cities investigated or the 488

children found for every truant committed to truant schools

from the 9 cities cited, it appears that the law" which puts a

penalty upon the child, as well as that which applies the penalty

to parents, is a dead letter in many parts of the State.

Why the Compulsoey and Truant Laws are not en-

forced.

Local Officers not Efficient. — One question which those en-

gaged in making the investigation w^ere requested to answer

was : What are the difficulties in the way of enforcing the

laws? The following answers, which were given from state-

ments made and impressions received, are significant, as show-

ing the relation of officials to non-attendants :
—

" Committees do not want to enforce the law against neighbors."

"Otficers reluctant to enter complaints against friends and neighbors."

" Officers regard the feelings of their neighbors."

" School committee unwilling to take action."

''Truant officers appointed but not eraplojed."

" Officers members of school committees."

" Neglect of officers from want of support."

"Foreigners fail to appreciate school privileges,— too poor to pa}' large

fines."

"Parental indifference and need of children's work."
" Parents are here to get the work of the children."

" Truant laws cannot be enforced upon poor people."

" Children dodge between the public and parochial schools."

"Truant officers are school conmiittee and hesitate to act."

" Officers disinclined to put penalty on parent or child."

" Timidity or reluctance of officers "

" Local officers will not enforce the law."
" Truant officers do not visit the schools "

" More money needed in the truancy service."

" No system of reporting to the truant officers."

"The two dollars a week.charged upon the town."

"Parents don't know of child's absence."

" Something else for her to do." " Law not executed in good faith."

" General indifference of committee.

"

" School committee fear to make enemies."
" Six officers, of little account."
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" Truant officers are not efficient." " No truant school to send to."

" The cost to the town." " Officers not on the alert."

"Parents shield their children." "Pul)lic opinion."

" Citizens lukewarm, and parents poor." " Parents negligent."

" Twenty dollars fine too large." ' Committees lax." " Indifferent

officers."

From these answers, representing the sentiment in a large*

number of towns, the inference is that local officers are too

closely related to the offenders against these laws to make such

officers the best persons that can be found to execute the laws.

Public Sentiment. — Is it not apparent, too, that neither the

officials nor the parents have an abiding sense of the privileges

afforded the children by the schools, or of the evil effects of

irregular attendance upon the children? And is it not true

that there i-? in the community a lack of intelligence concerning

the duty of properly restraining children, in order that they

may form habits of regularity, industry, order, patieU' e, per-

severance and self-control? These are habits which fit the child

to be a good citizen. To aid in forming them is one of the

great ends for which schools are maintained.

Though the laws have been so long in force, they are still in

advance of the public sentiment even in some of our permanent

communities. One of the returns says: "The general spirit

shown by the parents in th's town, when asked for the causes

of absences, is expressed in the phrase, ' It is none of your

business or of the State's.'

"

We have among us large numbers of immigrants that are

here simply to get a living. They covet the time given to the

school because it curtails by so much their children's hours of

labor, which yields a product they can fully appreciate.

TJie sums paid for the truant service afford something of a

clue to the relative importance attaching to the service by dif-

ferent committees. Taking a few of the cities and towns at

random, these suras, fixed by the school committees, are as

follows :
—

" Per child, ft;" " $7 per year ;
"

" Per year, f80.50 ;

" " Per hour, 25 cents ;

"

" f25 per year ;
" " Per annum, $150 ;

"

" $1,200 per annum ;

" " Per child, 50 cents ;

"

" For year, f 12 ;

" " Per child, 20 cents ;

"

" Two officers, $75 each ;

" " Per parent or child, $1 ;

"

" 25 cents per child ;

" " Two officers, $35."
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Generally, in the cities oflScers receive a salary, and in the

larger cities they are kept constantly employed. In the city

of Boston, wiih a school population (eight to fifteen) of 52,704,

there is a well-organized force, consisting of a chief and 16

men; this gives an average population of 3,100 to 1 ofiicer.

In the city of Cambridge, with a school population (eight to

fifteen) of 9,768, there are 4 officers, which gives an average

population of 3,442 to 1 officer. In no department of these

cities is any officer more steadily or more usefully employed.

At least in 2 cities truant officers are provided with teams ; this

is the case at Lowell and at Lawrence. Almost without excep-

tion in the towns the time given and the pay received show

that only a limited service is rendered or expected.

Neglect of Towns- and Counties to provide foi' Truants. —
The law requires that every town shall make "all needful pro-

visions concerning truants and children found wandering about

the streets, etc." The question is annually submitted to school

committees in blank forms for returns to the Buard of Educa-

tion : Has your town made such provisions? School commit-

tees from year to year have answered this question in the

affirmative, even when no proper provision has been made by

the towns. When it was discovered that no place was pro-

vided, and a committee man has been questioned concerning

his statement, he has sometimes justified it by saying that the

town has no truants, hence no provisions are all that are need-

ful. Till the present year the county commissioners of Barn-

stable, under a similar assumption, failed to make provision

for truants in that county. Berkshire County, so it has been

stated, established her truant school upon the representation

by petitioners from 7 small towns that the towns were in

danger of losing their share of the income of the school fund if

they did not have some place assigned for the commitment of

their truants. And it seems to be generally understood that

the home of Mr. Barrus, in Goshen, was assigned l)y Franklin

and Hampshire counties as the truant school for those two

counties, that there might be formal compliance with the law.

There has been but one child sent there, and he left three years

ago last June.

The investigation brought to my knowledge, in quite a number

of towns, instances where the neglect to enforce the law while
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the children were simply truants compelled their commitment

later on to the reform school, for such offences as larceny and

breaking and entering. Says Superintendent Seaver ofBoston, in

his report of March, 1895, referring to the Parental School, for

whose establishment he had been a long time laboring :
" Some

truants have already ripened into crimioals and have been sent

down to the House of Reformation on criminal complaints."

Inefficiency of Truant Service.— The inefficiency of the

truant service is well illustrated in the four western and three

southeastern counties of the State. These counties have a

school population (eight to fourteen) of 40,410. There were

in May. 1895, coming from these counties 20 truant children

in the truant schools ; all came from 4 towns and cities, which

together have a school population of 13,578. Out of 127

cities and towns in these 7 counties, all the truants committed

in the last three years have come from 6 and all but 3 from

3 of these towns and cities. In the 18 towns visited in these 7

counties, the number of cases of truancy reported is 29. Some

of these were certainly proper subjects for truant schools, yet

from only one of these 18 towns has a truant been sent to a

truant school in three years.

Girl Truants.— Included among children who " play truant

'

are girls as w^ell as boys. No proper provision is made for

them anywhere. The only girls committed to the truant

schools are 8, 6 of whom are at the Oakdale school. This

school was arranged with reference to boys only. Girls are

less subject to the truancy habit than boys, but when the habit

is formed they are equally troublesome. Some most surpris-

ing instances of girl truants in high schools have come to my
notice ; in lower grade schools they are not uncommon.

Distance of GJiildven from School.— In one large town

visited are two families living in one neighborhood each having

8 children, the younger of whom do not attend school on ac-

count' of the distance they have to travel. An action was

recently brought against the head of one of these families for

infringing the law ; a fine was imposed, and an appeal was

made to a higher court. The families live over two miles from

the nearest school in the town. The defence in the case is that

the distance is too great for the children to w^alk, and that the

town does not provide suitable conveyance.
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In another town 5 children belonging to one family, and rang-

ing from five to twelve years of age, are kept out of school,

which is two miles distant, because the town refuses to pay the

charge, $5 apiece, for the children's schooling in an adjoining

town, where they can reach school by walking one mile.

Children at Work. — A few children within school age were

found at work in manufacturing establishments without their

age and schooling certificates,— apparently the result of some

oversight on the part of their employers.

The penalty for employing children illegally in manufactur-

ing and mercantile pursuits has an effect in promoting regular-

ity of school attendance which nothing else has, for the reason

that the penalty, a fine of not less than $50 nor more than

$100, usually $50, falls upon the employer, and is not too

severe nor yet so slight as to be to him matter of indifference.

The existence of certificates, however, in the hands of man-

ufacturers, certifying that the ages of children are fourteen

when they are evidently not over twelve or thirteen years old,

shows, on the part of parents, lamentable ignorance and disre-

gard for law or for parental obligation, while it reflects upon

the vigilance or judgment of those who grant such certifi-

cates.

In one town investio^ated the age and schooling certificate

is filled out by an overseer or employer in a mill and sent to

a justice of the peace, who, without seeing the child, certifies

as follows :
—

'
' And I hereby certify that A B can read at sight and can

write legibly simple sentences in the English language, and

that A B has attended a day school according to law for 30

weeks during the year next preceding this date, and that the

last 30 weeks of such attendance began," etc. (Statutes of

1894, chapter 508, sectioos 17, 19).

Why such particularity in the employment ticket, which

describes the height, complexion, etc., of the child, if the sig-

nature to his employment certificate can be obtained without

the child's being seen ?

The report from one town states that no duplicate mill cer-

tificates are kept on file by the school committee (Statutes

of 1894, chapter 508, section 17).

Many children are kept out of school in violation of law to
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perform various kinds of work, such as "minding the house

while mother is away at work," "tending the baby," selling

papers, shining boots, picking berries, etc.

Past Provisions Unsatisfactory to Magistrates.— The places

hitherto provided for the control and instruction of children

have been of a character to debar the courts from committing

children to them. These were, but a few years ago, city alms-

houses, and, in some instances, "lockups." The truants' asso-

ciates were imbeciles, pauper children, the insane and criminal

classes. The schools were places for restraint rather than for

wise direction. The playgrounds were small enclosures, sur-

rounded .by high, tight board fences ; the buildings were fur-

nished with cells for confinement. The discipline was symbol-

ized by these things. The little good likely to result to a child

committed to such places restrained the magistrates from send-

ing children to them. It was not till the child had violated

some other law and was becoming hardened in crime that the

magistrate would allow him to be brought into court.

Charge of §2 a Week upon Toivns a Bar to Enforcement of

Law. — The provision in the law for the payment of $2 a week

by the towns to the county for each child sent to the truant

school is a hindrance to the enforcement of the law. The

town officials avoid incurring this expense whenever it is pos-

sible, often to the hurt of the child and at greater cost to the

State. The returns from some of the towns investigated state

that this requirement prevents commitments from such towns.

The Construction and Provisions of the Compulsory and

Truant Laws.— The construction of the law presents some

difficulties to enforcing them in accordance with their evident

intent. The law for compulsory attendance is weak, in that

it has so many exceptions. The provision for a forfeiture

instead of a fine has given rise to a difference of interpre-

tation, so that it would be better if the law should indicate a

fine rather than a forfeiture as the penalty (Statutes of 1894,

chapters 498, 508).

Increasing the age of attendance to fifteen years where in-

struction is given in manual training does not tend to improve

the regularity of attendance. The expediency of extending the

age from fourteen to fifteen without making provision for

manual training in the added year may well be questioned

(Statutes of 1894, chapter 498, section 1).
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If absences are excusable, there need be little fear of their

not beinof recognized as such by the school officials ; and there

is added protection in the fact that the courts must pass upon

the charge of parental neglect and truancy before a parent can

be fined or a child committed to a truant school.

Section 1, chapter 498, Statutes of 1894, provides for the

enforcement of the law upon parents, for neglect to cause their

children to attend school, by the school committee or any tru-

ant officer. Section 3 provides for its enforcement by any

truant officer when so directed by the school committee. The

two sections are discrepant.

Section 15, chapter 498, Statutes of 1894, provides that

"whenever a truant school has been established for any county

it shall be the place of confinement, discipline and instruction

for all truants within the cities or towns of said county, unless

said cities or towns have made other provision therefor." But

section 21 would seem to indicate that no commitment can be

obtained, not even to a county truant school, unless such school

is named in a by-law of the town. It is not clear why a town

should make a by-law to name for truants a place which is as-

signed by law to all towns unless they adopt some other place».

The provision made in sections 19 and 25, chapter 498,,

Statutes of 1894, for by-laws, has hindered the enforcement ot

the law in instances recently brought to notice. Towns have

much difficulty in making by-laws that will receive the approval

of judges having jurisdiction in the case. The by-laws gener-

ally restate laws which are binding upon the towns without by-

laws, or adopt as a measure of the town what is wholly in the

province of the school committee. Mere formal compliance

with the law which requires towns to make by-laws seems to be

the only reason in most instances for their existence.

Section 3 provides that truant officers shall, when so directed

by the school committee, prosecute in the name of the city or

town ; but section 20 says truant officers shall, under the direc-

tion of the school committee, make complaint and carry into

execution the judgment found against habitual truants and chil-

dren between seven and fifteen years of age.

It is ruled that each prosecution under section 3 must be

specially reported to the school committee and acted upon
by them, while under section 20 authority to act appears to be

vested in the truant officer by virtue of his appointment by the
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school committee. Practically, under section 3 every case

would, in the city of Boston, be submitted to the school com-

mittee of twenty-four persons ; the Board would refer the case

to a sub-committee, who would report to the Board at a sub-

sequent meeting, when the prosecution would be ordered upon

the evidence of the officer who reported the case, and he would

proceed to prosecute. In the mean time, the case will be twice

brought to the notice of the public. All this that the parent

may have a gentle reminder, under the law, of his duty to keep

his child in school. It is not strange that committees, super-

intendents and truant officers hesitate to subject the parent to

this ordeal.

Employment Law. — Under the law regulating the employ-

ment of children to labor, the youngest child may be employed

as a wage earner in any place other than a factory, workshop,

mercantile establishment or playhouse between the hours of

six o'clock in the morning and seven o'clock in the evening,

provided he has attended school 30 weeks in the year, as pro-

vided by law ; and during all these 30 weeks there seems to be

nothing to prevent the employment of such child during the

hours the school is not in session, — that is, from two to three

hours in the morning and from three to four hours in the after-

noon every day, and the entire time from six in the morning

to seven in the evenino; durino; the school vacation. That this

is in accordance with the spirit of the law may well be doubted

{Statutes of 1894, chapter 508, section 13).

Some inconsistencies may be noted in the employment laws :

In the Statutes of 1894, chapter 508, section 14, it is provided

that no child under fourteen years of age shall be employed in

any factory, etc. , without a certificate, except during the vacation

of the public schools. Section 16 provides that no child under

sixteen years of age shall be so employed, vacations in this case

not being excepted.

In the Statutes of 1894, chapter 508, section 14, it is provided

that a child under fourteen years of age may divide the 30 weeks

of annual attendance into 3 terms of 10 weeks each, thereby

ignoring, verbally, at least, the provision in the Statutes of

1894, chapter 498, section 1, for the annual attendance being

continuous till 30 weeks' attendance is completed.
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In the Statutes of 1894, chapter 508, sections 14, 21, the

fact is iojnored that, in towns and cities havins; manual training:

in the schools, attendance is compulsory to the age of iSfteen

years (Statutes of 1894, chapter 498, section 1). The effect of

this oversight in the construction of the laws is that, under the

above sections, a child between fourteen and fifteen years of

age is entitled to a certificate which allows employment ; while

under section 1, chapter 498, Statutes of 1894, the parent or

guardian is required to cause his child to attend school between

these ages, if provision is made for manual training.

Eemedies suggested.

The difficulties met with in the investigation, the extreme

laxity in the enforcement of the laws and the incongruities in

the laws themselves, almost suggest their own remedies. Refer-

ence to some of these remedies wnll, however, be made.

Enumeration.— Chapter 46, section 3, of the Public Stat-

utes requires a census of children to be taken in May of each

and every year. The names and ages are to be recorded of

all children between five and fifteen years belonging to the

several towns. Were the law fully complied with, it would be

possible to know the exact number of children in town on the

first day of May, not only between five and fifteen but between

eight and fourteen, or at any age period between five and fifteen.

To give greater exactness to this enumeration, blanks should

be furnished to all towns by the State, with uniform require-

ments and with specified directions for making the enumeration.

These should embrace the child's legal name in full, — as Wil-

liam Henry Smith, — the child's age with the date of his last

birthday, his residence and the school he last attended. Against

the child's name should be that of his parent or guardian.

The text of the law should be given upon the blank. A house-

to-house inspection will alone answer the present requirements

of the law.

At the same date, May 1, the school committee should cause

to be made a list of all the children belono;ino; to all the schools

in town, with age, residence and date of last birthday. These

lists should include not only the children present but each child

that is not formally discharged, and known to belong to some
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other school or to have passed the school age. Those that have

passed the age of fifteen belonging to the schools might also be

included.

Such lists should be required equally of private and of public

schools. To facilitate the comparison of these lists with the

enumerators' lists, both the enumerators' list and the list of

each school should be alphabetically arranged.

School Registers for Private Schools. — Every school, private

as well as public, is required to furnish annually, in response

to the call from the State Board of Education, statistics of

attendance, cost of tuition, etc., upon a prescribed basis. It is

the duty of the Board of Education to issue to all schools a

blank form for these statistics. The blank must be sent to

private schools on or before the tenth day of May, in every

year (Public Statutes, chapter 41, section 14).

The Board is required to prescribe the form of registers to

be kept by the public schools (Public Statutes, chapter 41,

section 3) . The secretary is required to send these to the clerks

of the several cities and towns (section 7). On receiving the

registers, the clerks of the several towns are required to deliver

them to the school committee (Public Statutes, chapter 46,

section 1).

A simpler way for distributing the registers would be to send

them directly to the chairman or secretary of the school com-

mittee, and the law might be amended accordingly.

But, furthermore, the law should provide for the delivery

of registers to private schools, for, since private schools are

required to make returns to the Board of Education, they

should, like the public schools, be furnished with school regis-

ters, from whose records the returns may be compiled.

And provision should be made that teachers or persons hav-

ing control of private schools shall keep registers of attendance

in form and manner prescribed by the State Board of Education

as for the public schools, these registers to be kept at the

schools, and abstracts thereof to be furnished to the Board of

Education upon the request of the secretary, as a condition

for the schools being recognized as complying with the laws

of the State requiring parents and other persons having con-

trol of children to cause them to attend schools.

Transfer of Children.— There is no uniform method prac-
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tised throughout the State for transferring school children from

one town or city to another, or from school to school in the

same town. In the absence of some system for effecting the

transfer, children are liable to lose much time. A number of

instances were reported which show the futility of the attempt

to " play truant" where a transfer is regularly made.

The following is a sample of cards in use for this purpose in

the city of Cambridge :
—

School, Cambridge, 189 .

aged years, months, is regularly discharged from

the grade ; last attendance 189 ; number of sessions not

in school in Cambridge since the beginning of this school year

Parent's or guardian's name,
; occupation, . Has resided

at ; has removed to

, Principal. , Teacher.

If the last attendance was during May or June, state the probability of promotion on the back
of this card.

In every case of discharge, two cards must be given, one to the child and one to the truant

officer.

Before the discharge card is issued to the pupil, the teacher

is careful to ascertain from the child the precise location of his

future residence, and this he inserts in the card. One card is

given to the child and a duplicate to the truant officer. If the

child is removing to another town or city, the duplicate is

immediately sent to the superintendent of schools of that place ;

if no superintendent is employed, to the chairman of the school

committee of the town or city to which the child removes.

The superintendent or committee puts the card into the hands

of his truant officer, whose duty it is to see that the child

reaches the school wath reasonable promptness. This plan is

pursued between schools in many cities and towns and between

some neighboring cities. A more detailed account of the

method is given later in this report (pages 558-5(35). It

should be applied throughout the State, and not alone to

public schools but to private schools as well.

Under such a system, the truant officer would necessarily

follow the attendance of pupils more closely, and perform a

most useful service ; it would be possible under it to do much
to prevent truancy and help to secure to every child the proper

amount of schooling;.

It would be possible, moreover, by this means to know how
far the names of children are duplicated upon the enrolment
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sheets throughout the State, and to prevent this duplication, as

is successfully done throughout the schools of a town by means^

of the enrolment sheet of a school regifcter.

Many cases instanced in this report of children's continued

absence from school would not have occurred under a proper

system of transfer cards.

Age and Schooling Certificates. — Greater care should be

exercised in certifying to the ages of children seeking employ-

ment. The last clause of section 21, chapter 508, Acts of

1894, requires that the certified age of the child shall be

compared w^ith that registered by the last school census, and
" if the child plainly appears to be of materially less age than

that so given, then such certificate shall not be signed until a

copy of the certificate of birth or of baptism of such child, or

a copy of a register of its birth w4th a town or city clerk, has

been produced, or other satisfactory evidence is furnished that

such child is of the age stated in the certificate." In some in-

stances this occasions delay, as where it is necessary to send

to a parish in Canada or in Liverpool, Eng., or to one on the

continent of Europe.

A case occurred, in the investigation, of a girl employed in

a mill, who was said by her elder sister to be twelve and a half

years old ; the father at the same time stated that her age was

fourteen, and the age of the elder sister fourteen and a half!

The father had certified three years previous, under oath, that

the younger girl was at that time fourteen years old, and on his

statement the certificate was granted. Another case came to

my knowledge of application being made for a certificate for

a girl who was apparently not over eleven years old, and who-

declared herself, through her brother, who acted as interpreter,

to be thirteen and a half years old. She could not speak the

English language, and, of course, did not obtain the certificate.

Some means should be provided for informing those who are

biased by a wrong motive to misrepresent their children's ages

of the consequence of falsifying under the law (Statutes of

1894, chapter 508, section 62).

It would be well to have copies of these laws in other lan-

guages than our own freely circulated among the factory oper-

atives of foreign nationalities.

To inspire, moreover, a wholesome respect for law, it is^

necessary that it shall be enforced with a penalty.
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Poverty and Want of Clothing.— It is not a legal excuse for

the child's absence from school that he has not suitable clothing

to attend. So far as the law goes, absence on this account

can be charged to parental neglect. It is not from a want of

sympathy that this is said ; for some most pitiable instances of

the inability of parents suitably to clothe their children have

come under observation.

To afford relief, much is done by teachers and through char-

itable organizations in providing for the necessities of such

children. This service can be rendered and accepted in a way
to leave no excuse for non-attendance on account of poverty.

Every such case should be provided for by town authorities, in

the absence of private charity.

It was found in one town investiojated that the school com-

mittee, on account of the plea of poverty by the parents, granted

permits for children to go to work. Except in special cases

and within well-defined limits, this is in disregard of law. This

is done presumably under authority of section 25, chapter 508

of the Acts of 1894.

We must note carefully the limitations of this discretionary

power. It relates to "illiterate minors," so called. It does

not sanction any exception within the period of compulsory

attendance, — 30 weeks annually, from eight to fourteen years

of ao;e. Otherwise, the child is earnino; the relief that should

be afforded the family, and doing so at the expense of its

education and in direct violation of the intent of the compul-

sory education law.

Distance from School.— The great distance children some-

times live from school is made an excuse for their irregular

attendance. Till some distance can be agreed upon as the limit

for school children to be required to walk, towns should be

liberal in providing conveyance. Appropriations for this pur-

pose should be included in the provision made for the "support

of schools," which at present includes only wages of teachers

and janitors, and fuel. To have good, well-graded schools,

and peace and contentment among the people, is more impor-

tant than to have the cost of transportation saved in the tax

rate and have disaffected people within and along the borders

of the town.

Change in the Form of imposing Fines.— The law in cases

of parental neglect admits of the fine being any sum not ex-
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ceeding $20. The law would, I think, be more likely to be

enforced if it read as follows : Every failure for a period equiv-

alent to 5 days on the part of any person to comply with the

provisions of the law shall be an offence punishable with a fine

not less than $1 and not more than $20.

It might also be providecj that all offences concerning the

same child shall be charged in separate counts, joined in one

complaint ; that when a complaint contains more than one count

the court may give sentence on one or more counts and suspend

sentence on the remaining counts ; and that if, at the end of

some stated time, say 20 weeks from the date of the sentence,

it shall appear that the child concerned has attended school

regularly during that time, then judgment on the remaining

counts shall not be executed.

The effect of imposing a small fine upon the delinquent

parent would be that the school committees and truant officers

would be more likely to make presentments of parents, and

that the court would be less moved by personal consideration

for the accused.

The payment of this small fine would not be a great hardship

to the parent, and the effect of the suspended judgment in case

of the additional fines would operate to increase the vigilance

of the parent in keeping his child at school. It would put the

responsibility upon the parent, where it really belongs. In

most cases the small fine would answer all the purposes of a

large one.

An Increase in the Length of School and in the Time of Be-

quij'ed Attendance.— The law now requires all schools to be

kept 24 weeks. There seems to be general agreement that

they can be profitably kept at least 32 weeks. Already the

law provides (Statutes of 1894, chapter 231, section 1) that

schools in towns containing 4,000 inhabitants or more, accord-

ing to the latest State or national census, be kept at least 8

months in the year. This indicates the minimum time for

which it is deemed desirable that all schools be kept ; and with

the sums now provided out of the income of the school fund in

aid of towns of low valuation, and with the additional sum

given towards the salaries of teachers under the superintendent

law (Statutes of 1893, chapter 200, section 3), it cannot be
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too much to require of every town that the schools be kept this

length of time.

Such amendment should be made to the law as would require

that they be so kept, and that the time of required attendance

be extended to 32 weeks. In any case, the minimum time the

schools must be kept should equal the period of compulsory

attendance.

State Wards.— In some of the towns children that are

wards of the State attend the public schools. Where there are

numbers of such, especially in towns of low valuation, it is

deemed something of a hardship for the towns to provide the

schooling free of charge. Should not such towns be reimbursed

by the State, for their tuition, as they would be by parents and

guardians, if, instead of being wards of the State, the children

belonged in neighboring towns ?

Children at Labor. — To prevent the undue employment of

young children in office and other indoor work, the employ-

ment laws should be amended so as to prevent the employment

for wages of any child under thirteen years of age at any in-

door work during the hours of school. Excessive work outside

of those hours should also be forbidden.

Truant Officers and Private Schools.— At present, as has

been stated, the duties of truant officers are limited to the

children in public schools. In view of the difficulties attend-

ing the enforcement of the compulsory and truant laws, espe-

cially where large private schools exist by the side of public

schools, it is a question for serious consideration whether

truant officers should not be required by law to exercise the

same oversight and control of children attending private schools

as they have over those attending public schools. The private

schools established in many cities and large manufacturing

towns have made attendance in them an important item in our

school statistics. I am assured that such oversight would be

welcomed in some of these schools, and it would seem as if it

would naturally be welcomed by all, since all would prefer

regular to irregular attendance on the part of their pupils.

Places should be provided in all cities and towns where the

truant officer shall as early as practicable in each day receive

notice of children suspected of truancy or of unnecessary
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absence from school. Cards of notification are provided for

this purpose in most of the cities and large towns, in form

and matter somewhat resembling those used by Boston (pages

558, 559).

Many cases of suspected truancy can be most satisfactorily

treated if they are brought to the knowledge of parents directly,

without the intervention of the truant oflScer.

By-laws relating to Truancy. — Sections 19 and 20, chapter

498, Acts of 1894, require towns to make such by-laws as

shall be conducive to the welfare of "habitual truant?, and

children between seven and fifteen years of age . . . and such

children as persistently violate the reasonable rules and regu-

lations of the public schools," and school committees to ap-

point truant officers, fix their compensation and direct them

in their duties. The only real prerogative, therefore, of the

town is to name the place for the commitment of truants, and

pay for their maintenance while in such place. The law should

be so amended that no place need be named by cities or towns

within counties that have a truant school. If a county has no

truant school, the place should be determined by the school

committee. This being done, there is no occasion for town

by-laws on the subject of truancy, and all statutes requiring

them should be repealed.

Truant Officers to make Presentments. — Why may not

truant officers, under a general rule of the school board, on

approval, say, by a sub-committee of the board, prosecute

cases against parents? Chapter 384 of the Acts of 1890 did

give this power ; it read as follows :
'

' Upon the complaint of

the school committee or any truant officer, the parent shall

forfeit," etc. Chapter 498, section 1, of the Acts of 1894,

gives similar power ; but section 3 of this chapter provides

that it shall be exercised only under the direction of the

school committee. We have seen to what an ordeal the parent

is subjected, where each case, before the question of prosecu-

tion is finally determined, is referred to the full committee in

a large city and discussed in open meeting. We have seen,

moreover, how seldom the law is enforced. These two facts

sustain somewhat the relation of cause and effect.

The truant officer should be expected to mak« something

more than a formal report of his doings to the school com-
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mittee and the town. A proper form for the statistical part

of his work should be observed. His reports should include,

besides what he has done to bring children under arrest, what

he has done to prevent the occasion of their arrest. The
truant officer might also report at stated periods, for a certain

length of time after they are discharged, in regard to children

returned from the truant school.

The following illustrates the form used in one city for

an annual report of the statistics of truant officers' work :—
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Holyoke, 9 ; Fall River, 7 ; Chelsea, 7 ; Springfield, 7 ; Pitts-

field, 3 ; Fitchburg, 2 : and Somerville, 3.

It would be a mistake to infer, from this large excess of city

children in the truant schools, that the cities have so much

larger percentage of truant children than the towns have. It

is not possible to prove by the Jnvestigation that the number

of truants is equal in equal populations in towns and cities. The

investigation discovered, in the 5 cities, 1 truant to 185 children

between eight and fourteen years of age ; in the 6 manufactur-

ing towns, 1 truant to 190 children ; and in the remaining

towns, 1 truant to 241 children. But in the cities the investi-

gation had the benefit of experienced officers, while the towns,

in general, furnished no such aid. It may well be doubted

whether the actual amount of truancy in towns, population for

population, is not as great as in cities.

The following account shows the systematic way in which

non-attendants are followed up in some of the cities. The same

desree of watchfulness extended to towns might reveal in them

similar results.

The details of the following account of the manner of apply-

ing the truant and compulsory attendance laws in Boston are

furnished by Mr. Alfred Bunker, master of the Quincy school,

in the district which was investigated. The application is to a

group of schools consisting of grammar and primary grades,

where, from the character of the population, there is likely to

be considerable absence and truancy. The district has a school

population (eight to fourteen) of 2,156 children, and employs

one truant officer. Reference is especially made to the Quincy

school, a large proportion of whose teachers are women.

Immediately after the opening of the morning session each

teacher in the several rooms looks over her class and finds who

are absent. If she suspects any one of the absentees of being

absent without his parent's consent, she fills out a "truant

card" supplied for the purpose by the school committee, giving

upon it the name of the pupil, his age, name of parent, resi-

dence and date or dates of suspected truancy :
—

[Tkuant Card.]
School.

No. . Name, ; age, ; charge,
;
parent's

name, ; residence, ; date, ; teachei-,
;

Street, Room No.
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If any one who is absent is supposed to be detained or allowed

to remain at home by the parent without reasonable excuse,

though not a wilful truant, the teacher fills out an inquiry card,

asking: information as to the cause of the absence :
—

[Truant Blank A.]

School, Boston, 189 .

Name, ; age, . ; residence,
;
information

wanted,
, Teacher.

, PrincijJal.

The card in either case is then sent to the truant officer's

box, located in a convenient place in one of the corridors of

the main building.

When the truant officer arrives on his daily visit, he takes

all the cards from this box and goes to the master's office. By
one of the regulations of the school committee he is required

to look up the cases of suspected truancy without further

question ; but, in order that he may not be sent upon needless

errands by the subordinate teachers, the regulations prescribe

that the inquiry cards shall be submitted to the master for his

approval and signature before any investigation is made. Fre-

quently the truant officer can give at once the desired informa-

tion as to the cause of the pupil's absence. In such cases the

information is immediately sent to the teacher and the card is

destroyed. The inquiry cards which are approved by the

master are then signed by him, and these and the truant cards

are taken by the truant officer, who then goes to the homes of

the pupils to investigate concerning the cause of their absence.

If he finds no one in, he calls later in the day, being sometimes

obliged to call several times. If the absence is found to be

unnecessary, or a truancy, he endeavors to induce the parent

or guardian to take the pupil at once to school, or certainly at

the following session, and he writes upon the back of the card

the result of his investigation. Having looked up the cards for

this school, he goes to the next school in his section of the city

(each officer has two or more schools), and so on through the

day, often not completing his labors until one or two hours

after the schools are closed, and sometimes being obliged to

make an evening call at homes where no parents could be found

by day.
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Upon the following morning he takes these cards back to the

school, and, calling at the rooms of the teachers from whom
they were received, states to each what he has found to be the

reasons for the absences of the respective children, and inquires

whether they have returned to school. If they have, he writes

on the back of the card of each child so returned the date of

the return, and then signs his name. If any truant has not yet

returned to school, he keeps the card for further investigation.

When he has made the round of the various rooms and re-

ported upon all the cards, he takes them to the master's office

and ffives them to him. The master examines the cards and

the reports endorsed upon them, makes such further inquiries

or comments as he may deem necessary, and then writes his

name or initials upon the back of the cards, as a sign that he

is satisfied that the truant officer has done his duty, and then

hands back the cards to him, to be taken at the close of the

week to the chief truant officer.

The truant officer then takes the cards of pupils who have

not yet returned to school, also those for the present day's

absentees which he has found in his box, and goes out, as on

the preceding day, upon his tour of investigation. Occasion-

ally he finds some truant pupil upon the street. If so, he takes

him to the school and delivers him to the master, who, after

administering such reproof or punishment as he deems advis-

able, sends him to his teacher. In cases of truancy (absence

from school without permission of the parent or guardian), it

may be several days before the child returns to school ; but the

truant officer makes a daily call at both school and home, and,

when the pupil finally returns to school, he notes upon the card

the number of school sessions during which he has been truant,

and then delivers the card with the others to the master for his

endorsement.

If upon any day a pupil is discharged from school on account

of removal either to another district or to another city or town,

he receives from his teacher a card stating his name, age, resi-

dence, etc. (see page 551). This card is signed by his teacher

and by the master of the school, and is to be taken to his next

teacher.

A duplicate card is also given to the truant officer, who calls

at the home to see if the alleged removal has actually taken
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place, and, if it has, he is to give this card also to the chief

truant officer.

Each Saturday morning the truant officers meet at the office

of the chief and give to him the completed cards of that week,

too-ether with a tabulated statement concerning them, as fol-

lows :
—

City of Boston.

To the Chief Truant Officer.

Truant officer's report from district for the week ending

Number of cases investigated, ; number found to be truants,

; number of new pupils put into school,

Before justices of the municipal court, or trial justices of juvenile

offenders :
—

Number complained of as habitual truants, ; number on proba-

tion, ; number sentenced to the Parental School, ; number

complained of as absentees, ; number on probation,
;
num-

ber sentenced to the Parental School, ;
number complained of as

neglected children, ; number on probation, ; number sen-

tenced to ; number complained of for other offences,
;

number on pi-obation, ; number sentenced to the House of Ref-

ormation for Juvenile Offenders, ; number sentenced to the State

Reform School,
Co7nplaints,

Age. Complaint. Judgment.

The truant officers also give to the chief truant officer the

duplicate discharge cards just referred to. These he redis-

tributes to the officers to whose districts the pupils have sever-

ally removed. Upon the following day the officers ascertain,

by inquiry at the various schools, whether these pupils have

entered their new schools. If they have, that fact and the date

of the admission are noted by the master upon the back of each

pupil's card, and he then signs his name or initials and hands

the card back to the truant officer, to be in turn handed to the

chief truant officer at the next weekly meeting. If the pupil

has not yet appeared at the new school, the truant officer hunts

him up and compels him to come in. If, because of an erro-

neous or fictitious address, the pupil cannot be found, the card

is returned through the chief officer to the officer from whom it
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came, who reinvestigates the case to obtain the correct address.

If the removal is not to another district but to another city or

town, the chief officer at his discretion mails the duplicate dis-

charge card to the truant officer or superintendent of schools of

that city or town.

In special cases, where it is desirable that the truant officer

of the new school should know at once of the removal into his

district of any pupil, the duplicate discharge card is immediately

mailed directly to him without waiting for the weekly meeting.

In the Quincy school every truant receives some penalty for

each offence, varying with the circumstances of the case. But

in spite of all admonition, of reproof and punishment, both at

home and at school, there are occasionally pupils who persist in

being truant, and thus become what the law calls "habitual

truants." These are dealt with in accordance with the law

(Statutes of 1894, chapter 498, section 21), and brought by

the truant officer before the court having jurisdiction in such

cases, which in Boston is the municipal court. But, in order

that no wrong shall be done to any truant, and that no one

shall be brought into court through any personal resentment

or unkindly spirit in his teacher or truant officer, the regula-

tions of the Boston school committee require the concurrent

action of at least three persons, not members of the school

committee, as will be seen by what follows, before even an appli-

cation for a warrant (or summons) can be made to the judge.

Upon a blank prepared for that purpose the teacher must desig-

nate the dates of truancy for the preceding three months, the

truant officer must state the result of his investigations at the

home, and the chief truant officer must give his consent for an

application to the judge for a warrant (or summons) for the

boy to be brought into the court.

No.

City of Boston, School, 18 .

Pupil's name, ; age,
;

parent's or guardian's name,

; residence, ; number of instances of supposed truancy in

the preceding three months,
, Teacher.

What is the condition of the home?
, Truant Officer.

Consent to make application for a warrant for the arrest of the above-

named for truancy — absence from school — is hereby given.

Approved, 18 .

CMef Truant Officer.
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This paper so filled out is presented to the judge and exam-

ined by him, and, if he is not satisfied, he may decline to

grant a warrant. If he is satisfied, the warrant (or summons)

is issued, and on the day therein assigned the truant is brought

by the truant officer before the judge. The parent represent-

ing the home and the teacher or master representing the school

are also summoned as witnesses.

The case is heard in private, no spectators being allowed in

the court room ; the parent, teacher, truant officer and truant

are called upon by the judge for such information relating to

the case as he may desire, and, having heard all, he gives his

decision and pronounces the sentence. If it seems probable

that the truant will give up his truancy and thereafter attend

school regularly, he puts him on probation for a few weeks, at

the end of which time he is again brought before the court,

and, if he has done well, discharged. If otherwise, the truant

is sentenced to the truant school for a term, at the discretion

of the judge, not exceeding two years, and is delivered to the

truant officer to be taiien by him to that school, no other officer

being authorized by law to convey him thither.

Here he must remain until the expiration of his sentence,

unless, after presumed reformation, the judge by whom he was

committed should, at any time upon application, decide to

grant a release to him. The Public Statutes, chapter 48,

section 16, give to no other officer authority to order him

released.

A practical illustration, incidentally, of the advantage of the

exact method above described of following up non-attendants

is found in the ease with which, in this investigation, accurate

results were obtained in the cities in contrast with the labor

required in the towns to obtain even approximate results. The
following were obtained under the more favorable conditions

existing in one of the cities.

Before giving the illustration, it should be stated that, to

facilitate the collecting and compiling of statistics and the

making of returns for this investigation, the following forms

in blank were prepared. The sample which follows represents

a portion of the Boston district investigated, names being

withheld. The district as a whole contains about two miles of

wharves and four large railroad stations. It was stated with
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confidence, as the result of the investigation, that there were

but 4 children in the distiict of school age, in condition to

attend school, who had not attended during the whole or some

part of the year, and 2 of these it was claimed were instructed

at home.

[Sample of Blank used in the Investigation.]

Record of Children between Eight and Fourteen Tears of Age {Eight and

Fifteen tvhere Provision is made Jor hidustrial Education) who have

attended School less than 140 ' Bays since Sept. 1, 1894.

Town, ; School or District, •
; Date,-
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This sample sheet shows what exactness of data can be

secured under such a system of truant service as is above

detailed.

It still remains to devise a system such as prevails in the

cities to give equal efficiency to the compul^ry laws through-

out the State.

But truancy is not the only evil to be provided for. In

communities and families where a low estimate is put upon

regularity of school attendance, what would otherwise lead to

truancy occasions there parental neglect. If parents are suffi-

ciently indulgent, the child never becomes a wilful truant. The
guilt is simply shifted from the child to the parents. In either

case the child and the community pay the penalty. If we take

truancy and parental neglect together, it appears from this in-

vestigation that the cities have fewer absences from these two

causes than the towns have. And if the loss of time from

parental neglect is alone considered the advantage of the cities

is quite manifest.

The following table shows the numbers and ratios of children

in the towns and cities investigated who failed on account of

parental neglect to attend school 140 days during the year, as

required by law, with the classification of towns made in the

early part of this report :
—

Cities and Towns investigated.
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government, treat cases which we are considering with more

independence than is likely to be exercised in smaller places,

where an officer is lial)le to be influenced by his neighbors.

Without taking from the law anj' of the provisions now belong-

ing to towns and school committees concerning local truant

officers, it would seem to be wise to make provision in it for

one or more State school attendance officers. They should

supplement the local truant officers, and be possessed of all

the powers throughout the State conferred by law upon these

officers, and be responsible to the State Board of Education.

In the investigation carried on in 50 towns and cities, and

partially extended to many more, the remedy suggested by

superintendents and committees for the neglect to enforce the

laws is the appointment of a State officer, with power to

make presentments of cases charging parental neglect, truancy

and disobedience to the reasonable rules of the schools. Con-

necticut, employing such an officer, has had marked success in

enforcing the compulsory laws of that State.

Results to he expected from School Attendance Officer.— With

one or more officers, carefully selected, the ratio of the truants

committed to the school population throughout the State would

presumably somewhat exceed that in the 9 cities previously

cited. Unquestionably, however, with the more efficient ser-

vice that would follow the appointment of such officers the

actual number of cases of truancy would decrease.

Upon the enforcement of the compulsory law on a few

parents in different parts of the State, other parents would

take warning, and a perceptible decrease would take place in

the number of absences on account of parental indifference and

neglect, and there would be a consequent improvement in the

regularity of attendance.

The existence of such an officer would not lessen the respon-

sibility of the local officers.

The illustrations of the efficiency of the truant service in

some of the cities show that he would not be needed so much
in the cities as in the smaller places. Where officers are em-

ployed for their full time, and liberally paid, the public senti-

ment demands efficient service, and it will tolerate no other.

It is in towns where there is not a proper public sentiment

demanding the effective enforcement of the laws that such
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an oflBcer would do his best work. He would create a public

sentiment in favor of the law by the good effects which would

soon be evident.

With a good knowledge of the law and his duty under it,

and with courage and discretion in its enforcement, he would

be a means of instruction and inspiration to committees, super-

intendents and local officers.

Illustration.— There was brought to my notice, while mak-

ing this investigation, a case which makes quite apparent the

need of a State officer. It was that of a family all born in

Massachusetts, consisting of a man and his wife, a daughter

eighteen years old, and two sons, one thirteen and the other

eight years old. Though these children lived within one hun-

dred yards of a schoolhouse, neither of them had been in school

for three years.

With another agent of the Board, I accompanied the chair-

man of the school committee of the town to the residence of

this family. When informed that we came to see why the chil-

dren did not attend school, the mother became excited by our

presence, declared that it was none of our business, and ordered

us to leave the house. She wouldn't have let us in, she said,

if she had known what we wanted. The father, in a less im-

passioned mood, said the children had no clothing to wear to

school, — he should send them whenever that was provided for

them. The mother declared that they never should go ; she

made objection to the school, charging immoral practices of the

school children as her reason for not sending them. Mean-

while, her language was voluble with oaths and vulgarity. We
asked to see the children, whom on our entrance she had hus-

tled before her into an adjoining room. This she refused, and,

retreating to the room where the children were, she continued

to vociferate her imprecations like an insane person. It is

quite possible she was insane.

We assured the father that we would not trouble the chil-

dren ; that we wanted to see them, and to know whether they

had clothes suitable to wear to school. The father could not

then induce the mother to let us see the boys. Finally, the

offer by the committee man of a small sum of money to him

and to each of the boys overcame her opposition, and they

came out.
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Here were three children, apparently of fair if not of aver-

age capacity, perhaps slightly dwarfed in body, shy and re-

served, living with parents of vulgar self-assertion and conceit

bred out of their shiftlessness, poverty and low ambition. The

children themselves were forming idle and dissolute habits, and

growing up in ignorance under the corrupting influence of their

natural protectors, seemingly having no proper sense of moral

distinctions, and disregarding the common decencies of life.

And this is possibly not the worst feature in the case. Who
can tell what streams of vice and crime may flow from a pool

of animalism so corrupt and vile?

This, though an extreme, is not an exceptional, case of pa-

rental neglect. It is far from being an. exceptional case of the

-want of efiiciency in local officers to manage cases of special

difficulty. It is one of many well known in the towns of the

Commonwealth. Would such a case of prolonged absence from

school, and of such parental neglect, be possible were a proper

State officer set apart to this service, kept in the field and

empowered to act? Such external aid as might be rendered

in instances like the above would be a relief to the officials of

the town, and would prove a blessing to the children and

the community.

Truant Schools.

Since 1850 towns and cities have been required to make all

needful provisions for the control of truant children. By an

act of 1873 each town and city was required to provide a suit-

able place for the confinement, discipline and instruction of

such children. For several years children were committed to

the State Primary School at Monson.

History of County Truant Schools. — In 1873 provision was

made for the establishment of truant schools in counties, on

petition of three or more towns in a county, and by later legis-

lation, in 1881, two or more counties were permitted to unite

for the establishment of a union truant school.

It was made necessary in 1873 for towns to adopt by-laws

concerning truants as one of the conditions of their receiving

a portion of the income of the school fund. These by-laws were

to be approved " by a judge of the probate court of the

•county, as well as in the manner provided for the approval of
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other by-laws." In them the place for the instruction of the

truant children must be named. This led to the naming of

places wholly unfit for the purpose. To maintain a separate

institution by every town was not consistent with the needs in

a very large majority of them. The State Primary School had

no longer room for children of this class. The Rev. Joseph

Osgood of Cohasset, a member of the Legislature, proposed

that the duty of providing truant schools be imposed upon the

counties, and that towns accepting these schools should be

deemed to have made suitable provision for their truant chil-

dren. Hence the establishment of county truant schools. To

these nearly all our truant children from the cities and towns

outside of Boston are now committed. Boston has provided

herself with a Parental School, to which her truants have been

committed since September, 1895.

Hampden County was the first to establish a county truant

school. This was in 1880. Petitions for the establishment of

a county truant school for Essex County were presented to the

county commissioners in 1886. For several years the com-

missioners failed to act. An effort was made each year by

opponents of the measure to get the Legislature to exempt

Essex County from establishing a school. In that county there

were two excellent schools having charge of truants with other

juvenile offenders, and towards their establishment the cities

where they were respectively located had contributed. The

Plumraer Farm School at Salem was maintained by the bequest

of Miss Caroline Plummer, for the benefit of Salem ; and the

Lawrence Industrial School, in charge of a board of trustees,

was supported by the city of Lawrence. These cities particu-

larly desired to be exempt from being taxed to maintain a

truant school for the county. The petitioners for a truant

school finally prevailed, and in July, 1891, the county commis-

sioners purchased the school at Lawrence, since which time it

has been the truant school for that county.

A union truant school for the counties of Bristol, Plymouth

and Norfolk was established at Walpole in 1889. In 1888 the

county of Berkshire, on petition of 7 towns, established a

county truant school at Becket. Franklin and Hampshire

counties united in assigning the home of Mr. T. L. Barrus of

Goshen as the truant school for the two counties.
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Middlesex County, following the example of Essex, resisted

for a number of years the petitions from sundry towns of that

county for a truant school, but finally, in 1893, the commis-

sioners were authorized by the Legislature to borrow $50,000

for the purpose of establishing a school for the county. Accord-

ingly, in 1894 the county was provided with a well-equipped

truant school, designed to accommodate 60 boys. Barnstable

County was authorized, under an act of the Legislature of 1881,

to unite with Bristol, Norfolk and Plymouth counties to estab-

lish a union truant school. She was not disposed to unite with

these counties, and, by an act of 1894, she was granted

authority to assign any truant school within the State with

which she could make arrangements as the place to which her

truants should be committed. She now commits to the Essex

County truant school at Lawrence.

This is in brief the history of the establishment of the county

truant schools of the State. The Plummer Farm School at

Salem, and the truant school for the city of Boston, situated at

West Roxbury and designated the Parental School, are not

county schools, though they are assigned as the truant schools

of their respective cities. The Parental School received its

first inmate Sept. 11, 1895.

General Gharacter of the Truant /Schools. — Li buildings and

appurtenances these schools range from the place designated in

Goshen to the more extended and completely appointed homes

and schools at North Chelmsford and at Oakdale.

With the exception of high, tight board enclosures, attached

to three of the truant schools, and grated windows in a fourth,

all might be taken to be private boarding schools, and the

internal arrangements would susfgest little else.

As an initiatory step, the schools do credit to those concerned

in their establishment, and especially to Hon. John W. Dick-

inson, through whose persistency, while secretary of the Board

of Education, they were secured in several of the counties.

When compared with places previously assigned by towns to

meet the requirements of the law, the present truant schools

show that the public is making progress in suitably providing

for the unfortunate class of truant children.

Ghanges needed in Truant Schools. — Still, it seems proper

to suggest some desirable changes in these schools,' with refer-
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ence to improvements in the training of the children. These

concern the character and aims of the schools and their juris-

diction.

Province of Truant Schools.— The internal organization of

the truant schools, comprising the home, the school, the work

and the pastime, vary with the ideals existing in the minds of

the respective superintendents as to what the possibilities of

the schools are and what the aims should be. These depend

much upon the class of children sent to them. If children are

sent there who have committed crimes which make them danger-

ous to society, and for which they must be deprived of their

liberty and otherwise punished, the measures adopted in their

management will be reformatory. If those who go there are

sent because they are wayward and beyond the control of their

parents, and need to form those habits of self-control and

respect for others, for their persons and property, which are

ordinarily formed in good homes, then the measures adopted

will partake largely of the nature of discipline and instruction.

Analogy to Private Boarding School. — If the end of the

school is to direct the activities of children into proper chan-

nels, and there is no further restraint than is a necessary means

to this end, then the school will be like a private boarding

school, to which parents entrust their children for the disci-

pline and instruction which the children refuse to receive in

the common school, which they see the children need, and

which the parents feel they have not the power unaided to give

them. This indicates the province of the truant school.

The analogy to the private school fails, in that it is the par-

ent in the one case who discovers the need of his child and his

own inability to supply it ; in the other the public discovers

the need of the child, and, seeing in that need danger to the

community, takes the child into its own custody and undertakes

to supply the need.

This does not assert that there are not parents who of their

own motion seek the truant school for the training of their

children,* nor does it imply that no child ought to be sent to a

truant school who has been guilty of petty offences other than

truancy. It intimates that a wise discrimination should be

* Eleven children in one of the schools previously named are simply boarding pupils,

placed there b^ parents or their guardians.
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exercised concerning the kind and degree of the crimiualit}^ of

those that shall be sent,

A Truant /School Part of the tSchool System. — The truant

school is a school for a peculiar class of children, — that unfort-

unate class that come largely from poor, bad homes. The truant

is often more " sinned against than sinning ;
" the want of a good

home is the occasion for his offending ; the truant school pro-

poses to do for him what his home has failed to do. In his

home he has not acquired habits of regularity even in meeting

his physical wants, much less has he acquired a taste for intel-

lectual pursuits. His aim morally is no higher than some seem-

ing present good, something which ministers to a low and

selfish desire. He chafes under restraint ; he finds the disci-

pline and duties of the school irksome, and, rather than conform

to its rules and make the effort to accomplish its tasks, he keeps

away, contrary to the wish of his parents, and thus becomes a

truant.

The habits formed in good homes and schools are fundamen-

tal to good citizenship. If the child cannot be allured by the

attractions of the school nor restrained by authority in the

home, he must fail to be directed in the formation of these

habits. Hence the provision for placing him in the truant

school. Here, under the restraining influence of the law, di-

rected by the superintendent and matron,— usually the super-

intendent's wife, —he will be led into habits of self-control,

through the performance of the regular duties required in a

well-ordered home and in a good school ; in the various indus-

tries and occupations incident to the farm, the workshop, the

playground and the reading and social hour. Here, by degrees,

the child will come to esteem properly himself and to have a

feeling of respect for others.

The truant school is thus seen to be an essential member of

our public school system. It does all that the common school

does for children subject to parental control, and adds a well-

ordered family.

The garden, the farm and the workshop supplement the

purely intellectual pursuits of the school, by adding the impor-

tant training which comes from manual labor.

There is another class of children for whom, under the law,

the truant school has to make provision. These are described
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in the statute as " such children as persistently violate the

reasonable rules and regulations of the public schools." These

children do not run away from school, but they make trouble

for the teacher, as they do for their parents at home. They

need, besides a good school, the restraining influence of the

family. The common school, too, where they attend needs to

be rid of the annoying and demoralizing effects of such children.

The use of the rod has ceased to be popular, even if it were

proper or effective in such cases. A well-ordered truant school

furnishes favorable conditions for the control of these mis-

chievous and disobedient children.

The Name of Schools should be changed.— From the fact

that all the children sent to these schools are not truants, and

the further fact that the term truant has attached to it an odium

which should be guarded against u})on a child's leaving these

schools, and from the still further fact that the term truant does

injustice to many of those who should enter, the name truant

ought to be replaced by one which will more nearly indicate

their distinctive character as a part of the public school system.

Parental school would be an appropriate name. This has

already been applied to the school at West Roxbury. There

would be no jealousy with the metropolis, if the appellation

should be extended to all the schools of the class throughout

the State. A personal name would be still more desirable.

Discrimination in Glasses of Children sent to Truant Schools.

— The tendency in all departments of instruction and in all

curative institutions is to differentiate and classify. In medical

practice special classes of patients are treated in special insti-

tutions. The principle is late in getting recognized in treating

children who on account of their birth or environment have a

tendency to truancy. Some of the children at present sent to

our truant schools should be sent to other institutions. Such

are the feeble-minded, and those already inured to crime ; of

the former class there are a few, and of the latter many, in the

truant schools.

It is quite common to find officers entering complaints for

truancy in cases of those guilty of graver offences. My atten-

tion was recently called to a case which occurred in one of our

smaller cities where a boy was guilty of stealing a horse, with

a lot of mechanic's tools. The police officer in charge wanted
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the school authorities to arrest the boy as a truant. This they

wisely refused to do, and the ofiender was duly sentenced to

his proper place.

The following table shows the number of children, so far as

could be ascertained from the children themselves, that had

been in court previous to being committed as truants, with the

crime charged and the judgment of the court in the several

cases :
— •
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From the above record it is evident that the present concep-

tion of the province of the truant school by police officers and

courts is quite different from that contemplated in the law.

There must be much greater discrimination in the class of

children sent to the schools before they will reach the ideal

condition we are contemplatino;.

The objection to gathering large numbers of criminals in a

single institution is based upon the fear that by association

some will "go from bad to worse." The objection applies

equally to juvenile offenders. A striking illustration of the

effect, as conceived by a prison convict, of bringing together

truants and other offenders, is seen in an incident related by

the Rev. John Barnes, chaplain of the State Prison. One of

the inmates of the prison, learning that his boy was to be sent

for truancy to a certain institution, where he would be so

associated, begged the chaplain to avert such a calamity, say-

ing, "It is the road I have come, and is sure to bring him

here."

Since the establishment of the excellent truant school for

Middlesex County at North Chelmsford, Lowell wisely discrimi-

nates between her truant children and those of a worse criminal

type, and, while sending the former to the truant school, com-

mits the latter to her House of Employment and Reformation

for Juvenile Offenders.

Somewhere, either in the court or in the truant school, the

truants and children known to be guilty of more serious offences

should be separated and trained in classes ; at least, they should

be guarded from contaminating one class the other. The ideal

plan should be to have a small school for each class. If the

present practice continues of committing to these schools, under

the charge of truancy, children known to have committed other

graver offences, and if the schools are to be large, as they will

be with a faithful enforcement of the law, then the schools

should be provided with separate cottages, each large enough to

accommodate a family, say, of twenty-five. The true policy is

to separate rather than congregate different classes of juvenile

offenders. The large school with small families has the advan-

tage of economy in all that pertains to supervision and instruc-

tion, and, with superior persons to supervise, can be made to

meet all the demands of segregation.
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An Indeterminate Sentence.— By the table which precedes

it will be seen that the time for which children are committed

to truant schools is insufficient to produce any radical change in

their habits or in their ways of thinking. Besides, it is not un-

usual for the court to release a child before he has served out

his time.

An indeterminate sentence within a limited period of time or

up to a maximum age would seem to be a wise provision, leav-

ing the child's conduct to determine the time of his continuance.

As he would naturally desire to be early released, he would at

once be put upon his good behavior, and find himself continually

impelled, by this hope of reward, to be circumspect and watch-

ful of his own conduct. This would tend to increase his power

of self-control, and cause him sooner to experience the joy

which comes from right acting. Animated by the prospect of

an early release, dependent upon merit, he would reach the

condition in his moral nature where he would be a safe com-

panion and a useful citizen earlier than under the fixed sentence.

The term of sentence should at any rate be long enough to

induce in the child those fixed habits of self-control and self-

respect which are essential to a spirit of accommodation among

men and to success in the pursuits of life. And no child should

be released till these habits are formed.

Since the superintendent and the teacher, the matron and the

overseers of the workshop and the farm are the persons most

intimately related to the child, these persons should be con-

sulted before a release is granted. That their judgment may be

intelligently and wisely formed, careful records of each child's

conduct should be made from day to day, and preserved in

substantial form.

/State Oontrol of /Schools.— When it was felt that it was

impracticable for each town to establish a proper school for its

truants, and that for the sake of economy and efficiency a larger

unit than the town must be found for their maintenance, it was

natural that the county should be taken, that being the next

larger unit. Nor was this inconsistent with the notion which

prevailed concerning truancy ; the truant was an outlaw who

needed to be shut up and away from kindred and friends, who

was to be reformed, and, for this, punishment was the only re-

sort. An entirely difi'erent view of the truant does, or should,
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prevail ; it is to form or to reform, not to punish him, that the

school is established. The truant school is in the main educa-

tive, and only disciplinary in the sense of training or of culture.

But it is the province of the county to deal with material in-

terests, with locating roadways and bridges, with caring for the

county records, and so on. The county commissioners are se-

lected with reference to their knowledge of such afiairs. They

may^be themselves highly educated, may know something of the

principles of education, but they are not selected on account of

this, or as managers of educational institutions. If the truant

school is viewed as an educational institution, — and as such

it should be viewed,— the political unit to which its establish-

ment, maintenance and supervision should be assigned is the

State.

The State has for one of its special duties the direction

and supervision of special educational institutions, as the

schools for the deaf, the blind and the feeble-minded. And to

the care of some bureau of the State, as the Board of Educa-

tion, should be committed all the interest involved in the

control and instruction of truant children.

The county commissioners by instinct felt the incongruity of

committing truants to their care ; hence their resistance in

Essex and Middlesex counties to the petitions for the establish-

ment of truant schools in those counties. They were right

;

the State should have provided for and maintained them from

the first. To the State they might now be transferred, with

benefit to all concerned. Certainly this would be a measure

tending to make them more strictly educational.

It would have been only a little less reasonable to require

each county to maintain a normal school, with the county com-

missioners for trustees, or to require in each county a school

for the blind, for the deaf or for the feeble-minded. These are

all educational institutions to which the State contributes for the

support in whole or in part, and over which she exercises super-

vision.

Reasons for Slate Control. — There are many reasons why
the State should have the charge of truant schools. The first is

that of consistency. She requires that all children of certain

ages shall be educated. Because the blind, the deaf, the feeble-

minded can not avail themselves of the provisions in the common
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schools for educating children in normal conditions, the State

provides for their instruction in special schools. Because

truant children loill not avail themselves of the provisions made

for educating children in normal conditions, should not the

State make special provisions for them in truant schools ? Does

not this conclusion follow ? Does the difference between can not

and luill not limit the claims of the town?

The State enacted a stringent compulsory law, with pen|lties

requiring parents to cause their children to attend school

;

truant children were not restrained by this law. The State re-

quired towns to establish truant schools, and threatened them

with large forfeiture for non-compliance ; this law proved im-

practicable and inoperative to prevent truancy. Next the coun-

ties were forced into establishing truant schools ; against their

will, sometimes hotly resisting, they established the schools
;

still the truants are abroad.

The State makes the poorest town, equally with the wealthi-

est, pay the expense of board and tuition of truants in the truant

schools, thus holding the town responsible for special as well

as for general educational work. But when, more than fifty

years ago, the State saw the necessity of providing better

teachers for the public schools, she established the normal

schools ; these she has supported for this whole period of time

free to the students from all the towns.

The responsibility of providing for truant children the State

has not yet assumed ; does not consistency require that she

should do this ?

The Truant a Dangei^ous Person.— The truant is not only

an unfortunate child, but, if unrestrained, he is likely to become

a dangerous person in the community. Ignorance, coupled with

disobedience, leads to other vices, which themselves lead to

crimes that endanger the peace of society. The truant school

inculcates habits which prevent this tendency. When the

truant child, pursuing his natural course, goes from vagrancy

and vice to crime, the State meets the expense of his trial, pro-

vides for him a prison and supports him in it ; this after the

property or the lives of her citizens have been sacrificed.

Would it not be wiser to bear the expense of preventing the

child from committing crime rather than bear that of punishing

him as a criminal ? Would it not be a beneficence which the
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State from self-interest may claim the privilege ot bestowing?

It is certainly a beneficence for which in after years the bene-

ficiary will hold the State in grateful remembrance.

Removal of Charge of $2 a Week upon Towns.— With the

charge of $2 a week now put upon a town towards maintaining

a truant in the truant school, removed, as it probably would

be under State support, there would be less reason left in the

towns for not enforcing the law. Whatever political unit estab-

lishes and maintains the truant school, the tax for the support

of the truant child, as a matter of policy, should no longer be

imposed upon the towns. The schools are solely in charge ot

the commissioners of the county ; the means for their support

come from taxes levied upon the people of the county, and from

the money paid by towns sending to them. The work of the

inmates, especially that done in the garden and upon the farm,

contributes towards paying the balance of expenses.

The following table gives approximately the value of the

property investment in the several truant schools, with the

current net expenditure above the income, and the cost per

pupil by the week :
—
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but 30 inmates since the school was established, in January,

1888. The school has existed for eight years ; at the rate of

$1,500 a year, her expenditures have been $12,000. Berkshire

has a valuation of $46,507,821. Barnstable in the same period,

with a valuation of $20,947,788, has expended not one dollar.

These are the extremes ; between them lie the other counties

of the State. The interest involved afi'ects every part of the

State. Should not the tax for the schools bear equally upon

the taxable property of the State? Upon what economic prin-

ciple can a tax of $400 to $500 per year for the support of a

child in the Berkshire school be justified, when in the Middlesex

school the same result can be secured for $130?

Both economy and utility would be conserved by having the

location of the truant schools under State control. A single

school for the four western counties would meet all the wants

of that section of the State.

Girls' School needed.— There is a manifest impropriety in

committing girls to the same school with boys. On leaving the

school, moreover, any stigma which may attach to the girls on

account of being sent to the school will leave an impression

upon the minds of the boys with whom the girls are associated

while there, and this possibly to their hurt.

The number of girls that are truants as compared with that

of boys is small. There are some, and they should be provided

for in separate schools. This provision would be better and

more economically made by the State than by the counties.

One or two g-irls' schools could be so located as to meet the

wants of the whole State.

Supervision of Truant Schools.— Through the State Board

of Education or a special bureau made up of experts in child

study, there could be provided for the schools supervision and

direction which they now lack and of which they are in special

need, and which, I am sure, would be welcomed by their super-

intendents.

Whatever body is in control, these schools should be objects

of interest to public-spirited citizens ; they should be visited at

opportune times by such persons living in their vicinity, and

the inmates should be encouraged to look forward to, and helped

to find, useful occupations in life.
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Increase in JS'umbers unfh Better Knowledge.—Taken together,

the soliools have accommodations for more children than they

now contain. With a right conception of the province of the

schools, however, with provisions in accordance with their

proper aims, with a more careful scrutiny into the attendance

and truancy in the towns hitherto wholl}' unrepresented in

them, which would result from the appointment of a State

school attendance officer, and with the removal of the charge

now put upon towns sending truants to the schools, the num-

bers that would be committed to them would exceed their

present limits.

Middlesex County formerly had provisions in Lowell, Cam-

bridire and Lawrence for 60 to 70 truants. In former estimates

I have placed the number Middlesex would have, if a suitable

school or schools were provided, at about 120. With the pres-

ent satisfactory arrangements making and in contemplation, and

with her added accommodations, she will reach my calculations.

She built her school to accommodate 60 boys ; at the time of

w-riting she has 81, with a considerable waiting list; while

Lowell at the same time is sending part of hers to her House

of Employment and Reformation.

With the establishment of her Parental School, Boston was

provided w^ith a suitable place for truants to the number of 50.

On the 11th of September, 1895, the school received its first

inmate; up to the 11th of December, 117 had been sent there

from her several courts. These facts indicate what had been

assumed, — that the magistrates will freely commit truants to

appropriate schools.

Another thing which is shown by the recent large number of

commitments to the Boston Parental School is that the neglect

to enforce the law tends to increase the number of cases of

truancy. Having abolished her truant school at Deer Island a

year ago, the city did not commit truants for the year. This

fact undoubtedly had the effect to increase the number of habit-

ual truants among children who are inclined to truancy habits.

A Single Court at Boston to have Charge of Juvenile Offend-

ers. — But there is another fact which deserves attention.

Boston has a half dozen courts that may commit for truancy.

Apparently all these have been making commitments without

full concert of action. What Boston should have, coupled with
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her efficient truant system, is a single court with jurisdiction in

all cases of truants and juvenile delinquents, and of parents

offendino; against the law for compulsory attendance.

Recapitulation.

In summarizing the report upon the investigation, attention

invited

sideration

is invited to the following statements and suggestions for con

There is a considerable number of children in the Common-

wealth— above 5 per cent., by estimate— that fail, from

parental neglect and truancy, to obtain the amount of school-

ing required by law.

II.

The legal means for enforcing the laws in regard to compul-

sory attendance and truancy are inadequate or inoperative in

small towns, largely because they depend for their enforcement

upon local officers.

III.

Further provision should be made for :
—

1. A more careful enumeration, under the direction of the

school committee, of children of all ages between five and

fifteen years, inclusive ; and coincident in time with this

enumeration, for purposes of comparison, lists should be made

of the names of all children in the town or city belonging

either to public or private schools.

2. Registers of a prescribed form to be furnished to all pri-

vate as well as to public schools. These registers to be kept at

the schools, and abstracts thereof to be furnished to the Board

of Education upon the request of the secretary, as a condition

for the attendance of children upon such schools being recog-

nized as comi)liance with the provisions of the State requiring

parents and other persons having control of children to cause

them to attend school.

3. The use of discharge and transfer cards, to be given to

children, with a duplicate to the truant officer, in every instance

of a child's discharge from one school to go to another in the
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same town, or to another town, the provision to extend to chil-

dren attending private as well as public schools.

•4. A careful scrutiny into the age of children applying for

age and schooling certiticates, with reference to obtaining em-

ploj^ment, and full compliance with the requirements of the law

reg-ardino- such certificates.

5. Securing from appropriate sources the necessary cloth-

ing to attend school for all children in need of such provision.

6. Provision for including the conveyance of children to

public schools at public expense, in appropriations made for the

"support of schools."

7. A change in form of tines to be imposed upon parents

who from neglect fail to cause their children to attend school

for the time required by law, so as to give the parent an added

motive for causing his child to attend school.

8. An extension of the time schools must be kept from 24

to 32 weeks, and of the time of compulsory attendance to

coincide with the time schools are required to be kept.

9. Amendment to the compulsory law, by striking out the

provision in section 1, chapter 498, Acts of 1894, for an "al-

lowance of two weeks' time for absences not excused by the

superintendent of schools or the school committee."

10. Payment of tuition by the State for State wards, in

towns giving schooling to non-resident pupils, such towns hav-

ing a valuation less than $3,000,000.

11. Amendment of employment laws, to prevent the em-

ployment for wages of any child under thirteen years of age at

any kind of work during school hours (chapter 508, Acts of

1894).

12. Amendment to the laws so as not to require towns to

make by-laws concerning truants and the place of commitment.

13. Presentments by truant oificers of parents for non-

compliance with the compulsory law under a general rule or

vote of the School Board of the town

.

14. One or more State school attendance officers, to be em-

ployed as agents of the Board of Education in securing attend-

ance of children upon the schools, and having all the powers

throughout the State, to be exercised in emergencies now

conferred or hereafter to be conferred by law upon local truant

officers.
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15. A change of tire name truant school to the name paren-

tal school, for all truant schools.

16. Separating truants from children known to be guilty

of graver offences, and generally for the separation of children

in truant schools into small families.

17. Indeterminate sentences.

18. Assigning to the Board of Education, or to a special

bureau, the conduct and supervision of truant schools, with

State support.

19. The removal of the direct tax of $2 per week upon

towns for the support of children while attending a truant

school.

20. A truant school or schools for girls separate from the

schools for boys.

21. Some minor changes in wording are needed to make

more intelligible to school officers the meaning of the laws ; for

example, the last paragraph of section 17, chapter 508, Acts of

1894, needs recasting, unless it is intended to accept for illit-

erate minors 20 weeks' attendance upon an evening school in

place of 30 weeks in day schools.

IV.

The report now presented covers, so far as was practicable

up to date, the subjects which the Board was directed to in-

vestigate, namely: "School attendance and truancy in the

Commonwealth, with special reference to the question whether

any, and, if so, what, improvements can be made in the pro-

visions and arrangements concerning truants and absentees

from school." It represents the existing conditions of attend-

ance and truancy, and proposes certain necessary changes in

the methods and means of dealing with these subjects. How
these chano;es are to be effected remains for further considera-

tiou. In this further consideration are involved :
—

1. The definite working out of the means already suggested

for preventing non-attendance.

2. Modifications in the present system of truant schools,

with their partial or entire transfer to the State for support and

direction.

2. Provision for the employment by the State Board of

Education of one or more State school attendance officers, to
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he charged with the duty, in conjunction with local officers, of

securing full attendance of children during the compulsory

period.

4. A reconstruction of the laws relating to school attendance

and truant schools.

For the adequate study and treatment, therefore, of the sub-

jects to which our investigation has brought us, especially of

the important problems which relate to the truant schools and

the necessary means for enforcing the laws, further time is

required.

Boston, March 1, 1896.
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COMPULSORY AND EMPLOYMENT LAWS.

Persons having
control of cer-

tain children to

cause their at-

tendance at

school, etc.

Penalty.

[Chapter 498, Acts of 1894.]

An Act relative to the Attendance of Children in

THE Schools.

Section 1. Every person having under his control a

child between the ages of eight and fourteen years, and in

every city and town where opportunity is furnished, in

connection with the regular work of the public schools,

for gratuitous instruction in the use of tools or in manual

training, or for industrial education in any form, a child

between the ages of eight and fifteen years, shall annually

cause such child to attend some public day school in the

city or town in which he resides, and such attendance

shall continue for at least thirty weeks of the school year,

if the schools are kept open for that length of time, with

an allowance of two weeks' time for absences not excused

by the superintendent of schools or the school committee.

Such period of attendance shall begin within the first

month of the fall term of school, and for each five days*

absence of any such child thereafter, in excess of the

above allowance, before the completion of the required

annual attendance of thirty weeks, the person having such

child under his control shall, upon the complaint of the

school committee or any ti'uant officer, forfeit to the use

of the public schools of such city or town a sum not ex-

ceeding twenty dollars, but if such child has attended for

a like period of time a private day school approved by

the school committee of such city or town, or if such child

has be#n otherwise instructed for a like period of time in

the branches of learning required by law to be taught in

the public schools, or has already acquired the branches

of learning required by law to be taught in the public

schools, or if his physical or mental condition is such as

to render such attendance inexpedient or impracticable,

such penalties shall not be incurred.
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Sect. 2. For the purposes of the preceding section school commit.

school committees shall approve a private school only certain p^lvatT

when the teaching in all the studies required by law is in

the English language, and when they are satisfied that such

teaching equals in thoroughness and efficiency the teach-

ing in the public schools in the same locality, and tliat

equal progress is made by the pupils therein, in the studies

required by law, with that made during the same time in

the public schools ; but they shall not refuse to approve a

private school on account of the religious teaching therein.

Sect. 3. The truant officers and the school committee Truant officers,

of the several cities and towns shall vigilantly inquire into cases of

into all cases of neglect of the duty prescribed in section
°^^ ^c

,

e c

one, and ascertain the reasons, if any, therefor; and such

truant officers or any of them, shall, when so directed by

the school committee, prosecute in the name of the city

or town any person liable to the penalty provided for in

said section. Police, district and municipal courts, trial
offenc 'f

'°° '^^

justices and judges of the probate court, shall have juris-

diction within their respective counties of the offences

described in section one.

Sect. 4. All children within the Commonwealth may Children may

attend the public schools in the place in which they have they reside.

their legal residence, subject to the regulations prescribed

by law.

Sect. 5. The school committee shall determine the Admission to

1 1 T n /.I T.-i high school.
number and qualincations of the scholars to be admitted

to the high school.

Sect. 6. Children living remote from any public school Children may
" "^ ^ attend public

in the town in which they reside may be allowed to attend school in ad-
*^ "^ joining towns

the public schools in any adjoining town under such reg- under certain

.

./ cp o conditions.
ulations and on such terras as the school committee of the

said towns agree upon and prescribe ; and the school com-

mittee of the town in which such children reside shall pay

the sum agreed upon out of the appropriations of moi»y
raised in said towns for the support of schools.

Sect. 7. Any minor under guardianship, whose father Minor under

has died, may attend the public schools of the city or s"''^'**''"^'^'?-

town of which his guardian is an inhabitant.

Sect. 8. Children may, with the consent of the school Attendance at

school in cities

committee first obtained, attend schools in cities and and towns other
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than where
parents or guar-
dians reside.

Children to be
vaccinated.

Contagious
disease in house-
hold to which
pupil belongs.

Color, etc., not
to exclude.

Grounds, etc.,

of exclusion to
be stated.

Damages for
unlawful ex-
clusion.

Interrogatories
to committee,
etc.

towns other than those in which their parents or guar-

dians reside ; but when a child resides in a city or town

different from that of the residence of the parent or guar-

dian, for the sole purpose of attending school there, the

parent or guardian of such child shall be liable to pay-

such city or town for tuition, a sum equal to the average

expense per scholar for the period during which the child

so attends.

Sect. 9. The school committee shall not allow a child

who has not been duly vaccinated to be admitted to or

connected with the public schools.

Sect. 10. The school commitees shall not allow any

pupil to attend the public schools while any member of

the household to which such pupil belongs is sick of small-

pox, diphtheria or scarlet fever, or during a period of

two weeks after the death, recovery or removal of such

sick person ; and any pupil coming from such household

shall be required to present, to the teacher of the school

the pupil desires to attend, a certificate, from the attend-

ing physician or board of health, of the facts necessary

to entitle him to admission in accordance with the above

regulation.

Sect. 11. No person shall be excluded from a public

school on account of the race, color, or religious opinion

of the applicant or scholar.

Sect. 12. Every member of the school committee

under whose direction a child is excluded from the public

school, and every teacher of such school from which a

child is excluded, shall, on application by the parent or

guardian of such child, state in writing the grounds and

reason of the exclusion.

Sect. 13. A child unlawfully excluded from a public

school may recover damages therefor in an action of tort,

to be brought in the name of such child by his guardian

or next friend, against the city or town by which such

school is supported.

Sect. 14. The plaintiff in such action may, by filing

interrogatories for discovery, examine any member of the

school committee, or any other officer of the defendant

city or town, as if he were a party to the suit.
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Sect. 15. Whenever a truant school has been estab-
^choois/etT'

lished for any county it shall be the place of confinement,

discipline and instruction for all truants within the cities

or towns of said county, unless said cities or towns have

made other provision therefor ; and police, district or

municipal courts, trial justices and probate courts, shall

have jurisdiction within their respective counties of the

offences described in sections nineteen and twenty-one of

this act ; and may commit truants to such truant school or

union truant school as may be established for their re-

spective counties under the provisions of this act.

Sect. 16. If three or more towns in any county so Truant schools
for three or

require, the county commissioners shall establish at the more towns,

expense of the county, at a convenient place therein, other

than the jail or house of correction, a truant school for

the confinement, discipline and instruction of minor chil-

dren convicted under the provisions of sections nineteen

and twenty-one of this act and all acts in amendment

thereof and in addition thereto ; and shall make suitable

provisions for the government and control, and for the

appointment of proper teachers and officers thereof. But

the county commissioners of two, three or four contiguous

counties may, and if three or more cities or towns in each

of such counties require, shall, at the expense of said Union truant
^ ' ' school may be

counties, establish for said counties at a convenient place established in
* certain cases.

therein a union truant school, to be organized and con-

trolled by the chairman of the county commissioners of

said counties, in the manner provided for the government

and control of county truant schools by county commis-

sioners ; and any county so uniting with another county

or counties in the support of a union truant school shall

not be required to support a truant school of its own.

Sect. 17. A town may assign any such truant school, Assignnaent of
•J o J 1 places of con-

or, with the assent of the state board of lunacy and charity, fi.nement, dis-
' ^ J ' cipline, etc., of

the state primary school, as the place of confinement, dis- truants,

cipline and instruction of children so convicted ; and shall

pay for their support such sum, not exceeding two dollars

a week for each child, as the county commissioners or the

trustees of the state primary and reform schools respec-

tively shall determine.
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mmed^ma'°be
Sect. 18. Children so committed may, upon satisfac-

discharged. toi'j proof of amendment or other sufficient cause, be dis-

charged from the state primary school by said state board,

and from other places of confinement by the judge or jus-

tice who committed them.
Towns to make Sect. 19. Each towu shall make all nccdful provisions
provisions and *

arrangements and arrangements concerning habitual truants, and chil-
coDcerning
habitual dreu between seven and fifteen years of age who may be
truants, etc.,

^ o ^

children be- fouud waudcriug about in the streets or public places
tween seven and

. ...
fifteen years of therem, having no lawful occupation or business, not at-
age, and incor- ^ ,. i t t • • • it
rigibie children, tending school and growiug up m ignorance, and such

children as persistently violate the reasonable rules and

regulations of the public schools ; and shall make such

by-laws as shall be most conducive to the welfare of such

children, and to the good order of such town ; and shall

provide suitable places for the confinement, discipline and

instruction of such children.

School commit- Sect. 20. The school committee of each town shall
tee to appoint
persons to make appoint and fix the compensation of two or more suitable
complaint, etc.

persons, to be designated truant officers, who shall, under

the direction of said committee, inquire into all cases aris-

ing under such by-laws, and shall alone be authorized, in

case of violation thereof, to make complaint and carry into

execution the judgment thereon ; and who may serve all

legal processes issued by the courts in pursuance of such

by-laws, or of sections fifteen to twenty-four inclusive of

this act, but who shall not be entitled to receive any fees

for such service,

of'habitual"'
Sect. 21. Any minor couvictcd under a by-law made

truants, etc. under scctiou nineteen of this act of being an habitual

truant, or of wandering about in the streets and public

places of a city or town, having no lawful employment or

business, not attending school and growing up in igno-

rance, or of persistently violating the rules and regulations

of the public schools, shall be committed to any institution

of instruction or suitable situation provided for the pur-

pose, under the authority of said section or by-law, for a

term not exceeding two years.

Penalty for Sect. 22. Whoevcr, after notice from a truant officer
inducing chil- '

dren to truancy, ^q refrain from so doing, offers a reward for services to
etc.

"'

any child, in consequence of which reward such child is
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induced unlawfully to absent himself from school, or who-

ever, after notice as aforesaid, in any manner entices or

induces any child to truancy, or whoever knowingly em-

ploys or harbors any truant or unlawful absentee from

school, shall forfeit not less than twenty nor more than

fifty dollars to the use of the public schools of the city or

town in which said offence occurs, to be recovered by

complaint.

Sect. 23. Truant officers in cities and towns are hereby Truants may be
taken to school

authorized, under the direction of the school committees without war-
rant,

of their respective cities and towns, to apprehend and to

take to school without warrant all truants found wander-

ing about in the streets or public places.

Sect. 24. The school committee of any city or town Persons may be
*' *^ removed to

in any county or counties where a union or county truant union or county
*' *' ... truant schools

school has been or shall hereafter be established may, with in certain cases.

the approval of the court making the original commitment

and with the consent of the county commissioners of the

county in which such truant school is established, cause

all persons confined in the truant or farm school in such

city or town, when such farm school is a truant school, to

be removed to such union or county truant school to com-

plete the term for which they were originally committed,

subject however to the provisions of law as to release

before the expiration of such term.

Sect. 25. The school committees of the several towns School commit-

in « 1 • 1 /? 1 tees to report
shall annually report to the secretary of the board of edu- annually to sec-

cation whether their respective towns have made the pro- of education,

visions required by law relating to truants and absentees

from school.

Sect. 26. Each town may, and every town containing Provisions for
./ ./ c

gare, etc., of

five thousand or more inhabitants shall, make all needful neglected

. , ., - , children.
provisions and arrangements concerning children under

sixteen years of age who by reason of orphanage or of

neglect, crime, drunkenness or other vice of parents are

suffered to grow up without salutary parental control and

education, or in circumstances exposing them to lead idle

and dissolute lives ; and may also make all such by-laws

respecting such children as shall be deemed most condu-

cive to their welfare and to the good order of the town.
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Appointment of
persons to make
complaint, etc.

Certain children
may be com-
mitted to insti-

tutions, etc.

Children may
be discharged
under certain
conditions.

Repeal.

Sect. 27. The selectmen of towns containing five thou-

sand or more inhabitants, and of other towns accepting

the provisions of sections twenty-five to twenty-eight,

inclusive, of this act, shall appoint suitable persons to

make complaints of violations of by-laws adopted under

the preceding section ; and the person so appointed, and

the officers and duly appointed agents of the Massachu-

setts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children,

shall alone be authorized to make such complaints and

to carry into execution the judgments thereon ; and the

persons so appointed shall alone be authorized to make
complaints under the following section.

Sect. 28. A judge of the superior court, or of a police,

district or municipal court, or a trial justice, upon proof

that any child under sixteen years of age, by reason of

orphanage or of the neglect, crime, drunkenness or other

vice of parents, is growing up without salutary parental

control and education, or in circumstances exposing such

child to lead an idle and dissolute life, may order such

child to such institution of instruction or other place

assigned for the purpose as may be provided under section

nineteen of this act by the town in which such child re-

sides, to be there kept, educated and cared for for a term

not extending beyond the age of twenty-one years for

boys, or eighteen years for girls.

Sect. 29. When the parents of a child committed

under the preceding section have reformed and are lead-

ing orderly and industrious lives, and are in a condition

to exercise salutary parental control over such child, and

to provide him with proper education and employment, or

when, said parents being dead, any person offers to make

such suitable provision for the care, nurture and educa-

tion of such child as will conduce to the public welfare,

and will give security for the performance of the same

satisfactory to the directors, trustees, overseers, or other

board having charge of the institution to which such child

is committed, they may discharge him to the parents or to

such other person.

Sect. 30. Chapter forty-seven, and sections eleven,

twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen,

eighteen, nineteen, twenty and twenty-one of chapter
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forty-eight of the Public Statutes ; chapter two hundred

and forty-five of the acts of the year eighteen hundred

and eighty-three ; chapters seventy-one and one hun-

dred and ninety-eight of the acts of the year eighteen

hundred and eighty-five ; chapters two hundred and forty-

nine, four hundred and twenty-two and four hundred and

sixty-four of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and

eighty-nine ; chapters three hundred and nine and three

hundred and eighty-four of the acts of the year eighteen

hundred and ninety ; chapters three hundred and sixty-

one and four hundred and twenty-six of the acts of the

year eighteen hundred and ninety-one, and chapter sixty-

two of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-

two ; and chapter one hundred and eighty-eight of the

acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-four, and all

acts and parts of acts inconsistent hei'ewith, are hereby

repealed. [^Approved June 21, 1894.

[Chapter 508, Acts of 1894.]

An Act regulating the Employment of Labor.

Sect. 13. No child under thirteen years of age shall Empioyraent of
''

~
children under

be employed at any time in any factory, workshop or mer- thirteen years of
" •' '' -^ -' ' ' age regulated.

cantile establishment. No such child shall be employed

in any in-door work performed for wages or other compen-

sation, to whomsoever payable, dui'iug the hours when the

public schools of the city or town in which he resides are

in session, or shall be employed in any manner during

such hours unless during the year next preceding such

employment he has attended school for at least thirty weeks

as required by law.

Sect. 14. No child under fourteen years of age shall Employment of
•^ " children under

be employed in any manner before the hour of six o'clock fourteen years
^ *' •' 01 age regulated.

in the morning or after the hour of seven o'clock in the

evening. No such child shall be employed in any factory,

workshop or mercantile establishment, except during the

vacation of the public schools in the city or town in which

he resides, unless the person or corporation employing

him procures and keeps on file a certificate and employ-

ment ticket for such child, as prescribed by section seven-

teen of this act ; and no such child shall be employed in
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Proviso.

any in-door work performed for wages or other compensa-

tion, to wliomsoever payable, during the hours when the

public schools of such city or town are in session, unless

as aforesaid, or shall be employed in any manner during

such hours unless during the year next preceding such

employment he attended school for at least thirty weeks

as required by law : provided, the public schools are in

session that number of weeks, which time may be divided,

so far as the arrangements of school terms will allow, into

three terms of ten consecutive weeks each ; and such

employment shall not continue in any case beyond the

time when such certificate expires.

When children
under sixteen
years of age
may be em-
ployed.

Certificate of a
child under
fourteen years
of age not to be
signed until

employment
ticket is pre-
sented.

Employment
ticket.

Age and school-

ing certificate.

Sect. 16. No child under sixteen years of age shall

be employed in any factory, workshop or mercantile estab-

lishment unless the person or corporation employing him

procures and keeps on file the certificate required in the

case of such child by the following section, and also keeps

on file a full and complete list of such children employed

therein.

Sect. 17. The certificate of a child under fourteen

years of age shall not be signed until he presents to the

person authorized to sign the same an employment ticket

as hereinafter prescribed, duly filled out and signed. The

certificate and the employment ticket shall be separately

printed, and shall be in the following forms respectively,

and the blanks therein shall be filled out and signed as

indicated by the words in brackets :
—

Employment Ticket, Law^s op 1894.

When [name of child] , height [feet and inches] , complexion

[fair or dark] , liair [color] ,
presents a certificate duly signed,

1 intend to employ [him or her].

[Signature of intending employer or agent.]

[Town or city and date.]

Age and Schooling Certificate, Laws of 1894.

This certifies that I am the [father, mother or guardian] of

[name of child], and that [he or she] was born at [name of

town or city], in the county of [name of county, if known],

and state [or country] of [name] , on the [day and year of birth]

,

and is now [number of years and months] old.

[Signature of father, mother or guardian,]

[Town or city and date.]
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Then personally appeared before ine the above named [name

of person signing] and made oath that the foregoing certificate

by [him or her] signed is true to the best of [his or her] knowl-

edge and belief. I hereby approve the foregoing certificate of

[name of child], height [feet and inches], complexion [fair or

dark], hair [color], having no sufficient reason to doubt that

[he or she] is of the age therein certified.

[Signature of person authorized to sign, with official charac-

ter or authority]

[Town or city and date ]

In case the age of the child is under fourteen the certificate

shall continue as follows, after the word " certified :
" —

And I hereby certify that [he or she] can read at sight and

can write legibly simple sentences in the English language,

and that [he or she] has attended the [name] public [or private]

day school according to law for [number of weeks, which must

be at least thirty] weeks during the year next preceding this

date, and that the last thirty weeks of such attendance began

[date]. This certificate expires [date one year later than the

above date]

.

[Signature of the person authorized to sign, with official

character or authority.]

If the attendance has been at a private school, there

must be added also the signature of a teacher of such

school, followed by words certifying to school attendance.

[Town or city and date.]

In case a child cannot read and write, as above stated,

the following may be substituted for the clause beginning

" and I hereby certify " through to and including the word

"language" : " and I hereby certify that [he or she] is a

regular attendant at the [name] public evening school "
;

but in such case the certificate shall only continue in force

for as long a time as attendance of such child at such

evening school is endorsed weekly during the session of

such evening school, not exceeding the length of the pub-

lic school year minus twenty weeks, in place of attendance

at day school as now provided by law, with a statement

from a teacher thereof certifying that his attendance con-

tinues regular. If attendance has beeu at a half-time

school, forty weeks of such attendance must be certified

to instead of thirty. The foregoing certificate must be
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Certificate to be
filled out in
duplicate.

Age and school-
ing certificate to
contain certain
words.

Persons author-
ized to sign
certificate.

Proviso.

Certificate of
age, etc., to be
signed by father
of child, etc.

Provisions in
case child has
been a resident
of city or town
since reaching
age of thirteen.

filled out in duplicate and one copy thereof shall be kept

on file by the school committee. Any explanatory mat-

ter may be printed with such certificate in the discretion

of the school committee or superintendent of schools.

Sect. 18. The following words shall appear on all

age and schooling certificates after the name of the town

or city and date :— This certificate belongs to the person in

whose behalf it is drawn, and it shall be surrendered to

[him or her] whenever [he or she] leaves the service of

the corporation or employer holding the same.

Sect. 19. In cities and towns having a superintendent

of schools, said certificate shall be signed only by such

superintendent or by some person authorized by him in

writing ; in other cities and towns it shall be signed by

some member or members of the school committee author-

ized by vote thereof : provided, however, that no member

of a school committee, or other person authorized as afore-

said, shall have authority to sign such certificate for any

child then in or about to enter his own employment, or

the employment of a firm of which he is a member, or of

a corporation of which he is an officer or employee. The

person signing the certificate shall have authority to ad-

minister the oath provided for therein, but no fee shall be

charged therefor ; such oath may also be administered by

any justice of the peace.

Sect. 20. The certificate as to the birthplace and age

of the child shall be signed by his father, if living and a

resident of the same city or town ; if not, by his mother

;

or if his mother is not living, or if living is not a resident

of the same city or town, by his guardian ; if a child has

no father, mother or guardian living in the same city or

town his own signature to the certificate may be accepted

by the person authorized to approve the same.

Sect. 21. No child who has been continuously a resi-

dent of a city or town since reaching the age of thirteen

years shall be entitled to receive a certificate that he has

reached the age of fourteen unless or until he has attended

school according to law in such city or town for at least

thirty weeks since reacbing the age of thirteen, unless

such child can read at sight and write legibly simple sen-

tences in the English language, or is exempt by law from
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such attendance. Before signing the approval of the

certificate of age of a child the person authorized to sign

the same shall refer to the last school census taken under

the provisions of section three of chapter forty-six of the

Public Statutes, and if the name of such child is found

therein and there is a material difference between his age

as given therein and as given by his parent or guardian in

the certificate, allowing for lapse of time, or if such child

plainly appears to be of materially less age than that so

given, then such certificate shall not be signed until a copy

of the certificate of birth or of baptism of such child, or a

copy of the register of its birth with a town or city clerk,

has been produced, or other satisfactory evidence furnished

that such child is of the age stated in the certificate.

Sect. 22. Any corporation or employer holding any Certificate to be
,

° -^ delivered to

age or schooling certificate shall deliver the same to the person, when

person in whose behalf it has been drawn, when such per- etc.

son shall leave the employ of such corporation or employer.

Sect. 23. The truant officers may, when so authorized
^h^n^author'*'

and required by a vote of the school committee, visit the '/'^?' ™"y
T'^''^ "^ factories, etc.

factories, workshops and mercantile establishments in

their several cities and towns and ascertain whether any

children under the age of fourteen are employed therein

contrary to the provisions of this act, and they shall report

any cases of such illegal employment to the school com-

mittee and to the chief of the district police or the in-

spector of factories for the district. The inspectors of inspectors of
*• »^

factories, etc.,

factories and the truant officers, when authorized as afore- ™ay demand
names of ehil-

said, may demand the names of all children under sixteen ^ren under six

teen years of

years of age employed in such factories, workshops and age, etc.

mercantile establishments, and may require that the cer-

tificates and lists of such children provided for in this act

shall be produced for their inspection. Such truant offi-

cers shall inquire into the employment, otherwise than in

such factories, workshops and mercantile establishments,

of children under the age of fourteen years, during the

hours when the public schools are in session, and may
require that the aforesaid certificates of all children under

sixteen shall be produced for their inspection, and any
such officer or any inspector of factories may bring a prose-

cution against a person or corporation employing any such

child, otherwise than as aforesaid, during the hours when
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Certain minors
not to be em-
ployed.

Employment of
minors may be
permitted in

certain cases.

Provisos.

the public schools are in session, contrary to the provi-

sions of this act, if such employment still continues for

one week after written notice from such officer or inspector

that such prosecution will be brought, or if more than

one such written notice, whether relating to the same child

or to any other child, has been given to such employer by

a truant officer or inspector of factories at any time within

one year.

Sect. 24. No person shall employ or permit to be

employed a minor under fourteen years of age, or over,

who cannot read and write in the English language, and

who resides in a city or town in this Commoqwealth

wherein public evening schools are maintained, and is not

a regular attendant of a day school, or has not attained

an attendance of seventy per cent, or more of the yearly

session of the evening school.

Sect 25. Whenever it appears that the labor of any

minor who would be debarred from employment under

section twenty-four of this act is necessary for the support

of the family to which said minor belongs, or for his own

support, the school committee of said city or town may,

in the exercise of their discretion, issue a permit author-

izing the employment of such minor within such time or

times as they may fix : provided, such minor makes appli-

cation to said school committee, or some person duly

authorized by said committee, for such a permit before

the opening of the yearly session of the evening school

of said city or town ; and the provisions of said section

twenty-four shall not apply to such minor so long as said

permit is in force
;
provided, also, that if such minor has

been prevented by sickness or injury from attending said

evening school, as provided in said section, the school

committee shall issue to such minor the permit provided

for in this section, upon the presentation of the following

blank properly filled and signed :
—

Physician's cer-

titicale.

To the School Committee of the

I hereby certify that I have attended from

to ; that said was sick or injured with
;

and that said was not in suitable physical condition to

attend evening school for the term of days.

(Signed)
(Dated)
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The school committee of every city and town in this

Commonwealth wherein public evening schools are main-

tained shall furnish blanks in the above form upon appli-

cation .

Sect. 62. Every parent, guardian or person authorized
fj®°"^^^°][,^*'*''

to sign the certificates prescribed by section seventeen of parent, etc.

this act, who certifies to any materially false statement

therein, shall be punished by fine not exceeding fifty dol-

lars or by imprisonment not exceeding thirty days, or by

both.

Sect. 67. Every parent or guardian of a child under violation of law
. ,

. relating to em-
fourteen years of age who permits any employment or pioymentof

such child contrary to the provisions of this act, and every

owner, superintendent or overseer of any factory, work-

shop or mercantile establishment who employs or permits

to be employed therein any child contrary to the provi-

sions of this act, and any other person who employs any

child contrary to the provisions of this act, shall for every

such offence forfeit not less than twenty nor more than

fifty dollars for the use of the public schools of the city

or town. A failure to produce to a truant officer or in-

spector of factories the certificate required by the pro-

visions of this act shall be prima facie evidence of the

illegal employment of the child whose certificate is not

produced.

Sect. 69. Any corporation or employer retaining any For retaining

age or schooling certificate in violation of section twenty-

two of this act shall be punished by fine of ten dollars.

Sect. 70. Any person who employs or permits to be Penalty for em-

employed a minor in violation of the provisions of section contrary to pro-

twenty-four of this act shall for each offence forfeit not uoiTtwenty^-

"

less than fifty nor more than one hundred dollars for the

use of the evening schools of such city or town.
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EVENING SCHOOLS.

CITIES AND TOWNS.

^

Attendance.

Amesbury,
Andover,
Boston, •

Brockton,
Brookline,
Cambridge,
Chelsea,

.

Chicopee,
Clinton, .

Dudley, .

Everetr, .

Fall Kiver,
FitchburK,
Framingham,
Haverbill,
Hinsdale,
Holyoke,
Hopkinton,
Hyde Park,
Lawrence,
Lowell, .

Lynn, .

Maiden,

.

Marlborough,
Medford,
Milford,

.

Millbury,
Natick, .

New Bedford,
Newbury port,

Newton,
North Adams,
Northampton,
North Atiieborouj;
Orange, .

Pittstield,

Quincy, .

Kevere, .

Salem, .

Somerville,
South bridge.

South Hadley
Spencer,
Springfield,

Stow,
Taunton,
Waltham,
Wan en, .

"Warwick,
Webster,
Westtield,
Winthrop,
Woburn,
Worcester,

1

5

183
10

4
29
8

22
U
3

2
45
30
2

13

1

28
1

5

51

80
12

8

1

4

1

1

3

27
2
2
10

8
1

1

7
9
1

4
7
4
3

25
1

11

10

3

1

4

3

2
1

28

747

126
75

5,896
258
140
965
402
150

277
101

20
2,193
479
63
198

25
43S
11

116
682

2,382
329
231

122
110
74
48
69

1,240
55

205
274
125

40
48

183
192
18

313
505
131

863
15

426
140
53
12

120
51
20
104

1,119

22,277

73
15
*

71

414
*

188
132
51

78
959
159
20
43
30

318
13

33
299

1,242

303
112

4
60
9
3

58
718
35
74
198

70
6

1

84
48
10

104

137
101

38
148

3
131

114
12

13

56
9

24
30
140

6,991

97

3,830
182
64

542
179
260
175
91

3U

1,624
195
45

171
25

506
16

69
603

1,721

255
198
45
74
30
27
66

912
50
133
264
143

14

34
106
120
12

139
221
178
48
48

435
13

345
139
38
22

118
24
25
57

633

15,371

37
60
89
40
69
62
42
40
62
27
72
63
113
48
60
66
40
12

54
76

70
42
74
60
43
62
74
40
80
32
27
40
52
25
39
35
75
26

240
47
39
40
51

89
30
34
54
25
48
55
40
25
60

118

Expense.

2,993

5

205
13

4
64
18

22

14
6

2

106
41

4
21

1

66
3

5

50
125
22
10

6

6
4
2

3

57
8

13

16

15

3

1

10

10

4
16

21

1,166

|328 28
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GRADUATED TABLES— First Series.

The following Table shows the suras appropriated by the several cities

and towns in the State for the education of each child between five and

fifteen 3-ears of age. The income of the surplus revenue and of other funds

held in a similar way, when appropriated to schools, is added to the sum
raised by taxes ; and these sums constitute the amount reckoned as appro-

priations. The income of such school funds as were given and are held on

the express condition that their income shall be appropriated to schools is

not included. Such an appropriation of their income, being necessary to

retaining the funds, is no evidence of the liberality of those holding the

trust. But if a town appropriates the income of any fund to its public

schools, which may be so appropriated or not, at the option of the voters,

or when the town has a legal right to use such income in defraying its

ordinary expenses, then such appropriation is as really a contribution

to common schools as an equal sum raised by taxes. On this account the

surplus revenue and sometimes other funds are to be distinguished from

local school funds as generally held. The income of the one may be ap-

propriated to schools, or not, at the pleasure of the town ; the income of the

other must be appropriated to schools by tlie condition of the donation.

Funds of the latter kind are usually donations made to furnish means of

education in addition to those provided by a reasonable taxation. Com-
mittees are expected, in their annual returns, to make this distinction in

relation to school funds.

Voluntary contributions are not included in the amount which is divided

in order to ascertain the sum appropriated to each child. In many towns

such contributions, however liberal, are not permanent, and cannot be

relied upon as a stated provision. They are often raised and applied to

favor particular schools, or classes of scholars, and not benefit equally

all that attend the public schools. Besides, the value of board and fuel

gratuitously furnished is determined by the mere estimate of individuals,

and is therefore uncertain ; while the amount raised by taxes, being in

money, has a fixed and definite value, and is a matter of record. Still the

contributions voluntarily made are exhibited in a separate column of the

Table, as necessary to a complete statement of the provision made by

the towns for the education of their children.

The Table exhibits the rank of each city or town in the State, in respect

to its liberality in the appropriation of money to its schools, as compared

with other cities and towns for the year 1894-95, also its rank in a similar

scale for 1893-94. It presents the sum appropriated to each child between

five and fifteen.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Fiest Series.

Showing the Comparative Amount of Money, Including Voluntary

Contributions, appropriated by the different Counties in the State

for the Education of each Child between the Ages of 5 and 15
Years in the County.
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GRADUATED TABLES — Second Series.

The next Table exhibits the appropriation of the cities and towns, as

compared with their respective valuation in 1894.

The first column shows the rank of the cities and towns in a similar

Table for 1893-94, according to their valuation in 1893.

'i'he second column indicates, in numerical order, the precedence of the

cities and towns in respect to the liberality of their appropriations for

1894-95, according to their valuation in 1894.

The third consists of the names of the cities and towns, as numerically

arranged.

The fourth shows the percentage of taxable property appropriated to the

support of the public schools. The result is equivalent in value to mills

and hundredths of mills. The decimals are carried to three figures, in

order to indicate more perfectly the distinction between the different towns.

The first figure (mills) expresses the principal value, and is separated from
the last two figures by a dash.

The appropriations for schools are not given in the following Table, as

they may be found by referring to the previous Tables ; also in the Abstract

of School Returns, commencing on page ii. These appropriations include

the sum raised by taxes, the income of the surplus revenue, and of such

other funds as the towns may appropriate at their option, either to support

common schools, or to pay ordinary municipal expenses. The income of

other local funds, and the voluntary contributions, are not included in the

estimate. The appropriations are reckoned the same as in the first series

of Tables, and for the same reasons.

The amount of taxable property, in each city and town, according to the

last State valuation, is also admitted, as it is already given in the foregoing

Abstract of School Returns.

If the rank assigned to towns in the next Tables is compared with the

rank of the same towns in the former series, it will be seen that they hold,

in many instances, a very different place in the scale.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Second Series.

[for the state.]

A Graduated Table in which all the Towns in the State are numerically

arranged according to the Percentage of their Taxable Property ap-

propriated for the support of Public Schools for the Year 1894-95.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Second Series.

[COUNTT TABLES.]

la wJiicJi all the Towns in the respective Counties in the State are

numerically arranged according to the Percentage of their Taxable

Property apijropriated for the Support of Public Schools for the

Tear 1894-95.

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.
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BRISTOL COUNTY.
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FRANKLIN COUNTY.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY.
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NORFOLK COUNTY— Concluded.
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WORCESTER COUNTY— Concluded.
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GRADUATED TABLES — Second Series.

Showing the Arrangement of Counties according to their Appropria-

tions^ including Voluntary Contributions.

For

1893-94,

by

the

State

Valu-

ation

of

1893.
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GRADUATED TABLES — Third Series.

The following Table exhibits the ratio of the average attendance for the

year in each town to the whole number of children between 5 and 15

according to the returns.

The ratio is expressed in decimals, continued to four figures, the first two
of which are separated from the last two by a dash, as only the two former

are essential to denote the real per cent. Yet the ratios of many towns are

so nearly equal, or the difi'erence is so small a fraction, that the first two
decimals with the appropriate mathematical sign aj^pended indicate no

distinction. The continuation of the decimals, therefore, is simply to indi-

cate a priority in cases where, without such continuation, the ratios would
appear to be precisely similar.

In several cases the ratio of attendance exhibited in the Table is over 100

per cent. These results, supposing the registers to have been properly kept

and the returns correctly made, are to be thus explained : The average

attendance upon all Public Schools being compared with the whole number
of children in the town between 5 and 15, the result may be over 100 per

cent , because the attendance of children under 5 and over 15 may more
than compensate for the absence of children between those ages. The I'ank

of the towns standing highest in the following Table is in accordance with

the returns. As the returns are often incorrect, the rank may be too high

in some cases.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Third Series.

[for the state.]

In lohich all the Toivns in the State are numerically arranged accord-

ing to the Average Attendance of the Children upon the Public

Schools for the Year 1894-95.
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CXXVlll BOARD OF EDUCATION.

GRADUATED TABLES— Third Series.

[county tables.]

In which all the Towvs in the respective Counties in the State are

numerically arranged according to the Average Attendance of

their Children upon the Public Schools for the Year 1894-95.

[For an explanation of the principles on which the Tables are constructed, see ante, p. cxxiii.]

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.
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BRISTOL COUNTY.
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FRANKLIN COUNTY.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY.
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NORFOLK COUNTY— Concluded.
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WORCESTER COUNTY— Concluded.
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Table in wJiicJi all the Counties are numerically arranged, according

to the Average Attendance of their Children upon the Public

Schools for the Year 1894-95.

i
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GRADUATED TABLES— Fourth Seiiies.

The following Table is made out for the first time in the present report.

In the First Series of Graduated Tables, which is required to meet the pur-

poses of section 5, chapter 43 of the Public Statutes, the sums appropriated

b}' towns for each child between five and iifteen years of age are given in

a comparative way, and the towns are classified according to such amounts.

The facts presented in this First Series have been freel}' used by some
towns as a lever for increasing their appropriations; by other towns, as a

lever for reducing them. Inasmuch as in some towns and cities large

numbers of children between five and fifteen are in private schools ; inas-

much, also, as the proportions of those children between five and fifteen

years of age who attend the public schools vary considerably, the children

entering later and leaving earlier in some towns than in others, it follows

that the division of the amount appropriated for the public schools by the

number of all the children between five and fifteen, without reference to

M'hetiier they are in the public schools or not, may yield results that cannot

be fairly used for purposes of comparison, unless it is known from other

sources that the conditions of public school attendance are the same.

Now the money appropriated for the public schools is expended upon
those persons who attend then^, whether they are within or without the

limits of five and fifteen. It is determined more by the average member-
ship than by any other factor. Consequently this Fourth Series is valuable

for making known in a comparative way just how the towns stand in what
they spend upon each person actuall}^ in attendance upon the public schools.

It is not necessary to repeat in the Fourth Series the amounts raised by

taxes for the support of public schools since they are the same as in the

First Series.
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GRADUATED TABLES — Fourth Series.

[for the state.]

A Graduated Table in which all the Towns in the State are numerically

arranged according to the Comparative Amounts of Money appro-

2niated by them for the Education of Each Child included in the

Average Membership of the Public Schools.

i^
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GRADUATED TABLES— Foueth Seeies.

[county tables.]'

In which all the Towns in the respective Counties in the State are

numerically arranged according to the Comparative Amounts of

Money appropriated by them for the Education of Each Child in-

cluded in the Average Membership of the Public Schools.

BARNSTABLE COUNTr.

i
u
o
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BRISTOL COUNTY.
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o
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FRANKLIN" COUNTY.

1
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY.
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NORFOLK COUNTY— Coxci.UDED.
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WORCESTER COUNTY— Concluded.

i
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GRADUATED TABLES— Fourth Series.

Showing the Comparative Amount of Money ai^propriated by the dif-

Jerent Counties in the Statefor tJie Education of Each Child included

in the Average Membership of the Public Schools.

i
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GRADUATED TABLES— Fourth Series.

Showing the Comparative Amount of Money, including Voluntary

ContrihutionSi) appropriated by the different Counties in the State

jor the Education of Each Child included in the Average Member-

ship of the Public Schools.

^
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Appropriations — Contimied. page

For public schools, abstract of school committees' returns, . . . viii-lxxvi

Percentage of taxable property appropriated for support of public schools, . cxi

By cities and towns of State cxi-cxiv

By cities and towns of counties, cxv-cxx

By counties, cxxi

B}' counties, including voluntary contributions, cxxii

By State, per child, 54, cxxi

Summary of, for 1894-95, in secretary's report, 53, 76

Arbitration of school questions, services of Board in, II

Arithmetic, tendency to practical teaching of, encouraging, 283

Art School, State Normal. See Normal Art School.

Atlanta Exposiiion, medal of, given to State Board of Education,.... 14

Attendance upon public schools, 57-60

Children between five and fifteen years of age enumeration of, . . .57,58

Number of, in State, 57

Attending public schools, 59

Children under five and over fifteen years of age attending public schools, . 59

Children of all ages, number of, in public schools, 58

Counties, rank of, in State, cxxxiv

Towns, rank in, cxxiii-cxxxiii

Evening schools, statistics and expense of, Ixxviii

Regularity of, 60-64

Statistics of, abstract of ii-lxxiv

Towns, rank of, in State, in attendance, cxxiv-cxxvii

Bailey, Henry T., agent of the Board, report of, on industrial drawing, . 351-364

Drawing, in public schools, gaining the recognition it merits, .... 354

As an art, better taupht, 356

As a culture study, beginning to be recognized, 358, 359

As a means of expression in other school topics, more widely used, . 354-356

Specimens of, from entrance examination papers at one normal school, . 357

Supervisors of, number of cities and towns employing, 360

Work of, scope of 360-362

"Use of, in connection with nature study, information gathered in regard to, 354-356

Monroe, Will S., letter of , bearing upon subjectof elementary art instruction, 362-364

Normal schools, growing condition of drawing in, 359

Worcester Normal School, exhibition of work from different schools at, . 360

Sargent, L. Walter, assistant State supervisor of drawing, resignation of, . 360

Services of, at Fitchburg Normal School, reference to, 360

Hall, James, successor to, as State assistant in drawing, .... 360

State Normal Art School, changes for the better in. See State Normal Art

School.

Statistics for the year, 353

Manual training, report upon, by, 365-414

Introduction of, into system of public instruction, action of Legislature and

State Board concerning, 367-369

Cambridge Manual Training School for Boys, 398-410

Establishment of, opening of, 398

Course of study in, aims and methods of, 404-410

Morse, Charles H., superintendent of, 410

Rooms in, and their equipment, account of, from report of Charles W.
Parmenter, 399-404

Views of building and rooms, 404

Course of study in manual training high schools, report of committee

upon 391-393

Course of academic study suggested for manual training schools, . 392, 393

Manual arts, average course of instruction in, 386

Manual training in high schools, report of committee upon, . . . 386-391
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Bailey, Henry T., agent of the Board, report of— Continued. page

Manual training scbools, cities and towns supporting, . . 372-385, 411, 412

Mechanic Arts High School, Boston, location, capacity and equipment of, 394-398

Aim of course of instruction in, 397,398

Drawing table used in, figure of 395

Opening of, 398

Parmenter, Dr. Charles W., principal of, 398

Tool bench used in, figure of, 397

Views of building and rooms 404

Special supervisors of drawing and other manual arts, names of, . 372-377

Statistics, 372-385,411,412

Tables indicating the present extent of instruction in drawing and other

manual arts throughout the State, 370-385, 411, 412

Outline of lessons in drawing for rural schools, 415-479

Advanced work, advice and suggestions concerning, 479

Design of, 417

Lessons for

:

Primary division, first year 420-426

Primary division, second year, 427-434

Primary division, third year 435-442

Grammar division, first year, 443-449

Grammar division, second year, 450-456

Grammar division, third year, 457-463

Material for use, 419

Plates accompanying, 465-478

Table showing general plan of course in drawing for ungraded schools, . . 418

Balliet, Thomas M., superintendent of schools, Springfield, paper on manual
training by, 481-499

Barnstable County, report of agent upon 215-223

Bartlett, George H, principal of State Normal Art School, 46

Berkshire County, agent's report on work in, 275-293

Blind, Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the. See Perkins Insti-

tution.

Board of Education, agents of, reports of. See the names of the agents.

Arbitration of school questions by, 11

Atlanta Exposition, medal of, given to State Board of Education, ... 14

College graduates, expediency of professional training for, . , . .11,12

District superintendence, power of the Board in relation to, . . . .10,11

Fifty-ninth annual report of, 9-19

Financial statement of treasurer of. See Financial statement.

Functions and authority of, 9

High schools, approval of, by. See Secretary of the Board.

Massachusetts educational exhibit at Atlanta, medal awarded for, ... 14

Members of, 5

Travelling expenses of, appropriations for, 212

Normal Art School, observation and practice work by pupils of. See State

Normal Art School.

Standard for admission to, raised in October, 1895, 16

Normal schools, care and direction of, by, 14-16

Recommendations by secretaries of, 256-260

Secretary of, Frank A. Hill, skilful performance of duties of, reference to, . 13, 14

School furniture, desk and seating appliances should be improved, ... 16

Schools for defectives. See Defectives.

Statistics of, i-cxlvii

State aid in relation to salaries of normal teachers, 12

Supervision of schools by superintendents. See Supervision of schools.

TiUinghast, C. B., clerk and treasurer of, valuable services of, ... 14
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Board of Education, agents of, reports of— Continued. page

Vacations of teachers in normal schools, 12

Keport of, on school attendance and truancy in Massachusetts, . . 529-603

Enrolment and attendance of children of all ages, 531

Plan of the Investigation, 531-535

Some difficulties met with in the investigation, 535-537

Changing from school to school, 536

Enumeration, 535, 536

Registers, 536

Besults of the investigation, 537-543

Failure from disability, parental neglect and truancy, . . . 537-539

Distance from school, want of clothing and children's work, . . . 539

Failure on account of truancy, 538, 539

Parental neglect, 637, 538

Enforcement of penalties, 539, 540

Parents 539

Children 539, 540

List of the truant schools in the State, 640

Table showing number of truants committed, school population and aver-

age population to one truant, 541

Table showing number of truants in the schools May, 1895, and the

counties from which they were committed, 542

Why the compulsory and truant laws are not enforced, . . . 543-551

Children at work, 547

Charge of $2 a week upon towns a bar to enforcement of law, . . . 548

Distance of children from school, 546

Employment law, 550, 551

Inefficiency of truant service, girl truants, 546

Local officers not efficient . 543, 544

Neglect of towns and counties to provide for truants, . . . 545,546

Past provisions unsatisfactory to magistrates, 548

Public sentiment, 544

Sums paid for truant service, 544

The construction and provisions of the compulsory and truant laws, . 548

Remedies suggested, 551-559

An increase in the length of school and in time of required attend-

ance, 556, 557

Age and schooling certificates, 554

By-laws relating to truancy, 558

Change in form of imposing fines, 555, 556

Distance from school, poverty and want of clothing, 555

Enumeration, 551

School registers for private schools, 552

State wards, children at labor, 557

Transfer of children, 552-554

Sample of card for use for this purpose, 553

Truant officers to make presentments, 558

Forms used for reporting statistics, sample of, ..... 559

Truant officers and private schools, 557, 558

Enforcement of truant laws, 559-571

Blank used in investigation, sample of, 566

School attendance officer, results to be expected from, illustration, . 568-571

Summary of Boston district investigation, 567

Table showing numbers and ratios of children who failed to attend school

140 days because of parental neglect, 568

Truants and children absent from parental neglect in cities, as compared

with towns, 559-568

Manner in which non-attendants are followed up in some cities, . 560-566
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Board of Education, agents of, reports of— Continued. page
Truant schools, 671-586

Analogy to private boarding schools, 574

An Indeterminate sentence 580

A single court at Boston to have charge of juvenile oflfenders, . . 585,586

A truant school part of the school system, 575,576

Discrimination in classes of children sent to, .... . 576-580

Girls' school needed 584

History of county truant schools, 571-573

Increase in numbers, with better knowledge, 585

Name of, should be changed, 576

Province of, general character of, changes needed in, ... 573, 574

Removal of charge of $2 a week upon towns, 583, 584

State control of, reasons for, 580, 581

Statistics, 537, 540-542, 567, 568, 578, 583

Supervision of, 584

Table giving value of property investments, with net expenditure above

income, and cost per pupil by the week, 583

Table showing number of children who had been in court previous to being

committed as truants, 578

The truant a dangerous person, 582, 583

Recapitulation, 586-589

Compulsory and employment laws, 590-603

Attendance of children in the schools, an act relative to, . . . 590-597

The employment of labor, an act regulating, 597-603

Boyden, Albert G., principal of Bridgewater Normal School 23

Bridgewater Normal School, entering class, 1894, largest in history of, . . . 23

Expenditures for suppoit of, 206

Visitors, report of, 23-26

Boyden, Albert G., principal of, 23

Instructors, with branches of study in, 23

Model school, number of pupils in, 24

Outlines of study used in, demand for, 24

School buildings at, appropriations for enlargement of, equipment of, . . 24, 25

Statistics of, for the year 1894-95, 25

Trained teachers, applications for, out-number graduates, .... 24

Buildings, school. .See Schoolhouses, and Secretary of Board.

Views of buildings and rooms, Cambridge Manual Training School for Boys, 404

Mechanic Arts High School, Boston, 396

Cambridge Manual Training School for Boys, 398-410

Course of study in, aims and methods of 404-410

Establishment of, opening of, 398

Morse, Charles H., superintendent of, 410

Rooms in, and their equipment, account of, from report of Charles W. Par-

menter 399-404

Tuition in, other information in regard to, 410

Views of building and rooms, 404

Capen, E. H., report oF, as visitor to Salem Normal School, 31-33

As visitor to Fitchburg Normal School, 43-45

Children, enrolment of, in public schools

:

Abstract of returns of, . ii-cxxxiv

Enumeration of, between five and fifteen years of age, . . .57, 58, ii-lxxiv

Circular of advice to high school pupils. See Appendices, J.

Circular of information concerning normal schools. See Appendices, K.
Clark, Miss Eliza L., principal of Sarah Fuller Home, 173

Clarke Institution for Deaf at Northampton :

Expense of instruction of deaf at, 204

New buildmg for primary department at 164

Petition for change of name of, . . . ' 154
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Clarke Institution for Deaf at Northampton— Contmued. page

Report of Lewis J. Dudley, president of corporation, .... 152-155

School expenses for year at, 154

Statistics of, 152

Yale, iVIiss Caroline A., principal of, 152

Extracts from report of, 155-158

Colleges, number of pupils sent to, from high schools, in 1893, 1894, , . 312-350

Number of teachers employed in high schools who are graduates of, . 312-350

College graduates, expediency of professional training for. See Board of Educa-

tion, annual report of.

Committee of Fifteen, extracts from report of, 240, 241

Committees, school. See School committees.

Compulsory supervision, agent's report upon. See Edson, A. W.
Conley, George H., report of, as visitor to Framingham Normal School, . . 27-30

As visitor to State Normal Art School, Boston, 46-48

Conveyance of children to school, advantages of, general policy of , . . . 89

Cost of, 53, 88

Cooking, cities and towns in which it is taught, names of, ... . 372-385

Counties and towns alphabetically arranged to show statistics, . . . i-cxlvii

Attendance on school, rank of towns in counties, and counties in State,

cxxviii-cxxxiv

Cities and towns in, appropriations by, per child, xciv-cviii

Courses of study in normal schools. See Appendices, J.

Deaf, National Convention of American Instructors of, 152

Educational institutions for. See American School, — Clarke Institution,

—

Horace Mann School, — Sarah Fuller Home.
Expenditures for instruction of, 204, 205

Defectives, schools for, reference to, 17-19

Feeble-minded, heredity in connection with, questions to be met in regard to

care and control of, 17-19

Kindergarten, manual training and gymnastics valuable aids to pupils in, . 18

Dickinson, J. W., late secretary of the Board, opinions of, in relation to school

supervision 259, 260

Drawing in public schools, agent's report upon. See Bailey, Henry T.

Outline of lessons in, for rural schools, by Henry T. Bailey and L. Walter

Sargent, 415-479

Pamphlet on drawing in ungraded schools, appreciation of, second edition

recommended, 353

Supervisors of, number of cities and towns employing, . . • . . 360

Dwight, the Ellen R., scholarship in Sarah Fuller Home, reference to, . . 172, 173

Edson, A. W., agent of the Board, report of, 249-274

Institutes held, topics discussed 252

Public school system, history of growth of, and legislative enactments, . 253-255

School committees, duties of, as defined by law, 255, 256

Statistics, 267-270

Superintendents, duties of, general, professional, 260, 261

Help of, at teachers' meetings, at school, 262

Relations of, to parents and the public, and to pupils, 263

To school committee, 261

To teachers, 262

School supervision, results of, 264

Changes and modifications in present law proposed, . . . . 273, 274

Further extension of, 270-273

Compulsory supervision. State should insist upon, some reasons why, 270-272

Compulsory laws, some requirements of, 272, 273

Improvements noticed in towns and cities employing superintendents, sum-

niary of, 264

Obstacles to complete success 264-266
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Edson, A. "W., agent of the Board, report of— Continued. page
School supervision — Continued.

Present condition, 266-270

Recommendations by former secretaries of the State Board of Education

and others, 256-260

Table showing number of towns employing and number not employing

superintendents, population, etc., 267

Diagrams representing percentages found in table, .... 268, 269

Towns and cities visited during the year, teachers' meetings held, . . 251

Educational museum. See Secretary of the Board.

Appropriation for, 212

Evening schools

:

Cities and towns having, abstract of school returns, Ixxviii

Number of towns maintaining, for ten years, . 71

Number of, with attendance and expense of supporting, . . . . 52, 53, 71

Number of teachers in, 52

Regularity of attendance, 71, 72

Examination of teachers. See Teachers.

Examination for admission to normal schools, times of, 507

Expenditures for public schools, 77-79

Summary of, 53, 54

Ten J ears' table of, 76

See also Statistics,— Treasurer of the Board,— and names of special insti-

tutions and special items of expense.

Feeble-minded, Massachusetts School for, at Waltham, 178-188

Admission to, terms of, 179, 180

Annual appropriation for, 179

Current expenses of, 180

Fernald, Walter E., M.D., superintendent of, 178

Passage from paper by, 185-187

Legislative history of, 179

Location of, post offlce address of, 179

School presents custodial as well as school aspect of education, ... 17

Statistics of, 178

Superintendent's report of, 183-188

Special classes for feeble-minded in foreign countries, .... 183, 184

Trustees' report of, 180-182

New buildings, need of, 181, 182

Reclassification desirable, 181, 182

Unspeakable blessings to many households conferred by the school, . 187, 168

Fernald, Walter E,, M D , superintendent of Massachusetts School for Feeble-

minded at Waltham, 178

Financial statement of the Board of Education, 199-212

Appropriations for agents of the Board 210

Aid to normal pupils, 210

Educational museum, 212

Incidental expenses, 211

Normal Art School 209

Normal schools, 206-208

Teachers' institutes, . . 211

Travelling expenses of members of the Board, 212

Fitchburg Normal School, opening of, in old high school building Sept. 11, 1893, 43

Expenditures for support of, 206

Visitors, report of, 43-45

Calendar of, examinations, dates of, 44

Instructors, with branches of study in, 43

New buildings for, in process of erection 43

Reference library needed at, 44
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Fitchburg Normal School — Continued. page

Services of L. "Walter Sargent in, 360

Statistics of, from Sept. 11, 1895, to Jan. 1, 1896, 45

Thompson, John G., principal of, 43

Flags upon public buildings and schoolhouses, legislation concerning, . . . 523

Fletcher, G. T., agent of the Board, report of, 275-293

Arithmetic, 283

County meetings, 277, 278

Franklin County Teachers' Association, 277, 278

Hampshire County Teachers' Association, re-formation of, attendance upon, 278

Drawing and nature work, slow progress in, 282

Geography, study of, made interesting and profitable, 283

Language, 2s3

Laurel Park Institute, fifth annual session of, dates of, . . . . 278, 279

Instructors and subjects 278

Normal schools, quality of work done in, is to determine character of public

schools, 280

Reading in primary schools well taught, in upper grades has become a " lost

art," 282, 283

Rural schools, problem of, 285-293

Burden to towns of, facts and figures in relation to 286, 287

Improvement in, factors necessary to secuie, 292, 293

Need of more State aid by, 284

Returns from, condensed statement of, questions and replies relative to, 289-292

Summary of condition of, 292

Teachers and teaching, ability and quality of, in western counties of

State, 281, 282

School laws, legislation needed concerning, changes that are desirable in, . 284

Schoolhouses, towns erecting new buildings, cost of, .... 281, 282

State coiirse of study, excellent lor elementary schools 284

School superintendence 280, 281

Obstacles to progress, 281

Summary of work accomplished by means of, 281

Teachers' institutes, where held 278-280

Subjects and speakers at, 279

Work of the year, meetings attended, some topics considered at, . . . 277

Framingham Normal School, better results in scholarship from higher standard

in requirements for entrance, 27

Expenditures for support of, 207

Visitors, report of, 27-30

Flag of the State presented to, by graduating class of 1892, . ' . . . 29

Gymnasium and kindergarten needed for, . 28

Hyde, Miss Ellen, principal of, 27

Davis, Miss Amelia, assistant principal of, 29

Lectures, addresses and musical entertamments given at, .... 29

Practice classes, improvement in, 27

Bartlett, George H , visit of, benefit to,
'

. 27

Pratt, Miss Sarah, lady superintendent at Crocker Hall, 28

Statistics of, for the year 1894-95, 29

Franklin County, agent's report on work in, 275-293

Franklin County Teachers' Association, meetings of, 277, 278

Fuller, Miss Sarah, principal of Horace Mann School, 158

Fund, Massachusetts school, condition of, purpose of, 201

Commissioners of, report of, 201-204

Income of, for 1894-95 201

Principal and income of, for five years, 1890-95, 204

Reference books and apparatus, amount expended for, .... viii-lxxvii

Schedule of securities in, 202, 203
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Funds, local, amount of, applied to schools viii-lxxvii

Total amount of, by counties, for State, Ixxvii

Geography, study of, made interesting and profitable, 283

Graduated tables of appropriations for schools, . . Ixxx-cxxii, cxxxvi-cxhii

Amount per child by towns for State, Ixxxi

By counties for State, cviii

By towns for counties xciv

Including voluntary contributions by counties, cix

Percent ige of taxable property appropriateJ to schools cxi-cxxii

Amount per town by counties, cxv

By counties for State, cxxi

By towns for State, cxi

Including voluntary contributions by counties, cxxii

Percentage of attendance, average, for counties of State, .... cxxxiv

By towns for counties, cxxviii

By towns for State, cxxiv

Grammar schools, introduction into, of new subjects, as reccommended by the

Committee of Ten 227, 228

Lessons in drawing for, outline of. See Bailey, H. T.

Greenough, James C, principal of Westfield Normal School, 34

Gymnasium at Worcester Normal School, credit to school and State, ... 41

Hagar, Danitl B., principal of Salem Normal School, 31

Remarks of, at anniversary of Horace Mann School, .... 171,172

Hall, James, State assistant in drawing, successor to L. Walter Sargent, . . 360

Hallock, Mrs. Ella B., work of, in temperance instruction, .... 145, 146

Hampden County, agent's report on work in, 249-274

Hampshire County, agent's report on work in, 275-293

Hampshire Counij' Teachers' Association, re-formation of, 278

High schools, attendance upon, marked increase in, 52, 65

Academies and schools counted as, 69

Accommodations of, buildings, sanitary conditions, laboratory facilities and
library volumes, 312-350

Conference of teachers of, held in Boston, 297

Courses of study in, number of, length of each in years, .... 316-350

Discontinued, established in 1894-95, 67-69

Distribution of, with ratio of population having access to, .... 70

List of, thus far approved by Board of Education, 135,136

Manual training in. See Bailey, H. T.

Music and drawing in, 300, 358

New buildings for, at Greenfield, Northampton and Pittsfield, cost of, . 281, 282

Number of, in State for ten years, with number of pupils attending, . . 65

Number of teachers and pupils in, 52, 312-350

Number of pupils from, sent to normal and scientific schools and colleges

in 1893-94, 312-350

Results of investigation of. See MacDonald, J. W.
Salaries, amount of, paid to principals of, 52

Small schools, work in, unsatisfactory, 305-309

Table showing condition, equipment, organization and work of, in 1895, . 311-350

Tuition in. State reimbursement of, 128-133

Hill, Frank A., secretary of Board of Education, report of, . . . . 50-198

Report of, as commissioner of Massachusetts school fund, . . . 201-204

Horace Mann School for Deaf at Boston :

Departmental plan of work in, satisfactory, 158

Expense of instruction of deaf at, 204

Fuller, Miss Sarah, principal of, 158

Extracts from address of, 163-165

Sewing and slojd, instruction in, 158
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Typesetting and printing in, expense of, defrayed by private contributions, . 158

Twenty-fifth anniversary of, celebration of, 159-172

Bell, Prof. Alexander Graham, extracts from address of, . . . 160-163

Telephone, invention of, result of work done for deaf in Horace Mann
School 161

Defence of day school idea, 162, 163

Eliot, Dr. Samuel, tribute of, to personal influence of the teacher, . . 171

Flint, D. B., extract from address of, 172

Hagar, Daniel B , incident in life of Miss Fuller related by, . . . 171, 172

Marshall, Ernest C, passages from address of, 159, 160

Oral system, progress of, in this country, superiority of, compared with sign

system, 161, 162

Sanborn, Frank T., remarks of, concerning oral method and day

schools, 167-169

Seaver, Edwin P., extract from address of, 165, 166

Washburn, Hon. Henry S., remarks of, 170

Wells, Mrs. Kate Gannett, allusion of, to necessity for training in observa-

tion and concentration 166

Howe Memorial Press for blind, 176

Hyde, Miss Ellen, principal of Framingham Normal School, 27

Hygiene, seating appliances with reference to, 16

Work for the State in physiology and, 14.5, 146

Incidental expenses of Board of Education, appropriations for, .... 211

Industrial drawing, agent's report upon. See Bailey, H. T.

Institutes, teachers'. Hee Teachers' institutes.

Kindergartens

:

At Westfield Normal School, 37

For the blind. iSee Perkins Institution.

Need of, at Framingham Normal School 28

New building fur, at Dalton, cost of, 282

Valuable aid to pupils in schools for defectives, 18

Knight, Horatio G., \ ice-president of Clarke Institution, death of, sad loss to, . 155

Lancaster, Industrial School for Girls at, Ixxix

Language, remarks upon the teaching of, 283

Laurel Park, teachers' institute held at, 278, 279

Laws, compulsory, some requirements of, 272, 273

See also Board of Education, report on school attendance and truancy.

Legislation, Massachusetts school, of 1895, 521-525

An act authorizing towns to pay tuition of children attending academies in

towns in which there is no high school (chapter 94), .... 523

An act relative to flags upon public buildings and schoolhouses (chapter

115), 523

An act requiring school committees to furnish public schools with flags

(chapter 181) 524

An act relative to payment by Commonwealth of tuition of children attending

school outside of towns in which they reside (chapter 212), . . . 524

Resolve in favor of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (chapter 70), 524, 625

Library, value of, in connection with educational museum. See Secretary of

Board of Education.

Lj'man School for Boys at Westborough Ixxix

MacDonald, James "W., agent of the Board, report of, 295-309

High schools, accommodations of, pupils in, number of teachers in, . 312-350

Conference of teachers of, held in Boston, 297

Courses of study in, number of, length of, in years, .... 316-350

Sciences unpopular, hold contracted place in, 303

Declamations in, almost obsolete, 303, 304

Languages hold their pre-eminence respecting time, allotments in, 302, 315-350

Music and drawing in, 300
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Number of pupils from, sent to normal and scientific schools and colleges

in 1893, 1894 312-350

298-309

mini-

316-350

314-350

314-350

. 30.5

306-309

. 306

Results of investigation of, response to circular, .

Recitations yearly, maximum number that teaching force can hear,

mum number required by subjects

School year, weeks in,

School day, sessions, hours, recitation periods in, .

Small high schools, work in, unsatisfactory, ....
Course recommended for improvement of, .

Teachers in, have too much to do, pupils too little, .

Recitation periods required in, exceed what the teaching force can hear,

explanation of, 301, 305, 306, 316

Statistics of, from all counties of State, 311-350

Table showing condition, equipment, organization and work in, . . 311-350

Explanation of, 298-303

Minimum time for different subjects, suggestions of, based on careful

study of, 304

Time given to different subjects in, measured by recitation periods, . 314-350

The " no recess " plan, 299

Tuition in other towns, law requiring payment of, should be amended, . 309

Work of the year, State institutes attended, 297

Manual training:

Its educational value, paper on, by Thomas M. Balliet, superintendent of

schools, Springfield, 481-499

Report upon, by State supervisor of drawing. See Bailey, H. T.

Sewing and sloyd, instruction in, at Horace Mann School, .... 153

Sloyd method of, pursued in Perkins Institution for the Blind, . . . 176

Manual training schools, cities and towns supporting, . . . 372-381,411,412

Course of academic study suggested for, 392, 393

Massachusetts educational exhibit at Atlanta, medal awarded for,.... 14

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, scholarships in, legislation concerning, . 525

Massachusetts School for Feeble-minded at VValtham. See Feeble-minded.

Massachusetts school fund. See Fund, Massachusetts School.

Massachusetts Teachers' Association, 188-192

Mechanic Arts High School, location, capacity and equipment of, . . . 394, 398

Aim of, opening of, reference to course of instruction in, . . . . 397, 398

Drawing table used in, figure of, 395

Parmenter, Dr. Charles W., principal of, 398

Tool bench used in, figure of, S97

Views of buildings and rooms, 396

Middlesex County, report of agent upon. See Walton, G. A.

Miller, J. D., report of, as visitor to Westfield Normal School 34-38

As visitor to Worcester Normal School, 39-42

As visitor to Fitchburg Normal School, 43-45

Monroe, AVill S., letter of, bearing upon subject of elementary art instruction, 362-364

Monson, State Primary School at, abolished July 1, 1895, Ixxix

Morse, Charles H., superintendent of Cambridge Manual Training School for Boys, 410

Nature study, change in treatment of, 228

Interest in, in Framingham Normal School, 27

New requirments for admission to normal schools. See Appendices, J.

Norfolk, Bristol, Dukes and Nantucket counties, report of agent upon. See

Prince, John T.

Normal Art School, State, Boston, report of Board of Education concerning, . 16

Appropriations for, 209

Visitor's report of, 46-48

Addresses made at 47

Bartlett, George H., principal of, 46
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Instructors, with branches of study in, 46

Location of, reference to courses in, 509

Observation and practice work in Boston public schools, opportunity for,

granted to pupils of, 16, 47

Purpose of, 46

Standard for admission to, raised in October, 1895, 16

Statistics of, for the year 1894-95 48

Normal pupils, appropriations for aid to, 210

Normal schools, action of the Board in relation to 15

Admission to, times of, 507

Appropriations and expenditures for support of, 206

Average salary of normal teachers, 12

Brief history of. See Prince, John T.

Drawing in, growing condition of, 359

Entrance requirements and examinations for, to be uniform throughout the

State 15

Examinations for, times of, 507

Four years' course of study and advanced course of two years in, • . 508, 509

General two years' course of study in, 507, 508

Graduates of, employed in ten years, 80

High schools and, relations between, 137

Graduates of any high school eligible to take entrance examination of nor-

mal schools, , • . 137

New norrUal schools, new buildings for, in process of construction, 15, 141, 142

.
Appropriations made and architects appointed for, 141

Building committees for 141

Perspective views of buildings of, 142

Number of teachers attending for ten years, 80

Number of teachers employed in high schools who are graduates of, . 312-350

Number of pupils sent from high schools to, in 1893, 1894, . . . 312-350

Quality of work done in, is to determine character of the public schools, . 280

Requirements of admission in 1896 :

Circular of information concerning, 501-509

Statistics of, for 1894-95, 81

Tuition in, supplies, general information concerning, . . . . . 609

Visitors' reports on schools at

:

Bridgewater, 23-26

Fitchburg, 43-45

Framingham, 27-30

Salem, 31-33

State Normal Art School, Boston, • 46-48

Westfield 34-38

Worcester, 39-42

"What the normal school aims to do for its pupils :

Circular letter to one who wishes to become a teacher, .... 511-519

Work of Board of Education in 14-16

Observation and practice work in Boston public schools by pupils of Normal Art

School. See Normal Art School.

Outline of lessons in drawing for rural schodls, by Henry T. Bailey and L Walter

Sargent, 415-479

Palmer, Mrs. Alice Freeman, report of, as visitor to Bridgewater Normal

School, 23-26

Parental School for Boys, Boston. See Board of Education, report of, on school

attendance and truancy.

Parmenter, Dr. Charles W., principal of Mechanic Arts High School, Boston, . 398

Equipment of rooms in Cambridge Manual Training School for Boys, account

of, from report of, 399-404
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Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind

:

Anagnos, M., director of, 175

Boolis, apparatus and appliances for, additional supply of, ... . 176

Course of study at, rearranged and enlarged 176

Department of music at, well equipped, 176

Howe Memorial Press, books issued by, for use of the blind throughout the

United States, 176

Kindergarten at, value and usefulness of, demand for more room in, . 176, 177

Sloyd method of manual training pursued in, 176

Statistics of, 175

Thomas, Edith, expense of support of, 205

Physical culture. See Secretary of Board of Education.

Physiology and temperance instruction, work for the State in, by Mrs. Ella B.

Hallock 145, 146

Plates accompanying outline of lessons in drawing for rural schools, . . 465-478

Population of towns, abstract of statistics, i-lxxiv

Ratio of, having access to high schools, 70

Primary schools, reading well taught in, 282, 283

Outline of lessons in drawing for. See Bailey, H. T.

Prince, John T., agent of the Board, report of, 225-248

Departmental instruction 231-233

Advantages and disadvantages of, 232, 233

Improvement of public school system, proposed means of, . . . 244-248

1. Equivalent of college course and professional training for high school

teachers, equivalent of high and normal school courses for primary

and grammar school teachers, 248

2. Professional superintendents to nominate all teachers, .... 248

3. Equalization of taxation for schools throughout the State, . . . 248

Normal schools of Massachusetts, brief history of, . ... . . 237-239

Studies, course of, 257

Nature study, 228

New subjects, introduction of, into grammar schools, .... 227, 228

Reading, supplementary lists of books read in schools of Braintree, Brook-

line, Dedham, Milton and New Bedford, 228-231

Supervision, 234, 235

Teachers, professional training of, growth of public sentiment concern-

ing 239-242

As members of the school committee 235

Committee of Fifteen, extracts from report of, .... . 240, 241

Qualifications and appointment of 236, 237, 242, 243

Selection of, 243, 244

Work of the year, 227

Private schools, statistics of, by school committees, viii-lxxvii

Tuition paid for, 54

Professional training of teachers, agent's report upon. See Prince, John T.

Public school system, history of growth of, and legislative enactment, . . 253-255

Proposed means of improvement of, 244-248

Reading in primary schools well taught, in upper grades too little attention paid

to, 282, 283

Supplementary lists of books read in some schools, 228-231

Recommendations of secretary of the Board, summary of, ... . 192, 194

Reference books and apparatus, amount expended for, viii-lxxvii

Reformatory institutions at Lancaster, Monson and Westborough, . . . Ixxix

Registers for private schools, 552

Returns of school committees, abstract of. See Statistics.

Summary and analysis of, secretary's report, 51-57

Robin, Willie Elizabeth, education of, 177
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Outline of lessons in drawing for, by Henry T. Bailey and L. Walter

Sargent, 415-479

Returns from, condensed statement of, questions and replies relative to, 289-292

Summary of condition of, factors necessary to secure improvement in, . 292, 293

Three classes of, need of more State aid hy, 284, 285, 288

Russell, E. Harlow, principal of Worcester Normal School, 39

Salem Normal School, year marked by effective work in, 31

Expenditures for support of, 207

Visitors, report of, 31-33

Hagar, Daniel B., principal of, 31

Instructors, with branches of study in, 31

New building at, probable completion of, before next school year, ... 32

Statistics of, for the year 1894-95, 32, 33

Sarah Fuller Home for little children who cannot hear
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Clark, Miss Eliza L., principal of, 173

Extract from report of, 174, 175

Amount expended for instruction in, . . . . . . . . . 205

Dwight, Edmund, valuable gifts of, endowment of scholarship by, . . 173, 174

Executive committee, items from seventh annual report of, . . . . 173

Independence of, in some degree, from generous contributions, . . . 175

Location of, 173

Progress of pupils in, advantages of early training demonstrated, . • . 174

Remarks of visitor to, 175

Statistics of, 173

Sargent, L. Walter, resignation of, as assistant State supervisor of drawing, . . 360

Outline of lessons in drawing for rural schools, by Henry T. Bailey and.

See Bailey, H. T.

Services of, at Fitchburg Normal School, reference to, 360

School attendance and truancy in Massachusetts, report upon, Ijy George A.

Walton, for Board of Education. See Board of Education.

School committees, abstract of returns of. See Statistics.

Duty of, concerning the national flag for schoolhouses, legislation in regard

to, 524

Duties of, as defined by law, 255, 256

School fund. See Fund, Massachusetts school.

School furniture. See Board of Education, report of.

School for deaf at Hartford, Conn. See American School for Deaf.

Schoolhouses, amount expended upon, . 53,79

New buildings for normal schools. See Normal schools.

Some towns erecting new, cost of, 281, 282

School laws, changes that are desirable in, 284

Schools, abstract of returns of. See Statistics.

Analysis and summary of returns of, 51-57

Appropriations for. See Appropriations.

Attendance of. See Attendance.

Drawing in, agent's report upon. See Bailey, H. T.

Evening. See Evening schools.

Expenditures for. See Expenditures.

High. See High schools, also MacDonald, J. W.
Normal. See Normal schools.

Private. See Private schools.

Supervision of . See Supervision of schools.

Time of keeping 72, iv-lxxv

Training. See Training schools.

Truant. See Board of Education, report on school attendance and truancy.

Schools for defectives. See Defectives, also Feeble-minded.
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Scientific schools, number of pupils sent to, from high schools in 1893, 1894, 312-350

Number of teachers employed in high schools who are graduates of, . 312-350

Secretary of Board of Education
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Hill, Frank A., report of, 50-198

Agents, work of 109-112

Approximate record of, for year 1895, 110

Assignment of, by counties, 109

Special reports, themes for, Ill

Commissioner of Massachusetts school fund, report of. See Fund, Massa-

chusetts school.

Educational museum, 124-128

Appropriations for, needed increase in, to afford competent director-

ship, 126, 128

Library, estimated value of, in connection with, 124

ETening schools, attendance and expense of, 71

Number of towns maintaining, for ten years, .71
High schools, distribution of, with ratio of population having access to, . 70

Approval of, by Board of Education, 133-136

List of schools and academies thus far approved, .... 135,136

Conditions of, detailed account of. iSee MacUonald, J. W.
Closer relation between colleges and, 137-141

Committee of Ten, extract from report of, 138, 139

Courses recommended by, 140

Number of, in State, with number of pupils attenjing, .... 65

New schools established in 1894-95, 69

Schools discontinued in 1894-95, 67

Normal schools in connection with, 137

Policy of maintaining small schools, questions to be considered in

regard to, 67, 68

Tuition in, 5tate reimbursement of, 128-133

Expense to State for one third of year, 130

Manual training, 142, 143

Industrial education in Massachusetts, present status of. See Bailey, H. T.

Its educational value, paper on. See Appendices, I.

Massachusetts Teachers' Association, 188-192

Resolutions of, attitude of Board in regard to, 189-192

Normal schools, graduites of, employed in ten years, 80

Increase of graduates employed, 81

Statistics of, for the year 1894-95, 81

New normal school^, 141

Appropriations made and architects appointed for, 141

Building committees for, 141

Perspective views of buildings, 142

Physical culture, 143-145

Observations showing faults of carriage and posture of children in schools, 144

Public schools, statistics of expenditures for, 76-79

Conveying children to school, 88

Supervision, expense of, 53, 90

Text-books and supplies 87

Recommendations of, summary of, 192-194

School attendance, 57-60

Regularity of, 60-64

School attendance laws, enforcement of, 194

School buildings and their appointments, 112-119

Special schools, reports of:

Blind, Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for, at South Bos-

ton 175-178
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Special schools, reports of

—

Conthiued.

Deaf, education of:

American School for, at Hartford, Conn., 148-152

Clarke Instiiui ion at Northampton 152-158

Expenditures for, '. 204,205

Feeljle-minded, Massachusetts School for, at Waltham, . . . 178-lb8

Horace Mann School at Boston 158-172

Sarah Fuller Home for little children who cannot hear, at Medford, 173-175

State examination and certitication of teachers, 126-128

Appropriations for, 128

Elements of a plan for, 127

Statistical returns, summary of, 51-54

Analysis of, 54-57

Superintendents of schools, 92, 93

List of, for 1894-95 94-103

Table showing by counties, towns with and without 92

Supervision of schools, merits of, 119

Compulsory supervision, 119-123

Di.»cussion of. See Edson, A. W.
District superintendence, effective character of, extent of, . . 119, 120-122

Need of, for the sake of small towns, 119

List of towns not under supervision, ....... 120-122

Teachers' institutes, 103-109

Addresses given at, '109

Instructors, topics presented, 108

Location of, and date of holding 104

Programme, general form of, 105

Towns represented in, and number of persons attending, . . . 106, 107

Teachers and teachers' wages 80

Average wages of women and men, disparity between, .... 82

Changes in teachers hurtlul to schools, disheartening to school authorities, 84-87

Temperance instruction, 145-148

Physiology and hygiene, profitable work of Mrs. Ella B. Hallock in, with

reference to 145, 146

Extract from report of 1895 bearing on principle of, 147

Time schools have been kept during each year, length of, . . . . 72-75

Favorable showing of, for 1895, 74, 75

Truancy and non-attendance, 194

See also Board of Education, report of, on school attendance and truancy

in Massachusetts.

Conclusion, 194-198

Educational agencies, purposes, absolute and relative service of, to State, 194-197

Harris, Hon. William T., statements of, 195

Constitution, chapter 5, section 2, extract from, duty of legislators and

magistrates to cherish interests of literature and the sciences, . . 197

Sewing, cities and towns in which it is taught, names of, .... 372-385

Shaw, E. P., commissioner of Massachusetts school fund. See Fund, Massachu-

setts school.

Sloyd. See Manual training.

Small towns, needs of, 279,285,286,292

Consolidation of schools, 288

Conveyance of children to schools, ......... 291

District superintendence, 119

More aid from the State 285

Teachers' institutes, 284

Wages of teachers, increase in, 282

Special schools, reports of. See Secretary of the Board.
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State institutions, reformatory, at Lancaster, Monson and Westboruugh, . . Ixxix

State reimbursement of high school tuition 128-133
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Summary and analysis of, 51-57
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Drawing, for the year, 353, 370

High schools, 311-350

Manual training, 372-385,411,412

Supervision 267-269

Stoddard, E. B., report of, as visitor to Worcester Normal School, . . .39-42
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Table showing, by counties, the number of towns employing, .... 92

Table showing number of towns employing, and number not employing, . 267

Supervisors of drawing, number of cities and towns employing, .... 360

Supervisors, special, of ait instruction and other manual arts, names of,

372-377, 380, 381

System of public schools in Massachusetts, proposed means of improvement of, 244-248

Table showing condition, equipment, organization and work of Massachusetts

hi,i;h schools, 1895, 311-350

Table showing number of towns employing and number not employing superin-

tendents, 267

Taxation, equalization of, lor schools throughout the State, 248

Teachers, ability of, in western counties of State, low wages of, .... 282

Applications for trained, far out-number graduates, 24

Agents' reports concerning, 242, 282, 305-307

Changes in, hurtful to schools and disheartening to school authorities, , . 84-87

Conferences of, held in Boston, 297

Examination and certification of. See Secretary of the Board.

Mas!•achu^etts Teachers' Association, attitude of the Board in regard to, 188-192

Normal graduates and undergraduates, iv-lxxv

Number of, employed, 52

Employed for ten years, 80

Employed and required number, ii-lxxv

Who have attended normal schools, 52, 80

Number employed in evening schools, ^52
Number employed in high schools who are graduates of normal and scientific

schools and colleges, 312-350

Proffessional training of. See Prince, John T.

Wages of. See Wages.

Teachers' institutes, expenditures for, 211

Aaents' reports upon, 222, 252, 278, 297

Addresses given at 109

Instructors and instruction in, 108
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Teachers' institutes — Conthiued. page
Location of, and date of holding, 104

Meetings of, 222, 252, 278, 280, 297

Programme, general form of, 105

Laurel Park institute, third annual session of, 278, 279

Towns represented in, and number of persons attending, .... 106, 107

Text-books and supplies, expense of, for ten years 87

Thomas, Edith M., education and attainments of, 177

Expense of support of, 205

Thompson, John G, principal of Fitchburg Normal School, 43

Tillinghast, C. B , treasurer of the Board, financial statement of, . . . 206-212

Recognition of valuable assistance rendered to the Board by, . . . . 14

Time schools have been kept, length of, 52, 72, iv-lxxv

Time given to the different subjects in high schools measured by recitation

periods, table showing, 314-350

Towns to pay the tuition of children attending certain academies in towns in

which there is no high school, an act to authorize 523

Towns and cities, neglect of, to provide for truants, 545, 546

Towns and cities in which drawing,— including clay modelling and paper cut-

ting,— cooking, sewing and woodworking are taught, names of, . 372-385

Transfer of children from school to school. See Truancy.

Training schools, 35

Training teachers, applications for, exceed number of graduates 23, 24

Treasurer of Board of Education, financial statement of, .... 206-212

Truancy

:

Change in form of imposing fines, 555,556

Construction and provisions of the truant laws, 548

Distance from school, poverty and want of clothing, often the cause of failure

to attend school, 539

Employment law 550, 551

Enforcement of truant laws 559-579

Charge of $2 a week upon towns a bar to 548

Parental neglect and, 537-539

Penalties, enforcement of, 539, 540

Summary of Boston district investigation, 567

Transfer of children 552-554

Card used for the purpose, sample of, 553

Truants and children absent from parental neglect in cities, as compared with

towns, 559-568

Manner in which non-attendants are followed up in some cities, . . 560-566

Why the compulsory and truant laws are not enforced 543-551

Local officers not efficient, 543

Neglect of towns to provide for truants, 545, 546

Past provisions unsatisfactory to magistrates, 548

Remedies suggested, 551-559

Age and schooling certificates, greater care in regard to, .... 554

Change in form of imposing fines, 555, 556

Enumeration, 551, 552

School registers for private schools, 552

Truant officers to make presentments, 558, 559

Forms used for statistical returns, sample of, 559

Inefficiency of truant service, 546

School attendance officers 568, 569

Results to be expected from, 669, 570

Illustration, 570, 571

Sums paid for truant service, 544

Truant schools, investigation of, results of, 671-586

A truant school part of the school system, 675, 576
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Truant schools — Continued. page
A single court at Boston to have charge of juvenile offenders, .... 585

Analogy to private boarding school 574

Discrimination in classes of children sent to, 676

General character of,- province of, changes needed in, .... 673, 574

Girls' school needed, 584

History of county truant schools, 571-573

Increase in numbers with better knowledge, 585

List of, in the State, 540

Name of school should be changed, 576

Supervision of, 584

Table showing number of truants in the schools May, 1895, and counties from

which they were committed, 542

West Roxbury, Boston Parental School at, opening of, Sept. 11, 1895, . . 585

Number of inmates committed to, up to Dec. 11, 1895, 585

See also Board of Education, report of, on school attendance and truancy.

Tuition of pupils outside of towns in which they reside, legislation concerning, . 524

Free high school tuition the legal right of every properly qualified child in the

State 129

In Cambridge Manual Training School for Boys 410

In normal schools 509

State reimbursement of high school tuition, 128

Expense of, to State, for one third of year, 130

Number of towns aided by the tuition law, 129

Twenty-fifth anniversary of Horace Mann School, celebration of, . . . 159-172

Ungraded schools, outline of lessons in drawing for. See Bailey, H. T.

Ventilating apparatus in Worcester Normal School pronounced satisfactory, . 40

Views of buildings and rooms, Cambridge Manual Training School for Boys, . 404

Mechanic Arts High School, Boston, 396

Visitors to normal schools, reports of

:

Bridgewater 23-26

Fitchburg 43-45

Framingham, 27-30

Salem, 31-33

State Normal Art School, Boston 46-48

Westfield 34-38

Worcester, 39-42

Wages of teachers, 52, 80

Disparity between average wages of women and men, 82-84

Increase of, desirable, 83, 273, 282, 290

For ten years, 80

Waltham, School for Feeble-minded at. See Feeble-minded.

Walton, George A., agent of the Board, report of 215-223

Barnstable and Middlesex counties, school supervision in, ... 217-219

Superintendency, employment of normal teachers, and consolidation of schools

desirable in rural communities, 222

Supervision should be made compulsory upon all to^vus, 218

Teachers' institutes, 222

Teacher, superintendent and committee, relations of, .... 219-222

Truancy investigation, 222, 223

Report on school attendance and truancy, for the Board of Education, by.

See Board of Education.

Wardwell, Homer, a special teacher for, in Perkins Institution, .... 178

Wells, Mrs. Kate Gannett, report of, as visitor to Framingham Normal School, . 27-30

As visitor to State Normal Art School, Boston, 46-48

Extracts from remarks of, at the twenty-fifth anniversary of Horace Mann
School 166

Report of the Board of Education by, 9-19
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PAGE
Westborough, State Reform School at, Ixxix

"Western Massachusetts, marked progress in schools of, since the passage of the

district superintendence law in 1888, 281

Westfield Normal School, attendance upon, 34

Expenditures for support of, 208

Visitors, report of, 34-38

Greenough, James C, principal of, 34

Instructors, with branches of study in, 34

Kindergarten, valuable aid of, 37

Statistics of, for the year 1894-95, 38

Teachers, resignation of, 36

Training school, instructors in, 34

What the normal school aims to do for its pupils

:

Circular letter to one who wishes to become a teacher, .... 511-519

Whitney, M. B., report of, as visitor to Westfield Normal School, .... 34-38

Williams, Job, L.H.D., principal of the American School for the Deaf, at Hart-

fort, Conn 148

Woodworking, cities and towns in which it is taught, names of, . . . 372-385

Worcester Normal School, prosperous condition of, 39

Expenditures for support of, 208

Visitors, report of, 39-42

Instructors, with branches of study in, 39

New gymnasium at, 41

Repairs at, appropriations for, 40

Russell, E. Harlow, principal of, 39

Statistics for the year 1894-95, 41,42
Worcester County, report of agent on work in, 249-274

Work of the agents, assignment of, by counties, themes for special reports, . 109-112

Yale, Miss Caroline A., principal of Clarke Institution for the Deaf, Northampton, 152












